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Abstract
Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920) was a leading figure shaping many facets of Dutch culture during and after
his long life. In addition to exerting a profound influence on politics, ecclesiastical concerns, journalism,
elementary and secondary education, and societal life in the Netherlands, he also founded and was the
primary formative influence shaping the Free University of Amsterdam The problem taken up by this
dissertation is the discovery and elucidation of Kuyper's concept of the nature, task, authority and role of
the university in modern society as it is shaped by significant theological views he held Specifically, this
study demonstrates how Abraham Kuyper's emphasis on the goodness of creation which is structured by
divine ordinances, the corrupting influence of the fall, and the workings of God's particular and common
grace, result in a call for the living all of life "for King Jesus" Kuyper affirms the lordship of Jesus Christ
over all of life and argues that he alone holds absolute sovereignty He delegates limited authority to the
various spheres of life, enabling them to carry out their God-given tasks Each sphere of life has a task and
authority determined by the creation structure, and this sphere must not be violated by any other life
sphere The sphere of science, with the university as its primary institution, has the unique task to "think
God's thoughts after him " It is to study and understand the structure of creation and the relationships
between it's various aspects This scientific task of humanity cannot be the unified effort of all human
beings Because of sin and regeneration, there is an antithesis between the new humanity and the old.
This results in two kinds of science, each based on different and opposed foundations. Kuyper advocates
a confessionally pluralistic approach to science and the university, in which each confessional community
is guaranteed the right and funding to establish a university on its unique foundation.
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ABSTRACT
Abraham Kuyper (1837-1920) was a leading figure shaping many facets of
Dutch culture during and after his long life. In addition to exerting a profound
influence on politics, ecclesiastical concerns, journalism, elementary and secondary
education, and societal life in the Netherlands, he also founded and was the primary
formative influence shaping the Free University of Amsterdam
The problem taken up by this dissertation is the discovery and elucidation of
Kuyper's concept of the nature, task, authority and role of the university in modern
society as it is shaped by significant theological views he held

Specifically, this study

demonstrates how Abraham Kuyper's emphasis on the goodness of creation which is
structured by divine ordinances, the corrupting influence of the fall, and the workings
of God's particular and common grace, result in a call for the living all of life "for
King Jesus"
Kuyper affirms the lordship of Jesus Christ over all of life and argues that he
alone holds absolute sovereignty

He delegates limited authority to the various spheres

of life, enabling them to carry out their God-given tasks

Each sphere of life has a

task and authority determined by the creation structure, and this sphere must not be
violated by any other life sphere
The sphere of science, with the university as its primary institution, has the
unique task to "think God's thoughts after him " It is to study and understand the
structure of creation and the relationships between it's various aspects
This scientific task of humanity cannot be the unified effort of all human
beings

Because of sin and regeneration, there is an antithesis between the new

viii

humanity and the old. This results in two kinds of science, each based on different
and opposed foundations. Kuyper advocates a confessionally pluralistic approach to
science and the university, in which each c onfessional community is guaranteed the
right and funding to establish a university on its unique foundation

IX

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The Problem of the Dissertation

This dissertation attempts to discover and to elucidate Abraham Kuyper's
(1837-1920) concept of the nature, task, authority, and role of the university in modern
society and to trace the key theological foundations that have shaped Kuyper's views
Kuyper's 1880 address at the opening of the Free University of Amsterdam,
"Souvereinileil in Eigcn Kring" ("Sphere Sovereignty"), is especially significant in
understanding his conception of the university and its societal role

This study

involves the following questions: (1) What are the key elements of Kuyper's theology
that determine his view of society and culture? (2) What are the nature and the
significance of Kuyper's concept of "sphere sovereignty""1 (3) What does Kuyper
understand to be the nature, task, and authority of the. university within the sphere of
education1 (4) What are the proper relationships between the sphere of education,
particularly as manifested in the university, and the spheres of the state and the
church1

Significance of the Problem

Abraham Kuyper was one of the leading figures

who significantly shaped life

in The Netherlands in the latter part of the nineteenth and the early part of the
twentieth centuries

His accomplishments were impressive in the areas of politics,

education, social theory, journalism, international affairs, and broader cultural issues

I

2
In his introduction to Kuyper's devotional book To Be Near Unto God. John Hendrik
De Vries, who has translated a number of Kuyper's works into English, assesses the
scope and significance of Abraham Kuyper:
It is by his almost super-human labors, no less than by his strength and nobility
of character, that he left "foot-prints on the sand of time" with such indelible
clearness, that in 1907, when his seventieth birthday was made the occasion of
national celebration, it was said: "The history of the Netherlands, in Church, in
State, in Society, in Press, in School, and in the Sciences of the last forty years,
can not be written without the mention of his name on almost every page, for
during this period the biography of Dr Kuyper is to a considerable extent the
history of the Netherlands."'
In addition to his pervasive impact on the Netherlands, Kuyper's influence
extended far beyond its borders

In those parts of the world where followers of the

Reformed faith are found, the thinking of Abraham Kuyper had and continues to have
a powerful formative influence.
The thesis of this dissertation is that Abraham Kuyper, who was known as a
social, political, and ecclesiastical activist, developed a consistent view advocating
confessional pluralism and sphere sovereignty in all areas of society and particularly in
regard to the university

Kuyper's viewpoint was not merely a pragmatic reaction to

the issues and needs of the time, but arose from and was consistent with a clearly
articulated confessional stance and theology that was a further development in the line
of Reformed thought including Calvin and Groen Van Pnnsterer
This dissertation is justified for several reasons

First, although Abraham

Kuyper was undoubtedly a significant figure in many spheres of life and his thought
and work is well-known in the Netherlands, knowledge of his insights and
contributions is relatively unknown outside of that country

This is explained, in part,

by the fact that the Netherlands is a small nation whose accomplishments have often

'Abraham Kuyper, To Be Near Unto God. Translated and with a forward by John
Hendrik De Vries (Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing
Company, 1925), 6
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been overshadowed by those of its more populous and powerful neighbors such as
Germany, France, and England. In addition, Kuyper wrote nearly all of his works in
his native Dutch, a language generally unknown to those of non-Dutch background
As a result, the majority of Kuyper's writings remain inaccessible to the non-Dutch
world. Second, those studies of Kuyper's thought that have been undertaken have
generally focused either on this theology and his work as a church reformer or on his
work in the political arena

Far less attention has been paid to his views on education

Third, the studies that have concerned themselves with educational dimensions of
Kuyper's thought and work have not specifically attempted to trace the impact of his
theology on his educational views.
A study of the life and thought of Abraham Kuyper is important not only for
the discipline of theology or the study of ecclesiastical history, but it is also significant
for the humanities in general

As noted above, Kuyper was not only actively involved

in church matters and theological concerns, but also in a wide range of cultural and
societal issues and institutions

That he considered the founding of the Free University

of Amsterdam to be his crowning achievement indicates the perspective that guided
him and the goals toward which he worked
Kuyper's broad interest, however, was not only the result of the richness and
breadth of his own educational background, but it also reflected his conviction that
God had made men and women in such a way that they were culture-forming
creatures

He argued that the cultural and societal views and activities of persons and

communities are shaped by underlying fundamental orientations or points of departure
Furthermore, Kuyper believed that every worldview is at its heart religious, reflecting
a spiritual stance taken in response to the creational revelation of God

He writes,

"Behind and in those demonstrable factors [public opinion, the style and fashion of
life, ways of thinking and speaking, etc ] there is a common moving power which
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escapes our analysis and is caused by mysterious influences from the spiritual world."2
Abraham Kuyper emphasized that as each worldview attempts to find meaning
in existence it must wrestle with the fundamental issues of the human condition. Each
transmits the results of this struggle as a peculiar spiritual legacy, the knowledge of
which helps the individual, the community, and a culture to find its identity.
Kuyper consciously and intentionally attempted to base his own worldview on
the foundation of a total commitment to the Triune God as understood by Reformed
Christianity

Consistent with this, he determined that a Reformed, Christian worldview

should shape the structure, mission, and faculties of the Free University of Amsterdam.
Abraham Kuyper also argued that every other confessional perspective should
have the same right to establish a university, to influence culture, and to pursue the
arts and sciences consistent with their unique bases. His assertion that biblical
Christianity is the only valid foundation for life and culture did not lead him to
despise or ridicule the cultural achievements and insights of those whose lives and
work were founded on other bases. In the first place, he acknowledged that Western
culture had been shaped by a wide variety of different and conflicting worldviews.
Educated people cannot understand the world in which they live apart from a thorough
knowledge of the legacies of other worldviews as well as that of their own particular
community. Abraham Kuyper advocated an open, honest, and active discussion
between these various communities

Secondly, Kuyper's affirmation of the working of

God's common grace led him to acknowledge that non-Christians as well as Christians
can come to valid insights into God's creation order

In fact, he observed that non-

Christians often put followers of Jesus Christ to shame in this regard.
Throughout his life Abraham Kuyper wrestled with issues concerning the

:Abraham Kuyper, Pc Gemeene Gmrie. 2d ed , vol 2 (Kampen J H Kok, 1931
32), 409.
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relationships between particular communities and the need for unity within modem
society

His assertion of the religious roots of every aspect of life and his call for

recognition of "confessional pluralism" and the freedom for each faith community to
build on its unique foundation in every area of life, raises a number of issues that are
significant for the challenges of the modem world
Contemporary discussions within the humanities concerning cultural diversity
and pluralism, together with the renewed emphasis on the significance of distinctive
viewpoints in religious studies, literature, and other fields in the humanities, suggest
that Kuyper may have raised issues and advanced viewpoints that may provide new
resources for conversation, reflection, and the development of further insights

Limitations and Delimitations

Abraham Kuyper was an amazingly prolific writer and speaker and his works
encompass a wide range of social, political, educational, and theological issues and
extend over a large number of academic disciplines

The vast number of primary

resources involved in a study such as this is in some ways intimidating

Yet, it is the

contention of this study, that Kuyper's thought forms a coherent whole, a congruous
system of thought which he consciously and intentionally attempted to construct on the
basis of fundamental biblical principles

As a result, this study will not only attempt

to define Kuyper's views regarding the university, but will also try to demonstrate that
certain central tenets of Kuyper's theological position substantively shaped his views
regarding the nature, task, authority, and role of the modem university and its
relationship to other societal spheres
This dissertation will focus especially on Kuyper's 1880 address delivered at
the opening of the Free University of Amsterdam, "Souvereiniieit in Eigen Knng,"
("Sphere Sovereignty"). This lengthy speech is especially important since in it Kuyper
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attempts to elucidate the chief principles that led him and his supporters to establish
the Free University of Amsterdam. Since those present at the public ceremony
included not only his ardent supporters from the Netherlands, but also international
figures sympathetic to Kuyper's program, fellow Reformed Christians who in some
instances vehemently disagreed with Kuyper on his interpretation and application of
the Reformed faith, leaders from non-Reformed communities of faith, prominent
figures from the broader academic community in the Netherlands, and political figures
of the day, Kuyper attempted on this occasion to articulate his views completely,
carefully, and convincingly.' There is no other single statement that more
comprehensively presents Kuyper's fundamental thought on the nature, task, authority
and role of the university in modem society

Previous Research

Because of his prominence as a preacher, church reformer, journalist, educator,
author, labor leader, elected representative, and social reformer, there has been
considerable scholarly research on Kuyper, his thought, and his influence

Few of

these, however, have been written in the English language
The majority of Kuyper studies can be placed under one or more of the
following categories: biography, political studies, theological and philosophical
studies, religion and culture, and educational studies. Although the focus of the
present study concerns the theological influences on Kuyper's view of the university,
the inter-relatedness of his thought makes it profitable to note the most significant
research in each of these categories.
Several scholarly biographies of Kuyper have been written in the Dutch

'Abraham Kuyper, Souverviniteit in Eieen Krine (Amsterdam J H Kruyt, 1880),
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language

Only a few of the more significant will be mentioned here

W F A

Winckel's /.even en A rbeid van Dr. A Kuvver (The Life and Work of Dr A Kuyper).
written in 1919, provides a detailed and thorough overview of Kuyper's life and work
from the perspective of a sympathetic contemporary

Written shortly before Abraham

Kuyper's death, it has the advantages but also suffers the shortcomings of a work
reflecting on events so close at hand. The biography concentrates more on acquainting
the reader with the major events in Kuyper's life rather than on providing analysis of
the principles that drove the man

Nevertheless, this work provides the reader with a

solid understanding of the man and the major struggles and accomplishments of his
life.
P A Diepenhorst's Dr A Kuvner (1931) presents an overview of Abraham
Kuyper's thought and work, especially as a social reformer

Diepenhorst, a professor

at the Free University of Amsterdam, portrays Kuyper as a mighty warrior in the
spiritual warfare that was being waged in all areas of life in the Netherlands in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
A more recent biography is Abraham Kuvoer De Jonee Kuvner (1837-1867)
(Abraham Kuyper: The Young Kuyper). The biographer, George Puchinger, is a noted
Kuyper authority

This work focuses on the young Abraham Kuyper and the various

influences that shaped him into the powerful public figure he became
Two further biographies should be noted, not because they are leading
scholarly works, but because they are the only biographies of Kuyper available in
English. The first, Abraham Kuvoer by Frank Vanden Berg is a biography on a
popular level that was published in 1960

Vanden Berg gives a somewhat brief, but

readable overview of the entirety of Kuyper's life and his major contributions

The

second, Louis Praamsma's Let Chnst Be Kine (1985), is also a popularly written work
that attempts to lead the reader to an understanding of Kuyper in light of the spirit of
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the age. More than Vanden Berg, Praamsma attempts to delve into the thought and
motivations of the great Dutch reformer.
Kuyper's prominence in reshaping the political scene in the Netherlands has
made him the object of considerable academic interest. His fight for confessional
pluralism in politics and government have recently been viewed as an approach
offering hope for justice in today's complex political situations

Although not dealing

exclusively with Abraham Kuyper, three dissertations have dealt extensively with his
political thought and contributions. Johan G Westra's dissertation, "Confessional
Political Parties in the Netherlands, 1813-1946" (University of Michigan, 1972); James
Skillen's "The Development of Calvimstic Political Theory in the Netherlands With
Special Reference to the Thought of Herman Dooyeweerd" (Duke University, 1974);
and Steven E. Meyer's "Calvinism and the Rise of the Protestant Political Movement
in the Netherlands" (Georgetown University, 1976) all point to a renewed interest in
Kuyper's political thought and its significance for today. McKendree Langley's The
Practice of Political Spirituality

Episodes in the Public Career of Abraham Kuyper,

1879-1918 provides a more popularly written study of Kuyper's political philosophy
In the preface to Langley's book, H Evan Runner attempts to get to the heart of
Kuyper's political motivation
He aroused a large body of Christians to engage in the Struggle, beginning, as
we said earlier, with their assuming their rightful parental responsibility for the
religious direction of their children's education and, at the same time, with their
entering the contest, as a body of Christians organized on an accepted political
program of principles, for the political direction of the life of the State
The Battle had to assume this political aspect, because of the rise of the
modem socialist/communist movement had lifted up the idol of the Socialist
Redeemer State, a totalitarian State which forcibly (by law or by arms or both)
controls all of society and thus must eliminate the various spheres which are
properly free of state control
Kuyper was simply building, as Prof Langley points out, "on the perspective
inherited from Calvin's sixteenth century Institutes of the Christian Religion and
even from Augustine's fifth century City of God Augustine and Calvin made
important statements about the comprehensive character of the kingdom of God
and the task of believers in hostile pagan and apostate environments Kuyper
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provided an updated version of this comprehensive Christian vision in our
modem age of indifferent secularism" (pp 163-164).4
Kuyper's theological writings are numerous and broad-ranging

Works such as

his Encyclopaedic der Heilise Godeeleendheid (Encyclopedia of Sacred Theology).
present a scholarly, systematic, and thorough treatment of their subject, in this case
Kuyper's approach to the study of theology and its place among the sciences

His

Dictaten Doematiek (Notes in Dogmatics! published in 1910 provides perhaps the best
summary of Kuyper's theology

Others of Kuyper's principle works, including Het

Werk van de n Heilieen Geest (The Work of the Holy Spiritl. Uit het Woord (Out of
the Wordl. and E V oto Dordraceno ( an explanation of the Heidelberg Catechism) were
originally published in the columns of De Hermit, a religious weekly of which Kuyper
was editor-in-chief

These were intended for the instruction of both laity and clergy

and were therefore written in more popular style.5
The lack of one comprehensive presentation of Kuyper's theological thought
and the occasional nature of most of his writings makes the study of his thought more
difficult and challenging. Scholarly research on Kuyper's theological writings has
generally focused on those issues that have stirred debate and evoked sharp
disagreement, especially among others in the Reformed community

One such study is

Het Kerkbeena in de Theoloeie van Abraham Kuyper (The Concept of Church in the
Theology of Abraham Kuvnert by P A Van Leeuwen.
Abraham Kuyper's concept of "common grace," its biblical basis, its influence
on the Christian's relationship to the world, and its relationship to "particular grace"
especially have been the focus of considerable study and debate

Kuyper's position on

4McKendree R Langley, The Practice of Political Spirituality: Episodes from the
Public Career of Abraham Kuvoer (Jordan Station, Ontario: Paideia Press, 1984), x-xi

'Abraham Kuyper, The Work of the Holv Spirit, trans Henri De Vries (New York
Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1900), xv
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common grace was laid out in great detail in a series of articles in De Hermit
beginning in September, 1895.' In the period from 1902 to 1905 these were published
as the three volumes of De Gemeene Gratie (On Common Grace). Kuyper's focus on
common grace was his contribution to a broader debate on this issue within the
Reformed community.
Although the matter of common grace was debated during Kuyper's lifetime,
the controversy peaked after his death

Even then Kuyper's position was viewed as a

dominant perspective that one had to take into account. Within the Hervonnde Ken,
the state church in the Netherlands, T L. Haitjema and A A. Van Ruler attacked
Kuyper's theological stance. Haitjema accused Kuyper's views of encouraging the
process of secularization in society and rejected his notion of restricting "particular
grace" to the elect. A A. Van Ruler agreed with the basic criticisms of Haitjema and
in his Ktiypen Idee Eener Chhsteliike Cuhimr (Kuyper's Idea of a Christian Culture)
went on to attack Kuyper's thought as dualistic and unbiblical.
The common grace teachings of Abraham Kuyper were also assailed by the
more conservative elements of the Reformed community in the Netherlands

Klaas

Schilder, a leading theologian at Kampen criticized Kuyper's theological position for
applying the term "grace" in any sense to the non-elect. While acknowledging that
believers and unbelievers have a common mandate from God, Schilder maintained that
those who are still slaves of sin come only under God's judgment

While God upholds

and preserves his creation order, to call this action of God "grace" is to distort the
biblical notion of the term, according to Schilder
Van Zonde en (ienade (Of Sin and Grace! by H Danhof and H Hoeksema,
both at the time of the book's publication leaders in the Christian Reformed Church in

"Louis Praamsma, Let Christ Be King: Reflections on the Life and Times of
Abraham Kuyper (Jordan Station, Ontario Paideia Press, 1985), 135
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North America, represents one significant attempt to critique Kuyper's concept of grace
and to present other views as more biblical. At the heart of their criticism of Kuyper's
theology was their contention that it is unbiblical to envision God extending his grace
to any other than the elect. They accused Kuyper's stand on common grace as one
that encouraged worldliness and denied the radical nature of the antithesis. At a
meeting of the Synod of the Christian Reformed Church of North America in 1942,
the basic position of Kuyper on common grace was upheld while warnings against its
misuse leading to worldliness were issued. Those opposed to Kuyper's theology on
this point, under the leadership of Danhof and Hoeksema, left the denomination and
established the Protestant Reformed Church.
Abraham Kuyper did not view himself as a philosopher nor did he produce any
specifically philosophical works. Nevertheless, some of his writings, for example,
Encyclopaedic der Heilise Godeeleerdheid. deal with philosophical issues, such as the
nature and role of theology and its relationship to the other sciences. A number of
studies have been undertaken exploring Kuyper's philosophical stance and still others
have attempted to show Kuyper's influence on the development of Calvinistic
philosophy
A master's thesis titled Man. Faith, and Religion in Bavinck, Kuyper, and
Dooveweerd. written by Harry Fernhout in 1975, explores certain foundational
anthropological and theological views of Kuyper and compares these to the views of
Herman Bavinck, a contemporary of Kuyper and a leading Dutch Reformed
theologian, as well as to the views of Herman Dooyeweerd, a leader in the
development of a Calvinistic philosophy
Kuyper's thought exerted on Dooyeweerd

The study also indicates the influence that
Fernhout notes that while his main focus is

that of coming to a deeper understanding of certain problem areas in "Dooyeweerd's
understanding of man's religious heart and his faith function," it is necessary to
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examine the "views of Herman Bavinck and Abraham Kuyper, two Christian thinkers
who contributed most significantly to Dooyeweerd's understanding of pistis and
religion
More significant for the issues of this dissertation are those studies that focus
on the Abraham Kuyper's perspective on religion and culture. Three works stand out
as most significant. The first, Knvners Idee Eener Christeliike Culluur was written by
A A Van Ruler in 1937. As noted above, Van Ruler was a leading critic of Kuyper's
interpretation of common grace and its significance for the Christian life

Throughout

his life. Van Ruler remained a loyal supporter of the Hervomide Kerk (the Reformed
Church), the state church out of which Kuyper had led a sizable party in 1886

In

1892 Kuyper and his followers, who were known as Doleerende Kerken (Grieving
Churches), joined with a majority of the members of the Afscheiding (the Secession of
1834) to form the Gerefomieerde Kerken in Nederland (The Christian Reformed
Church in the Netherlands). Van Ruler argues that Kuyper's assertion that God
displayed a particular, saving grace only toward the elect undercut the unity of the
church and did irreparable damage to the idea of a state church in the Netherlands.
He writes:
In the perspective of this view of the church as the institute of particular grace
lies the denial of the idea of a national church. For particular grace itself
remains in its particularistic, spiritualistic, dualistic emphasis a peculiar principle
that stands outside the breadth of life. Thus also does its institute, the church
In two ways Kuyper works out this foundational principle in his fight against the
idea of a national church On the one hand, he points out that the system of a
national church makes the church impure to such a degree that it can no longer
be seen as the holy institute of particular grace On the other hand, he points out
that "a very considerable part of the working of common grace remains invisible.

'Harry Fernhout, "Man, Faith, and Religion in Bavinck, Kuyper, and Dooyeweerd"
(Ph M thesis. Institute for Christian Studies, 1975), 7
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so long as the national church is erected outside of the public area of life
Van Ruler's rejection of Kuyper's view of God's grace is not restricted to his
view of the church

According to Van Ruler, Kuyper's theology is divisive and

threatens the development of a unified culture. Van Ruler did not reject the notion of
God's grace, but insisted that it was necessary to reject the distinction between
common and particular grace and rather to see God's grace as one. It is this one
grace, he argues that leads to the renewal of all humanity
Although a study of Kuyper's writings unavoidably leads to the recognition that
his position on common grace is important in his overall thought, Van Ruler's study
suffers from a narrow preoccupation with the "grace" controversy. This is
understandable since the debate engaged virtually every element of the Reformed
community during the decades following Kuyper's death

As a result, other very

significant aspects of Kuyper's thought are overlooked
A second major study of Kuyper's views on religion and culture is a doctoral
dissertation written by Simon Jan Ridderbos in 1947

The dissertation, titled "De

Thcologisehe Cuhuurbeschouw ing van Abraham KHyper1' ("Abraham Kuyper's
Theological Concept of Culture") is clearly, at least in part, a reaction to Van Ruler's
theological stance and his criticisms of Kuyper's views on common and particular
grace. In addition to critiquing the views of Van Ruler, Ridderbos specifically
compares and contrasts Kuyper's views to the positions of critics and followers, such
as W J Aalders, Th L Haitjema, S G de Graaf, H Dooyeweerd, and K Schilder
After an historical survey that summarizes the attitudes toward culture held by
a number of significant Christian leaders before the time of Kuyper, Ridderbos

"Arnold A Van Ruler, Kuvpers Idee Ecner Christeliike Culmur. "Onze TijJ"
Series, eds J P Van Bruggen, J Eijkman, and K. H Miskotte, no. 12 (Nijkerk, the
Netherlands: G F Callenbach, 1937), 18
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provides a brief overview of the views of a few of Kuyper's significant
contemporaries

He then undertakes a detailed analysis of Kuyper's teachings on

common and particular grace and the consequences of these for his perspective on
Christianity and culture. Ridderbos specifically rejects Van Ruler's criticism that
Kuyper's concept of common and particular grace results in an unbiblical dualism
Although he assumes a generally appreciative attitude toward Kuyper's view of culture
and maintains that it is true to biblical teachings, like Van Ruler and others, Ridderbos
has a narrow focus, limiting his interests almost exclusively to the issues of the
common grace controversy. Ridderbos. in fact, devotes considerable effort and space
to a study of biblical texts relating to the common grace issue. Also, he attempts to
garner from the creeds and the history of theology support for the doctrine along the
lines Kuyper proposed.
In spite of the narrow focus of his dissertation, Ridderbos recognizes the
breadth and complexity of Kuyper's thought. He writes at the conclusion of his study:
If present-day Calvinism is to avoid a petrified and one-sided approach, it
must not emphasize particular elements out of Kuyper's legacy at the expense of
others. A person is only walking in Kuyper's line if he does not replace the
complexities of his thought in the final analysis with a simplistic approach'
A third and more recent study in the area of Kuyper's views on religion and
culture was published in 1967

The dissertation by Jacobus Van Weringh is titled Hei

Maalschapniiheeld van A k raham Kuvoer (Abraham Kuyper's Concept of Society).
This study differs considerably from the preceding ones which have a distinctly
theological orientation
sociological one

Van Weringh is a sociologist and his approach is a thoroughly

He summarizes the focus of his study, writing that he is attempting

to answer the following questions:

'Simon Jan Ridderbos, De Theoloeische Culluurheschouwins van Abraham
Kttvpcr (Kampen J H Kok, 1947), 328
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1 What is the societal value-orientation of Kuyper and what value-orientation
does he reject9
2 What is the meaning of this value-orientation for Kuyper's religious-political
movement9 (with reference to the Calvinistic section of the population).
3 What are the consequences of this value-orientation for the relation between
the Dutch as a whole and the Calvinistic section which is a part of it?10
Van Wenngh's study does little with the theological and faith concerns that
shaped Kuyper's thought and action. Instead, he is concerned with sociological factors
which influenced the man and his movement

He attempts to determine whether

Kuyper should be considered as a democratic and progressive thinker or a conservative
leader anxious about the structural changes taking place in society, concluding that he
fits most appropriately in the latter category
Also significant for the present study is previous research focusing on Kuyper's
views and influence relating to the area of education

One finds that considerable less

study has been devoted to this facet of Kuyper's thought and life

J Stellingwerffs

Dr. Abraham Kuyper en de Vnie Universiteit fDr. Abraham Kuvoer and the Free
University 1 is a recent account of the struggles and events that led to the founding of
the Free University

However, the study is not specifically concerned with Kuyper's

educational thought or his ideas regarding the nature, task, authority, and role of the
university

Rather, Stellingwerff presents an historical account of the development of

the idea of a Calvinistic university and the way in which it became a reality
Other scholarly studies that deal more specifically with Kuyper's educational
thought do so in connection with broader issues

Two dissertations written in 1984

take note of Kuyper's educational ideology and its influence on the thought of others
as well as his impact on later developments in specific educational communities

"Jacobus Van Weringh, Hci Maatscliaiwiibceld van Abraham Kinner (Assen, The
Netherlands Van Gorcum & Company, 1967), 191
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Gregory John Maffet's dissertation titled The Educational Thought of Cornelius
Van Til: An Analysis of the Ideological Foundations of his Christian Philosophy of
Education briefly discusses Kuyper's educational philosophy as well as his influence
on the educational system in the Netherlands. As the title suggests, his treatment of
Kuyper is concise and is included because the author asserts that Kuyper's
presuppositional approach had a significant influence on Van Til.
Unlike the earlier Dutch studies which focused almost exclusively on
Kuyper's views on common grace, Maffet writes:
The presuppositions of Kuyper's life-system that is inclusive of an educational
system are the Reformed doctrines, namely, the sovereign Triune God of the selfattesting inerrant Bible; God's inscnpturated Word It is these Christian-theistic
or Calvinistic presuppositions which are foundational to Kuyper's educational
ideology "
Maffet doesn't elaborate what these Reformed doctrines include

In his brief

discussion of Kuyper, however, he approvingly summarizes Maarten Rooy's analysis of
the principles lying at the heart of Kuyper's philosophy of education. Maffet lists the
following: education as a joint responsibility of the family and the school, educational
freedom as well as freedom of religion, and state funding of all education as a
principle of equity and justice. What led Kuyper to such principles is not the concern
of Maffet's dissertation.12
Harro Van Brummelen also focuses on Kuyper's educational philosophy and his
influence both in the Netherlands and in North America in his dissertation Molding
God's Children The History of Curriculum in Christian Schools Rooted in Dutch
Calvinism

The specific concern of Van Brummelen's study is the origin and

"Gregory John Maffet, "The Educational Thought of Cornelius Van Til: An
Analysis of the Ideological Foundations of his Christian Philosophy of Education"
(Ed D diss.. The University of Akron, 1984), 133
i:lbid,

133-134
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development of two lines of educational philosophy and curriculum found in the
Christian schools founded by Dutch Calvinists in North America

He describes these

as "a monastic view attempting to protect children from a secular society and an
integrationist one intending children to become participants in a Christian cultural
transformation of North American society
Van Brummelen includes Abraham Kuyper among those who significantly led
Dutch Calvinists toward the integrationist approach to education

In his brief

treatment of Kuyper's thought and involvement in the establishment of Christian
schools in the Netherlands, a movement which in turn influenced Dutch Calvinist
schools in North America, Van Brummelen states that
two themes in Kuyper's thinking especially affected North American Christian
schools. The first were his notions of antithesis and common grace
Kuyper's second theme that guided his thought and action was "sphere
sovereignty," i.e., that each sphere of life (church, state, family, school, industry,
etc.) had its own area of responsibility derived directly from God 14
As was the case with Maffet, Van Brummelen is not concerned to explore further
these factors that shaped Kuyper's views on education since his focus is far broader
and is not limited to Kuyper's thought

The Method and Scope of the Dissertation

The thesis of this dissertation is that Abraham Kuyper's views regarding the
nature, task, authority, and role of the university in modem society were significantly
shaped by fundamental theological and confessional views that he held. The method
employed is that of descriptive and analytical library research. Sources for this study

''Harro Walter Van Brummelen, "Molding God's Children The History of
Curriculum in Christian Schools Rooted in Dutch Calvinism" (Ed D diss.. The
University of British Columbia, 1984), u
'Tbid,, 112-113
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consist of published books, articles, correspondences, and unpublished papers.
The dissertation is structured in the following way

Chapter two is a

biographical sketch highlighting the life and works of Abraham Kuyper, placing these
within the context of the struggles of his day, with special attention being paid to his
involvement in educational matters. Chapters three through six set forth key elements
in Kuyper's theology and confessional stance that helped form his views and practices
regarding the university. Within this section, chapter three focuses on the significance
of the biblical teaching of creation in Kuyper's thought. Chapter four explores his
view of the fall into sin and its consequences for the human and non-human parts of
God's creation

Kuyper's view of redemption is dealt with in two chapters. Chapter

five explores Kuyper's concept of particular grace while chapter six focuses on his
views relating to common grace as well as the inter-relationships between these two
kinds of grace

Chapter seven examines Kuyper's emphasis on the kingship of Christ

and the call for Christians to live Pro Rege.
Chapters eight through ten are concerned with the tenets of Abraham Kuyper's
thought regarding the nature, task, authority, and role of the university in modem
society. Chapter eight focuses on the historical background to the founding of the
Free University of Amsterdam

Chapter nine examines the context and major

emphases of his foundational statement, "Souvercinileil in Eigcn Kring," the address
that he delivered in 1880 at the opening of the Free University of Amsterdam." In
addition to this, Kuyper's concept of sphere sovereignty is elucidated and its
theological and confessional roots are explored

In chapter ten the focus is on

Kuyper's views relating to the nature, task, authority, and role of the university

This

chapter also provides an overview of Kuyper's concept of the university and the

"English translations of "Soitvereiniieit in Eigen Kring" are found in appendices 2
and 3
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theological basis that shaped this view. In addition, it briefly considers the legacy of
Abraham Kuyper, especially in the area of higher education
Appendix two is an English translation of the first section of Kuyper's
"Souvereiniieil in Eigen Knng," translated by Harry der Nederlander and Gordon
Spykman

Appendix three is the author's English translation of the remainder of

Kuyper's speech.

Technical Comments
Since the majority of the sources consulted in this dissertation are in the Dutch
language, the author has found it necessary to provide an English translation for most
of the quotations used in the text. A few of the Dutch sources have been published in
English translation and when these are available quotations will ordinarily be made
from such translations. However, since most of the significant sources consulted have
not been translated into English, the author has taken the responsibility of providing
his own translations for which he alone is responsible

An attempt has been made to

keep these translations as literal as possible while being sensitive to the needs of the
English reader

Therefore, certain liberties have been taken to make stylistic changes

in the interest of readability

Word emphasis (by the use of capitalization or italics)

which is common in many of the originals, especially those written before World War
I, has often been omitted in the English translations

Also, the prefix before Dutch

and German names has been capitalized and these names have been entered
accordingly in the bibliography

CHAPTER 2
ABRAHAM KUYPER: A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Kuyper and the Revitalization of the Reformed Faith

The last decades of the nineteenth century witnessed the dramatic revival of
Calvinism in the Netherlands. This revitalization of the Reformed faith affected not
only the church, but resulted in a far-reaching restructuring of virtually every facet of
national life

As James D Bratt observes, the significance of this movement for the

history of the Netherlands and other nations can hardly be overstated:
The movement was nationwide in intent and comprehensive in scope, addressing
every facet of national life with a coherent ideology and program From 1870 to
1920 it held the Netherlands' attention, wrote much of its political and cultural
agenda, and in the end reshaped some of its fundamental structures Nor did its
influence end at the national borders Since these were exactly the decades of
the heaviest Dutch emigration to the United States, Neo-Calvimsm was
transported to the new world as well, with far-reaching consequences.'
One individual dominated this late nineteenth and early twentieth century
revival of Dutch Calvinism—Abraham Kuyper

James D Bratt joins many others in

affirming Kuyper's unequalled power and influence in the movement:
Dutch Neo-Calvinism was led—indeed personified—by one man, Abraham
Kuyper (1837-1920), More than anyone else (one can almost say more than
everyone else put together), Kuyper defined the ideology of the movement.1
As Kuyper's own life indicates, the movement was not restricted to
ecclesiastical concerns

Bratt writes:

'James D Bratt, Dutch Calvinism in Modem America: A History of a
Conservative Subculture (Grand Rapids: Wm B Eerdmans Publishing Co, 1984), 14
-Ibid
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"During his public career (fifty-seven years, from his ordination in 1863 to his
death in 1920), he was four years prime minister, ten years a preacher, ten years
a member of Parliament (with seven more in the semi-honorific Upper House),
twenty years a professor at the Free University of Amsterdam but forty-two years
chairman of the Antirevolutionary Party, and forty-seven years a newspaper
editor (of the daily Standaard and the church-weekly Hercait [Herald])
Chronologically these roles belong in reverse order
To understand Kuyper's endless energy and his unbending commitment to the
revitalization of the church and to the reshaping of society according to the teachings
of the Word of God, one must understand the forces and influences that helped to
shape him.

The Young Kuvper
Abraham Kuyper's father, Jan Frederik Kuyper (1801-1882), was a pastor in
the NedeHandsch Hervormde Kerk, the state church

Although he had come from an

uneducated family, Jan Kuyper applied himself to his studies and graduated from
Leiden University in 1828

Upon graduation he became pastor at the Hoogmade State

Church. In a time of increasing spiritual laxity in the state church, Jan Kuyper found
himself sympathetic toward many of the ideas of the Reveil, especially its emphasis on
personal piety

4

Kuyper was not alone in his concern about the conditions that existed

in the state church

In 1834 a sizeable group of pastors and church members seceded

to form the Clinsielijk Afgescheiden Kcrk (Christian Secession Church) which
emphasized adherence to the Reformed confessions and the church order of Dort as
well as personal piety and godly living.* Although in agreement with these emphases

'James D Bratt, "Abraham Kuyper's Public Career," The Reformed Journal 37, no
10 (October 1987): 9
"The ReveiI was an international socio-religious movement within European
Protestantism that began in the late 18th century and flowered in the first half of the
19th century
B Wielenga, De Refonnanc van '3-1. 2d ed (Kampen J H Kok, 1934). 45-47
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and concerned about the worldliness of the Nederlandsch Hervormde Kerk, Jan Kuyper
was loyal to the established church and was committed to work within its structure.
Jan Kuyper resolved to maintain his pastorate in the state church and to exert
whatever biblical influence he could

6

Henrietta Huber (1802-1881), Abraham Kuyper's mother, had worked as a
governess and later as a teacher at a boarding school in Amsterdam
She was well-read and was proficient not only in her native Dutch, but also in French
She and Jan Kuyper married in 1828.'
Abraham Kuyper was born in 1837 at Maassluis, a small town located near
Rotterdam

Appointments to various pastorates resulted in the Kuyper family moving

a number of times during Abraham Kuyper's childhood. In 1841 the family moved to
Middelburg, the capital of the province of Zeeland and in 1849 to Leiden, a significant
university city

In addition to the intellectual prompting of the home, the academic

environment of Leiden stimulated young Kuyper

He became an excellent student,

focusing most of his attention on literature and theology

He acquired a proficiency in

German, French, Greek, Latin, Aramaic and Hebrew and a working knowledge of
Arabic.8

Kuyper's University Years
Abraham Kuyper studied at the gymnasium in Leiden, graduating summa cum
laude on September 6, 1855. In the fall of that year he enrolled in the University of
Leiden, concentrating on theology and literature

His career at Leiden was

"P. Kasteel. Abraham Kuvocr IKamnen J H Kok, 1938), 10-11.
'Frank Vanden Berg, Abraham Kuyper (Grand Rapids: Wm B Eerdmans
Publishing Co , 1960), 11-12
"Ibid., 11-16
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academically outstanding

He completed his first degree in 1858, passing

examinations in philosophy, classical languages, and literature summa cum laude. In
1861 Kuyper completed his exams in theology summa cum laude, completing his
dissertation in September of 1862.'
Kuyper's years at the University of Leiden were a time of struggle and change.
One of the three state controlled universities in the Netherlands, the University of
Leiden reflected the intellectual trend of the time. Even more than the Universities of
Groningen and Utrecht, Leiden was dominated by rationalistic thought. In this context
Kuyper found the faith of his chi'dhood challenged and increasingly he moved in the
direction of a moralistic and intellectualistic interpretation of the Christian faith
Abraham Kuyper's views changed dramatically during his theological studies at
Leiden

Three of the institution's most liberal professors came to have a profound

influence on Kuyper: L W Rauwenhoff in Church History, Abraham Kuenen in Old
Testament Studies, and Joannes Henricus Scholten in Systematic Theology. It was
Scholten especially who helped move Kuyper along the pathway of modem theology

10

The extent of Kuyper's shift from a traditional Reformed view of Christianity to
a more liberal stance is evident in recently published correspondence between Kuyper
and his fiance, Johanna Hendrika Schaay (1842-1899)." In his letters to her, Kuyper
attempted to lead a resistant Johanna into his "new" view of the Christian faith
Henderson summarizes Johanna's reaction in the following way
While she is doing her best to learn from him, a certain level of resistance is
apparent in her attitude towards Kuyper's persistent theologizing. At some points

'R D Henderson, "How Abraham Kuyper Became a Kuypenan," Christian
Scholar's Review 22 (September 1992): 24-25
'"Kasteel, 14-16
"Cf. George Puchinger, Abraham Kuvner. De Jonse Kuvocr (1837-1867)
(Franeker T Wever, 1987).
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she defers to her own pastor, who was catechizing her, and feels compelled to
tell Abraham that she simply disagrees with him and does not want to discuss the
matter any further at the moment
Abraham Kuyper's correspondence with Johanna indicates the essence of his
thought at this time

In summary, Kuyper had moved to a position of rejecting the

traditional view of a transcendent God, the divinity of Jesus Christ, the reality of
miracles, the pSssibthlylJaf life after death, and the divine authority of the Bible. He
writes to his fiance that Jesus Christ "is a man and only a man

As such his existence

is important to me. The man Jesus was so great and perfect that I also intend to live
similarly."13
At a later date, a changed Kuyper reflects on his life during his university
studies and concludes that his shallow faith of childhood had not prepared him for the
challenges of the skepticism of his academic experience

He states "I lost my

traditional faith which had not taken root in my unconverted heart."14 In sermons
preached during his early pastorates, Kuyper describes his university experience as the
forsaking of the piety of his youth and the collapse of his childhood faith.15 Kuyper
himself comments: "For years I entertained these illusions of modernism."'6

l:Henderson,
13Puchimer

28-29
De Jonie Kuvner. 59

"Abraham Kuyper, Confideniie (Amsterdam J A Wormser, 1888), 35
"Abraham Kuyper, Prvdicanen, in ile iaren 1867 tot 1873, liidens ziin
Predikanlschan in heI Nedertandsch Hervormde Kerknenooischan. eehotiden le Beesd.
le Utrecht en ie A msienlam (Kampen: J H Kok, 1913), 241.
'"Abraham Kuyper, "Handelingen der Siaien-Generaal. Ziliing van 14 Juli, 1902.
Eerste Katner" trans, and quoted by Justus M. Van Der Kroef, "Abraham Kuyper and
the Rise of Neo-Calvinism in The Netherlands," Church History 17 (1948): 317
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Kuvper's Conversion

The seeds of Abraham Kuyper's shift back to historic Reformed thought can be
found in his days at Leiden. In 1858 the theology faculty at the University of
Groningen offered a prize for the best student essay comparing Calvin's and John a
Lasco's views of the church. John a Lasco (1499-1560) was a Polish reformer who
taught briefly in the Netherlands

His emphasis on uniting the various Protestant

groups was especially appealing to the dominant, moderate theology at the University
of Groningen "
Kuyper entered the competition, winning the gold metal and considerable
acclaim for his brilliant essay on a Lasco. The exercise whetted Kuyper's appetite for
further study comparing the theology of Calvin, which at that time he viewed as rigid
and disciplinarian, to that of a Lasco, which he saw as more flexible and open

In

1862 Abraham Kuyper published his essay, expanded and more thoroughly developed,
as his doctoral dissertation

18

This was followed in 1866 by the publication of a two-

volume work containing more than a thousand pages of a Lasco's writings and
correspondence together with an extensive introduction to his life and works

As

Praamsma notes, this study created in Kuyper a deep interest in church history in
general, and more specifically in the Reformation in the Netherlands

Later in his life,

this early research provided a foundation for a broader interest in the principles of the
Reformation, in Calvin, and in the dynamics of Calvin's life and theology .19
If Kuyper's study of a Lasco helped prepare the ground for his rediscovery of

"Kasteel, 16-17
Louis Praamsma, Let Christ Be King; Reflections on the Life and Times of
Abraham Kuvper (Jordan Station, Ontario: Paideia Press, 1985), 44
'Louis Praamsma. A hraham Kuvncrals Kcrkhistnricm (Kamnen
1945), 60-72.

I H Kok
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the Reformed faith, the seed that grew into his conversion was a less likely event. In
1863 Johanna presented him with a copy of a novel, The Heir of Redclvffe. written by
Charlotte M Yonge

20

The impact that this romantic novel had on Kuyper is striking.

In his Confidentie Kuyper recalls his conversion and writes of "an English novel,
which for me, I say not in value but in significance for my life, stands next to the
Bible.""' He then indicates that this novel is The Heir of Redclvffe. spending several
pages reflecting on the spiritual struggle of the novel's main characters. Kuyper
identified with one of these characters in particular, the self-assured, self-made Philip
In the novel Philip is placed in sharp contrast to Guy, a Christian who, for Kuyper,
stood as a model of true piety. Kuyper interpreted Philip's defeat in the novel as
indicating a judgment on Kuyper's own life of striving and pride, a life in which the
God of the Bible had little place." Puchinger describes the effect of the novel on
Abraham Kuyper as a breaking down of his self-confidence and pride and an opening
up of his heart to God.23
Kuyper's conversion, however, was not simply a shift to an individualistic
pietism unconcerned with the broader issues of life

Kuyper sensed that in his

previous, unbelieving lifestyle, as well as in that of other people, there was an
underlying pattern or coherence that came to expression in the specific issues of life
In some of his writings Kuyper expresses this in terms of a "direction" or a "line" in
one's thought and life

Basically, according to Kuyper, there are only two ways or

:0Charlotte M Yonge (1823-1901) was a novelist influenced by the Oxford
Movement In her novels she attempted to spread the Christian faith and to lead her
readers to a life of piety
:'Kuyper,

Confidentic. 39

"Ibid., 41-42
2'Puchint>er.

De Jonie Kuvner. 186
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directions that present themselves as options to every person either one lives in loving
obedience to God or in disobedient rebellion

Within each direction one finds a basic

life principle and a consequent, coherent pattern of life that flows from it

By the time

of his farewell sermon at Beesd in 1867, Kuyper comes to use the term "vvorldview"
to refer to this fundamental starting point or principle of unity

:<

Kuvoer the Churchman

The years immediately following Kuyper's conversion in 1863 were marked by
intense spintual struggle

He and Johanna were married and soon after they moved to

the village of Beesd, located about fifteen miles south of Utrecht, where Kuyper had
received a call to serve as pastor. This congregation of the Nederlandsch HcrvormJe
Kcrk was rural and rather isolated

It was also known for being critical of its pastors

and opposed to new directions in the church. Friends of Kuyper at the university
were concerned whether the young preacher would survive in such a setting. In
Confidentie Kuyper comments that some of the members of the congregation had the
reputation of being malcontents. Yet, Kuyper writes that he found them to have a
thorough knowledge of the Bible that surpassed his own and to hold firmly to the
Reformed confessions
At Beesd it was particularly his contact with Pietje Baltus that helped Kuyper
mature in his newly-found faith. Baltus was an unmarried peasant woman in her
thirties when Abraham Kuyper arrived at Beesd

She was very sure of her own faith

commitment and was initially unwilling to accept the new, "liberal" pastor into her
home. At first she was extremely critical of Kuyper's sermons, pointing out to him

"'Henderson, 31
" K uyper, Coiifidcniic 44
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that he had missed the main thrust of the Scriptural texts and had failed to understand
and preach the insights of the Reformed confessions. Over the next few years, Baltus
and Kuyper had countless discussions about the meaning of faith in Jesus Christ and
the nature of Reformed thought and life."6
When Pietje Baltus died in 1914, Abraham Kuyper wrote in De Standaard
appreciatively and admiringly of her life and her part in bringing him to a more
mature understanding of the Reformed faith:
The main characteristic of that still young woman was her deep conviction. . .
She stood on the full confession of the faith for which the martyrs had died."7
He further states that it was through his acquaintance with Pietje Baltus who "grasped
the power of the Absolute," that he broke free from his own spiritual malaise.
According to Kuyper, she thoroughly changed the direction of his life."*
Abraham Kuyper's experiences in Beesd deeply influenced his views and
method of operation in future years

Henderson notes the impact this had on Kuyper

First of all, it was people of the rural Netherlands (in the Betuwe region) who
taught their future leader some of his most important lessons Secondly, this
experience cemented his affinity with them, "the little people," who were to
become his most faithful supporters. The bond between them and Kuyper was a
source of mutual strength and encouragement, and continued so throughout his
long career as preacher, teacher and national leader Thirdly, this affinity with
the uneducated country folk was not merely an external connection but took root
in Kuyper's personality, style and faith He was willing to be taught by
uneducated people who had conviction bom of Scripture and wisdom bom of
life They gave him more than the learned theologians of the university had
done19
After serving the church at Beesd for four years, Kuyper accepted a call to
Utrecht in 1867

:'

There Kuyper found himself in a series of controversies over policies
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of the state church

In 1867 he published a pamphlet titled "Whai Moeten Wij Doen,

HeI Slemrecht ami Ons Zelven Houden of Den Kerkeraad Machtigen?" ("What Must
We Do, Hold Ourselves to the Right to Vote or Empower the Church Council?"). The
pamphlet dealt with the issue of the relationship between church and state as well as
the nature and limits of authority in each sphere

This publication brought Kuyper

acclaim and support, thrusting him into a leadership role among those who believed
that the state church had become too lenient in allowing open rejection of basic
Reformed beliefs by ecclesiastical leaders

At Utrecht the specific problems addressed

by Kuyper and his followers included the church's practices relating to the Lord's
Supper, baptism, public profession of faith, and the examination of candidates for the
ministry. Kuyper's work in Utrecht soon made him a well-known figure throughout
the Netherlands.30
In 1870 Abraham Kuyper accepted a call to serve the state church in
Amsterdam. For several decades, the Amsterdam church had extended calls only to
theologically liberal pastors. The change in this pattern is explained by the fact that in
1867 the synod of the state church had for the first time granted voting privileges to
all male church members. Kuyper was extended the call in spite of objections from
some of the church leaders. In his inaugural sermon in Amsterdam, Kuyper
challenged the church to live out of the principles of God's Word rather than to follow
the theological liberalism of the day or to fall into a stifling conservatism
Kuyper s tenure at Amsterdam (1870-1874) was one in which he matured as a
pastor, developed into a powerful preacher, and gained further recognition as a leader
of those wanting a reformation of the church. It was also a period of controversy
Those who opposed a return to traditional Reformed belief and denied the authority of
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the confessions found Kuyper to be intolerant and a threat to personal freedom.
Others, however, saw him as a person who could lead the church to a biblical renewal
and a new vitality

Kuyper found the members of the church and of the consistory

split along these lines and he soon began meeting separately with those who were
committed to reformation.31
Abraham Kuyper's understanding of the Reformed faith and his view of the
task of the church are elucidated in a book he wrote while a pastor at Amsterdam, his
Confidemie

The book, published in 1873, takes the form of a confidential letter

written to an elder at Amsterdam by the name of Vander Linden

In Confidemie

Kuyper tells of his own conversion and also presents his understanding of the biblical
teachings regarding the church, emphasizing that it must be "Reformed, democratic,
free, and better organized as far as doctrine, worship, and love are concerned."32
Amsterdam was the last pastorate that Kuyper served, yet he remained an
active churchman throughout the rest of his life. In 1874 Kuyper left the pastorate to
take up his duties as a member of Parliament. The battles within the Nederlandsch
Hcrvomide Kerk continued and even intensified over the next decade

Kuyper, as

pastor-emeritus of the state church, continued to live in Amsterdam and at times was
elected as an elder in the church

In this position, he maintained an active role in

church affairs and continued to provide leadership in an effort to reform the church.
In 1883 the synod of the Nederlandsch Henormde Kerk revoked the
requirement that pastors pledge their agreement with the Reformed confessions, the
"Three Forms of Unity " The action of the synod brought the longstanding strife fully
into the open and soon the church in Amsterdam as well as in the rest of the nation
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was sharply divided into two camps

The conflict also quickly became a struggle

between autonomy of the local congregation and the power of the synodical
committee

By 1886 the national church leaders had come to the point of forcing their

decision on the Amsterdam congregation. Meeting staunch resistance offered by
Kuyper and those of like mind, they deposed Kuyper and seventy-four fellow officers
of the Amsterdam church. Even before this action of the national synod, many local
congregations throughout the Netherlands had already left the national church. Now,
they were joined by a growing number of congregations. Under Kuyper's leadership,
half a million members left the state church and joined together as the Doleantie, "the
gneving church.""
By 1888 many of the Doleantie churches formed a new free church, the
Reformed Churches in the Netherlands. Almost immediately there was talk of a
possible merger began between this group and the Chnstelijk GereformeenJe Kerk (the
Chnstian Reformed Church) which was an outgrowth of the Afscheiding (Secession of
1834). After considerable debate and concern expressed by leaders of both groups, the
churches joined in 1892 to form the GereformeenJe Kerkcn in Ncderland (The
Reformed Churches in the Netherlands)

Within a month, however, certain ministers

and congregations of the A fscheiding element found Kuyper's dominance unacceptable
and certain of his views unacceptable This resulted in the departure of some to
establish the Chnstelijk Gercfomteerde Kerk (Christian Reformed Church/" The
majority, however continued with the new denomination as did Kuyper, who remained
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a member, pastor, and leader in this church until his death."
Kuvper the Journalist
Abraham Kuyper's journalistic activities began early in his public life, in the
context of his assuming an aggressive role in political activities and in the debate over
state funding of confessional schools. In 1869 Kuyper began his first official duties as
associate editor of De Heraut (The Herald), which has been described as "a semireligious, semi-political weekly " The following year the editor, C. Schwarz, died, and
Kuyper accepted the position of editor-in-chief.36 At the beginning of his career,
Kuyper recognized the tremendous power of the press to educate church members and
the general public and to promote a biblical approach to life.
As Kuyper's involvements increasingly broadened beyond church affairs, the
limitations of De Heraiu became obvious.

Kuyper saw the need for a Christian daily

newspaper to provide the Netherlands with a Christian perspective on the issues facing
society

In 1872, as a result of Kuyper's recommendation, De Hermit was converted

into such a daily newspaper named De Standaard (The Standard) with De Heraitt as a
Saturday, religious supplement

Throughout Abraham Kuyper's lifetime, De Star.daard

served as a powerful voice for the Anti-revolutionary Party, a Calvinistic political
party that became a significant power during Kuyper's lifetime

Kuyper initially

served as editor of both publications and wrote for them throughout the rest of his
life."
The significance of Kuyper's journalistic endeavors for political, ecclesiastical.
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educational, and social developments in the Netherlands is far-reaching
De Standuard is still going Its history is very illuminating Through De
Standaard, Kuyper built a Christian historical consciousness among the reformed
people of the Netherlands This consciousness allowed the building over several
decades of the major Christian organizations, all of which in turn published their
own organizational journals. Among the chief organizations which developed
were the Anti-Revolutionary Party and the Christian National Labour Union
(Christelijk Naiionaal Vakerbond)"
•n The Reformation of Journalism. Jon R Kennedy acknowledges Kuyper's profound
impact on the Netherlands, but he also notes that his journalistic influence extended far
beyond the confines of that land."

The Reveil. Van Pnnsterer and Abraham Kuyper

On May 18, 1869 in the Domkerk (Cathedral Church) in Utrecht, Abraham
Kuyper first met Guillaume Groen Van Prinsterer (1801-1876), a man who was to
have a profound and lasting influence on him40 Dutch historian H. J Honders
acknowledges Van Prinsterer's significance as a major figure influencing ecclesiastical
and political developments in the Netherlands during the mid-nineteenth century
Regarding his stance, Honders writes:
Groen, who previously as a strong Protestant held a moderately conservative
Perspective, was a Pos''ive professor of the gospel who from that time [the point
of his conversion"under the influence of the Dutch Reveil] dared to speak out
against the spirit of the age. Unbelief and revolution were fought by him as the
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powers that were corrupting society.41
The occasion for the first

meeting of the two men was a gathering of the

Association for Christian National Primary Education. Kuyper delivered the opening
address, "An Appeal to the Conscience of the People." Immediately each sensed in
the other a similar orientation and spirit and soon they became close friends and colaborers in the cause of educational freedom.42
Until Van Prinsterer's death in 1876, the two carried on extensive
correspondence that concentrated on the spiritual struggles facing the Reformed
community in the Netherlands in the areas of church, state, social issues, and
education

43

Kuyper openly recognized Van Prinsterer as his spiritual father and

acknowledged that he built on a foundation laid by Groen, especially in political and
educational issues

Many years after their first

meeting Kuyper noted Van Prinsterer's

influence as "the man who by his first glance, by his first

word, immediately moved

and impressed him so powerfully that from that moment on he became his fellow
worker—and even more, his spiritual son."44
An extensive treatment of Groen Van Prinsterer's place in the ecclesiastical and
political history of the Netherlands as well as his involvement in the struggle for
Christian education is beyond the scope of this study. It is, however, important to
give a general overview because of the profound influence he exerted on Abraham
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Kuyper.
A graduate in law and classics at the University of Leiden, the aristocrat
Guillaume Groen Van Pnnsterer became secretary to the King of the Netherlands as
well as gaining wide recognition as archivist to the royal family

4S

Van Pnnsterer was

profoundly influenced by the Dutch Reveit. The Reveil, which has been described as
an "international religious-social movement in European Protestantism [that] had its
roots in the last quarter of the eighteenth century and flowered in the first half of the
nineteenth century," took a unique form in the Netherlands.46 In the churches it
usually involved a revival of the preaching of sin and salvation that was readily
accepted by many of the common people

However, many of the clergy were

theologically liberal and soon a rift developed between them and the laity who called
for a return to traditional teachings and piety

Also, especially during the later stages

of the Reveil, the friction between the two groups increased since the clergy generally
were conservative on social issues while the common people were demanding a vanety
of social reforms.4'
The Reveil also had political implications. In its first stage (ca. 1815-40), its
attitude was one of restoration and was clearly counterrevolutionary in nature

Its

leaders, such as Willem Bilderdijk (1756-1832) labeled the French Revolution and its
principles as diametrically opposed to the principles of the Christian faith and viewed
it a s the enemy of true freedom

Fearful of the spirit of revolution that was sweeping

the world, they tended toward a conservative position. The second stage of the Dutch
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Reveil (ca. 1840-60) moved beyond the early conservatism and its leaders fought
vehemently for the cause of freedom in the various areas of life

Figures such as Isaac

da Costa, Groen Van Prinsterer, and Jan Willem Gefken fought for new freedoms in
religion, citizenship, education, and social life. All also actively worked for the
abolition of slavery in the Dutch colonies and beyond. It is noteworthy that Groen
Van Prinsterer was one of the first public figures in the Netherlands to openly criticize
the South African Boers for their treatment of the Hottentots and the Zulus18
Groen Van Prinsterer's personal political views were especially affected by the
Belgian Revolution of 1830 which he personally witnessed from his position as
secretary to the King. Increasingly, Van Prinsterer came to hold strongly antirevolutionary views, and soon became the leader of the evolving Anti-revolutionary
and Christian historical movement 49 Yet, Groen did not simply propose a
conservative reaction to the revolutionary spirit of the day

Instead, he worked for a

biblical revival of the Christian community and called on his fellow-citizens to
recognize and live according to God's ordinances or creation principles

The heart of

Van Prinsterer's political and historical views can be found in two of his writings

His

Oneeloof cn Rcvoliilie lUnbelief and Revolution) which was originally published in
Dutch in 1847 calls for a rejection of the liberalism of the day and advocates
reformation according to the principles of God's Word.50 Handhoek tier Oeschiedenis
van hei Vaderiand is Van Prinsterer's history of the Netherlands, in which he
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concludes that the meaning of history is to be found in God's restoration of the
creation in a new earth and new heaven in which Christ is the center." His quotation
from Psalm 78 on the first page of the book indicates his perspective which
emphasized the Christian principles that had shaped the nation
We will not hide them from their children, but tell the next generation the
praiseworthy deeds of the Lord, his power and the wonders he has done . s o
the next generation would know them, even the children yet to be born, and they
in turn would tell their children. Then they would put their trust in God and
would not forget his deeds but would keep his commands.51

Van Prinsterer and the School Struggle

Van Prinsterer's influence on the political views of Kuyper was undoubtedly
profound. At this time in the Netherlands the political battles were to a large extent
focused on and intertwined with the struggle over the nation's school system

Van

Pnnsterer, in his role as a leading political figure of the orthodox Protestants, and later
Abraham Kuyper as Groen's successor, found themselves at the center of the struggle
over government control of education
In 1837 Groen Van Pnnsterer published an essay, "De Maatregelen Tegen de
Afgescheidenen atm hei Siaatsregt Geioeist" ("Measures Taken Against the Seceders
Tested by Constitutional Law") in which he argued that although government had a
legitimate concern for the education of its citizens, it was not constitutionally granted
control over it. He argued that efforts to force uniform education on all citizens in an
anempt to achieve national unity were ill-founded and violated God-given rights. The
result of such government interference, according to Van Prinsterer, was to force on all
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a system of education in which a vague, Deistic religion couched in Christian terms
functioned as the guiding worldview. In Van Prinsterer's eyes, the state schools had
fallen prey to the principles of the French Revolution. According to Groen, this
violated the consciences of many and robbed the citizens of the Netherlands of their
God-given freedoms. Rather than the present system. Van Prinsterer argued for free
schools, stating that "between freedom of conscience, freedom of worship, and
freedom of education there existed an indissoluble connection "53
Van Prinsterer did not instigate this conflict nor was he alone in the struggle
over the nature of education and the government's role in it. The Primary Education
Act of 1806 had made education a function of the state and established regulations
forbidding all "religious" or "dogmatic" instruction. No schools other than the state
schools were allowed to exist apart from authorization by the state. Although there
was immediate opposition from many quarters in response to the limitations then
placed on the schools, it was especially in the late 1820's and early 1830's that the
struggle began to dominate the national scene.54 The main contestants were the
Roman Catholics and the Orthodox Protestants on one side, and the Maatschappij tot
Nut van't Algemeen (Society for the General Welfare) on the other

The Maatschappij

tot Nut van't Algemeen had been founded in 1784 for the improvement and cultivation
of the citizens of the Netherlands. Heavily influenced by the ideas of the
Enlightenment, its members were generally liberal Protestants of the nsing middle
class

It was concerned to develop common attitudes, virtues, and patriotism in the
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nation's children in order to make them loyal, competent citizens and to provide a
unifying force in the Netherlands. The "Nut" concentrated its efforts in the area of
popular education "
In 1840 Groen Van Prinsterer, two Roman Catholics, and three members of the
"Nut" were appointed by King William II to serve on a commission to study the
school issue and offer recommendations. The commission was unable to come to a
consensus on the issue of proposals to the King. Groen's proposal that the Netherlands
reject the notion of "neutral" state schools in favor of schools of parental choice was
rejected"
Meanwhile, various elements of the nation were dividing over the school issue
Many state school proponents, recalling the Belgian Revolution of 1830, saw Roman
Catholic support for separate schools as a virtual attempt to overthrow the government
Many Protestants opposed Groen Van Pnnsterer and others supporting a pluralistic
school system on the basis that a common state school was crucial for national unity
In 1840 Groen Van Pnnsterer was elected to Parliament where he continued the
fight for the right of parents to establish their own schools

He joined with others in

The Hague in urging the church to establish free Christian schools, but these proposals
met with little favorable response from church leaders and with clear opposition from
civic officials. At the same time, Groen worked to assure that the state schools in the
existing situation reflect Christian principles rather than the anti-Christian stance he
and others believed had overtaken them
The situation in the Netherlands began to change in 1848 with the enactment of
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a new Dutch constitution that guaranteed the right to establish schools with minimal
government interference and regulation. In spite of rigorous opposition from the
Conservatives, this right was established largely through the efforts of the Liberal
statesman J R Thorbecke with the support of the Roman Catholic community

57

The new constitutional right was, however, difficult to translate into reality
The responses to the new law varied considerably from one part of the Netherlands to
another

In some communities the common public school was replaced by

confessional schools, but in others local authorities found ways to block the
establishment of any school that might compete with the state school. Appeals to the
national government usually met with little success. During the 1850's a significant
number of individuals committed to Christian education had become so frustrated with
the situation in the Netherlands that they finally emigrated to the United States in the
hope that there they would find the freedom to establish their own schools."
In 1857 a new school law which attempted to implement the educational rights
guaranteed by the constitution was finally passed

This legislation, however,

maintained the state school concept and made no provision for state subsidy of
"private," confessional schools. The new law satisfied many Conservatives and
Liberals, but failed to address the concerns of Van Pnnsterer and his followers or
those of the Roman Catholic minority " J Van Essen comments on Groen's response:
This was such a great disappointment to Groen van Prinsterer that he
immediately resigned his seat in Parliament, as a protest against principles of
legislation and administration that prohibited taking into account the people's
religion, the people's rights, the people's needs, the only foundation of true
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national enlightenment, and the pre-condition of national blessing.40
At this point the Roman Catholics and a segment of the Protestant community
set out to e stablish systems of confessional schools without state financial support.
The controversies over education heightened and were frequently the focus of
parliamentary debate Groen Van Pnnsterer returned to Parliament in 1862 where he
joined the small number of Roman Catholic members whose voices were the only ones
calling the government to educational pluralism

61

The Association for Christian National Primary Education, which drew from a
range of Protestant theological positions, was established in 1860

It was at a meeting

of this organization in Utrecht that Kuyper and Van Prinsterer had their first fact-toface encounter and joined forces in the cause of a pluralistic educational system.

Kuyper and the School Struggle

During the 1860's the conflicts between those supporting the state schools and
those advocating confessional schools intensified

The struggle not only involved the

leaders of the Reformed community, but as the controversy continued, the common
members of the Reformed churches became involved and began to play an active
role.6" Roman Catholics also were increasingly calling for the freedom of choice in
education and government funding for all schools. Undoubtedly they were encouraged
by t he 1864 papal encyclical Ouania cura6i
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In Parliament Van Prinsterer had little success in bringing about change. He,
Kuyper, and others began to appeal to the common people with pamphlets calling for
justice and asking that the voters support only those political candidates who would
fight for the constitutionally guaranteed freedom of education. Increasingly, the lines
of division were being drawn. Some supporters of the common school argued that the
existing state schools were, in fact. Christian schools, but were not, nor should they
be, sectarian. Others who supported the common school concept argued that the state
schools were religiously neutral and should remain so

The Maaischappij tot Nut van't

Algemecn emphasized the religious neutrality of the state schools and in 1868
launched a national campaign in support of the existing public education system

In

its publications the society warned that separate confessional schools threatened
national unity and the enlightenment of society

64

In the same year Abraham Kuyper published a book that challenged the
society's public positions, especially its claims of religious neutrality in the state
schools

In his De "Nuts"-Beweeine Kuyper argues that although the "Nut" claims to

hold to tolerance as a fundamental principle, in fact, it allows no place to any fixed
conviction or belief
superficiality

He states that its tolerance is in reality an indifference and a

In place of this approach Kuyper advocates a respect for the

convictions of all people and communities, as well as the freedom for all to live out
their beliefs in all areas of life, including education

65

In 1872 Kuyper founded De StanJaanJ in which he set out to educate citizens
regarding the issues in the school struggle

This publication became a powerful tool in

shaping public opinion and rallying support for various legislative positions of the
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Anti-revolutionary Party

As Groen Van Pnnsterer grew old and feeble, Kuyper

increasingly provided the leadership for the Anti-revolutionary Party and to those
supporting free schools. Throughout his long public career, Van Pnnsterer had been a
man of vision and conviction, but he had never been able to marshall the support of
the masses in the way Kuyper was now doing. Abraham Kuyper's political activities
resulted in his election to Parliament in 1874, representing the district of Gouda. Once
in office Kuyper led the forces opposed to a bill which mandated compulsory school
attendance. He and his followers argued that the proposed legislation was completely
unacceptable without provisions that allowed those opposed to the existing state
schools to establish schools of their own.66
The school controversy intensified when the Liberal leader J Kappeyne van de
Coppello led a militant campaign against confessional schools, arguing that "the
orthodox minority deserved to be oppressed, because it was the fly that spoiled the
whole ointment 'and has no right to exist in our society."'6' In 1877 Kappeyne
succeeded in getting legislation passed that placed on all elementary schools higher
standards for staffing and physical facilities and yet provided financial assistance only
to the state schools

The law was clearly an attempt to force the confessional schools

out of existence."
As soon as the law was passed, Kuyper, De Geer Van Jutphaas, and A F de
Savomin Lohman called for the Association for Christian National Primary Education
to undertake a petition campaign which would entreat the King for the right to
establish and maintain free confessional schools. In a very short time over three
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hundred thousand voters (out of a population of four million) and more than four
hundred church consistories signed the petitions which were presented to the King. In
spite of public sentiment, the King signed the bill into law. In light of this
development, there was a public outcry and even larger numbers from the Protestant
community, joined by a significant number from the Roman Catholic community,
organized to fight for a pluralistic educational system and equality in government
funding. In 1879 many of the Protestants among these forces joined together as Een
School met de Bijbel (A School with the Bible), the main purpose of which was the
raising of funds for Christian education
The education debate had significant political fallout. In 1879 Kappeyne
resigned and the Anti-revolutionary Party gained considerable new support. Yet, the
party did not have sufficient strength in the Parliament to assure passage of legislation
for educational freedom

Several years of continued struggle over school legislation

occupied Parliament in the early and mid 1880's. Finally, in 1888 a coalition of the
Anti-revolutionary Party and the Roman Catholic State Party gained a majority in
Parliament

In 1889 they successfully introduced and passed a school law that

provided an initial thirty per cent state subsidy to confessional schools that met basic
standards. By 1902 the Socialists joined in supporting these subsidies and by 1920 the
De Visser Act provided that all schools in the Netherlands that met basic state
requirements receive equal funding. Under its provisions, confessional communities
were allowed to establish their schools wherever the minimum number of students set
by law were found

All parents were given the choice of determining what school

their children would attend.09
This success in the battle for freedom in education pertained to what is now
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called primary and secondary education

From the beginning of the struggle, however,

Kuyper and his followers were equally concerned to gain a place for confessional
institutions of higher education that was equal to that of the state universities

This

effort took a somewhat different course from that of pre-university education and it
also followed a different time frame

The struggle to establish the Free University of

Amsterdam and to gain state recognition and support for this and other confessional
universities is discussed in chapter eight.

Kuyper's Diverse Political Activities

It would be misleading to imply that Kuyper's involvement in the school
struggle was the extent of his political interest and activity

A brief survey of some of

his political involvements and accomplishments will give a sense of Kuyper's political
significance in the Netherlands. After his election to the lower house of Parliament in
1874, Kuyper began to organize the Anti-revolutionary Party as a significant, popular
political party

James W Skillen describes it as "the first of what today are known as

Christian Democratic' parties," and states that "Kuyper spent the rest of his life
working to show how Christian principles should guide civic action toward the goal of
a more just political order "'" By 1879 the party had increased in importance and
power under Kuyper's leadership which was to continue for several decades.
Not only did the party continue to fight the battles over the schools, but it
addressed the pressing social issues of the day

Kuyper was well aware of the rising

wave of socialism affecting the Netherlands and all of Europe

In 1891 he organized

the First Chnstian Social Congress in Amsterdam and opened the congress with his
speech, "tfcr Soaale Vmagsmk cn Jc Chrisielijke Rcligic" ("The Social Problem and

Abraham Kuyper, The Problem of Poverty trans and with an introduction by
James W. Skillen (Grand Rapids Baker Book House. 1991), 13
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the Christian Religion.")" Kuyper saw socialism's solutions to the problems of the
day as doomed to failure since it had rejected the authority of the Word of God and
replaced it with that of human reason. While rejecting the approach of socialism,
Abraham Kuyper did not advocate a conservative stance for the Anti-revolutionary
Party. He described the old economic and social order as rife with injustices and in
need of dramatic and far-reaching reform. But, argued Kuyper, reform always must be
directed by God's ordinances for each sphere of life.72 Kuyper's Ons Pwe ram of 1879
reflects a mature and astute political understanding that had been developed through
the preceding years of active political involvement and presents a well-defined political
agenda for bringing justice to society

Major elements in that agenda were extension

of the vote to all citizens, equal state support for all schools, government regulation of
laissez-faire capitalism, and representation of occupational groups in the Upper House
of Parliament."
During the last decades of the nineteenth century Kuyper was elected to
Parliament several times and remained at the helm of the Anti-revolutionary Party

In

1901 a coalition of the Anti-revolutionary and Roman Catholic members of Parliament
resulted in Kuyper assuming the office of Prime Minister. He held this position in the
turbulent years of 1901-1905, during which time the nation faced the challenges of a
national railroad strike, the war between Japan and Russia, the Boer War, the illness of

"Two English translations of Kuyper's speech are now available Cf Christianity
and the Class Struggle, trans Dirk Jellema (Grand Rapids: Piet Hein Publishers, 1950)
and The Problem of Poverty, ed and with an introduction by James W Skillen (Grand
Rapids Baker Book House, 1991)
,:The expression "ordinances of God" is central in Kuyper's thought. Especially
cf. "Onlinalien Gods" in Kuyper's Ons Proerani (Amsterdam J H. Kruyt, 1879), 116129

"Dirk Jellema, "Abraham Kuyper's Attack on Liberalism," The Review of Politics
19 (1957) 474-475.
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the queen and the questions of succession that this raised. One of Kuyper's major
accomplishments during this time was the passing of the Higher Education Law of
1905 which provided that private universities could grant degrees with the same status
as those of public universities

The election of 1905 handed the Kuyper administration

a narrow defeat and he retired from the hectic life of public office

Kuyper, however,

continued to provide leadership for the Anti-revolutionary Party and remained active
national affairs, assuming the role of retired statesman.7'1

Kuvper's Last Years
After Kuyper's defeat in the election of 1905, he enjoyed his new-found
freedom from the obligations of an active political career, using this opportunity to
travel extensively. He had by this time received a leave of absence from the Free
University and never returned to full-time teaching. During this period he wrote
extensively, completing Pro Rese. the second volume of his massive work,
Anlirevolinionaire Staaikunde. and a number of devotional books. Kuyper maintained
his residence in The Hague which allowed him to keep in close contact with the
activities in Parliament and permitted involvement in Anti-revolutionary Party matters
Kuyper was active in his last years and he was in demand as a speaker and as an
advisor to various government leaders. In the role of elder statesman, he frequently
represented the Netherlands at various national and international functions

He

witnessed a major success in 1917 when a revised Dutch Constitution was ratified

It

guaranteed the equality of all schools, financially and in other ways, universal male
suffrage, the possibility of woman suffrage, proportional representation, and the

McKendree R Langley, foreword to Christianity as a Life-Svstem The Witness
of a World-View, by Abraham Kuyper (Memphis, Tennessee Christian Studies Center,
1980), XIII
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possibility of compulsory voting. Most of these had been long fought for by Kuyper
and the Anti-revolutionary Party
was beginning to fail

By this time, however, Abraham Kuyper's health

Remaining active in writing and in party politics up to the end,

Kuyper died at eighty three years of age on November 8, 1920."

"Praamsma. Let Christ Be King. 157-165

CHAPTER 3
THE DOCTRINE OF CREATION IN KUYPER'S THOUGHT

The Centralitv of the Doctrine of Creation

The biblical teaching of creation holds a central position in the thought of
Abraham Kuyper

This is illustrated in his address to the First Christian Social

Congress in the Netherlands, delivered on November 9, 1891. Focusing the "threat" of
socialist ideology that was sweeping Europe in his day, Kuyper first attempts to
expose the nature of the social problems that plagued European society in the late
nineteenth century

He then summarizes the essence of socialism's solutions and

argues the inadequacy of its programs

Finally, Kuyper tries to set forth a Christian

approach to the problems of poverty and social injustice. In developing that Christian
approach Kuyper states:
The first article of any social program that will bring salvation, therefore, must
remain: I b elieve in God the Father Almighty. Maker of heaven and earth"
whoever says I believe in God thereby acknowledges God's ordering of nature
and an ordinance of God above human conscience—a higher will to which we as
creatures must submit ourselves.'
This emphasis is so dominant in Kuyper's thought that in their introduction to
Kuyper s The Ordinances of God" James Skillen and Rockne McCarthy write that
the basic theme that Kuyper emphasizes over and over again is the seriousness with

'Abraham Kuyper, The Problem of Poverty, ed James W Skillen (Grand Rapids
Baker Book House, 1991), 64
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which Christians must regard the original creation order "3 Kuyper himself criticizes
"Christendom" for often having embraced an unbiblical view of creation. He writes:
A dualistic conception of regeneration was the cause of the rupture between the
life of nature and the life of grace. It has, on account of its too intense
contemplation of celestial things, neglected the care of the body because it cared
too exclusively for the soul And this one-sided, inharmonious conception in the
course of time has led more than one sect to a mystic worshipping of Christ
alone, to the exclusion of God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth
Christ was conceived exclusively as the Savior, and His cosmological
significance was lost out of sight.'
Although there is no single, comprehensive and systematic presentation of
Kuyper's understanding of the biblical teaching of creation, throughout his writings
several fundamental themes are evident: the significance of the Creator-creature
distinction, the goodness of the creation, God's creation ordinances, the place of
humanity within the created order, and the unfolding of creation and the human task.

The Creator-creature Distinction

Abraham Kuyper saw the Creator-creature distinction as lying at the heart of
Christianity

In asserting its centrality, he viewed himself as standing firmly in the

line of historic Christianity

He writes

For centuries the Church of Christ has guarded its barrier against every open or
crypto-pantheism by the solemn confession in the inaugural of its Articles of
Faith "I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth," and,
in the third century, justly denounced the first weakening of the creation idea,
together with the first effort to make the world co-eternal by putting Ongen
under her ban The most distinctly marked boundary line lies between God and
the world; and with the taking away of this line all other boundaries are blurred
into mere shadows 4

•James W Skillen and Rockne M McCarthy, ed, Political Order and the Plural
Structure of Society (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991), 239
'Abraham Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism (Grand Rapids Wm B Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1931), 118
'Abraham Kuyper, "Pantheism's Destruction of Boundaries," Methodist Review 53
(July and September 1893) 526-527
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God alone stands as the eternal, sovereign, and almighty Creator and all else
exists because of his creative act, remaining sharply distinct from him and forever
totally dependent on him. Kuyper comments:
Up to the moment about which Genesis 1:1 tells us, there was nothing other
than God himself. The blessed Triune Being existed, but there was nothing
outside of this Being God himself was there, and nothing more And the
awesome difference between what lies before the Creation and what came into
existence through the Creation, is that now something came to exist overagainst
the Lord our God, and that something that came into existence was not God, but
was creature.5
Kuyper states that recognition of the sovereign Creator God is the root
principle of Calvinism that has "opened the door" to a deeper understanding of life
"This dominating principle [of Calvinism] was not, sotenologically, justification by
faith, but in the widest sense cosmologically, the Sovereignty of the Triune Cod over
the whole Cosmos."6 According to Kuyper any view that challenges or mitigates this
fundamental biblical teaching stands diametrically opposed to the Christian faith and
life.'
Kuyper critiques many non-Christian religions in this regard

He writes:

This was the case with Paganism, which in its most general form is known by
the fact that it surmises, assumes and worships God in the creature This applies
to the lowest Animism, as well as to the highest Buddhism Paganism does not
rise to the conception of the independent existence of a God beyond and above
the creature.'
Abraham Kuyper especially reacted to the threat of pantheism, the powerful
influence of which he saw in nineteenth-century Romanticism

According to Kuyper,

'Abraham Kuyper, F. Volo Dondraceno Toelichtine on den Heidclhereschen
Catechism us, vol 1 ( Amsterdam Hoveker & Wormser, 1905), 196
'Ibid., 79
'Abraham Kuyper. Dictaten Doematiek 2d eri
134-135.
"Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism. 20

vnl 1 (Kampen J H Kok, 1910),
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not only does pantheism reject the biblical teaching regarding sin, but it also attacks
the Christian doctrine of creation by refusing to recognize the boundaries which God
has established.*
The clearest and fullest statement of Kuyper's opposition to pantheism and his
most complete articulation of the biblical distinction between the Creator God and all
else as his creation is found in his 1893 essay, "Pantheism's Destruction of
Boundaries." Kuyper argues that pantheism is the "keynote of our age" and a major
threat to biblical thought.10 Pantheism's tendency to break down the boundaries that
God has established is especially visible in its attack on the most fundamental
boundary of all, that which separates God from humanity. Kuyper writes
Faith in the living God stands or falls with maintenance or removal of
boundaries. God created the boundaries He himself is the chief boundary for
all his creatures, and the effacement of boundaries is so virtually identical with
the obliteration of the idea of God."
This emphasis is echoed and developed in hzer en l.eem where Kuyper
comments on the creation story of the opening chapters of Genesis

He finds a pattern

in the biblical account that emphasizes the concept of separation and he notes that the
basic boundary between God and creation is reflected in the boundaries between the
various creatures of God." He writes, "God established separations among all his
creatures to mirror the absolute separation he maintains between creation and
himself"'1

"Edward E Ericson Jr., "Abraham Kuyper: Cultural Critic," Calvin Theological
Journal 22 (November 1987): 216-217
'"Kuyper, "Pantheism's Destruction of Boundaries," 529.
"Ibid., 530
"Henry Vander Goot, "Creation and Differentiation," The Reformed Ecumenical
Svnod Theological Forum 7, no 2 (December 1979): 6-7
"Abraham Kuyper. her en l.eem (Amsterdam: J A Wormser, 1885), 1 1-12.
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According to Kuyper, the destruction of the primordial Creator-creature
boundary has far-reaching consequences

First, its attempt to find

creatures leads it to lower God to the position of mere creature

divinity in all
Secondly, it places

humans on the same level as the plant or animal, thus denying the biblical assertion
that God created humans uniquely in his own image

Finally, such a rejection of this

God-given boundary inevitably leads to idolatry and its destructive consequences.
Kuyper observes:
Idolatry is thus no free creation of man, but a sin, to which his nature pushes
and impels him as soon as he abandons the one true God There is but one
medicine that works against idolatry, and that is that you again worship the one
true God Then you escape your idolatry, otherwise not You were so created
that you must have a god Choose now the true God, then you will escape all
the dangers of idolatry But if you lose the living God, than you must fall into
the ruin of idolatry 14
Although Kuyper acknowledges that pantheism's claim that all is divine can
lead to a demeaning of the creature God has created in his own image, he argues that
pantheism at its heart is a sinful attempt to deify the human

This places on humans a

role they cannot fulfill, resulting in disastrous consequences for the rest of creation
In the intoxication of his passionate self-esteem man casts himself with his
exceeding power upon defenseless nature, and he has put it under foot, and ever
since has led it about behind the triumphant car of his science and of his
materiality."
Abraham Kuyper asserts that three motives impelled nineteenth-century
thought

its overwhelming feeling of power, its exaggerated sense of human

excellence, together with its penetration into the riches of nature

In order to escape

the destructive effects of this unbiblical view of reality, Kuyper calls for the
acknowledgement of the crucial biblical distinction between Creator and creature

Kuyper, E Volo Dontraccnn vol 3, 519
'Kuyper. "Pantheism's Destruction," 522.
"Ibid. 522.
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The Goodness of Creation
While insisting that the Creator-creature distinction must be emphasized,
Kuyper also stresses the intimate connection between the Creator and his creation
The God who has created all things does not forsake that creation, but upholds it and
rules it by his eternal counsel and providence. Kuyper makes clear the extent of God's
involvement with his creation and its utter dependence on him:
To say nothing of plant or animal, there is on earth no life, energy, law, atom, or
element but the Almighty and Omnipresent God quickens and supports that life
from moment to moment, causes that energy to work, and enforces that law
Suppose that for an instant God should cease to sustain and animate this life,
these forces, and that law; in that same instant they would cease to be The
energy that proceeds from God must therefore touch the creature in the very
center of its being, whence, its whole existence must spring. Hence there is no
sun, moon, nor star, no material, plant, or animal, and, in much higher sense, no
man, skill, gift, or talent unless God touch and support them all."
Kuyper takes sin and its consequences in the creation seriously, but this does
not lead him to reject the creation or to view it as evil and therefore "off limits" for
the redeemed person. He rejects all forms of anti-creational thought as vigorously as
he repudiates attempts to deify the creation. Kuyper contrasts the impact of Calvinism
to that of Anabaptism within the Christian tradition, claiming that the latter holds an
unbiblical view of the world:
Especially in its antithesis to Anabaptism Calvinism exhibits itself in bold
relief For Anabaptism adopted the opposite method, and in its effort to evade
the world it confirmed the monastic starting-point, generalizing and making it a
rule for all believers. It was not from Calvinism, but from this anabaptistic
principle, that Akosmism had its rise among so many Protestants in Western
Europe"
According to Kuyper, even though sin has entered through the fall, creation is
still good and humans rightly find their place as part of it. Certainly, men and women

"Abraham Kuyper, The Work of the Holy Spirit, trans Henri De Vries (New
York Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1900), 44
"Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism. 30-31
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must not cling to this present world as if it were their ultimate concern, yet, their work
here and now is legitimate and a part of their obedient, thankful service to God
is a validity to and a goodness in this present life

There

Men and women find themselves

"at home" in the created order. Kuyper is unrelenting in his rejection of the worldflight mentality of Anabaptism and persistent in emphasizing the world-affirming
character of Calvinism:
The avoidance of the world has never been the Calvinistic mark, but the
shibboleth of the Anabaptist. The specific, anabaptistical dogma of "avoidance"
proves this According to this dogma, the Anabaptists, announcing themselves as
"saints," were severed from the world. They stood in opposition to it. They
refused to take the oath; they abhorred all military service, they condemned the
holding of public offices Here already, they shaped a new world, in the midst
of this world of sin, which however had nothing to do with this our present age
It is not true that there are two worlds, a bad one and a good, which are fitted
into each other It is one and the same person whom God created perfect and
who afterwards fell, and became a sinner—and it is this same "ego" of the old
sinner who is bom again, and who enters into eternal life So, also, it is one and
the same world which once exhibited all the glory of Paradise, which was
afterwards smitten with the curse, and which, since the Fail, is upheld by
common grace, which has now been redeemed and saved by Christ, in its center,
and which shall pass through the horror of the judgment into the state of glory
For this very reason the Calvinist cannot shut himself up in his church and
abandon the world to its fate."
God's creation is good, yet it is not merely a stage upon which the eternal
destinies of men and women are determined. Kuyper emphasizes that the creation,
even in its fallen state, is a clear revelation of God to all

He frequently points his

readers to Article 2 of the Belgic Confession which explains
We know him [God] by two means First, by the creation, preservation, and
government of the universe, since that universe is before our eyes like a beautiful
book in which all creatures, great and small, are as letters to make us ponder the
invisible things of God: his eternal power and his divinity, as the apostle Paul
says in Romans 1.20,^ All these things are enough to convict men and to leave
them without excuse.:o

"Ibid., 72-73
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Kuyper unequivocally affirms this article, stating that the Three Forms of Unity (the
Heidelberg Catechism, the Canons of Dort, and the Belgic Confession) are "the purest
confessions of the Church known thus far ":l
In his comments on Romans 1 and Matthew 11:27, Kuyper emphasizes that the
knowledge of God is available to all people, not only in Paradise, but also in this
fallen world

According to Kuyper, nature pulsates with life and speaks of God to

everyone who does not intentionally refuse to hear

He observes that the heathen as

well as Christians hear and respond to the word of God in creation, even though they
often misinterpret that word and fall into idolatry

For Kuyper the point is

indisputable: in nature all are confronted with God's eternal power and divinity,
creation is revelation "
Another recurrent theme in Kuyper's writings is his emphasis on the organic
unity of the cosmos. Although he uses the term "organic" extensively in a variety of
contexts, Kuyper never provides a careful definition of precisely what he means by the
word

Edward E Ericson, Jr suggests that Abraham Kuyper does not use the term

with technical preciseness, but in an "everyday, unscientific sense."33 Furthermore,
Ericson concludes that although Kuyper may have borrowed the term from
Romanticism, his overt rejection of the spirit of the Romantic age, primarily because
of its desire for emancipation from God, and his attempt to expose its errors must lead
one to conclude that he poured his own content into it.

:i Abraham Kuyper, ed., De Dne Formulieivn van F.enicheid. Geliik Die VoorJe
GercfomicenJe Kerken Dozer l.anden Ziin Vasteesteld op de Naiionale Svnode van
Dordrecht. 25th ed (Kampen J H Kok, 1916), vi

"Abraham Kuyper, To Be Near Unto God, trans John Hendnk De Vries
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"'Ericson, "Abraham Kuyper: Cultural Critic," 221.
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From a study of Kuyper's use of the term, Ericson suggests that for Abraham
Kuyper "the notion of the organic seems to mean coherence, fittingness. All things fit
together coherently

And the reason that things are inextricably intertwined in an

overall unity is that God has placed an order in his creation "24
Kuyper's references to the "organic unity of the cosmos," then, emphasize the
harmonious inter-relatedness of all created reality

There is in the creation that God

called forth an original perfection and coherence that continues to shine through, even
in the post-fall situation. According to Kuyper, it is this that leads to the organic unity
of science, a position he argues forcefully in his Principles of Sacred Theology."'

Creation Ordinances

Abraham Kuyper is consistent in declaring that to confront the organic unity of
creation is to encounter God's self-revelation of his eternal power and divinity.
Kuyper, however, becomes even more specific regarding creation

He writes:

Everything that has been created was in its creation, furnished by God with an
unchangeable law of its existence And because God has fully ordained such
laws and ordinances for all life, therefore the Calvinist demands that all life be
consecrated to His service, in strict obedience
God is present in all life, with
the influence of His omnipresent and almighty power, and no sphere of human
life is conceivable in which religion does not maintain its demands that God shall
26
be praised, that God's ordinances shall be observed
For Kuyper the issue of creation ordinances is not merely an interesting but
irrelevant and abstract theory

He argues that acknowledging and obeying the creation

ordinances of God is at the heart of the Christian faith and is crucial for living a Godglonfying life

:'lbid.,

In Ons Pmeram. Kuyper clearly states that the Calvimstic view of

223.
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creation ordinances functions as a foundation for the Christian political program of the
Anti-Revolutionary Party in the Netherlands as well as for obedient human action in
other areas of life/7
In his Lectures on Calvinism Kuyper explains what he means by the Calvinists'
faith in the ordinances of God. According to Kuyper all life has first existed in the
thoughts of God, thoughts which came to be realized in the act of creation
why all created reality has within it a God-given law for its existence

This is

Kuyper

acknowledges that these creation ordinances are often called the "laws of nature," an
expression he finds acceptable so long as it is understood that these do not come from
nature, but rather are imposed on nature by the Creator/8
Kuyper describes creation ordinances as God's servants which exist for every
aspect of the creation, from the human body and all its parts to planetary orbits to
logic and aesthetics. It is important to note that he does not limit God's ordinances to
the "laws of nature," i.e., the regular order in the natural world which is the concern of
the natural sciences

Certainly the creation ordinances include these, but they also

consist of laws or norms for every aspect of moral life, culture, and society/9
This understanding of creation ordinances is of great significance in Kuyper's
thought

He argues that to develop valid theories and practices regarding society

people must come to an understanding of God's norms for that specific area of human
life. This is illustrated in "The Ordinances of God" in which Kuyper discusses the
divine norms for political life

He writes: "The recognition that man, and therefore

:7James W Skillen and Stanley W Carlson-Thies, "Religion and Political
Development in Nineteenth-Century Holland," Publius The Journal of Federalism 12
(Summer 1982): 52.
:"Kuyper,
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also the human race, is a creation of God leads to the unavoidable conclusion thai,
therefore, all the givens that govern the political life of the nations were present in
human nature at its creation."'0 The program of the Anti-revolutionary Party is the
attempt of Kuyper and his followers to discover and to work out the implications of
the ordinances of God for political life in the Netherlands during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
Creation ordinances reveal themselves spontaneously in life, according to
Kuyper

To illustrate, he explains that artists engaged in painting or sculpting, in the

process of their art, discover the laws that apply to that area of God's creation
Kuyper adds that the same holds for the laws governing human thinking, commerce,
industry, and all other areas of human existence. To comprehend the creation
ordinances that hold for a particular area, a person must study and become actively
involved in that aspect of creation

Although he unequivocally emphasizes the

importance of God's special revelation to humanity, it is noteworthy that Kuyper
declares that it is proper that people do not ask church authorities or consult the Bible
in order to ascertain the purpose of art." This also explains Kuyper's observation that
Anstotle knew more of the cosmos than all the church-fathers taken together" and
that under the dominion of Islam, better cosmic science flourished than in the
cathedral- and monastic-schools of Europe

This is not a denigration of special

res elation, but the recognition of the continuing validity of general revelation, even in
the post-fall situation.

' Abraham Kuyper, "The Ordinances of God," trans Harrv der Nederlander and
spy*ma". "1 Political Order and the Plural Structure of Society, ed James W
Skillen and Rockne M McCarthy (Atlanta Scholars Press, 1991), 246'
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Kuyper has little appreciation for fellow Christians who, under the pretext of
honoring the Bible as the word of God, deny or ignore creational revelation.
Discussing a Christian approach to government, he writes:
Coming now to the final point concerning the relationship between natural
and special revelation, with proper rights we contradict the argument that Holy
Scripture should be seen as the source from which a knowledge of the best civil
laws flows The supporters of this position talk as though after the Fall nature,
human life, and history have ceased being a revelation of God and as though,
with the closing of this book, another book, called Holy Scriptures, was opened
for us. Calvinism has never defended this untenable position and will never
acknowledge it as its own."
It is Calvinism, states Kuyper, that calls people back from the cross to creation,
challenging men and women to engage in the scientific study of the whole cosmos
Kuyper carefully distinguishes what he means by creation ordinances from the
views of those adhering to the social contract theory. He emphasizes that the authority
of creation ordinances is not derived from the individual or from society, stating his
position as follows:
There are ordinances Authority is the foundation of life; your life is not the
foundation upon which authority rests. Law holds, even if you refuse to lend it
your seal of approval It demands subjection, if possible, with your willing
consent, but if need be, without it Your subjection is ennobled if you conform
your will to the law, if you recognize its fruits and accede to its nghtness; but
this neither adds to nor subtracts from the reality of subjection Even at times
when you still find your will at odds with the law, even when its fruits are
delayed and its Tightness in doubt, the obligation to submit is just as firm and
decisive as ever. 34
Kuyper's emphasis on creation ordinances stands in sharp contrast to any claims
of human autonomy

The law for life comes from the will of God, not from the

human will. James W Skillen observes that in this regard Abraham Kuyper stood in

"Kuyper, "The Ordinances of God," 250
"Ibid., 244
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opposition to the liberal and revolutionary spirit of his time."
Affirming that there are creation ordinances is basic, according to Kuyper, but
to be biblical one must say more

He observes that many people recognize that there

are unchanging laws of nature that govern human life as well as non-human reality
Kuyper applauds such views because they do not promote the arbitrariness found in
those espousing the social contract theory. Yet, many fail to recognize an authority
higher than an impersonal "nature" with its fixed laws. Kuyper argues that it is also
necessary to acknowledge that these are divine ordinances

For Kuyper, this additional

qualification is a crucial one. If there are laws, then there must be a lawgiver
Abraham Kuyper points to the lawgiver, the personal Creator God who is the
sovereign, absolute King, exercising his sovereignty through his creation ordinances
God lays down his law and all creatures exist and function according to his decrees"
Submission to the ordinances of God does not lead to the enslavement of
humanity nor to the stifling of the scientific enterprise, according to Abraham Kuyper
Rather, people experience true freedom only when they acknowledge the Lawgiver,
recognize his ordinances, and willingly submit themselves. Only in this context will
science flourish and human life thrive."

The Place of Humanity within the Creation Order
Abraham Kuyper clearly does not accept the view that women and men are
other than nature and originally in an adversarial relationship with it

He maintains

James W Skillen, "Politics, Pluralism, and the Ordinances of God" in Life is
Religion: Essays in Honor of H Evan Runner, ed Henry Vander Goot (St
Catharines, Ontario Paideia Press, 1981), 198
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that the Bible reveals that humans are a part of God's good creation and that even after
the fall men and women have a proper place and a meaningful task within that
creation order
Just as Kuyper stresses the organic unity of the cosmos, he also emphasizes
that in the pre-fall situation an organic relationship exists between humanity and the
rest of creation

It is important to note in this connection, that Kuyper believes the

impact of sin has had far-reaching consequences in this relationship
nature of sin's impact are discussed in chapter four

The precise

In elaborating his own

epistemology, he describes the situation prior to humanity's fall into sin as follows:
"The subject of science is the universal ego in the universal human consciousness; the
object is the cosmos

This subject and object each exists organically, and an organic

relation exists between the two."51' Once again, Kuyper's use of the term "organic"
conveys the notion of a coherent, harmonious relationship
Elsewhere, Kuyper describes the organic relationship between humanity and the
rest of creation in terms of a love relationship: "In order to study nature in its
material operations, you must love her

Holy Scripture presents man in his original

state before he fell as having both by sympathy and affinity a knowledge of nature ""
Although God created humanity to stand in an organic relationship to the rest
of creation, humans are not simply one part among many within the cosmos, equal in
significance to all others. Rather, Kuyper thinks in terms of a hierarchy within
creation.
Kuyper's fullest and clearest treatment of the place of humanity in created
reality is found in "Locus Je Homine" in his Dictaten Doematiek

"Kuyper, Principles of Sacred Theology. 89
"Ibid., I l l
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The world, that which is non-God, is not all of one sort Rather, it is either
closer to God or farther removed from him A piece of cold, hard granite is the
farthest removed from God, almost without God It consists of nothing except
matter and all animation and movement is absent God is the centerpoint, and if
one thinks of the world as the periphery around him, then the piece of granite
lies at the outermost circumference. Moving toward the center one would find
the plants and the animals respectively closer to God But after the creation, all
of this stood apart from God, because it was not-God.40
It is important to note that in emphasizing the elevated place God has given
humanity within the creation order Kuyper never tempers the fundamental Creatorcreature distinction

Man and woman are clearly on the creation side of the division

and forever will remain so

Yet, he maintains that within the creation, humans are

given a privileged position and a unique task. They are creatures, yet they enjoy a
special fellowship with the Creator:
Between God and us the difference is so radical in every way, that we can
never think of God in His Majesty otherwise than as highly exalted above us, He
as having established His Throne in heaven, and we kneeling on this earth as His
footstool
But between God and His child there is also a free fellowship
which defies distance, which removes every estrangement, and presses toward
intimate union.4'
Only men and women are created in God's image, and this is not something
humans have achieved through their own efforts, but it is purely a matter of God's
grace

Kuyper writes:
There can certainly be a creation of the human in the image of God, at a later
time an incarnation of the Word, and finally an indwelling of the Holy Spirit in
the human heart But first, as we have stated, there is the absolute boundary and
chasm between God and the creation A child of humanity ponders at least a
little the incomparably great honor and grace which is conferred by this threefold
self-revelation of the Eternal on this insignificant being that we call human "
Kuyper's positive view of the creation and specifically of humanity is obvious

as he discusses God's creation of humans in his own image, stating that this creation

4"Kuyper,

Diciaten Doemanek vol 2, 5-6.

"Kuyper, To Be Near Unto God 109
"Kuyper, F. Volo Dnrdraceno vol 1, 204-205
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was even higher than that of the angels

According to Kuyper, God's creative power

could be no higher than in the creation of Adam in God's image and likeness.4'
The whole creation and each of its parts praise the Creator and are full of
God's glory

But the creation reaches its culmination in the human, who alone is

made in the image of God

Kuyper explains that God has implanted the semen

religionis in human nature, meaning that humans stand in a faith relationship with
God, which in the pre-fall state involved a sentiment of admiration and adoration of
the Creator

Kuyper asserts that God created humans to be "incurably religious" Men

and women are made to serve God and therefore can find meaning in life only in
relationship to the Creator
situation

This is true in the post-fall as well as in the pre-fall

44

A summary of Kuyper's view of the place of humanity within the creation
order is incomplete, however, without noting his emphasis on the organic unity of the
human race

It is clear that when Kuyper uses the term "organic" to describe

humanity he is consciously attempting to counter the individualism that had come to
dominate modern society

According to Kuyper, God did not create men and women

to exist "atomically," but to be "bound together with others organically

."4S Just as

God created humanity to live in communion with him, he created men and women to
live and to function in communion with each other

This emphasis is consistent

throughout Kuyper's writings, surfacing especially in his epistemological discussions
For example, Kuyper emphasizes that by its very nature science is not the undertaking
of isolated individuals, but of humanity as a whole

"Abraham Kuyper, The Revelation of St. John, trans John Hendnk De Vries
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1963), 342.
"Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism. 45-46
"Kuyper, Principles of Sacred Theology. 389
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Since, as was seen at the beginning of our study, the subject of science is not the
individual, but the general subject of human nature, the potentially higher might
at length of itself draw the potentially lower up to and along with itself, and in
spite of much resistance and hesitation bring the universal human consciousness
to a clear insight, a firm conviction, and a certain knowledge 40
Humanity's fall into sin has had disastrous consequences in this regard as it did
both in the relationship of God to humanity and that of humanity to the rest of
creation. Kuyper's understanding of the specific effects of the fall on the organic unity
of humanity are discussed in chapter four.

The Unfolding of Creation and the Human Task

Kuyper's theory of creation ordinances must not be understood as leading him
to a view of reality as static. Rather, he understands the creation order to be dynamic
and ever-unfolding according to the purposes of the Creator

The ordinances of God

are not rigid, unchanging laws, but rather should be viewed as God's design for
humanity and for the rest of creation in all of their richness and complexities

God's

ordinances encompass the entire range of things, persons, phenomena, relationships,
and principles. Nothing in creation lies beyond the scope of the ordinances of God
Kuyper writes concerning the pervasiveness and the nature of the divine ordinances
And those ordinances of God, ruling both the mightiest problems and the
smallest trifles, are urged upon us, not like the statutes of a law-book, not like
rules which may be read from paper, not like a codification of life, which could
even for a single moment, exercise any authority of itself—but they are urged
upon us as the constant will of the Omnipresent and Almighty God, who at every
instant is determining the course of life, ordaining its laws and continually
binding us by His divine authority.4'
Kuyper s conception of an unfolding creation recognizes a sovereign Creator
who is intimately related to and continually involved with his creation

'"Ibid. 150
"Ibid, 389
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emphatically rejects deistic notions of a God who creates and then abandons his
creation, allowing it to run its course according to impersonal natural laws. For
Abraham Kuyper there is no place for fortune or fate in the world order, but instead he
acknowledges a loving, faithful God who cares for and upholds the work of his
hands48
Abraham Kuyper, affirming that in Paradise Adam and Eve found themselves
part of a creation that was entirely good, nevertheless, asserts that God did not intend
for his pre-fall creation to remain forever unchanged in a static, pristine state
Commenting on God's resting on the seventh day, he writes:
The world that God had made, he created with a purpose And now the rest into
which he entered means not only the preservation of what he had made, but also
the guiding of what he created so that it would not only be maintained, but
would develop and unfold through a process of blessing and sanctification
according to God's will and ordinances, until it would completely fulfill the
highest purpose to which God called it in life Therefore he does this in order to
complete the work that he created This does not mean that the work was still
not finished, but that the product of God's creating work had a calling. It was to
ascend from lower to higher, and to so unfold itself that finally it would come to
perfection And in that completeness a perfection would be displayed, which
would bring to light God's purpose for everything that he created In this result
and in this outcome the majesty of God's work would be glorified M
According to Kuyper, the Bible reveals that God had a plan for his creation
even before he called creation into existence

Every aspect of the creation gives

evidence of this plan and is called to respond in obedience to it. Kuyper summarizes
his view as follows:
There is one Supreme will in God, the cause of all existing things, subjecting
them to fixed ordinances and directing them towards a pre-established plan
Calvinists have never thought that the idea of the cosmos lay in God's
foreordination as an aggregate of loosely conjoined decrees, but they have always
maintained that the whole formed one organic programme of the entire creation

4>Cf Kuyper's explication of Heidelberg Catechism Lord's Day 10 in F. Voio
Donlraceno. vol I, 210-251

"Abraham Kuyper, Fan t/e Voleindina. 2d ed, vol 1 (Kampen: J H Kok, 1929),
247.
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and the entire history
one high order, which exists according to God's
command and wherein God's counsel will be accomplished in the consummation
of His eternal, all-embracing plan.50
As a result, the creation "is fully equipped and endowed with all the powers it
needs, carrying within it the seeds of all the developments to which it will attain even
in its highest perfection."51
In his significant study, The Work of the Holy Spirit. Kuyper further elaborates
his understanding that the creation act recorded in Genesis did not complete God's
work of creation

Here, too, he emphasizes that God did not make his creatures

simply to exist or to "adorn some niche in the universe like a statue " Since this
world and humanity was created with a divine purpose, they will be complete only
when they have become what God intended from the beginning

The work of leading

creation to its consummation, according to Kuyper, is the proper work of the Holy
Spirit.51
This notion of unfolding the potential of creation is pervasive in Kuyper's
writings

In one of his meditations Kuyper writes:

Though the idea, to build a city, was first original with Cain, do not forget,
that in the vision of Patmos the glory that is to come appears with the descent of
the New Jerusalem out of heaven, and that what was shown John, to give him
the highest idea of that glory, was not a paradise, but the city with its
foundations and precious stones and gates of pearl
So one can say, that in
Scripture the idea of a city is not lower, but rather of higher standing
As the
glory of Eden pales before the glory of the New Jerusalem, so far stands countrylife beneath life in the city.55
Kuyper immediately qualifies this statement with the acknowledgement that sin has

"Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism 115
''Kuyper, "The Ordinances of God," 246.
'Kuyper, The Work of the Holy Snint 21
"Abraham Kuyper When Thou Smesi in Thine House trans John Hendrik De
Vnes (Grand Rapids Wm B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1929), 76-77
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resulted in the distortion of this unfolding and leads humanity into all sorts of
temptations

Nevertheless, even the disruptive influence of sin cannot invalidate the

necessity and goodness of this development of creation
This emphasis on the unfolding character of creation together with the assertion
that God had created man and woman as the culmination of the created order leads
Kuyper to emphasize the significance of humanity's role in this unfolding process. As
noted above, the work of leading creation to its consummation is properly the work of
the Holy Spirit

But Kuyper makes clear that the Spint works in and through God's

creatures in bringing about this fulfillment

He states that because humans stand in a

faith relationship to the Creator, God has chosen to rule over the rest of creation
through humanity

As image-bearers humans reflect God's dominion over the rest of

creation and fulfill their purpose only when they responsibly exercise that dominion
and guide the rest of creation in its unfolding. Kuyper comments:
Where God brings his image into the world there is an end to the complete
separation Where God through his image enters the world, it again comes under
God's dominion. Man serves as God's vice-gerent, the link bringing the world
into contact with God.54
Predictably, Kuyper places great emphasis on the "Cultural Mandate" of
Genesis 1:28 and on its continuing validity in the post-fall situation.

He writes:

When God made man, He crowned him lord of creation, ruler of all nature
"Replenish the earth and subdue it!" With that injunction man was given
authority to discover earth's hidden riches and use them and control them He
was given dominion over all."
Kuyper finds it inconceivable that anyone claiming to be a Christian and
professing to submit to biblical authority should shun involvement with the rest of
creation

All forms of world-flight which have attracted so many throughout the

"Kuyper, Diciaien Doematiek. vol 2, 6
"Abraham Kuyper, The Practice of Godliness, trans Marian M Schoolland
(Grand Rapids: Wm B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956), 28.
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history of Christianity he staunchly rejects

Calvinism, he states, calls the church back

to the order of creation. It rejects as unbiblical a narrow soteriological emphasis that
focuses Christians' eyes on heaven and denies the validity of life lived before the face
of God here and now

Scripture reveals that the whole kingdom of nature is laid out

before humanity with the command to have dominion over it
is to be busy within his creation

To be obedient to God

The consequences of this belief are clear: in order to

carry out God's command obediently, "a knowledge of the earth was indispensable,
knowledge of its oceans, of its nature, and of the attributes and laws of this nature' "
Abraham Kuyper shows no appreciation for views of the Christian life which
portray humanity as called by God to wait passively for Christ to return from heaven
to usher in a new age. Instead, he emphasizes that humans have the responsibility and
the calling to make and to shape history according to the ordinances of God This
perspective sets Kuyper apart from conservatives who resist all change, labeling it evil
and portraying it as standing in opposition to the will of God
But Kuyper also stood apart from liberals who emphasized human autonomy
and rejected all restraints on human destiny, divine or otherwise

James Skillen

summarizes Kuyper's position as follows
The key to h uman responsibility in history, then, as Kuyper saw it, is not for
human creatures to try to hold on forever to seemingly unchanging patterns of
social life, nor should they launch out into the future with the conviction that
they are free to create social and political life in any autonomous way they
choose Rather, human beings must give shape to an ever unfolding creation by
seeking to respond obediently to God's ordinances for different areas of life
The Christian life consists of obedience to God's ordinances, not merely an
orthodox confession about God's ordinances <7
Abraham Kuyper argued that to be obedient to God's calling involved the

"Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism 130
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ongoing reformation of thought and practice. The Christian, according to Kuyper,
must struggle alongside fellow Christians to understand and apply the basic principles
of God's Word for all areas of life.

And, "once he has found this formulation," it

"must be purified and sharpened by each future generation."" For Kuyper, to be
Reformed is to be continually reforming.

"Kuyper, "The Ordinances of God," 256

CHAPTER 4
THE FALL INTO SIN AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

The Present Abnormal Situation
Abraham Kuyper's emphasis on the goodness of God's creation is accompanied
by an equally forceful stress on the disastrous consequences of the fall into sin
Kuyper rejects all attempts to regard the present condition of humanity and the rest of
God's creation as normal, i.e., untouched by the corrupting impact of sin

Rather, he

employs the adjective "abnormal," emphasizing that it is impossible to adequately
understand humanity or any other aspect of God's good creation in the post-fall
situation apart from the pervasive distortion brought on by sin

The Fall in the World of Angels
Kuyper notes that, according to the Bible, sin existed for some time before it
surfaced within the human race

In Diciaien Doumaiiek Kuyper engages in a rather

extensive consideration of the Bible's teachings regarding the world of angels and the
emergence of sin within it. The fact that he produces a major theological study of this
matter, his De Eneelen Gods, indicates that for Kuyper this is of great importance He
emphasizes that to understand sin and its impact on the human situation, one must first
examine the angelic world in which sin had its origin '
Kuyper notes that the Old Testament provides only a very limited insight into

Abraham Kuyper, Diciaien Doemauck. 2d ed, vol. 3, l.ocus Jc Peccato (Kampen
J H Kok, 1910), 3
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the world of angels and demons. With the coming of the New Testament, however,
the knowledge of the angelic world increases significantly. Kuyper's approach
assumes the necessity and the legitimacy of interpreting the Old Testament materials in
light of the fuller New Testament revelation. He acknowledges that the Bible provides
little information regarding the time or circumstances of the fall of the angels.

But,

he claims that the little that is revealed suggests that the angelic fall occurred when
Adam was still in a state of innocence in the Garden of Eden.
According to Kuyper, although God created the angels good and glorious, they,
like humans, were creatures who could choose to serve God or to rebel against him
Scripture implies that Satan fell due to his desire for a position of honor, power, and
independence

Instead of being content to serve God in humility, this angel, who had

been given an authority above that of most other angels, chose to challenge his
Creator

A significant number of angels fell with Satan, and like him, they came

under the judgment of God, forever remaining outside the possibility of grace. Satan
now leads these fallen angels in a spiritual battle against Christ and the armies of
God.:
Kuyper's attention to the issue of the fall of Satan and certain of the angels is
not simply a matter of theological curiosity nor is it the result of a tendency toward
speculation

Kuyper asserts that angels were not created to exist in a realm far

removed from humanity and without relationship to it. They, like humans, were
created to serve and glorify God and were also called to minister to the needs of men
and women as they fulfilled their calling of service to God. The angelic world was
formed as an integral part of the creation order and it was only sin that has restricted
contact between humanity and the angels. For Kuyper the Bible's teachings regarding

;Abraham
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the angels, those who remained faithful as well as those who fell into sin, is of
significance to humanity.5
Kuyper believes that focusing on the biblical teachings regarding the angelic
fall not only helps the Christian to better understand the biblical account of the
temptation of Eve and Adam in Paradise, but it also provides a proper understanding
of the spiritual warfare in which Christians now find themselves engaged

He writes

that because humanity turned against its Creator it now faces, among other enemies,
the devil and his followers. According to Abraham Kuyper these powers of evil plot
against humanity's welfare and even against its very life. The war-like character of
life in this present age is clearly portrayed by Kuyper:
Satan is the ruler of the hosts of evil, Christ is Head of the armies of the Lord
Scnpture pictures for us two spirit kingdoms, each with its leader, and in
opposition to each other For neither among the good angels nor among men is
there any leader over against Christ. Only Satan, head of the hosts of evil spirits,
has that appalling position of power4
Kuyper acknowledges that in the modem world the very existence of angels,
Satan, and demons is often rejected. Such a view, he maintains, is the result of a
modem spirit of unbelief, and it significantly aids Satan's plan for the undoing of
humanity

Where his existence is denied, Satan can work most effectively

Kuyper

argues that the Bible explicitly affirms the existence not only of Satan, but also of
angels and demons

If people are to have an authentic concept of reality and are to be

prepared for the spiritual battles of life, then they must realize that there is more to
that reality than meets the eye

Kuyper warns that although there are grave dangers in

exaggerating Satan s power and influence in the world, in the modem age a far more

'Kuyper, Diciaien Doemauek. vol 3, Locus Je Peccato, 17-18
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serious threat comes from the failure to recognize Satan and the forces he commands.'

The Historicity of the Fall

When Kuyper turns his attention to the account of humanity's fall into sin
recorded in the third chapter of Genesis, he finds it necessary to repudiate all attempts
to interpret the incident as other than an historical event. He discusses various
approaches that construe the fall in the Garden of Eden as allegory, myth, saga, vision,
or as pure fabrication.

Arguing that the Bible consistently affirms the reality of

Paradise and the historical character of humanity's fall into sin, Kuyper dismisses the
above-mentioned views as unacceptable and as distortions of the clear message of the
Bible. For Kuyper the historicity of the fall is not a negotiable point. He makes this
clear in his commentary on Lord's Day three of the Heidelberg Catechism. This
section of the catechism focuses on humanity's corrupt nature which finds its origin in
the event of the fall into sin. The catechism asks the question: "Then where does
man's corrupt nature come from0" and offers the answer that it is "from the fall and
disobedience of our first parents, Adam and Eve, in Paradise

This fall has so

poisoned our nature that we are bom sinners—corrupt from conception on."6 Kuyper
comments:
And to this [question] now the Heidelberger answers not with speculation, but
with reference to an historical fact Hold this fast and take care, that you do not
let yourself be tempted by the ethical error at the expense of the historical
character of this fact
What was narrated in Genesis three you must accept as
an actual, reliable account of things that in fact happened, or you are lost.'

'Ibid., 20-21
'Christian Reformed Church, Psalter Hymnal (Grand Rapids: CRC Publications
1987), 863
'Abraham Kuyper, F. Voto Dordraceno: Toelichtine on Jen Heidelberpschen
Caiechismus. vol 1 (Amsterdam: Hoveker & Wormser, 1905), 44
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The context of Kuyper's comments indicate that his concern is not one that
focuses on honest differences of opinion between believers regarding the interpretation
of a particular passage in Scripture. The issue, according to Kuyper, is whether people
accept the special revelation that God has provided to guide humanity into a true
understanding of reality and the human situation or they attempt to construct a view of
reality on the basis of human wisdom alone, a "wisdom" that is blinded by the effects
of sin

Kuyper sees in the different views of the fall a conflict between two radically

opposed life systems. He comments on this in some detail in his Stone Lectures
Two life systems are wrestling with one another, in mortal combat Modernism
is bound to build a world of its own from data of the natural man, and to
construct man himself from the data of nature, while, on the other hand, all those
who reverently bend the knee to Christ and worship Him as the Son of the living
God, and God himself, are bent upon saving the "Christian Heritage "s
Just as the roots of these two life systems are radically different, their views of
the human condition stand fundamentally opposed to each other. The one envisions
humanity progressing from a primitive state to a higher form of existence
view sin

In this

must be seen as an "incomplete stage on the way to perfection."* The other

view conceives the human race as created by God in a state of perfection, i.e., in
perfect relations with God, fellow-humans, and with the rest of the created order

The

fall, an actual historical event, explains the sin and distortion now so evident in the
world. Kuyper writes of the fall as "a lamentable degeneration,—a degeneration which,
in the nature of the case, makes the restoration of the true religion possible only in the
sotenological way "10

'Abraham Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism (Grand Rapids Wm B Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1931), II
"Ibid., 55
'"Ibid.
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The Nature of Sin

As Kuyper wrestles to comprehend the biblical teachings regarding the nature
of sin, he is not merely engaging in a theoretical exercise or theological speculation.
For Kuyper the question of sin's nature and the evil consequences of the fall are
matters of the greatest importance, for post-fall humanity finds itself in a critical
situation

Sin is a vicious enemy and a seductive, destructive power that must be

understood and recognized if it is to be resisted. Abraham Kuyper notes that it is
impossible to gain a correct understanding of the work of salvation unless a person
begins with a proper understanding of sin."
Kuyper's treatment of the nature of sin is extensive and only a broad outline of
his position can be included in the present study. He begins by emphasizing that sin
is not something that has an independent existence." Following this line of thought,
Kuyper rejects any view of sin that begins with the assumption that matter is
inherently evil

In this regard he discusses the Manichean notion of sin as well as its

modem counterparts

He repudiates such ideas as unbiblical, especially since they lead

to t he conclusion that matter is co-etemal alongside God or else that God, who is the
Creator of all things, must somehow be the author of sin
refuted by the Bible

Hither conclusion is clearly

In addition, such a position leads its followers to espouse an

anti-creational position that is clearly contrary to the biblical assertion of the goodness
of God's creation "
In discussing the Manichean distortion of the biblical teaching on sin, Kuyper

"Abraham Kuyper, The Work of the Holv Spirit, trans Henri De Vries (New
York Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1900), 252.
"Kuyper, Dictaien Doematiek. vol 3, Locus de Peccato, 27
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focuses also on the doctrine of inherited sin. He rejects the Manichean view that the
child inherits sin from his father and mother by way of the blood ties between parents
and child, noting that such a position follows from the unbiblical idea that sin is
inherent in matter. Yet Kuyper is not adverse to speaking of inherited sin. In this
connection he appeals to article 15 of the Belgic Confession which states
We believe that by the disobedience of Adam original sin has been spread
through the whole human race It is a corruption of all nature—an inherited
depravity which even infects small infants in their mother's womb, and the root
which produces in man every sort of sin.'J
Kuyper emphasizes that this confession nowhere teaches that sin is something matenal
which is transmitted by means of material relationships. According to Kuyper, the
terms "spread," "inhented," and "infects" are all used metaphorically

He concludes

that the confession properly allows the transmission of sin to remain an unexplained
mystery."
In addition to rejecting the idea that sin is material, Abraham Kuyper finds the
notion that sin is merely a lack or negation equally unacceptable

He acknowledges

that in the sinner there is a lack of the holiness that ought to be present since God
created men and women to be holy

But sin cannot be explained simply by noting the

absence of what had formerly been present, as if humans before and after the fall were
essentially the same except for this deficiency
Kuyper emphasizes that the Bible teaches that after the fall into sin men and
women retained their human nature

Sin did not reduce humans to the state of animals

or plants, for they are still creatures uniquely formed in the image of God. In support
of this position, Kuyper quotes the Canons of Dort, Head of Doctrine III-IV, article
16

But Kuyper points out that this same article teaches that the fall brought upon

"Christian Reformed Church, Psalter Hvmnal 832
"Kuyper. The Work of the Holy Spirit 256
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humanity both depravity and spiritual death. The effects of sin are so devastating and
far-reaching that post-fall men and women cannot be seen as intact, but rather corrupt
to the point of death.16
It is at this point that Kuyper emphasizes that although sin has no real being in
itself, the workings of sin are not to be understood solely in terms of negation
Rather, sin in its consequences involves positive, aggressive actions that corrupt and
destroy

Kuyper comments:

In like manner we are conscious that sin is not merely the deprivation of
holiness, but we feel its fearful activity, corruption, and dissolution which
destroy Strongest proof is the fact that we do not joyfully welcome God's grace
entering the heart, but with our whole nature oppose it. There is conflict which
would be impossible if that deprivation and loss had not developed evil which
opposes God "
Having explained sin as "originally and essentially a loss, a lack, and a
deprivation," Kuyper adds that "in its working it is a positive evil and a malignant
power."" Yet, to understand sin and its power within humanity during this present
age, Kuyper maintains that still more must be said. He states that although men and
women are still God's image bearers and human nature in its being remains the
uninjured, real human nature of the pre-fall situation, its workings, influences, and
attributes, however, are deformed and corrupted by sin. To clarify his position,
Kuyper uses an analogy

He states "Tho [sic] a poisoned insect-sting destroys the

sight, yet the eye remains. So is the human nature, deprived of its luster, checked in
its normal activity, internally sore and foul, yet it is the human nature."19
Kuyper elaborates on this by referring to the direction of human life before and

"Ibid.. 259-260
"Ibid.. 262.
"Ibid., 263
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after the fall. Prior to the fall human life was directed in service to God and lived to
God's glory. Humanity was active in service which conformed to the law of God,
This, writes Kuyper, is what the Bible means when it speaks of men and women truly
having life. Life is found only in fellowship with the Creator. The fall into sin,
however, brought about a complete change in the direction of human life. Although
men and women retained the power of thought, will, and a wide range of talents and
abilities and continued to function as humans, the corruption of sin leads them away
from God and toward self-service or a life directed toward some other part of the
creation

Instead of serving the only true God, idolatry prevails

Rather than living

in harmony with the ordinances of God, the sinner exists and works in total opposition
to God and his law:o This shows itself in unnatural and wicked disorders and everincreasing evil

Kuyper describes the fallen person as follows: "Thus everything in

him becomes evil, his entire nature corrupt, incapable of any good, inclined to all evil,
yea, prone to hate God and his neighbor
inclination and desire are sin

":i

The deed may not be bom, but the very

According to Kuyper, this is the essence of what the

Bible means when it speaks of the death that came upon Adam and all humanity as a
result of the disobedience of Adam and Eve in Paradise

Although not worked out in

its fullness immediately at the time of the first transgression, nevertheless, from that
moment death reigned as the king of terror "
Kuyper, by interpreting the death sentence of the third chapter of Genesis in
this way, is not denying that physical death is the result of sin

The point he makes is

that one must not limit the meaning of death to the physical end of life

He writes
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The breaking of the bond which causes death is not always sudden. Death from
paralysis is almost instantaneous, from consumption slow When Adam sinned,
death came at once, but so far as the body was concerned, its complete severing
from the soul required more than nine hundred years But the soul died at once,
died suddenly; the bond with the Holy Spirit was severed, and only its raveling
threads remain active in the feelings of shame}1
It is embedded in the very nature of sin that the man and woman who were
created by God to live fully in joyful, intimate communion with their Creator and were
called to lives of obedient, loving service according to the ordinances of God, instead,
after the fall, exist under the power of a death that pervades every aspect of their
being and activities and results in lives that dishonor God and bring disruption to
every facet of human existence.
The impact of sin on humanity and on life in the post-fall situation is best
understood by examining sin's consequences in the three fundamental relationships of
life. Kuyper identifies these as: "(1) our relation lo God, (2) our relation to man, and
(3) our relation to the world "'1

Fallen Humanity's Relationship to God

As noted in the previous chapter, God created men and women to stand in a
unique relationship to him. Only of humans could it be said that God created them in
his own image

Without obliterating the fundamental Creator-creature distinction that

exists between the majestic, sovereign God and humanity, Kuyper affirms that the
favored position given to men and women involves a close and free fellowship "which
defies distance, which removes every estrangement, and presses toward intimate
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union

Being created in the image of God, explains Kuyper, means that God feels

related to humanity and finds something of himself in it

Humans are his creation and

handiwork and therefore remain the object of his interest

26

Yet in this close

relationship man and woman must always acknowledge God as God and honor his
sovereignty and majesty
Kuyper elaborates on this special relationship between God and humanity by
focusing on the biblical meaning of the human heart. The heart, according to Kuyper,
is the "point in our consciousness in which our life is still undivided and lies
comprehended in its unity."1' The heart is the source from which come all the
thoughts, words, and actions of each person. And, writes Kuyper, "it is our repeated
experience that in the depths of our hearts, at the point where we disclose ourselves to
the Eternal One, all the issues of our life converge as in one focus.
In the pre-fall situation the hearts of the man and the woman were directed
toward the Creator in complete love and total commitment. Every aspect of their
existence and life was offered in loving and obedient service to him

Jesus' law of

love in Matt 22:37 N1V, "Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all
your soul and with all your mind," prior to the fall, was not a goal toward which
humanity should strive, but rather it defined the reality of their relationship to God
In this connection, Kuyper reflects on Calvin's discussion of the semen
neligionis which God implanted in the human heart

Kuyper states that God made
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humans religious by the sensiis divinitalis which was given to them at the time of
creation. He comments that prior to the fall religion consisted of human admiration
and adoration of the Creator
and majesty

All of human life was to be an echoing of God's glory

Kuyper sums up the good, creational relationship between God and man

Man is the instrument and means, God alone is here the goal, the point of
departure and the point of arrival, the fountain, from which the waters flow, and
at the same time, the ocean into which they finally return.19
This original religious orientation, according to Kuyper, is the highest aim of human
existence
The fall, according to Kuyper, was not simply an isolated act of disobedience
nor was it merely a revolt against the divine law

Rather, in their hearts Adam and

Eve turned against God himself with the result that the entirety of their lives was
directed in rebellion against their Creator. They denied the goal and the fountain of
their lives. Instead of remaining in a personal, loving, covenantal relationship with the
God who created them, they struck out maliciously against him
In his discussion of Lord's Day 3 of the Heidelberg Catechism, a section
dealing with the origin of humanity's corrupt nature, Kuyper writes
Therefore the Catechism points in the second place to Adam's disobedience.
Disobedience, nevertheless, that is nothing other than sin. "Sin," says the holy
apostle John, "is unrighteousness," that is to say, God has as the sovereign
Master established a law for all things To do so is his right, and what he does
or did is the law When a person goes against this, then he goes not only against
that law, but against the Lord himself and he attacks him in his sovereignty, that
is, in his being God Now God had once established: "Of the fruit you shall not
eat" Now there was hanging on that one tree all the majesty of the Lord of
Lords If Adam had kept his hands off of it, then he would have left to God his
majesty But he understood this and nevertheless sunk his teeth into the fruit
Then he violated with that bite, willingly and knowingly the very majesty of the
Lord his God And at that very moment from that fruit there shot out into his
heart a deadly spark that destroyed him 30
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According to Kuyper, the Bible teaches that in Paradise Adam was clearly
confronted by the choice between acknowledging God as the sovereign Master and the
source of life or attempting to supplant God and become the law-giver in his place
The tragic choice made by Adam was to rebel against his covenant God and to assen
his own sovereignty, in this way attempting to abrogate the covenant bond established
at creation and cutting himself off from the spring of life.
The breaking of this covenant bond between humanity and God had immediate
and disastrous consequences

In an attempt to explain the effects of the fall on

humanity, Kuyper employs an analogy

He argues that the human body must be

bound to the soul, the two becoming one in order for the body to live and to flourish
Once that bond is cut, the body collapses and becomes a lifeless corpse

No longer is

the body capable of activity or dynamic growth, but instead it begins to decay and
ends in utter destruction

Apart from the soul, the body has no powers and ultimately

it dies. Kuyper continues:
And it is similar with sin Even as the body ought to be bound to the soul, so
Adam was to be bound to God But now he maliciously cut through that bond
The result is that he now falls, just as a body separated from the soul It would
certainly seem that the powers in Adam would cease, but they keep on working
His nature cannot be still, but it continues to work. But while that working of
his nature first thnved and flourished, that very same working now brings a
withering and a corruption over him And the depraved nature in him works out
every corruption "
Kuyper's comments reflect his view that even though Adam fell into sin, God
graciously maintains the structure of human nature through his creation ordinances.
As noted above, after the fall men and women do not become something other than or
less than humans

There is, however, a change in the direction of human life, which is

now pointed away from God and lived in disobedience to his laws

This rebellion

against the Creator results in distortion and corruption in all aspects of life
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Because sin involves an interpersonal relationship, i.e., between humanity and
the living God, Kuyper states that the fall also results in human guilt.'2 He explains
that people have been created in a special relationship to God who is the living God,
who tr uly exists, and with whom they must deal in every moment of life

God created

humanity for himself in order that men and women might live lives that bring honor
and gl ory to his name. Every action, thought, and word of every human life is to be a
love offering to God and lived according to his Word. This, says Kuyper, is nothing
other than what is due the Creator
The fall into sin has made such an offering utterly impossible, Kuyper
maintains. He observes that "since we never have rendered Him the tribute, we are
absolutely His debtors."" Kuyper acknowledges that the idea of being in debt to God
is not a popular notion, but he argues that it is a thoroughly biblical teaching that
follows from the fact that in sinning men and women have not simply broken an ideal,
but h ave affronted a living person

He states: "But when I acknowledge the living

God, and that always and in all things I have to do with Him, then He has righteous
claims upon me which I have violated, and which must be satisfied.""
In this Kuyper is concerned that people recognize the depth and the vile nature
of the fall into sin

It unquestionably involved breaking the law of God, but it also

was an attack on the person and an encroachment on the sovereignty of God himself.
The fall affected not only humanity's relationship to divine law, but also its
relationship to God

Kuyper argues that humanity has encroached upon God's rights

"The term used by Kuyper is schuld, a Dutch word that is difficult to translate
into English The word is usually translated as "debt," but has the sense of both guilt
and indebtedness.
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and attempted to rob him of his divinity

Sinners now find themselves alienated from

their Creator who lovingly formed them and at war with the God they were created to
serve. In the face of sinners, God, who is always faithful to himself, maintains his
creanon ordinances and continues to assert his sovereignty and his majesty "

The Fall and the Human Community

Kuyper emphasizes that God created the human race as an organic unity. So
long as humanity stood in the proper relationship to God the relationship between one
person and another would also function properly, i.e., according to God's original,
creational plan. Adam's fall into sin, however, brought about radical changes not only
in the relationship between God and humanity, but also within the human community
itself.
Throughout his writings Abraham Kuyper rejects individualistic views of
humanity as diametrically opposed to the biblical teachings

In his Stone Lectures he

states:
Man is created from man, and by virtue of his birth he is organically united
with the whole race Together we form one humanity, not only with those who
are living now, but also with all the generations behind us and with all those
who shall come after us
All the human race is from one blood1'
According to Kuyper this unity of the human race has its roots in the sinless,
pre-fall situation and is the way God intended people to live

It is this unity that also

explains how the sin of Adam and Eve affected all those who followed after them.
Kuyper a cknowledges that God entered into a special relationship with Adam in the
Garden of Eden. He regards this pre-fall relationship between God and Adam as a
covenant of works, even though he admits that the term "covenant" is not found in the
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early Genesis material

This covenant of works, according to Kuyper, was not only

between God and Adam, but between God and the entire human race. In this
covenant relationship Adam did not function simply as an individual elected to a
position of unique favor with God, but as the "organ" through whom the Creator
established his special relationship with the whole of humanity. Kuyper writes: "And
just as a society negotiates through its president, an institution through its rector, and a
king through his ambassador, so also has humanity through its organ, Adam, entered
into a covenant with God, through which a covenant relationship came into existence
between God and humanity."37
Since all humanity stood in this covenant of works with God through its
representative, Adam, when he fell into sin, the entire human race fell into sin and
incurred the judgment of God. According to Kuyper, Adam functions in a two-fold
relationship to the rest of humanity

First, he functions as the natural head of

humanity because he is its natural father

But he also stands as the covenant

representative of the race in regard to the covenant of works established by God at the
time he created Adam

Adam's fall into sin, therefore, has far-reaching consequences

for his descendants. Kuyper makes the following observation:
A debt payable by the heirs in this way has come into existence. There is one
aspect, relating to Adam as the natural head, and a second, relating to him as
covenant head, that coincided And the difference is that the first concerned the
physical and psychical whereas the second involved the ethical.38
The organic unity of the race has significance beyond explaining how the fall
of Adam has affected the whole of humanity

Attempting to cut themselves off from

the Creator, men and women also set themselves against their fellow humans.

Alienated from God, the source of life, humanity experiences personal, interpersonal.
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and social breakdowns.
Abraham Kuyper acknowledges that even a cursory overview of history or a
realistic examination of life today clearly shows that humanity has experienced
corruption and distortion as a result of sin. He comments "If sin, as a disintegrating
force, had not divided humanity into different sections, nothing would have marred or
broken the organic unity of our race."5' But the fall has brought sin into the human
situation with the result that men and women have forfeited loving fellowship with
their fellow humans and now find themselves engaged in a never-ending conflict.
Because of the fall, notes Kuyper, there is a hatred that permeates human society,
bringing alienation and countless evils.
In his commentary on the Heidelberg Catechism, Lord's Day 3, Abraham
Kuyper wholeheartedly endorses the catechism's assessment that through the fall men
and women became so corrupt that they are totally unable to do any good and are
inclined to all evil. At the heart of fallen humanity is a hatred and a murderous spirit
Kuyper admits that this judgment is a hard one that people find extremely distasteful,
but that it is nevertheless both a biblical and an accurate assessment of post-fall
reality

Even the search for one small element of goodness in humanity, he states,

ends in bitter disappointment and failure .'°
Kuyper clarifies that this does not mean that every person has committed every
sinful deed nor that humans are absolutely evil as are Satan and the fallen angels The
inclination of the human heart and the direction of human life are, nevertheless,
corrupted by sin and inclined to all evil" Kuyper provides this description of the
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fallen human situation:
Not that we need live in mortal fear lest someone knock us down, rob us, or kill
us, out of pure hatred That seldom happens The situation is much more
complicated It is this: We cannot each walk our little path alone. We must
have contact with other people—in social, civil, business or other activities. And
then two possibilities are usually present-either we step back and let the other
fellow have top place, or we keep the other fellow down and capture the booty
ourselves. The result is jealousy, envy, pride, disobedience, suspicion, deceit,
falsehood—a host of evils that are poison in the human heart To a man of noble
character they give grief and pain. In the man of little soul they breed hatred
and revenge. ;
The post-fall situation portrayed by Kuyper is, nevertheless, one in which God
graciously upholds his ordinances for human life. Kuyper maintains that in spite of
the fall, God preserves the humanness of men and women, and part of that humanness
is the need for interdependence and interrelationships within the human community
The Creator has formed people to be social creatures who must have fellowship with
one another, even in the face of sin that permeates the whole of human nature and
human existence. The creation ordinances of God impinge upon all, but sinners refuse
to w orship God as God, resist these ordinances, and attempt to go their own way
They find themselves separated from their God and alienated from their fellow
humans.
Although Kuyper refuses to gloss over the estrangement that sin has brought
into t he world and recognizes the impact that sin has on each individual, he also points
to the solidarity of sin within humanity

He writes, "Life is such that a person does

not d rift as an individual oil drop, but stands in contact with others and through this
all sin and guilt bear a solidary character

There is no sin one can think of that

completely stands by itself.'"15
In this regard Kuyper emphasizes how all people are influenced and affected by
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the actions and sins of others

He approvingly recalls the approach of John a Lasco

on the occasion of baptizing an illegitimate child. According to Kuyper, a Lasco's
custom was to not focus on the sin of the mother, but to turn to the dignified lords and
ladies of the congregation with the warning that they should concentrate on their own
sins that stood connected to the sin of this mother."
Kuyper certainly does not want to minimize the impact of sin on each and
every individual, but he emphasizes the corporate nature of sin and then proceeds to
argue that sin has also had disastrous consequences for societal institutions

He asserts

that the fall into sin necessitated certain social institutions, such as law courts, the
military, police forces, and all such organizations by which magistrates attempt to
compel order and guarantee the safety of citizens
institutions would be completely unnecessary

Without sin, states Kuyper, such

It is important to note, however, that

Kuyper regards the development of political life itself as a proper unfolding of God's
creation order and not one required by sin "
Beyond necessitating such institutions to restrain sin, Kuyper notes a further
impact of sin on human society

The character of this influence becomes clear in

Kuyper s discussion of the problem of poverty

Kuyper argues that as God's creation

unfolded and a complex human society developed, both social customs and those
individuals and groups holding power, under the influence of sin, misdirected this
development

He identifies the two causes of this misdirection to be error and sin,

both of which result from the fall

The error, according to Kuyper, is ignorance of

Gods creation ordinances which hold for the various aspects of life, the sin shows
itself in the greed and lust for power that distort the healthy growth of society
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sin, states Kuyper, often exhibits itself through force, customs, or unjust laws

In the

unfolding of history, error and sin unite to first establish false principles and then
systems that intrude themselves into the very fabric of society. These systems then
take on a life of their own, independent of the individuals and groups instrumental in
their creation and development

They, in turn, create and shape various institutions

that affect virtually every aspect of human life

Kuyper does not reject the propriety

of human management of society in and of itself, for such involvement is certainly
implied in the mandate given to humanity at creation

When this human intervention,

however, originates from false, i.e., God-denying principles, it leads to distorted and
injurious conditions that "in many ways poisoned our mutual relationships and
weighed us down with nameless misery."46
Having analyzed the history and causes of the economic inequality that plagued
Europe in his day, Kuyper summarizes the underlying problem as follows:
The cause of evil lay in this that men regarded humanity as cut off from its
eternal destiny, did not honor it as created in the image of God, and did not
reckon with the majesty of the Lord, who alone by his grace is able to hold in
check a human race mired in sin.47

Fallen Humanity and the Rest of Creation

Kuyper rejects the notion that by virtue of creation humanity stands in an
adversarial relationship toward the rest of creation

Rather, he argues, the Bible

teaches that God made humanity to exist in an organic, harmonious relationship with
all o ther creatures. The Creator formed men and women to stand in a loving
relationship with nature and at the same time mandated them, as his image bearers, to
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have dominion over the rest of creation, leading its development in a God-glorifying
direction.
Kuyper refers to the world as the person's "second body." He argues that just
as people are incomplete without bodies, they are also incomplete without this second
body, the world

As there is a bond uniting people and their bodies, so there is also a

bond between humanity and the rest of creation "
Because of this intimate connection, the corruption affecting the relationship
between God and humanity, and the relationships within the human race, also struck
that between humanity and the rest of creation. When that creature that alone was
made in the image of God fell into sin, the rest of God's creation was also marred by
sin, a sin, according to Kuyper, that "has deadened a large part of creation to the glory
of God.""
Kuyper summarizes the changes that overtook this fundamental

relationship

between humanity and nature as well as consequences of human sin for the rest of
creation in the following way
As long as man lived in this pure, but as yet undetermined moral state, the
world around him was a paradise Yet, it was surrounded by a world still
susceptible to the curse When man's nature was violated and he had chosen for
sin, the earth also lost its paradise and was brought under the same curse which
man had brought on himself. "Cursed is the earth for your sake Thorns and
thistles shall it bring forth, and in the sweat of your brow you shall eat bread ",0
Kuyper lists four consequences that reverberated through nature because of
humanity s fall into sin
earth has been cursed

First, the Bible clearly teaches that because of humanity the
Second, there was a change in the situation of the plant

kingdom, so that now the earth brings forth thorns and thistles

Third, there developed
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an alteration in the state of the animal kingdom, as is illustrated in the serpent. And
finally, Paradise vanished."
Kuyper points out that although many devastating changes took place, God
immediately intervened to restrain the effects of sin in nature. He notes that God's
judgment was tempered by grace, with the result that the corruption that assailed
nature was not allowed to work itself out fully.52 Kuyper's views regarding God's
restraining grace in the face of sin are explored more fully in chapter five, but it is
important to recognize at this point that in the face of the destructiveness of sin God
still maintains his creation order. Even though human sin prevents the rest of creation
from unfolding completely in accordance with God's ordinances and to God's glory, it
does not dissolve into chaos, but remains an ordered creation
Kuyper emphasizes, moreover, that the fallen creation still reveals its Creator.
Sin does not mute the voice of God in creation

He writes:

There is a language of God in nature, there is a thought of God spoken in
history, there is a word of God in our reason, there is a discourse of God in our
inner consciousness of God. That is what Scripture teaches, that is what our
intuition teaches us, that is what experience teaches.5'
Creation is still revelation, but the fall has brought about a critical change in
the ability of people to hear this word of God

Prior to the fall Adam was able to hear

God's word in nature perfectly, but once sin came and corrupted human nature, the
understanding of men and women was darkened. Humanity is now virtually deaf to
the voice of God in nature and nearly blind before the book of creation. Kuyper
concludes that whoever looks only to the revelation of God in nature, which is now
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deformed by the curse, or whoever hopes to come to a knowledge of God merely by
examining humanity is doomed to fail in that attempt.SJ This, says Kuyper, is not
because God does not speak in his creation, but because fallen humanity has an
inability to hear it properly and therefore always misinterprets and distorts the
message. Romans chapter one speaks of this, according to Kuyper, and it concludes
that because God reveals himself so clearly in creation, men and women are without
excuse and pronounced guilty before God."
Because fallen humanity no longer functions obediently in its mandate to rule
over the rest of creation in a God-glorifying way, men and women exploit and corrupt
creation instead of protecting and developing it.
the earth as an enemy

As a result they begin to experience

Rather than exercising dominion over nature, humanity finds

itself in an unending struggle for survival with a nature that rules over men and
women. Kuyper describes the post-fall situation
Nature is arrayed against us in practically all of its activities. Instead of
living in Paradise, we are in a restless world where there is little peace or
harmony Immediately after the fall, God drove man out of Paradise and told
him that the world would henceforth be in enmity against him
And at last
the earth would triumphantly reclaim man—the most beautiful creature of God's
making must return to dust.
Kuyper observes that throughout history people have experienced the truth of
this pronouncement

He graphically catalogs the examples of nature bringing ruin and

destruction on the human race-earthquakes, floods, storms, pestilence, plague and
countless other tragedies are the all-too-common occurrences of life

And all of this

seems to culminate in the ultimate attack of nature on man, the physical death and
decay of every individual. Nature is undoubtedly beautiful and it still reveals the
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Creator, according to Kuyper, but because of the fall it wields its far-reaching
destructive powers against humanity "
The Consequences of the Fall for Science

Since Abraham Kuyper emphasizes that the fall has had disastrous
consequences for the whole of human existence, as well as for the rest of creation, it is
not surprising that he pays considerable attention to its impact on science. Due to the
nature of this study, it is important to briefly consider Kuyper's views regarding the
epistemological consequences of the fall
In the Stone Lectures Kuyper argues that there are only two fundamental
starting points that may be taken in one's view of science

People either begin with

the assumption that the world in which they live is "normal" or else it is "abnormal"
Kuyper clarifies these terms, explaining that "if it is normal, then it moves by means
of an eternal evolution from its potencies to its ideal. But if the cosmos in its present
condition is abnormal, then a disturbance has taken place in the past, and only a
regenerating power can warrant it the final attainment of its goal."5® Kuyper endorses
the "abnormalist" approach with its recognition of the disturbance of sin as the only
option open to the Christian

He, furthermore, attempts to work consistently from this

perspective as he develops his view of science and the university
Kuyper's most extensive treatment of the impact of the fall on science is found
m

^'s Principles of Sacred Theology

In this discussion, Kuyper asserts that if sin and

its consequences were not a factor, the subject of science would be the universal ego
in the universal human consciousness and the object of science would be the cosmos.
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Apart from sin there exists an organic relationship between subject and object,
between subject and subject, and also between objects.S9 In such a situation, "the
sense of one would harmoniously support and confirm the sense of the other."™
However, sin has disrupted the organic relationships that existed between
subject and object as well as those among subjects and among objects. The result is
that subjectivity now reigns in scientific thought. The impact of this on the scientific
enterprise is both devastating and far-reaching.61
It is this corrupting influence of the fall, according to Kuyper, to which the
Bible refers in Eph 4:17-18 N1V:
So I tell you this, and insist on it in the Lord, that you must no longer live as the
Gentiles do, in the futility of their thinking. They are darkened in their
understanding and separated from the life of God because of the ignorance that is
in them due to the hardening of their hearts.
Kuyper then proceeds to comment on the specific indications of this "futility of
thinking," and the "darkening of the understanding" which result from sin
by noting what he calls the formal workings of sin in the world.

He begins

Among these he

includes a pervasive falsehood that is ruinous, since access to truth depends on
personal communications; unintentional mistakes in observation and in thought
processes; self-delusion and self-deception which distort scientific work, delusive
imagination which blurs the boundary between what is real and what is phantom,
abnormal influences that through upbringing, education, language and culture distort
ones own understanding, physical and psychological abnormalities that distort one's
thought, sin-disorganized relationships of life that affect especially the social sciences
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and pedagogy; and the inconsistencies in a person's thought through which erroneous
views in one area influence those in other areas of study."
In addition to these forma! workings of sin, Kuyper deals with the moral
motives that are distorted by the fall. By this Kuyper refers to self-interests that
consciously and unconsciously lead people to distort or misrepresent the outcome of
study. To illustrate, he contrasts interpretations of battles offered by historians of
opposing sides in a conflict.
Finally, Kuyper notes those influences that result from the corruption of human
nature itself

In this connection, he includes intellectual laziness, susceptibility to

illogical reasoning, the isolation and estrangement from the object of knowledge that
prevents a sympathetic relationship and precludes a thorough understanding of that
object, the disharmony that exists within each and every individual that leads to
conflicting motives, and finally, the sinner's inability to step outside the cosmos for a
starting point which is necessary for a knowledge of God and an understanding of the
meaning of humanity and the universe."
So comprehensive are the consequences of sin in the area of science that a
person might suppose that Kuyper would reject science as illegitimate and declare it
off-limits for the Christian

But this is not his position

He argues instead that as

people wrestle with the nature, meaning, place, and method of science, it is crucial to
take into account the fall into sin and its far-reaching consequences on the scientific
enterprise. To ignore or deny the radical impact of sin on thought and science in no
way mitigates its influence. To act responsibly as a human and as a scientist, one
must acknowledge the fall and its consequences. Only by recognizing the abnormal

"Ibid., 106-110
"Ibid, 110-113
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state of humanity and the cosmos, can one be open to the regenerating power of the
Holy Spirit that alone can lead to a true knowledge of God, humanity, and the rest of
creation

Kuyper writes that "ignorance wrought by sin is the most difficult obstacle

in the way of all true science "M

"Ibid. 114

CHAPTER 5
ABRAHAM KUYPER AND THE DOCTRINE OF PARTICULAR GRACE
Kuvper and the "Two Graces"

Abraham Kuyper unabashedly emphasizes that humanity's fall into sin was
radical, i.e., it affected men and women in their hearts and therefore extended to the
whole of human existence as well as having disastrous consequences for the rest of
God's c reation. Since the fall humanity has lived under the burden of total corruption
and di stortion. Kuyper renounces all attempts to discover some small remnant of
goodness in humanity that can serve as the basis for renewal or salvation and he
rejects any idea of gradations in the manifestations of evil. Kuyper, instead,
thoroughly endorses Calvin's declaration that human nature produces nothing but
works worthy of God's condemnation,'
It is in the context of his emphasis on total depravity that Kuyper, like his
precursor Calvin, takes up his discussion of God's grace toward the fallen human race
and th e impact of this grace on the rest of creation

He distinguishes between

"special" or "particular" grace (particulierv genacle) and "general" or "common" grace
(gemeene grolie)

In order to emphasize the sharp distinction between the two types

of grace, Kuyper deliberately chooses to denote common grace as "gnuie" and
particular grace as "gcnaJc " Kuyper in this way hopes to prevent the confusion of the
terms, fearing that common grace would be construed as saving grace, with the result

'G C Berkouwer, Man: The Image of God, trans. Dirk W. Jellema (Grand
Rapids: Wm B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1962), 148
98
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that the "firm foundation that grace (genade) is particular would again be dislodged."
He argues that the Christian community must vigorously and diligently guard against
this confusion. According to Kuyper, common grace does not lead to salvation and
has a completely different nature than does particular grace:
Yet, these "two graces" are so closely inter-related in Kuyper's thought that it is
difficult, if not impossible, to understand his views of either without carefully
examining the other

S U Zuidema correctly warns that any attempt to isolate what

Kuyper teaches concerning common grace from what he teaches regarding particular
grace would lead to a serious misunderstanding of his thought.'
This chapter focuses specifically on Kuyper's teachings regarding particular
grace whereas chapter six deals with his views of common grace and the mutual
impact particular and common grace have on one another

It is helpful, however, at

the beginning of this chapter to provide basic understandings of both concepts
Common grace, according to Kuyper, refers to the fact that immediately after the fall,
God arrested sin in its course in order to prevent the complete annihilation of His
divine handiwork, which naturally would have followed He has interfered in the
life of the individual, in the life of mankind as a whole, and in the life of nature
itself by His common grace This grace, however, does not kill the core of sin,
nor does it s ave unto eternal life, but it arrests the complete effectuation of sin '
By particular grace," Kuyper refers to God's mercy that he shows toward
sinners whom he has reconciled to himself for the sake of the vicarious atonement of
Jesus Christ on the cross. To the elect sinners he now freely bestows Christ and all

32) ^9raham
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trans Harry Van Dyke, chap in Communication and Confrontation A Philosophical
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his benefits, through his Holy Spirit. God grants this as a pure, unmerited favor,
according to his eternal plan of salvation.5

Particular Grace and Divine Election

Abraham Kuyper's understanding of particular grace is intimately connected to
his views regarding divine election

God's particular grace is directed only to the

elect, as Scripture teaches in Rom. 8:30 (NIV): "Those he predestined, he also called,
those he called, he also justified, those he justified, he also glorified." Kuyper argues
that the doctrine of predestination is a thoroughly biblical teaching that is at the heart
of the church and he decries the fact that in a majority of churches, including many in
the Reformed tradition, it is no longer being preached
Kuyper focuses on the issues of particular grace and election in his discussion
of the first question and answer of Lord's Day 7 of the Heidelberg Catechism

The

Catechism asks, "Are all men saved through Christ just as we all were lost through
Adam''" It answers: "No

Only those are saved who by true faith are grafted into

Christ and accept all his blessings."6
In his comments on this section of the confession, Kuyper argues that the Bible
teaches that although sin has been passed down from Adam to all his descendants, it
may not be said that grace, in similar fashion, is inherited by all from Christ.
Scripture proclaims the doctrine of predestination, revealing that not all people are
elected to salvation
elected from eternity

Rather, God imparts his particular grace to those whom he has
Kuyper writes that "as sin turns and ferments, it ferments a

'Abraham Kuyper, F. Voto Dtmlracenn: Toelichtine op den Heitlelberzschen
Caiechismus. vol 2 (Amsterdam Hoveker & Wormser, 1905), 537.
'Christian Reformed Church, Psalter Hvmnal (Grand Rapids CRC Publications,
1987), 867
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poison from itself; but as grace goes out and works and will bless, it goes according to
divine choice and sorting."7
Kuyper argues that the Bible precludes the idea that the salvation of sinners
depends on mere chance, since God is sovereign and rules over all things. Neither
does it allow for salvation to depend on the decision of the individual sinner, since all
are dead in their sins and are utterly incapable of choosing for Christ and the salvation
found in him. No, states Kuyper, salvation is entirely an act of God's sovereign good
pleasure and those who are elected are the objects of God's particular grace1
Kuyper acknowledges that the doctrine of divine election is not one that is easy
to understand and he recognizes that all faithful Christians wrestle with it to some
degree. He observes that even his spiritual father, Groen Van Prinsterer struggled
between Calvinism and Methodism in regard to the doctrine of election and, "not until
just before his death did the full confession break through for him and [then] he found
rest in God's unsearchable election."9
Nevertheless, Kuyper maintains, divine election is clearly revealed in Scnpture
and these biblical teachings must direct our understanding

In this connection, Kuyper

carefully exegetes relevant biblical passages and also examines the Hebrew term
bachar (to elect), which he maintains conveys the notion of the divine granting of
God's good pleasure rather than "choosing from." For this reason, states Kuyper, the
New Testament uses not only the term eklegem (to choose), but also other words,
since this one term does not convey the whole idea. He concludes that eklegein

'Kuyper. E Voio Dordracenn vol 1, 122.
'Ibid., 124.
'Abraham Kuyper. Anii-revoluiionaire StaatkimJe vol I (Amsterdam J H Kok,
1916), 597, quoted in G. C Berkouwer. Divine Election (Grand Rap.Hc Wm B
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1960), 9
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should not be interpreted as a preference based on something in the person who is
elect, but one resulting from God's choice

God elects some to salvation in Jesus

Christ, but this choice is not based on any goodness or worthiness in the elect. Rather
it is a g ift of grace according to God's good pleasure.10
Kuyper finds this understanding of election supported by the Reformed
confessions

Not only is this affirmed in the Heidelberg Catechism as noted above,

but it is also developed in great detail in the Canons of Dort, a confession that is very
influential in shaping Kuyper's thought. S U Zuidema writes: "In short, just read the
Canons of Dordt and you will know what Kuyper understood by particular grace.""
The First Head of Doctrine in the Canons of Dort states that "the fact that
some receive from God the gift of faith within time, and that others do not, stems
from his eternal decision "" The confession further develops the biblical teaching,
according to Kuyper, as it emphasizes that particular grace centers in the work of
Jesus Christ, the Mediator of redemption who became flesh and offered himself on the
cross for the forgiveness of the sins of the elect. It is the Holy Spirit who unites the
elect to the Savior, dwells and works in them, and works regeneration in their hearts.
Kuyper's sermons and theological discussions on the doctrine of predestination
never portray it as a cold, hard doctrine that the Christian is forced to accept simply
because of the weight of the biblical evidence

He avoids many of the scholastic

entanglements that preoccupied other Reformed thinkers of his time, such as the
debate that raged between the infralapsanans and the supralapsarians. Kuyper is
critical of both positions and concludes that the controversy is the result of an

'"Kuyper, E Voto Donlmceno. vol. 2, 166-167.
"Zuidema, "Common Grace and Christian Action," 60
"Christian Reformed Church, Psalter Hvmnal. 928
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illegitimate approach to the biblical teaching. Like Calvin, he argues that there is a
profound mystery in divine election and that the proper response is one of simple faith
rather than intellectual speculation

Such speculation, according to Kuyper, invariably

threatens to lead people into unbiblical conclusions, in this case, either the weakening
of God's sovereignty or else the tempering of human consciousness of sin and guilt."
Kuyper emphasizes that when properly understood the doctrine of election is a
source of great comfort to the believer. When sinners are weighed down by the
knowledge of their total depravity and struggle with uncertainty over their own
salvation. Scripture comes with the assurance that God's electing love in Jesus Christ
is irrevocable and sure

For Kuyper the doctrine is not primarily a dogma logically

constructed on the foundation of Scripture, but it is a comforting word of assurance
from the loving, faithful God whose grace is boundless.14
Kuyper fully and fervently embraces the doctrine of election and particular
grace as spelled out in the Reformed confessions and calls it the heart of the Christian
faith. According to Kuyper, its denial is nothing other than an attack on the
sovereignty of God and a refusal to submit to the authority of Scripture

Particular Grace and Regeneration

Kuyper emphasizes that particular grace results in the elect sinner being united
to Jesus Christ who is the head of a new covenant, one of grace and reconciliation

l!

Christ s redemptive work which culminated on the cross of Calvary has earned for the

^ ^ Berkouwer, Divine Election trans. Hugo Bekker (Grand Rapids Wm B
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1960), 262.
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elect the forgiveness of sins, but it is the Holy Spirit who applies that redemption to
humanity

According to Kuyper, the Holy Spirit "brought into the history of our race

that eternal salvation already finished and complete."16
Abraham Kuyper asserts that particular grace involves the unique work of the
Holy Spir it in which he makes the elect the possession of Christ, lives and works in
them, and regenerates their hearts. He especially focuses on the Spirit's work in the
regeneration of the elect, which he regards as the beginning of the individual's
experience of God's particular grace 17 He explains that regeneration is an act of God
in which the human is completely passive

In regeneration the elect person's nature

that has been so thoroughly corrupted by sin that it is now dead, is reborn through the
power of God

Kuyper writes:

For in regeneration something is planted in man which by nature he lacks. The
fall did not merely remove him from the sphere of divine righteousness, into
which regeneration brings him back, but regeneration effects a radical
modification in man as man, creating a difference between him and the
unregenerate so great that finally it leads to direct opposites."
As Kuyper indicates, regeneration leads to a radical difference between the
regenerate and the unregenerate

That is because regeneration touches the person's

heart. He explains that at the center of a person's being and life is a controlling
center, the human heart

This core imparts "its impress, form, character, and spiritual

quality to what we are and work and speak "19 Because of the fall this center that
controls all of life is utterly sinful and corrupt, with the result that every thought,
activity, and word is shaped in unrighteousness. But in the elect God's particular

"Abraham Kuyper, The Work of the Holy Spirit, trans. Henri De Vries (New
York: Fu nk & Wagnalls Company, 1900), 51
"Kuyper, De Gcmeene Graiic. vol 1, 255
"Kuyper, The Work of the Holy Spirit. 311-312
"Ibid , 313
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grace accomplishes regeneration, an act of God

Kuyper calls regeneration "spiritual"

in nature, emphasizing that this act of God does not only concern one or more of the
issues of life, but it takes place at the very core of human existence as the person
stands before the Creator.10 He explains:
In regeneration God performs in this controlling center of our being a wonderful
act, converting this nature, this formative force into something entirely different
Consequently our being, working and speaking are henceforth controlled by
another commandment, law of life, and government, and this new formative force
chisels another man in us, new and holy, a child of God created in
righteousness:i
Regeneration does not necessarily result in an immediate, visible change in the
life of the individual, according to Kuyper. The new life may lie dormant for some
time, but once it begins to work a new life emerges as the process of sanctification
takes over. In the heart the person has been restored to a proper, loving relationship to
God. This does not lead Kuyper to espouse a doctrine of perfectionism, however

He

states: "Although the life-nucleus of our personality is reborn, we nevertheless
continue to struggle against the effects of sin in our spiritual life."" Yet, instead of
estrangement from the Creator, the regenerated man or woman now exists in
communion with the Creator and is drawn ever nearer to him

And in this there is a

blessedness never before experienced.13
Although much of Kuyper's writing that focuses on regeneration concerns the
individual person, he consistently argues that its impact extends beyond the individual
person and beyond the race as a whole

He states that "regeneration is an event that

""Kuyper, De Gemeene Graiie vol 2, 219
:iKuyper,

The Work of the Holy Snint 313
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has to do not only with man, but also with the entire creation
this does not understand the mystery of

He who loses sight of

regeneration."24

Kuyper points to the intimate connection between humanity and the rest of
God's c reation, noting that "it also follows that when there is a turn for the better in
the destiny of man, that favorable change also affects the destiny of the creation

If

the creation participates in the curse of fallen man then it must also participate in the
restoration of the man who is again restored. This is what the Scripture teaches."2'
This restoration of creation, according to Kuyper, does not proceed from the
creation itself but from Jesus Christ, who through his incarnation, brought the entire
creation into relation to himself. Kuyper states that from the point of his becoming
flesh Christ bound the destiny of the entire creation inseparably to himself

As a

result, t he resurrection of Jesus Christ is the guarantee of the complete renewal of the
fallen creation just as it is of fallen humanity.26
Just as regeneration has its dramatic effect on the elect individual and on the
whole of the non-human creation, it also has significant consequences for relationships
within the human community

It is in this connection that Kuyper focuses his

attention on the church of Jesus Christ.

Particular Grace and the Church

Kuyper's understanding of regeneration unquestionably recognizes the profound
impact God's saving grace has on the sinner

It is not surprising, then, that most of

Kuyper's writings on regeneration focus on the individual

'Kuyper, Hit Hcl Woard. vol. 3, 91.
'Ibid., 93
'Ibid., 95-98
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regeneration there is a complete transformation, a rebirth that affects a person at the
core and therefore reverberates through the whole of life

A A Van Ruler in his

major study of Kuyper's thought criticizes this view of particular grace as being
individualistic, i.e., reducing its significance to the individual person "7 If Van Ruler's
assessment is correct, this would be surprising since repeatedly and in a wide range of
contexts Kuyper rejects individualism as diametrically opposed to God's creation
ordinances for humanity. Zuidema is correct in rejecting Van Ruler's criticism,
pointing out that by using the term "particular," Kuyper emphasizes that particular
grace is not bound to any temporal, societal structure such as the family, a church
institution, or the state

Zuidema stresses that Kuyper emphatically rejects any form of

individualism and always puts the working of particular grace into the context of the
biblical emphasis on the new humanity into which all those regenerated are grafted:i
The emphasis that particular grace brings into existence the body of Christ, i.e.,
the church, unquestionably permeates Kuyper's writings. He affirms question and
answer 54 of the Heidelberg Catechism's Lord's Day 21 as an accurate statement of
this biblical teaching:
What do you believe concerning the "holy catholic church9"
I believe that the Son of God through his Spirit and Word, out of the entire
human race, from the beginning of the world to its end, gathers, protects, and
preserves for himself a community chosen for eternal life and united in true faith
And of this community 1 am and always will be a living member
This gathered community, states Kuyper, is the church

In the beginning, God

created all men and women to stand in a harmonious relationship to all others

The

_,A A Van Ruler, Kuvvers Idee Ecner Christeliike Cultuur. no 12 of "Onze TijJ"
Series, ed. J P. Van Bruggen, J Eijkman, and K H Miskotte (Nijkerk, the
Netherlands: G F. Callenbach, 1937), 7.
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fall into sin brought disruption, enmity, and alienation, but through the sacrifice of
Christ, wh ich is applied through the work of the Holy Spirit in the elect, there is now
a renewal and restoration of the human community. This new humanity finds its unity
not in Adam, but in Jesus Christ.30
Through regeneration the elect are grafted into the body of Christ which,
Kuyper em phasizes, is an organic whole, not merely the sum of all the individuals
saved by grace. He writes:
To be sure, many branches and leaves fell off the tree of the human race, yet the
tree itself shall be saved, on its new root in Christ, it shall once more blossom
gloriously For regeneration does not save a few isolated individuals, finally to
be j oined together mechanically as an aggregate heap Regeneration saves the
organism, itself, of our race And therefore all regenerate human life forms one
organic body, of which Christ is the Head, and whose members are bound
together by their mystical union with Him."
Kuyper writes of the mystical or spiritual unity that exists because of particular
grace. Those who are born again through the Spirit are made sons and daughters of
God in Jesus Christ

With one father, they become brothers and sisters who live

together in the household of faith
Although the church is made up of men, women, and children, it is the Holy
Spirit wh o forms them into one body and leads them to experience a new way of life,
the communion of the saints.J: Kuyper describes this communion as a rule of love
among Go d's children who draw their life from him and as a foretaste of the full
enjoyment that can be experienced only in heaven

It involves a restoration of the

kind of fellowship within the human race that was possible before the fall, and yet it
greatly surpasses that because of the fullness of salvation in Jesus Chnst.

'"Kuyper, F. VMo Dnnlraceno. vol 2, 108-115
"Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism. 59
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As members of the church, the elect are part of a communion that is not
limited to the small circle of believers close by, but one that consists of all those of
the past, present, and future who have been redeemed in Jesus Christ. Kuyper
emphasizes that the Bible's teaching regarding the universal church should lead
Christians to a new openness and inclusive attitude

He writes "It is not an idea

which closes the door and shuts the windows; but throwing doors and windows wide
open, it walks through the four comers of the earth, searches the ages of the past, and
looks forward into the ages to come."53
While emphasizing the world-wide character of the people of God, Kuyper's
views recognize the validity of pluriformity within the church. Differences among
people, nations, and ethnic groups will unavoidably lead to variety in the form of the
church at different times and in various places. Kuyper notes a richness and a
blessing that results from this pluriformity, while at the same time asserting that a
fundamental confessional unity is crucial

In addition, he notes, many divisions in th e

visible church are not the result of legitimate differences within humanity that properly
lead to ennchment, but instead are the result of Satan's attacks on the unity of the
body of Christ.3"1 Even legitimate pluriformity must never diminish the unity of the
body and the communion of the saints, according to Kuyper

And, further, the church

must continually strive for true unity of confession and life. As Kuyper points out,
failure to do so has been a problem especially within Protestantism

35

In this present age, Kuyper notes, Christians experience only the beginnings of
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the communion that ought to be experienced in the church. The communion of the
saints is a reality "in the invisible world" and the germ of it is experienced even now,
he states, but there are limitations as the elect find themselves living before the second
coming of Christ.36 As Kuyper notes, the church is not fully insulated from the
distortion that sin has brought into life

Christians are righteous in principle through

the w ork of Jesus Christ, but their daily living reflects the impact of sin. Until Christ
returns the church will continue to struggle against weakness and sin."
Kuyper emphasizes that essentially the church is not an institution that
dispenses grace, but instead it is to be understood as the people of God, i.e.,
regenerated and confessing persons organically united in Christ through the Holy
Spint. He contends that the earthly church of Christ is both visible and invisible. By
this distinction Kuyper is not questioning the unity of the church, but rather is
stressing that the church fundamentally has its origin and focus in the spiritual world.
This spiritual church manifests itself externally to the redeemed and to the world
Speaking of the invisible and spiritual church, Kuyper emphasizes its unity
throughout the earth but also with the heavenly church
exists as a holy church

It is a creation of God and

The visible church, however, is fragmented and diverse. It

displays neither the unity nor the holiness of the invisible church

Commenting

regarding members ot that church, Kuyper states that "they partake of the
imperfections of all earthly life, and are constantly defiled by the power of sin which
internally and externally undermines their well-being."3' Yet, Kuyper maintains that
there are not two churches, but one church that is the object of Chnst's love and care.

"Kuyper, The Work of the Holv Spirit. 552-553.
"Abraham Kuyper, The Practice of Godliness, trans Marian M Schoolland
(Grand Rapids Wm B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956), 52-53.
"Kuyper, The Work of the Holv Spirit. 196-197
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The "real, heavenly, invisible Church must manifest itself in the earthly Church""
As Abraham Kuyper discusses the visible church and its place and task in the
world today, he further distinguishes between the church as organism and the church
as institute. He writes: "As organism, the focus is on the organic workings among the
people and in the relationships of life, as institute, insofar as it has come to have a
specific form as an individual institution.'"10
Expanding on this basic statement, Kuyper emphasizes that it is wrong to limit
the church to an organization with certain offices, the administration of the Word and
sacraments, and a particular church order

Even if these were absent, the church of

Jesus Chnst would still exist and be visible in the communal life of Christians, in the ir
profession, and in their work in the world. This is the church as organism. It is made
up of the living members of the body of Christ who individually and communally
proclaim the gospel of Christ and work out its implications in the world, carrying out
its task in both organized and unorganized ways.41
The body of Christ, according to Kuyper, properly takes an institutional form
as well

This is the church as institute, a visible organization with officers, set forms

of worship, a church order, church discipline, and the administration of the Word and
sacraments

It is a means of salvation and exists for the conversion of sinners and the

perfecting of believers.11
Kuyper notes, that like other institutions, the visible church is affected by a
wide range of societal influences and in this sense is very much a part of the present

"Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism 62.
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age" In this regard the church is only "an earthen vessel" which often exhibits its
weaknesses and sin and is seduced away from its unique and crucial mission.41
However, there is another side to the church. The church and its sacraments, its
government, and its mandate did not originate in the creation, but in heaven, in Christ.
In this regard, the church in her present, visible form is a creation of God's particular
grace and belongs to that sphere of influence. The church, maintains Kuyper, is a
visible foothold, an insertion of particular grace in this present, sinful age.45 Kuyper
writes:
In its essence, for the Calvinist, the Church is a spiritual organism, including
heaven and earth, but having at present its center, and the starting point for its
action, not upon earth, but in heaven.
But not before the second Advent shall
this new all-embracing organism manifest itself as the center of the cosmos At
present it is hidden Here, on earth, it is only as it were its silhouette that can be
dimly discerned In the Future, this new Jerusalem shall descend from God, out
of heaven, but at present it withdraws its beams from our sight in the mysteries
of the invisible. And therefore the true sanctuary is now above *6
In spite of Kuyper's emphasis on the church as an institution of particular
grace, he vehemently opposes any domination of life by the church as institute

He

has high regard for the church and its calling, but also emphasizes the God-imposed
limits on its task and authority

When the church loses sight of this unique task and

begins to take to itself the authority and work that rightly belongs to other spheres of
life, it no longer fulfills its mandate nor does it live in a way that brings glory to
Chnst and serves the coming of his kingdom.4'

Furthermore, the distinction between
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church as organism and church as institute is a crucial one for Kuyper that has farreaching consequences for his thought

Its significance for the place, nature, and form

of Christian activity in and influence on society will be examined in following
chapters.

Particular Grace and Scripture

Kuyper asserts that within the church the primary means of grace is Holy
Scripture

Like the church, the Bible is located within the sphere of the temporal and

the visible, yet it, too, is an anticipation of the age to come

It does not arise out of

common grace, but rather is an intrusion of particular grace into the present age
There are, Kuyper states, two purposes that Scripture serves in fulfilling God's
work of particular grace

First, it is an instrument of the Holy Spirit as He regenerates

and works upon the human heart. Second, Scripture serves to qualify the elect and to
equip them for every good work

Kuyper notes "Consequently the working of

Scripture embraces not only the quickening of faith, but also the exercise of faith""
In connection with the first purpose of the Bible, Kuyper argues that in
Scripture the Holy Spirit communicates to humanity the world of divine thoughts in
order to use them as the instrument for the salvation of the elect

Scripture confronts

all people with the account of creation, the fall into sin, the promise of salvation, and
the fulfillment of that promise in the person and work of Jesus Christ. It traces God's
work of salvation throughout history and points to the culmination of the kingdom of
God in the age to come

And through all this, it calls men and women to believe on

the Lord Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of their sins."

"Kuyper, The Work of the Holy
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Kuyper acknowledges that this written Word of God comes in human language
and has been produced over a period of many centuries. The Holy Spirit used this
means in order to make divine thoughts understandable, translating them into the life
of this world. Yet, while Scripture is given in human language, it is fully the Word of
God and is an authoritative revelation of the whole counsel of God

Kuyper

comments: "The chief virtue of this masterpiece was so to enfold God's thoughts in
our sinful life that out of our language they could form a speech in which to proclaim
through the ages, to all nations, the mighty words of God."so
The Bible must never be viewed or used in a mechanical or magical way,
according to Kuyper

He also warns against any approach to Scripture that loses itself

in the form at the expense of the redemptive message the words bring. He
approvingly quotes Guido de Bres who states that Holy Scripture is not a matter of
paper w ith black impressions, but what addresses the spirit by means of such
impressions. Kuyper rejects any attempt to select only some of the teachings of the
Bible w hile rejecting others that seem undesirable

Rather, he insists that the whole

counsel of Scripture must serve as the foundation for thought and action
explains: "For the Christian, God's Word is source-book
opinions upon that Word "Sl

Kuyper

He bases his thoughts and

This position does not lead Kuyper to reject the use of

historical and critical examination of the Bible

He does, however, insist that this

must be pursued reverently and for the purpose of glorifying God

It must never place

human insight above Scripture nor work to destroy the life of God's Word in the
consciousness of the church"

'"Kuyper, The Work of the Holv Spirit. 64
"Kuyper, The Practice of Godliness. 99.
'Kuyper, The Work of the Holv Spirit. 57, 64
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Kuyper notes that the effect of the Bible is not the same on all He emphasizes
that Scripture addresses itself to the whole of humanity, but that it is perceived very
differently by the regenerate and by the unregenerate

He writes: "But while the alien

sees only a strange face, which annoys him, contradicts his world, and so repels him,
the child of God understands and recognizes it

He is in holiest sympathy with the life

of the world from which the image greets him
Kuyper further explains radically different responses to the Word of God by
pointing to the power of regeneration and the inner testimony of the Holy Spirit
Acceptance of Scripture is not something that people come to by careful reasoning and
by the power of thought, states Kuyper

The divine authority of Scripture becomes

real to a person not through a human, but through a divine testimony. And this
testimony, states Abraham Kuyper, comes only to those who are bom again

This

sealing of the Holy Spirit silences all doubt and leads the believer into a spintual
understanding of the Word of God

And the Spirit continues that work until the whole

person, "mind, heart, and will, has experienced the power of the Word."54 With the
expenence of that power, the redeemed are opened up to a glorious realm and receive
a light that reveals God, his relationship to humanity, and his work in the world
Kuyper writes: "God regenerates us,--that is to say. He rekindles in our heart the lamp
sin had blown out."55
This work of the Holy Spirit, then, reveals to the regenerate a spintual insight
that stands in opposition to the perspective of the sinful world

Again Kuyper

emphasizes the radical impact that sin has had on the human situation

"Ibid., 58
"Ibid., 192-193
"Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism 57-58
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there was no need for a Bible, because God's creational revelation addressed humanity
directly an d the Word of God clearly spoke in the human heart. There was full and
unbroken c ommunion between God and his people

But now, because of sin, that

immediate communion with God through the creation and in the human heart has been
lost and humanity stumbles about in darkness

In an abnormal situation in which

people no longer truly know God, themselves, nor the rest of creation, Scripture
becomes a necessity.56
Kuyper explains the human situation in a fallen world by means of an analogy
When the sun shines brightly, he states, there is no need to turn on the electric lights
in the h ouse

But when the sun sets, if people are to see, they must turn on the lights

and illum inate the house. The same applies in the case of religion, according to
Kuyper

He writes

When there are no mists to hide the majesty of the divine light from our eyes,
what need is there then for a lamp unto the feet, or a light upon the path9 But
when history, experience and consciousness all unite in stating that fact that the
pure light of Heaven has disappeared, and that we are groping about in the dark,
then, a different, or if you will, an artificial light must be kindled for us,--and
such a light God has kindled for us in His Holy Word.5'
Scripture is not only critical for the regeneration of the elect, but it also has as
its purpose the qualification of the elect and equipping them for every good work.
God crea ted men and women to serve him and glorify his name by developing the
potential o f the creation

Although the power of sin led humanity to dishonor God

and to abuse the rest of creation, the redeemed are restored to a proper, creational
relationship

Kuyper emphasizes that redemption does not lead to a rupture between

creation and the life of grace, nor does Scripture negate the validity of creational
revelation

sTbid„

Instead. Christians see themselves confronted by two forms of divine

56

"Ibid., 57
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revelation, one in creation and the other in Scripture.58
In order to clarify the relationship between creational and scriptural revelation,
Kuyper recalls Calvin's description of the Bible as a pair of spectacles which enable
the believer to "read" God's revelation in creation. This revelation, obliterated through
the curse, is again made clear through the spectacles of the Bible
revelation is to be read correctly, the Bible is

If creational

indispensable.5'

Kuyper explains that this view of Scripture and creational revelation precludes
the "world-flight" mentality that too often has been found in the Christian community
Instead, a correct understanding points believers back to creation and validates the
human task in this present world. Such "secular" involvement is not only allowed, but
is a necessary part of the Christian's obedient response to God60

The Purpose and Sphere of Particular Grace

The purpose of both particular and common grace, according to Kuyper, is to
bring honor and glory to the sovereign God
own way

Each, however, accomplishes this in its

Particular grace brings glory to God through the redemption of sinners.

These are restored to a proper, loving communion with God, to a form of fellowship
with other humans that God intended from the beginning, and to a God-honoring
relationship with the rest of creation

The redeemed live now and in eternity praising

and serving their Creator and Redeemer61
Although particular grace has a radical impact on the elect already in this life,

'"Ibid., 118-120
"Ibid., 120
"'Ibid., 121
Kuyper, De Gem cane Gratis vol. 2, 610
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Kuyper asserts that it is not focused primarily on the here and now, but rather on the
life to come

Fundamentally particular grace operates apart from temporal life

Kuyper s ees this first in the origin of the new life in Christ. He emphasizes that the
regeneration of the individual is a transformation that does not originate in human life,
but is accomplished by a power originating from without, i.e., God confers saving
grace on sinners whom he has elected to salvation

Kuyper even portrays God's work

of pa rticular grace as an intrusion into or an invasion of the temporal order. Not only
does pa rticular grace originate from outside human life, but it is possible for it to
operate completely apart from temporal existence

Kuyper notes that although this is

not the normal course that God's particular grace follows, it does occur in the case of
elect ch ildren who die in infancy."
Particular grace is not conferred on every sinner, but is granted only to the
elect. Kuyper states that "the object of particular grace is found in the salvation of the
elect, and further in the Kingdom of God or the Kingdom of Heaven."" He
emphasizes that particular grace is focused on the life to come as its final goal, for
regeneration grafts the elect into Christ, making them members of his body and
translating them into the kingdom of heaven

Although Christians still live in this

present, sinful age, their citizenship is in the kingdom to come

Kuyper writes:

Although we are reborn according to the Spirit, we nevertheless continue to be
oppressed by the body of sin and death which we carry around with us.
Although our citizenship is in heaven because of regeneration, we continue to
live in the world, and in a society, and a life circle which all lack the glory of
Christ"
The elect are pilgrims moving toward fuller blessings that are still to come

"Ibid., 654.
"Ibid., 639
"Kuyper, Uil He! WoonJ. vol 3, 98
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They are renewed in principle, but this renewal has not yet reached its fullness This
emphasis pervades Kuyper's devotional writings, but it is by no means restncted to
these.6'

In his theological writings the same perspective comes through with danty.

In Gemeene Graiie Kuyper states the matter unequivocally "The ultimate object of
Particular grace lies on the other side of the grave."66
Kuyper often uses the word "re-creation" (herschepping) when referring to this
transformation of the elect and the subsequent renewal of the rest of creation. The
term "re-creation" not only points to an undoing of the corruption of sin, but it also
connects the redeemed state of the elect to the original, good creation order. The
person who is redeemed does not become a divine being nor an angel, but remains
completely human. It is clear that Kuyper rejects all Gnostic attempts to view God's
physical creation as inherently evil or inferior.
restore humanity to the situation of Paradise

Yet, re-creation does not simply
There is, according to Kuyper, a

newness in the consummation that goes beyond the situation of the original good
creation. He explains that the old things have passed away and that all things have
become new

For example, Kuyper declares, in Paradise Adam lived in a state of

perfection, but he could still fall into sin

For the elect in Jesus Christ redemption not

only restored what was lost, but also made such a fall into unrighteousness an
impossibility

The state of the redeemed has nothing to do with Adam's state before

the fall, according to Kuyper, but is like that of Jesus after the resurrection
fall there is a new element, according to Kuyper

After the

Only then is there a saving grace

Cf Kuyper s Asleep in Jesus, The Practice of Godliness, and In the Shadow of
Death
"Kuyper, De Gemeene Gratie vol 2, 654
rrrnnHRrahT
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that leads to re-creation, to a new creation that is raised above the original creation
order " Kuyper, then, asserts that there are two parts to the divine work of re
creation. First, God removes the corruption and alienation resulting from sin. Second,
God chan ges the original order, bringing in and establishing a new order"
Kuyper emphasizes the need to consider both continuity and change when
contemplating the results of particular grace on a fallen humanity and world. The
thrust of this perspective is summarized in the following assertion of Kuyper:
It is , and always shall be, the world which God Almighty has created, which He,
in sp ite of all the sins of angels and of men, has in its broad dimensions upheld
and maintained, and which at the time of the end He will so bring out to a
perfect form of life, that it will perfectly correspond to His purpose of creation,
and which, in spite of the sins of angels and of men shall make His original
plan-now no more susceptible of corruption—shine forth resplendently in fullness
and richness of form.70
While never doubting the basic teachings of Scripture regarding the goal of
particular gr ace, Kuyper acknowledges that God has not revealed precise details of the
shape of the age to come. He rejoices and takes comfort in what God has made
known, but he still points to the mystery involved and warns himself and others not to
unduly spe culate regarding these things. Only in the consummation will the marvels
of spintual development and perfection be revealed in and to the elect."
For Kuyper particular grace is that grace of God toward the elect which is
given alr eady in this age on the basis of Christ's work of reconciliation. The Holy
Spirit re-cr eates the elect through the regeneration of their hearts. Although given in
the present, this particular grace moves toward the consummation when Christ returns,

"Kuyper, De Gemeene Graiie. vol 2, 613-614
"Kuyper, The Work of the Holv Spirit. 49
"Kuyper, The Revelation of St John. 344
"Abraham Kuyper, Asleep in Jesus, trans John Hendrik De Vries (Grand Rapids:
Wm B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1929), 12-13.
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at which time all of creation will be transformed into a new creation

CHAPTER 6
ABRAHAM KUYPER AND THE DOCTRINE OF COMMON GRACE

Reformed Thought and the Doctrine of Common Grace

Kuyper states forthrightly that his doctrine of common grace presupposes the
fact of tota l depravity .1 Since the depravity of the human race is total and therefore
salvation ca nnot come from men and women themselves, redemption is possible only
through Go d's grace toward the sinner. It is against this background that Kuyper
discusses not only particular grace, but also common grace.
Kuyper never desires nor claims originality in his doctrine of common grace.
He sees hi mself, rather, as standing in the line of a biblical and Reformed faith, for
which the foundations had been laid by John Calvin

The teaching of common grace,

according to Kuyper, is an indispensable tenet in Reformed doctrine. Kuyper
acknowledges that Calvin only infrequently used the expression "common grace," yet
he argues that the great reformer clearly taught the essence of the doctrine. He asserts
that Calvin saw common grace as an important element in biblical thinking,
emphasizing that after the fall God mercifully and graciously restrained the effects of
sin, preser ved the human race, and gave gifts to all his creatures." This interpretation
is supported by Herman Kuiper's study which documents the common grace emphasis

. 'Abraham Kuyper, He Gcmccne Gralie. 2d ed, vol. 1 ( Kampen: J H Kok, 1931
32), 248
:lbid.,
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in Calvin's thought.'
During the late nineteenth century Kuyper was not the first nor the only major
figure in the Dutch Reformed community to broach the topic of common grace

In

1894 Herman Bavinck of the Theological School in Kampen delivered a speech with
the title "De A Igemeene GenaJe" ("Common Grace"). Later that year his speech was
published under the same title. Bavinck's address was, in part, his attempt to further
support a claim he had made in an earlier speech ("The Catholicity of Christianity and
the Church," 1888) that Protestantism rather than Roman Catholicism expresses true,
biblical catholicity

In "De A Igemeene GenaJe" Bavinck states

Through the doctrine of common grace the Reformed have on the one hand
maintained the distinctive and absolute character of the Christian religion and on
the other have been second to none in their acceptance of everything good and
beautiful that God has given to sinful men '
Like Kuyper, Bavinck argued that the doctrine of common grace was not an
innovation, but that it was thoroughly biblical and was implied in Calvin's writings
Both men were highly educated and in the course of their careers wrestled with the
question of the relationship between Christianity and culture, an issue that is at the
core of the doctrine of common grace. Cornelius Van Til notes that the desire to press
the catholic claims of the truth of Christianity drove both Bavinck and Kuyper to
articulate their doctrines of common grace 5
Kuyper's major study of common grace, De Gemeene Graiie. first appeared as
a s eries of articles in De Heram during the penod from 1895-1901
published in three volumes in 1902-1905

These were

The first volume discusses common grace

Cf Herman Kuiper, "Calvin on Common Grace" (Th.D diss., De Vrije
Univensileil AmslcnJani, 1928)
"Herman Bavinck, De Ahemeene GenaJe (Kampen J H Kok, 1894), 29
Cornelius Van Til, Common Grace (Philadelphia The Presbyterian and Reformed
Publishing Company, 1947), 14
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in more nega tive terms, focusing on God's restraint of the development of sin after the
fall. Volume two has a more positive tone, emphasizing God's gifts of common grace
and the benefits that these have brought to history and human culture. In the final
volume K uyper deals with a number of practical issues that the doctrine raises.
Cornelius Van Til suggests that the topics of the three volumes not only reflect an
organizational system, but also indicate a development in Kuyper's thought as he
struggled th rough the difficult questions that contributed to this doctrinal development.4

The Need for the Doctrine

The fundamental question that confronted Kuyper and other Reformed thinkers
can be sta ted rather simply: "How can Reformed Christians maintain their confession
of the deadly character of sin and the total depravity of the human race in the face of
the good deed s and impressive achievements of humanity''" Kuyper openly wrestles
with the q uestion of how he can on the one hand confess that the person is by nature
incapable of any good and inclined to all evil (Heidelberg Catechism, Lord's Day 2)
and on the other hand honestly comprehend a reality which seemingly doesn't square
with this c onfession

At this point Kuyper doesn't remain on the level of abstractions,

but delves into his own life-experiences and those of others.7 He asks:
Are t here not deeds of baseness, dishonesty, and violations of rights, which the
public conscience also among the unbelieving opposes0 And are there not a
number of deeds of philanthropy and charity to be mentioned, which sometimes
to the shame of believers, are done by unbelievers0 When Pharaoh's daughter
rescued the infant Moses out of the Nile, did she do evil or good0 And is it also
not p ublic knowledge, that the absolute destruction of our nature through sin, a
truth that we wholeheartedly confess, in a number of cases runs into conflict with
reality? And don't you see clearly how you, confronted by such cases, must do
one of the two: either abandon your confession of the deadly character of sin, or
hold fast to that confession, but also with it confess that a common grace which

'Ibid., 15
'Kuyper, De Oemeenc (imiic. vol I, 252
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checks the deadly outworking of sin in a number of cases exists7®
Kuyper's view of common grace, however, is necessitated not only by the
seeming contradiction between confession and the experiences of life. S U Zuidema
asserts that Kuyper's understanding is also determined by his definition of particular
grace' Abraham Kuyper sees God's grace countering the effects of the fall in two
ways

He writes:
Still, overagainst this [the power of sin in humanity and the world] two kinds of
grace operate The first is "common grace," which prevents the evil hovering
over nature and all the racing toward evil and the ego of humanity that is buned
in it from becoming complete And the second is "particular grace," which
through supernatural grace brings about an opposite inclination in the nature of
the born-again, and further having changed these into the "body of Christ,"
makes these transformed natures into a communion under Christ as our Head10
Since Kuyper defined particular grace as God's work of regeneration only in

the hearts of the elect, outside this sphere of God's saving activity lies the temporal
world that has come under the curse of sin because of the fall of humanity

If God

had not acted graciously here, the creation would have immediately dissolved into
chaos due to the corrupting power of sin

It is here that God's common grace is at

work.
Any attempt, then, to understand Kuyper's doctrine of common grace in
isolation from his doctrine of particular grace will result in distortion and
misunderstanding

Although Kuyper recognizes relatively independent purposes for

particular and common grace, he never isolates the sphere of common grace from the
redemptive work of God's grace in the world

To suppose that Kuyper develops his

"Ibid , 252-253
Sytse l!lbe Zuidema, "Common Grace and Christian Action in Abraham Kuvper."
trans Harry Van Dyke, chap in Communication and Confrontation A Philosophical
Appraisal and Critique of Modem Society anrl rnnt.»mpr>rarv Thouuht (Toronto
Wedge Publishing Foundation, 1972), 65-66
"Kuyper, Da ( icmeene Cirque vol 2, 60
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doctrine of common grace in order to argue for a mitigation of the doctrine of total
depravity, to downplay the centrality of God's particular grace through his redemptive
work in Jesus Christ, or to open the door to an accommodation to humanism is based
on a mis understanding of his thought and the emphasis he places on particular grace.
A. A Van Ruler correctly asserts that nothing Kuyper writes or implies can lead to
such an interpretation."
Neither did Kuyper develop his doctrine of common grace simply to encourage
a general ap preciation of the cultural achievements of non-Christians. His concern is
always first on the redeemed and their life in this present age in which the curse of sin
is still e xperienced

As Kuyper surveys the history of humanity he takes note of the

many diff erent, often unbiblical ways in which Christians have related to the
unredeemed w orld around them

What he tries to fashion is a biblical approach to the

question of the relationship of the believing community to the world
It becomes clear in Kuyper's writings that he is especially concerned to counter
the Anabaptist view, which he finds existing not only in traditional Anabaptist
communities of faith, but also making inroads into Reformed circles in his day

He

senses the unbiblical character of the world-flight position of the Anabaptists who in
their aff irmation of the grace of regeneration conceive of a kingdom of God
completely div orced from the temporal, creation order around them

Kuyper will have

no part of s uch views that espouse an antithetical relationship between the believer and
the physical c reation

His doctrine of common grace attempts to demonstrate the

validity of the redeemed living meaningfully in the here and now."

"Arnold A Van Ruler, Knvncrs Idee I'encr Chnstcliike Ctiliwir. "On:e Tijcf'
Series, eds J P Van Bruggen, J Eijkman, and K. H Miskotte, no 12 (Nijkerk, the
Netherlands G F Callenbach, 1937), 12-13
' K uyper, Dc (leniccne Gralie. vol 3, 27-29
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The Designation "Common Grace"

Kuyper discusses at some length the proper designation of this non-saving work
of God in the world. His concern is that the term employed not lead to a
misunderstanding of the biblical teaching the doctrine embodies.
As noted in the previous chapter, Kuyper uses the term "gralie" for common
grace and "genade" for particular grace in order to preclude a blurring of the
distinction between the two kinds of grace

In connection with common grace, Kuyper

prefers to use the term "common grace" (gemeene gratie) rather than "universal grace"
(algemeene genade), believing that this more clearly conveys that what is indicated is
not God's saving grace granted to all people, but a gracious, sin-restraining activity of
God toward all his creatures. Kuyper notes that the expression "universal grace" was
one used by opponents of the Reformed faith in the past and is therefore open to
misinterpretation. He argues:
In this is spoken not of something that is found by nature in everyone, but of a
good given to the circle of humanity Our fathers then spoke rightly not of
"universal grace," but of "common grace" "Universal grace" was a term loved
by their opponents Of "firstnames" to deal with this fundamental tenet, we
therefore had to ask ourselves which title would be the most precise And then
we concluded: Common Grace (Gemeene Gralie) must be given preference."
When Kuyper refers to the opponents of the Reformed faith, he obviously has
in mind the Arminians and their doctrine of gratia communis. For them "common
grace" was perceived as an internal ground for the possibility of the regeneration and
salvation of all sinners. Certainly this is a view completely rejected by Abraham
Kuyper

His doctrine of particular grace unequivocally regards every person as totally

depraved and incapable of any spiritual good, with the result that it is only through
God's electing love in Jesus Christ that any are saved

"Ibid., 146

In other words, for Kuyper,
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salvation c omes only through the undeserved, particular grace that God grants to the
elect, not through a grace common to all people

Kuyper rejects all such universal

salvation e mphases and attempts to use terms that will prevent such a
misinterpretation.IJ
Unfortunately, Kuyper's efforts to avoid misunderstanding were not entirely
successful. Klaas Schilder, a prominent Reformed theologian and church leader,
vehemently opposed Kuyper's doctrine of common grace, charging that if the biblical
teachings are accepted, one may not in any sense speak of God's gracious attitude
toward all humanity, but only toward the elect." Schilder argues that one should
acknowledge o nly a common obligation placed on all people, not a common grace. In
spite of the care Kuyper has taken, Schilder attacks his position on common grace in
many reg ards, but he especially rejects it, claiming that it is Arminian at heart as
indicated by the term used.16

The Purpose and Sphere of Common Grace

It was explained in chapter Five that particular grace has its own specific goal
and sphere of influence. Particular grace brings honor and glory to God by reconciling
the elect to God through the redemptive work of Jesus Christ which is applied by the
Holy Spirit

This gracious work of God is centered in the human heart, regenerating it

so that the new life radiates throughout the whole existence of the redeemed. It re
creates them and through them brings about the re-creation of nature

The focus of

"Zuidema, "Common Grace and Christian Action," 58-59
"Jochem Douma, Alecmenc (ienac/c (Goes, the Netherlands Oosterbaan & Le
Cointre, 1966 ), 126-127
"Klaas Schilder, Jczus Clint/us en he I M cnschenleveit (Culemborg, the
Netherlands A J Blom, 1932), 277
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particular grace, according to Kuyper, is not primarily on the present, but on the age to
come.
Both the domain and goal of common grace, says Kuyper, must be
distinguished from those of particular grace. Simply stated, the proper sphere of
common grace is found outside that of particular grace

Kuyper is more specific,

however, indicating that it is located outside the regenerate heart, i.e., it is found in the
present, temporal creation '7 Kuyper also notes a contrast in the origins of particular
and common grace

He writes that common grace is rooted in Christ, the Son of God

as mediator of creation, whereas particular grace rests in Christ, the Incarnate Word,
who is the mediator of redemption18 Common grace, then, has as its sphere of
influence the visible world of culture and society, as well as societal institutions such
as family, state, university, labor, and art. Compared to particular grace, common
grace is principally concerned with the visible, present, creaturely existence of
humanity

19

The goal of common grace is also shaped overagainst that of particular grace
Particular grace finds its goal in regeneration and is focused on the life to come

It is

saving grace, according to Kuyper and is concerned with re-creation, i.e., the
transformation of elect humanity and, through them, the rest of creation

Common

grace, however, does not look beyond the restoration of the original, good creation
order

Kuyper declares that it has an independent, worldly goal, namely that it

develops the creation and makes history and culture possible.70 Common grace has a

"Kuyper, De Gcmcenc Grane vol 1, 291
"Ibid, 225-228
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creaturely end and is oriented toward this present dispensation

With this in mind,

Kuyper emphasizes that common grace must never be confused with saving grace.21
This contrast between the purpose and sphere of particular grace and that of
common grace is clearly depicted in Kuyper's Gemeene Graiie. In discussing the basis
of c ommon grace, Kuyper maintains that one must begin with the covenant God made
with Noah

He argues that this covenant is the solid historical starting point of the

doctrine of common grace

In stating this he is not denying that God's common grace

was p resent and functioning immediately after Adam and Eve fell into sin

In fact, in

Gemeene Graiie Kuyper devotes over 180 pages to a discussion of common grace in
the period from the fall to the covenant God made with Noah

The point Kuyper

emphasizes is that, prior to the covenant with Noah, although common grace restrained
sin, the wickedness of humanity increased to the point that God finally destroyed
nearly all of the race in the flood

God, in a new beginning with Noah, formally

establishes a covenant through which he increases his work of common grace."
The covenant God made with Noah is significant for understanding the doctrine
of c ommon grace, according to Kuyper

In the covenant God made with Abraham, his

dealings were only with the elect which he gathered out of the fallen race

This was a

covenant that led to the regeneration and redemption of the spiritual sons and
daughters of Abraham

God's covenant with Noah, however, was established with all

humanity and also with the non-human creation

It is not a covenant that assures the

salvation of all, but in it God promises to place a greater restraint on sin and its results
in bo th man and the rest of creation

It reaffirms the good creation order and promises

that si n will never again come to dominate life to such an extent that it degenerates

'-'Ibid , vol 3, 107-110
"Ibid , vol I, 93-94.
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into utter chaos and threatens even those who are elect in Christ. This period of the
increased working of common grace, according to Kuyper, will continue until the
second coming of Jesus Christ. The focus of this covenant of common grace that God
made with Noah is clearly on present, temporal existence and is rooted in the work of
the Son of God as the mediator of creation, through whom all things came into
existence/'

The Constant Aspect of Common Grace

Kuyper distinguishes between two primary dimensions to the work of common
grace

The first he calls the "constant aspect" of common grace, emphasizing by this

that common grace is constantly restraining the destructive process of sin in the world
The second aspect to God's common grace concerns his granting gifts that enable
sinful humanity to achieve certain positive accomplishments that promote advances in
human history. Kuyper calls this the "progressive aspect.":J
According to Abraham Kuyper, the constant aspect to common grace, i.e., the
checking of the corruption of sin, is central in the doctrine of common grace/' This
in no way causes him to relativize the extent of the corruption that sin has brought
upon the human race and to the rest of creation

Kuyper clearly states that if sin were

not in some way restrained it would lead to a total degeneracy of every aspect of
human life. According to Kuyper, Article 14 of the Belgic Confession is correct in
describing fallen humanity as "having become wicked, perverse, and corrupt in all its

:Tbid,
:4Ibid
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ways."16

The depravity of the human race was so complete that had God withheld his

common grace immediately after the fall, Adam and Eve would have died at once and
the rac e would have come to an end. But God's common grace holds sin in check.
Kuyper notes that unlike the situation in the progressive operation of common
grace, in the constant aspect God acts independently of humanity." Also, he makes
further distinctions concerning the constant aspect of common grace

He states that it

began in Paradise after the fall and has continued unchanged to the present time.
Kuyper writes that constant common grace consists of two parts: "The first in this, that
Cod arrested the destructive power in nature so that the world was not at once laid
waste. And the other in this, that God checked the destructive power of sin in the
human heart, in order to make possible civil justice on earth among sinners and the
heathen.""
Focusing on the first part of constant common grace, God's work restraining sin
in nat ure, Kuyper argues that this work of God postpones the full development of the
curse that came through the fall

He explains that if sin remained unbridled, it would

have le d to a total degeneration in human life and in the rest of creation

God,

however, intervened in the life of nature itself, restraining sin in order to prevent the
complete annihilation of his handiwork
This work of God's grace must not be perceived as eradicating sin's power and
influence. Kuyper asserts that common grace "does not kill the core of sin, nor does it

"Christian Reformed Church, Psalter Hvmnal (Grand Rapids CRC Publications,
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save unto life eternal, but it arrests the complete effectuation of sin ":9 He attempts to
clarify the nature of this restraining grace by comparing God's work to that of people
taming a wild animal. He explains that people can bridle the fury of the beast by
putting it behind bars, by subjecting it to a regimen of training, or by domesticating it.
Yet, the nature of the beast remains as vicious and dangerous as ever

In a similar

way, says Kuyper, God's common grace puts limits on the consequences of sin in
nature.50
The effects of common grace are seen immediately after the fall
evident first in regard to the physical nature of humanity

This is

Kuyper points out that

"death was restrained in its working and so a certain well-being of the body was
preserved, an herb which worked against the illness, and temporal death was
postponed."5' The seeds of death-sickness, disease, epidemic, and weakness-would
be part of the everyday experience of humanity

Yet, remedies might temporarily

overcome these and bring healing. Physical death would certainly overtake the man
and the woman, but the full force of its destruction was delayed
In the pronouncement of the curse recorded in Gen 3 there is also the echo of
God's restraining grace. The woman's pain in child-bearing will be increased, notes
Kuyper, but she will still give birth that the race might continue

The ground is cursed

because of the sin of humanity, it will now produce thorns and thistles, but it will,
nevertheless, also yield the food necessary for people to survive

Kuyper comments

And what does all this say, but that life will not immediately flow into death, but that

Abraham Kuyper, Lectures on Calvinism (Grand Rapids Wm B Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1931), 123-124
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it will be fed and upheld."'"
Kuyper also emphasizes the increased workings of common grace in connection
with the covenant God made with Noah, an event he calls the solid historical starting
point of common grace

In the face of the decimation of the human race and the

serious threa t humanity faced from wild animals, God restrains the ferociousness of the
beasts and thereby preserves the race (Gen 9: 2)." These and other examples, claims
Kuyper, are manifestations of God's common grace restraining sin in nature Through
this restraint God has maintained the conditions that make human life possible
The other part of the constant aspect of common grace concerns God's
tempering of sin in the human heart. Kuyper makes clear that the work of common
grace in th e human heart must be distinguished from the regenerating work of
particular gra ce

Once again he emphasizes the biblical teaching of total depravity

He focuses o n God's prohibition to Adam and Eve that they must not eat of the tree of
the knowled ge of good and evil
they wo uld surely die

God had warned that in the day they ate of the tree,

In the face of their disobedience, death became a reality

As

indicated abo ve, Kuyper explains that this death involved much more than the end of
physical li fe, but that through God's grace even this was postponed

Kuyper

comments.
Upon death follows a process of decomposition of the corpse. It is the spiritual
decomposition of the corpse that could be and was restrained, not completely, but
in pa rt. Not completely so that the fearful results of sin might be apparent to all,
but in part in order that also in this way the richness of God's creation and of His
re-creating power in our sinful race might be glorified.'4
Kuyper clearly teaches that this partial restraint of sin, which is a work of
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common grace, is entirely different from the regeneration of particular grace, which
alone leads to salvation. For Kuyper this differentiation is a crucial one. He writes
that "regeneration does not restrain sin, but conquers and annihilates it

Regeneration

replaces evil with good, unrighteousness with righteousness, and death with life."15
Kuyper observes that regeneration removes the cancer of sin by taking out its roots
This all reflects his assertion that since the fail is radical in character, causing death at
the level of the human heart, humanity's only hope for salvation lies in the rebirth of
the heart, i.e., in regeneration, an act of God through his particular grace
The work of common grace in the human heart is altogether different, states
Kuyper. It keeps down the flames of sin, but does not quench them, it tames nature
but does not change it

In essence, says Kuyper, common grace does not heal the root

of humanity's problem

He writes: "It leaves the inner impulse of the ego of man to

its wickedness, but prevents the full working out of wickedness. It is a limiting, a
restraining, a hindering power, which brakes and brings to a standstill."*6
Although the hearts of the unregenerate are still gripped by sin, Kuyper argues
that "God, by His 'common grace' restrains the operation of sin in man, partly by
breaking its power, partly by taming his evil spirit, and partly by domesticating his
nation or his family "" As a result of this restraint of sin, unregenerate individuals
and communities may even appear attractive in their manner and actions. But, Kuyper
emphasizes, when the evil that is within the human heart does not come to the surface
and show itself in all its hideousness, this is not because human nature is better than
first thought, but is due to God's grace alone

'Tbid., 255.
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It is common grace that "hinders the
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bursting fo rth of the flames from the smoking fire."'8
Kuyper refers to several examples in the Bible that illustrate this restraining
work of common grace

In these cases God directly acts in the life of the sinner

After Cain had murdered his brother, God graciously puts a mark on him to protect
him, re straining the violence of others against him (Gen 4: 15). In Gen 20 God
keeps A bimelech from unknowingly sinning by taking Sarah for his wife

And in II

Kings 19 God curbs the rage of Sennacherib and also keeps him from sin

In none of

these cases, says Kuyper, was saving grace the focus, but God's common grace,
restraining si n."
At o ther times God uses various means to hold sin in check, according to
Kuyper One of these is the human conscience, the operations of which, he suggests,
are the resu lt of a person's reactions to the general testimony of God's Holy Spirit
within the soul

The conscience did not escape the fail unscathed, but through God's

grace still continues to function, even if very fallibly

At the same time, Kuyper

asserts that there is a radical difference between the conscience of the Christian and
the non-Chris tian

This is because Christians not only have the general testimony of

the Hol y S pirit as the foundation for their consciences, but in addition have Scripture
which is applied by a special internal revelation of the Holy Spirit."
Kuyper also regards societal structures and institutions as extremely important
ways in which God's common grace holds in check the development of sin

He

writes: "W e Calvinists, never remiss in accusing our sinful nature, yet praise and thank
God for making it possible for men to dwell together in a well-ordered society, and for

"Ibid.
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restraining us personally from horrible sins."41
These societal structures and institutions are on the one hand responses to
God's creation ordinances. But the fall into sin has brought about certain significant
changes in them. Kuyper's treatment of the state serves to illustrate how God uses
societal institutions to restrain sin

Kuyper argues that without sin there never would

have been the development of magistrates or the many distinct governments that are
evident in the world today

Instead, he believes that political life would have evolved

along very different lines, most likely following a patriarchal pattern such as that
found in the family

If humanity had not fallen into sin, writes Kuyper, much of what

we associate with the state would be absent:
Neither bar of justice nor police, nor army, nor navy, is conceivable in a world
without sin; and thus every rule and ordinance and law would drop away, even
as all control and assertion of the power of the magistrate would disappear, were
life to develop itself, normally and without hindrance, from its own organic
impulse Who binds up, where nothing is broken'' Who uses crutches, where
the limbs are sound°4:
These functions of the state mentioned by Kuyper are gifts of God's common
grace to restrain sin in a fallen world. In this sense they are "unnatural," i.e., they are
not simply the result of the unfolding of God's creation according to his ordinances
These are given by God in order that human life might continue rather than be
swallowed up by evil

Kuyper acknowledges that all of these "gifts" of God are

subject to abuse and misuse by sinful men and women
history supports such an assessment

Certainly an overview of

Yet, the basic fact remains that God instituted

and empowered the magistrates in order to restrain the power and influence of sin41
Constant common grace is indispensable for it leads to the maintenance and

4lKuyper.
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control o f human life

Yet, Kuyper asserts that common grace could not stop at this

point. Maintenance and control, he states, do not demonstrate what God's purpose is
in pre serving the world and why the unfolding of world history has taken place. If
things r emained the same, Kuyper asks, why should life be continued? Kuyper
responds to his own questions by pointing out that there is, in addition to the constant
operation of common grace, another entirely different operation that is "calculated to
make hum an life and the life of the whole world pass through a specific process and
develop itself more fully and richly, and to bring it from the inferior to the superior.'""
This other work of common grace Kuyper calls the progressive operation

The Progressive Aspect of Common Grace

In the progressive operation of common grace, God increasingly equips human
life against suffering and gradually and internally brings it to a more fertile and more
complete stage of development

God's common grace fosters, nourishes, and

strengthens the unfolding of creation's potentials. Kuyper explains that God loves this
world and has thoughts of peace concerning it, and, therefore, he does not forsake his
creation

Yet, Kuyper states, this common grace "is not effectual to salvation, any

more than the mere plowing of the field can ever germinate the wheat which is not
sown in the furrows "4< In contrast to particular grace that leads to salvation, Kuyper
describes common grace as leading to "grace-endowed nature."46
Kuyper also notes an important difference in the way in which God works in
the two operations of common grace

In the constant operation God works
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independently of humanity, whereas in the progressive operation he works through it
In this work the entire human race, including both the unregenerate and the regenerate,
functions as the "instrument and colaborer with God

Kuyper sees God's hand at

work shaping the course of human history and culture through common grace

He

writes: "The history of our human race these long centuries has demonstrated in this
regard that on the one hand the horrible law of sin reigned, but that also on the other
hand, a law of grace broke that power of sin

As time moves on and cultures rise

and develop, God's unseen and often unacknowledged leading is responsible for the
progress and achievements that occur

Although people may point to the

accomplishments of humanity, it is fundamentally God who is the supreme, master
builder, choosing to work through humanity

Human history and progress, then, serve

fundamentally to bring honor and glory to God.49
Kuyper notes that there are two levels to the work of progressive common
grace

There is the technical and intellectual level and also the spiritual and ethical

level

The development of these two levels does not always coincide in human

history

While the technical and intellectual makes steady progress, the spiritual and

ethical often experiences significant degeneration

50

From this perspective Kuyper points out the work of common grace in history,
noting its progress throughout the major time periods from the fall to the present

He

refuses to depreciate the achievements of common grace, choosing rather to celebrate
the wondrous accomplishments evident in human history
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the tr emendous attainments and the glorious heritage of ancient Greece and Rome,
noting especially their philosophical insights, artistic treasures, and advanced concepts
of ju stice

Kuyper notes that it "is not exclusively the spark of genius or the splendor

of tal ent, which excites your pleasure in the words and actions of unbelievers, but it is
often their beauty of character, their zeal, their devotion, their love, their candor, their
faithfulness and their sense of honesty."51 Culture, then, is a endowment of common
grace t hat is grounded in nature

And this working of God's grace is not restricted to

the elect, but is common to all people. Kuyper comments further concerning common
grace
and its wondrous character, in the production of human industry, in the life of
mankind, in sociology and in the history of the human race. Thus you perceive
how this dogma of "common grace" suddenly removed the interdict, under which
secular life had laid bound, even at the peril of coming very near a reaction in
favor of a one-sided love for these secular studies
To illustrate the promptings and guidance of God in human history through his
common grace, Kuyper points to marriage and family
in God 's creation ordinances

He notes that family is rooted

From the duality of male and female, monogamous

marnage anses and children are born, so that family life is an organic reality that is
dominated by blood ties

Kuyper comments that this development is spontaneous

because it has its roots in the creation order

He recognizes that sin attempts to distort

and di sturb this God-given institution, changing it from a blessing to a curse, but that
common grace restrains the full effects of sin and allows the relanvely healthy
development of the family throughout most of humanity

Kuyper observes that

common grace not only preserves and encourages the proper unfolding of marriage

s'Kuyper,
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and family, but also of the other spheres of life

55

The Significance of Common Grace for Particular Grace

Although Abraham Kuyper posits a relatively independent purpose and domain
for common grace, he never isolates common grace from particular grace. Rather, he
considers at length how common grace functions as a means for particular grace,
providing it a basis for operation
One way in which common grace serves particular grace, according to Kuyper,
is through its prolongation of the temporal world

By the operation of God's common

grace, the full impact of the curse on humanity and the rest of creation is postponed
As Kuyper points out, in the day Adam and Eve ate of the forbidden tree, they did not
immediately die because God graciously intervened.54 Kuyper is quick to point out
that this postponement in itself does not save humanity nor bring it the blessedness of
particular grace. This is obvious from the extreme sinfulness of the world prior to the
flood and God's judgment on that disobedience.55
The prolongation of this present age, however, provides for the generation of
the descendants of Adam and Eve, among whom are those elected to eternal life in
Jesus Christ. Although he does not discount the possibility of God bringing these
individuals into existence apart from normal human procreation, Kuyper emphasizes
that in fact God has chosen this natural means to populate not only this present earth,
but also the new earth which results from particular grace
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Common grace, then,
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serves the p urposes of particular grace by providing the human race from which the
elect are reg enerated and redeemed to eternal life." In this way particular grace
presupposes t he work of common grace
This prolongation, however, also results in the generation of those who are
reprobate and are destined for eternal punishment. Kuyper writes that "it is worth
noting that just as common grace can be common "ungrace" (gemccne ongenade), it
can be a sti mulus to destruction as well as an instrument for good "" He never
glosses over this terrible aspect to God's gracious and merciful continuation of
temporal re ality after the fall

Yet, Kuyper always emphasizes God's grace in this

operation, ar guing that election and reprobation are not equal in regard to their worth
and their end

He asserts that the Bible teaches that God sent his Son not to condemn

the world, but to save it

Nevertheless, Christ's coming has the effect of condemning

reprobates wh o refuse to recognize him as the only way of salvation. S U. Zuidema
argues that Ku yper's views do not allow one to consider the covenant of grace in Jesus
Christ as e qually a "covenant of curse" or to speak of the counterpart of particular
grace as "parti cular dis-grace." Zuidema writes that "Kuyper makes sure not to put
common gra ce on a level with common dis-grace and to call the continuation of the
human race equally and simultaneously a blessing and a curse, a benefit and a
disaster.""
A seco nd way in which common grace serves particular grace concerns the
relationship be tween common grace and the church

Kuyper emphasizes that particular

grace has a s piritual focus, i.e., it looks toward the life to come for its consummation

"Ibid., vol 1, 212-213
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and has the human heart as the center of its operation

From this center, however,

particular grace intrudes into this present world, which is properly the domain of
common grace. The church, as a means of particular grace, is "mechanically" inserted
into the present life as an anticipation of the age to come

M

The visible church,

according to Kuyper, also serves as a foothold for particular grace in the domain of
common grace.61
Because the church, as an institutional expression of particular grace, has been
thrust into the sphere of common grace, it is also profoundly affected by what occurs
in this temporal life. Immediately following the fall of Adam and Eve, if it had not
been restrained by common grace, sin would have thwarted the goal of particular
grace

In similar fashion the church as a means of particular grace is significantly

affected by sin and by common grace at work in this present age

Having described

how, through common grace, God had established the covenant people in Palestine and
through them brought the Savior into the world in order to accomplish salvation,
Kuyper comments "From all of this it seems, consequently, that particular grace
presupposes common grace, and that common grace is the broad foothold on which
particular grace is established.""
Common grace, which restrains sin and provides for the orderly and Godglorifying development of creation, enables the church to fulfill its task in the world
In considering this Kuyper especially focuses on the role of the state as an institution
of common grace

Insofar as the state functions according to God's will, it restrains

sin and provides a context of freedom in which individuals and the church can respond
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obediently to God

This freedom, however, is something other than the state

controlling th e church, determining for its citizens which is the true church, and
enforcing a particular form of belief and worship on all. Neither does it mean that the
state should subject itself to the institutional church with the result that the church
rules the whole of human life

Kuyper carefully points out the distortions and

injustices th at resulted from such an approach during the Middle Ages The state,
rather, w orks to insure justice and to prevent any specific sphere of life from violating
the sovereignty of others

In this way God's common grace, operating through the

institution of the state, provides the opportunity for the church to be busy in its task of
bringing th e gospel of salvation in Jesus Christ to every person. Again it becomes
obvious that common grace functions as a means for particular grace and the relatively
independent p urposes of the two graces must not be emphasized to the point o f
overlooking their significant interconnections."
While emphasizing the positive significance of common grace for particular
grace, Kuy per recognizes that the fruits of common grace can be and sometimes are
used in opposition to particular grace

In this situation, common grace becomes

common "d is-grace" (ongcnaJe)64 Kuyper clarifies this by stating that it is not
actually co mmon grace that attacks the work of particular grace, but rather it is a n
abuse of com mon grace

That is, the unbelieving world, enabled by common grace,

develops th e potential of the creation not to honor and glorify God's name, but to
strike out ag ainst him and against and his kingdom which is being made visible
already in this age through the work of particular grace."
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This working of common "dis-grace" is clearly visible in world history in
countless instances in which individuals and societal institutions have used God's gifts
to threaten and persecute individual believers and to undermine the work of the church
of Jesus Christ. This misuse of common grace is present at all times, but Kuyper
believes that it will dramatically increase shortly before the second coming of Christ.44
S U Zuidema notes that this is another significant way in which common grace and
particular grace differ from each other

Common grace can be used against God and

his kingdom, but this can never be the case with particular grace47
Although the use of the fruits of common grace to oppose particular grace and
the kingdom of God is unquestionably evil, Kuyper asserts that it does have a positive
side, since it serves to impress upon the Christian that particular grace is completely
indispensable. Kuyper again emphasizes that although common grace is certainly
grace, it is never saving grace

411

The Significance of Particular Grace for Common Grace

Just as God's common grace has significance for the operation of particular
grace, so too particular grace affects the working of common grace

Kuyper asserts

A rich development of spiritual life from the regenerate goes with a full
development of the life of common grace The highest development in the
sphere of business and trade, of science and art, is woven together with the
richest manifestation of the power of grace from the eternal Kingdom The life
of common grace never comes to such a complete unfolding as among
Christians "

Abraham Kuyper, I'm Rcsc of HeI Konineschan van Chrisms, vol 3 (Kampen J
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Kuyper notes that there are a variety of ways in which particular grace
influences common grace

He mentions the impact made by the presence of the

redeemed in the world, the force of the preaching of the Word, and the influence of
the wor ks of the Holy Spirit which are grasped by the heart and conscience of every
person

Kuyper notes that these aspects "certainly hail from particular grace and work

also on those elected by particular grace, but they are not restricted to this, for their
sparks radiate out into the world

They appear in this form as means which God uses,

in order to advance a quite different purpose, than that He has intended in the work of
"common grace."

70

Kuyper observes that some of these specific influences are unintentional, i.e.,
the operation of particular grace in the elect and through the church indirectly leads to
a heightening of the power of common grace

Simply the presence of the church and

Scripture strengthens, enriches, and elevates the life of humanity
Chnstians alike enjoy these benefits of particular grace

Non-Christians and

Other influences stem from

more deliberate attempts by individual Christians and by the church to beneficially
influence and shape individuals, institutions, and the culture around them. This
enhancement of the operation of common grace does not change its domain and
purpose, but it does encourage and strengthen it in its movement toward fulfilling
God's or iginal plan for creation

71

Particular grace's intensification of the working of common grace bears visible
fruit that can easily be seen in a survey of world cultures and history, according to
Kuyper

While acknowledging the valid insights and the impressive advances of non-

Chnstian cultures, he points to even greater achievements that have resulted under the

"Ibid., vol. 2, 245-246,
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influence of particular grace

From his late nineteenth-century perspective, Kuyper

points to the scientific and cultural superiority and dominance of the European and
North American societies which, in spite of increasing secularism and extensive
disobedience, nevertheless have been significantly shaped by biblicai Christianity

He

notes that secondarily these benefits have also flowed out to those cultures which,
although themselves not directly influenced by the Christian faith, have come under
the sway of Christian lands. At the same time, Kuyper observes that in those cultures
in which the Christian presence has not been felt common grace fails to thrive and an
unprogressive or even an anti-progressive spirit generally prevails. This, maintains
Kuyper, confirms the positive influence that particular grace exerts on common grace
In a similar fashion Abraham Kuyper declares that biblical Christianity fosters
a deep love for science and restores it to its proper domain

Particular grace, through

the Holy Scriptures, reveals to the redeemed that God is the sovereign Creator and
Ruler of all that exits, and that although sin has resulted in a curse upon humanity and
nature, God through his common grace has restrained the effects of the fall

Kuyper

writes. "This confession, however, places the Christian in a quite different position
over against life

For then, in his judgment, not only the church, but also the world

belongs to God and in both has to be investigated the masterpiece of the supreme
Architect and Artificer "7:
The redeemed, directed by the Holy Scriptures, are set free from enslavement
to nature as well as from views that denigrate this world.

As a result, Kuyper states,

they are free to engage in scientific activity and to fulfill the cultural mandate.
Christians, then, are driven by their worship of God to be busy in his world, exploring
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and devel oping it according to God's plan." According to Kuyper, this impetus to
scientific a nd cultural activity affects not only Christians, but it also radiates out to the
non-Christians living beside them
In this connection, Abraham Kuyper speaks of the development of a "Christian"
culture, i.e., a culture in which the influence of Christianity has had a significant
impact a s it radiates beyond the redeemed community. Although finding the term
acceptable a nd useful, he immediately explains that this use of the term "Christian" is
different fro m its primary and more proper use in connection with the regenerate
individual or the church and its work

"Christian" in the first sense above does not

imply the salvation that comes from particular grace, but rather points to the blessings
that particu lar grace has brought to the realm of common grace'J
In addition to the profound impetus to cultural development and the scientific
enterprise, p articular grace also heightens the operation of common grace in the
promotion of civil righteousness and the existence of a sense of morality in all people.
Kuyper m aintains that even after the fall, creation clearly reveals God and confronts
humanity with divine law

Common grace has not only restrained the full working out

of sin in humanity, but has also preserved some sense of truth, morality and religion.
It also enabl es men and women to do that which is outwardly good and commendable.
Although these are all affected by sin and are not capable of leading the unregenerate
to salvation, Kuyper acknowledges that their presence is due solely to God's grace
The Holy S pirit, however, uses the presence of the redeemed and the ministry of the
church to deepen humanity's understanding of the existence of God and to further
clarify the reality and binding character of the moral law. Again Kuyper emphasizes
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that particular grace raises common grace to a higher plane "
The significance of particular grace for common grace is not, however,
exhausted in what has been noted above. In fact, Kuyper is especially concerned to
explore the direct and deliberate influence of the body of Christ on this present age,
the domain of common grace. Although he deals with this issue in his Gemeene
Gratie. it is in his later work. Pro Rene of He! Koninsschao van Christus. that he
develops his views most fully

This will be the focus of chapter seven

Kuyper has often been called "the man of common grace." Undoubtedly his
three volume Gemeene Gratie is the most in depth treatment of the subject within the
Reformed tradition. Yet, as has been shown above, Kuyper never saw common grace
apart from the purpose of particular grace

There is never a question in his writing

about the fact that particular grace takes precedence over common grace and that it
alone leads to eternal life. For Kuyper common grace is also ultimately for the sake
of the kingdom of God.
Kuyper's doctrine of common grace exerted a tremendous influence on the
Reformed community in the Netherlands and elsewhere, leading it to a significant
reconsideration of the relation of Christianity to culture

Those who embraced

Kuyper's views emphatically opposed the world-flight attitude found so often in
evangelical Christian circles and committed themselves to live Pro Pege, for the King,
in all areas of life

"Ibid. 242-245

CHAPTER 7

PRO REGE OR THE KINGSHIP OF CHRIST
The Interrelationship Between Particular and Common Grace

In the development of his doctrines of common and particular grace, Kuyper
acknowledges an important and clear distinction between the two graces and he asserts
a "relatively" independent purpose for each. Although common grace through its
restraint of the power of sin and its promotion of the development of the creation
makes life possible after the fall, only particular grace brings sinners salvation and
grants eternal life

Kuyper further argues that common grace is temporary, i.e., it will

come to an end at the time of Christ's return, when the Savior will usher in a new
heaven an d a new earth

Particular grace, however, has this new age as its focus and

goal, and it continues through the present time into the consummation of the
kingdom '

In this sense, in Kuyper's thought, particular grace stands distinct from and

higher than common grace.1 In all his writings, he is consistent in recognizing the
priority of particular grace
Yet, Kuyper emphasizes that particular and common grace are not properly
understood if they are divorced from each other

His concern is clearly the threat

posed by a world-flight mentality arising from the viewpoint of the Anabaptists.
Kuyper ob serves that this is not simply a problem found in one particular confessional
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community outside the circle of Reformed thought. He notes that too often this has
also affected Reformed Christians, leading them to perceive the salvation of the soul in
such a way that it leads to an attitude that shuns all contact with this present, physical
world. Kuyper labels this position as thoroughly unbiblical and denounces any view
that regards the redeemed as standing in an antithetical relationship to this present
world.3
Kuyper's stress on the interconnections between the two kinds of grace also
prevents an interpretation of his thought that portrays common grace as something
alongside of, but totally independent of particular grace

Abraham Kuyper is not

interested in promoting a common grace that encourages human progress and the
development of a culture that is unrelated to God's redemptive purposes in the world
Kuyper clearly affirms that both kinds of grace ultimately serve the same purpose,
namely that of bringing glory to God, and that during this present age common grace
is to promote the purposes of particular grace.3 S U Zuidema goes so far as to argue
that in Kuyper's view the doctrine of common grace exists for the sake of the doctrine
of particular grace.5
Without, then, in any way mitigating his emphasis on particular grace, Kuyper
develops his doctrine of common grace in large part to counter all world-flight
tendencies within the Christian tradition

According to Kuyper, the Christ who is the

mediator of redemption is the same Christ who is the mediator of creation. Christians
must not on the one hand acknowledge the redemptive work of Jesus Christ and on the
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other ig nore or reject his relationship to the creation. Therefore, the elect who are
redeemed t hrough the blood of Jesus Christ are called to serve their Savior not only in
the life to c ome, but first of all in this present age, i e , in the sphere of common
grace. In s pite of all the tensions and distinctions between common and particular
grace that are found in Kuyper's thought, it is clear that the two graces ultimately
cohere and cooperate for the furthering of God's redemptive work in Jesus Christ and
the glorification of his name.6

The Lordship of Jesus Christ

Kuyper's assertion that in the face of the fall God upholds and maintains his
good creation , together with the doctrines of common and particular grace, opens the
way for t hose who have been regenerated by the Holy Spirit to become actively
involved in history and culture under the lordship of Jesus Christ. In Kuyper's thought
everything finds its center and meaning in the person and work of Jesus Christ.
Christians are to recognize Jesus Christ not only as the Savior from sin, but also as the
Lord of all creation

The redeemed are called by God to live Pro Rege, "for the

King," in ev ery dimension of life
In o rder to clarify the nature of the Christian life, Kuyper stresses that it is
imperative to focus first on the work of Jesus Christ

Whether writing of particular or

of comm on g race, he emphasizes that at the core of all Christian belief and action is
the fact that Christ came to redeem humanity and a world groaning under the curse of
sin. Unless th is radical and fundamental work of Christ as Redeemer is
acknowledged, it is impossible to understand the meaning of this present life or the
life to come.

"Kuyper, Dc dcmccnc (inane. vol 2, 631-634
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Kuyper emphasizes that Christians are not called to bring the kingdom of God
into existence through their own commitment and efforts, but that Jesus Christ alone
accomplishes this. He is the unique God-man who alone is able to function as the
mediator between sinners and the holy, righteous God

Only Jesus Christ was able to

redeem fallen humanity and establish the kingdom of heaven through his incarnation,
life of suffering, and sacrificial death on the cross '
In his comments on Lord's Day 23 of the Heidelberg Catechism Kuyper
underscores the fact that in his suffering, death, and perfect obedience Jesus made the
elect right with God and heirs to everlasting life

Kuyper explains that this not only

secures for the elect the forgiveness of sins, but also grants them the perfect obedience
of Christ so that they, in Christ, are judged to have fully kept the entire law of God
Christians, then, are not called to work their way to righteousness nor are they
required to fulfill the law of God in order to be accepted by him, for Jesus Christ has
done all this

They cannot and need not bring into existence the kingdom of heaven,

for the Savior accomplishes this. Rather, believers are only to accept this gift of God
in Jesus Christ through faith and in the power of the Holy Spirit to walk in the ways
of God. Christ has gone before in perfect obedience, and all believers are called to
follow after him in thankfulness and service to God *
In connection with the redemptive work of Jesus Christ, Kuyper stresses his
lordship over all creation, including all human history and culture

He argues that

throughout the history of the Christian church, the high priestly office of Jesus Christ
has been the central and virtually the exclusive confession concerning the Savior
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Christ's k ingship, although nominally acknowledged, has been practically ignored.
This un biblical view which has dominated Christian thought and practice encourages a
faith and life that retreats from history and culture and relegates Christianity to the
position of a private and personal concern

Kuyper wants no part of such a

"narrowed-down" Christianity.9
Abraham Kuyper emphasizes that Christ rules over the whole of history in
order to establish and advance the kingdom of heaven. He states that redemption is
not worke d out in some other realm separated from the life of humanity and the rest of
creation, but within the crucible of history. God works within history, covenanting
with Noah , Abraham, Israel, and the New Testament church

The Son of God enters

history as the incarnate Word, dies on the cross for the redemption of sinners, and is
raised bodi ly from the grave, ascending into heaven.

This, in fact, is the central event

in world history. And as the Holy Spirit applies this salvation, the body of Christ, i.e.,
the church extends throughout the world, shaping human history and being shaped by
it. Kuyper takes history very seriously and argues that to "isolate the course of
spiritual af fairs from the course of earthly events

. would be a false spiritualism

which is contradicted by the whole course of history."10
In his Pm Rene Kuyper states that there are four periods in Christ's rule that
are clearly distinguishable. The first is the period of preparation (voorbereiding), the
second that of foundation (stickling), the third of extension (doonverking), and the
fourth that of consummation (volewding)."
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The Period of Preparation
The first period, that of preparation, covers the period from Paradise to John
the Baptist. According to Kuyper in the period preceding Christ's birth in Bethlehem,
God prepares humanity for the coming Messiah and announces his coming through his
redemptive work which focuses on the nation of Israel

Kuyper points out that the

kingdom of heaven increasingly gained ground over the kingdom of the world as
God's gracious covenant of the old dispensation was established and renewed with his
people

Through the work of the prophets, priests, and kings of the Old Testament

period, the message of the kingdom was proclaimed

The reign of King David

especially foreshadows and in an anticipatory way participates in the future glorious
rule of David's son, Jesus Christ. During this time, states Kuyper, God works in
miraculous ways to call out and establish his elect in and through the nation of Israel
In this way, although Christ was not yet on earth, his rule more and more took visible
and concrete shape within and through the covenant community
Through the covenant God established between himself and his people, the
salvation founded on the coming work of Jesus Christ was graciously given to the
elect through the working of the Holy Spirit

In this period Christ's reign was also

experienced in regard to the body and visible reality through the various laws God
gave Israel to redirect their lives in matters of health, hygiene, and daily living. In
addition, the relationships of society were influenced by God's teachings and laws
Israel was called to be separate from and different from the nations around her

She

was called to leave the ways of sin and to learn again the creation ordinances for
human life

To direct his people God sent the prophets of the old covenant and later

gave Israel his written Word. And finally, in regard to the spirit world, Israel was to
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shun involvement with demons and witchcraft and to look to God alone for strength,
insight and life

In all these dimensions of life there is, in the period of preparation, a

manifestation of Christ's rule that anticipates the fuller presence of the kingdom of
heaven that was still in the future.
The Period of Foundation
The period of foundation begins with the close of the prophetic period, marked
by t he birth of Jesus Christ in Bethlehem

With the birth of the King himself, Kuyper

states, the kingdom of heaven enters this present existence in a new and even more
powerful way

He writes: "And in the short years that the King of God's rule lived on

earth, he revealed in each sphere of human life the majesty of this his Kingdom""
Kuyper notes that the rule of Christ in the period of foundation is even more
clearly seen in the four basic dimensions of life, namely, in the soul, in the body and
visible things, in human society, and in the conflict with the demonic powers. In all
of th ese areas Christ's royal majesty radiates out. Christ's rule is seen first in the
regeneration of the elect. Kuyper explains that in this stage of redemptive history the
circle of those joined to Christ is not wide, but that all who are called to life are his
witnesses throughout the world, through the words they speak and especially through
the words that at a later time become Holy Scripture
The power of the kingdom of heaven is also seen more clearly in the physical
dimension of life, states Kuyper
raises the dead

Jesus heals the sick, restores sight to the blind, and

These miraculous signs are visible evidence that the kingdom of

heaven has broken into a sinful world in a much more powerful way with the coming
of Je sus Christ.
Kuyper emphasizes that when Jesus Christ comes to earth he does not set aside

"ibid., 471
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human society in the fashion of the Anabaptists

He recognizes and maintains the

various fundamental societal relationships that have developed under common grace
Yet, Christ opposes the sin that has corrupted and established itself in all these
relationships and calls for a redirecting and renewal of life. Kuyper points to the
impact of Jesus' words and actions in raising the positions of women, children, and the
disadvantaged in the society of his day. Writing of the work of Christ Kuyper states
that "he places the whole pf life under the majesty of religion and in everything points
to the high and holy ideal that God reveals in his law, focusing this ideal in the power
of love""
And finally, Kuyper states, in this second period of redemptive history Christ's
rule shows itself in the relationship between humanity and the spiritual world

In a

positive way, with the coming of the Messiah there is a more active involvement of
angels in the lives of God's people. Angels not only announce Christ's birth, but they
also are revealed as God's servants who are sent out to aid the elect in their struggles
against sin and the devil. And it is especially in regard to the powers of darkness that
the forceful intrusion of Christ's rule is felt. Jesus Christ breaks the power of the
demonic kingdom and binds its head, Satan

With the coming of the Messiah the tight

grip of the demonic powers on humanity comes to an end and the presence of the
kingdom of heaven is experienced more powerfully and concretely

At this stage of

human history, the period of foundation, Christ's rule over the temporal order is
significantly extended and intensified "
The Period of Extension
The third period of Christ's rule, which begins with his ascension and
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continues until his return, is especially important since it is the one in which men and
women find themselves today. Kuyper refers to this as the period of extension
There is a noteworthy difference in the manner in which Christ establishes his
kingdom during this time compared to that of the other three periods, according to
Kuyper

During the periods of preparation, foundation, and consummation, Christ uses

many miraculous means to establish and advance his kingdom. During the period of
extension, however, "a natural development for the most part replaces the supernatural
operations."16 Kuyper does not deny the possibility or the reality of miracles in the
present time, for regeneration, which is the only way one can enter the kingdom, is
undoubtedly a miraculous act of God
time

Certainly this miracle continues in the present

But even in connection with this miracle of particular grace, God ordinarily uses

the m eans of grace that he has entrusted to the church. There is, therefore, during the
period o f extension, a different pattern in which Christ extends his rule through what
must be considered very natural means
parable of the leaven

In this connection Kuyper points to Jesus'

In the parable a woman hides a small lump of leaven in three

measures of flour and it was all leavened

This, he says, is how it is with the

kingdom of heaven until Christ returns."
In this stage of redemptive history, the impact of the reign of Jesus Christ can
also be understood in terms of its effects on the soul, on the body and visible reality,
on socie tal relationships, and on the conflict with demonic powers

In regard to

Christ's actions on the soul, Kuyper emphasizes that now as in the other periods of
Christ's reign, there is a supernatural working of the Savior through the Holy Spirit
which b rings about the regeneration of the elect

"Ibid., 476.
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presence of the Holy Spirit, but, because of the salvation accomplished by Jesus Christ
and his ascension to heaven from which he now rules, at Pentecost the Spirit is poured
out and his work takes a much more visible and powerful form.18
According to Kuyper there is also a dramatic increase in the effects of Christ's
rule for the body and physical reality

In keeping with the character of this period,

Christ's rule, working through ordinary means, has brought about dramatic advances in
curing or controlling diseases and human maladies as well as enabling humanity to
exercise considerable control over the forces of nature

Kuyper points to the fruits of

the kingdom of heaven that have led to the rapid development of the arts and sciences
He notes that these developments have especially flourished under Christian influence
Kuyper asserts that these present-day evidences of Christ's rule, although they operate
through very natural means, are not to be viewed as inferior to the extraordinary acts
of God. In fact, he argues that they provide benefits that go far beyond those of the
earlier miraculous actions of Christ's rule in the periods of preparation and extension "
In regard to the area of social relationships, Kuyper emphasizes that the fuller
exercise of Christ's rule in this present period does not result in the radical overthrow
of the existing order of things

Kuyper allows no place for such a revolutionary denial

of the unfolding of history under God's directing hand

Instead, through a spiritual

power, Christ's rule brings about renewal and reformation, raising the various societal
relationships and institutions to a much higher level of development.10
Finally, Kuyper asserts that Satan still continues to work in this period of
Christ's rule. In fact, he notes that the spirit of the anti-Christ is still powerfully
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present in the world and in some areas it is even growing

Yet, he maintains, since

Jesus has bound the devil, his widespread and prevailing power has been broken. No
longer can he rule virtually unchallenged and dominate life once the gospel has gone
out into a land

Where the good news has been proclaimed and received, the spintual

power o f the demonic realm is severely restricted

According to Kuyper, even outside

the circle of the regenerated community, the power of the gospel exerts a formative
influence over the spirit of the times/'
The Period of Consummation
The fourth and final period of Christ's rule is that of the consummation

This

stage is initiated by the second coming of Jesus Christ which will bring to an abrupt
end the present period of the kingdom

Kuyper explains

It must be firmly placed before us and clearly expressed, that the period of
gradual extension, in which we now move, will one day come to an end and will
pass over into the last period This period will be one of a supernatural
revelation of power, which will encompass this entire world, yes, with this world,
the entire universe "
Kuyper stresses that the final and full form of the kingdom of heaven can never
come about through a gradual process, but only through a cataclysmic, miraculous act
of God. Again Kuyper emphasizes that humanity does not and cannot bring in the
kingdom of heaven, rather, it breaks into history as a creation of the triune God. It is
this to which all history is directed and moved by God himself.15 This culmination of
the k ingdom of heaven is crucial in Kuyper's thought and receives extensive treatment,
not on ly in Pro Rcse. but also in his four-volume work. Van Jc Voleintiine. In the
present study it is possible to present only a very brief statement of his understanding
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of the consummation.
In the consummation, according to Kuyper, nothing will remain but the
kingdom of Christ and all things will be in complete submissive to him. The whole
creation will be cleansed of sin and restored to its wholeness, incorporating into the
new earth under new heavens all the development of the creation that has unfolded
according to God's ordinances and to his glory

And over this redeemed and renewed

creation, King Jesus will rule, and then he will tum over the kingdom to the Father
Drawing on the Holy Spirit's revelation to John on Patmos, Kuyper descnbes
the biblical image of the Christ at the consummation of history "A king who therefore
will be the King of glory, because the entirety of nature and the spirit world, with our
whole sanctified race in the unity of life and dominion, which our King brought into
existence, then will be gathered up in complete harmony ":4
At this point Abraham Kuyper acknowledges that in the Bible's revelation of
the age to come, the Holy Spirit often addresses humanity by means of images

In

countless ways the reality of the age to come transcends the capacity of human
thought, especially in the post-fall situation

Kuyper, attempting to avoid undue

speculation and misinterpretations, in his discussions of the new heaven and the new
earth repeatedly falls back on the language and images of the Old Testament prophets
and the writings of the New Testament

He concludes that a fundamental idea of the

period of the consummation is undoubtedly and clearly revealed, but that Christians
must avoid the temptation to speculatively push this beyond what has been disclosed
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Pro Reee and the Church as Organic™
Kuyper's emphasis on the lordship of Jesus Christ and his insistence that the
kingdom o f heaven did not come into existence through human effort, but rather by
the inte rvention of a gracious God, does not, however, lead him to denigrate an active
Christian involvement in culture

Calvin Seerveld, following in Kuyper's line, argues

that in t his present age followers of Jesus Christ must strive to develop a distinctively
Christian c ulture, stating that "the main thrust of Kuyper's Common Grace teaching is
that there must not be an antithesis between saved men and their created world
because God has graciously conserved it though plagued by sin.":6 As noted above,
Abraham K uyper's doctrine of common grace opens the door for "secular" activities on
the part of believers.
It is undeniably the case that Abraham Kuyper understood particular grace to
be "spiritual" in nature, i.e., directed toward the heart of the elect and having its goal
in the new heaven and new earth

Yet, he maintains that through particular grace God

regenerates th e elect in this present age, transforming the heart, the spiritual center of
the person. And it is the heart that directs the entirety of human existence. Therefore,
Kuyper c ontinues, particular grace inescapably exhibits itself in every facet of the life
of the elect.

It must radiate out from the regenerated heart into this present, physical

existence, i.e., into the sphere of common grace/'
From this fundamental position Abraham Kuyper considers the development of
a "Christian" culture, using the adjective in its primary and proper sense. Kuyper in
this connection is not focusing on the general, positive influence that particular grace
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exerts on culture as a whole, an action that tends to elevate it and to encourage the
development of the creation by Christian and non-Christian alike

Rather, by speaking

of "Christian" culture in the primary sense he intends the immediate, direct, and
intentional influence that the redeemed community has on the sphere of common
grace,18 According to Kuyper the work of the church as organism is central in the
development of a Christian culture.
To understand Kuyper's views, it is necessary to recall his distinction between
the church as organism and the church as institute

Henry Zwaanstra points out that

Kuyper sees the church as institute as a visible manifestation of the body of Christ
tnat displays itself in the form of various local congregations of believers who live
together in ecclesiastical union according to the teachings of Scripture

It has officers

and a particular church order and is called to faithfully preach the Word, properly
administer the sacraments, and exercise church discipline as instructed by Scripture
Its main task is to preach the gospel for the salvation of souls to the glory of God.:'
The church as institute, then, stands as a clearly identifiable structure in present
society.
The church as institute has a crucial place and role in the present age,
according to Kuyper

It alone has been given the task of preaching the Word,

administering the sacraments, and evangelizing the world. This place and role of the
church as institute must never be despised

In his own life and all his writings Kuyper

demonstrates his commitment to and deep love for the Church as institute

In a

speech delivered in 1896, in which Kuyper argues for a church free from state control,
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he summarizes the importance and role of the church as institute in the program of the
kingdom of heaven.
The drivi ng force for this [Christian reformation of society] can not originate
in a personal teaching and even less from the interference of a particular scho ol
For what would be C hristian in a high sense, the starting point can never lie in
anything other than Christ, and thus also the focus must always be sought in his
purified Church First only where that Church as institute again stands pure, can
it also as orga nism again radiate light, enliven, and carry out its cleansing works
Therefore, as it a waits a higher blessing, before all things that Church must again
be made free, that Church as institute must again be made se cure.'0
Kuyper, however, emphasizes thai the church as organism is even more
fundamental than the church as institute. The church as organism is made up of all
the rege nerate, i.e., the living members of the body o f Christ who stand in mystic
union with their Sa vior. He writes:
The church of Christ in this manner is designated as the church as organism.
We see it in its hidden unity as the mystical Body of Christ, partly in heaven,
partly on earth, partly still unborn, extending among all peoples and nations It
possesses Christ as its natural and glorious Head and lives though the Holy
Spirit, who as the o ne awakening to life both maintains the position of the Head
and inspires its members."
The church as organism, then, must be clearly distinguished from every
particular manifestation of the church as institute in temporal reality, for it has a
primacy and a pre-eminence which must be a cknowledged. According to Kuyper, to
understand the ch urch of Jesus Christ in its fu ndamental, biblical sense, is to recognize
that i t has its origin in the sphere of particular grace even as it finds itself living and
serving its King in the sphere of common grace It is a manifestation of the kingdo m
of heaven and re ceives its power from the age to come."
Because it is a present manifestation of the kingdom of heaven, there is no
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temporal institution or societal structure that may exercise control over the church as
organism. Rather, individual Christians and the church as organism are bound only by
Word of Holy Scripture and the Incarnate Word of God

In being bound to the Word,

the Christian experiences a new freedom, according to Kuyper, and is liberated from
the domination of all temporal societal institutions, even from that of the institutional
church "
Kuyper's view of the freedom of the believer, however, never leads him to
promote an individualistic interpretation of the Christian life

He repeatedly

emphasizes that the regenerate is grafted into the mystical body of Christ. Christians,
then, must never function as isolated individuals nor is the church to be understood as
a voluntary association of like-minded people

All the elect are inseparably bound to

Chnst and through Jesus Christ, they are united to one another, constituting the new
humanity

The church as organism, then, is called to function in the sphere of

common grace in obedience to Jesus Christ and empowered by the Holy Spirit. All
Christian action, therefore, arises from this mystical body, the church."

The Development of a Christian Culture

When Kuyper writes of the task of the church as organism in this present age,
he emphasizes that regeneration impels the elect to free and intentional activity that
arises out of the mystical body of Christ. God's particular grace brings about the
miracle of regeneration that transforms the hearts of the elect. This radical change in
the religious core of regenerate men and women must flow out so that it affects every
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aspect of their lives and has an impact on the world in which they live." It is through
the regenerated, living in this life in service to Jesus the King, that the kingdom of
heaven is now to be revealed in the realm of common grace in the form of concrete,
discernible manifestations.'6 This is the calling of the church as organism.
In this the connections and cooperation between the doctrines of common and
particular grace in Kuyper's thought become clearer

He asserts that common grace

exists for the sake of particular grace and that particular grace is "spiritual" in nature,
i.e., its origin and goal is always the age to come. Therefore, Kuyper maintains that
the c hurch as organism receives its power from the age to come and that the works of
Christian action are anticipations of the kingdom of heaven

Through his body, then,

Christ as the King of Kings establishes these anticipations of the kingdom in temporal
reality.
In his consideration of the nature of Christian action in the sphere of common
grace, it becomes obvious that Kuyper's view is far removed from that of the
Anabaptists. He calls on Christians to recognize the structures of God's creation and
to b uild on that foundation

The redeemed community is not to establish a new,

"other-worldly" order that is divorced from the original creation established by God
All su ch revolutionary activity on the part of Christians is unequivocally rejected by
Kuyper

Rather, he acknowledges that the regenerated man and woman are properly

part o f that good creation, rightly finding their places and fulfilling their God-given
tasks within it. They are, of course, to recognize the fall and its effects within
creation and are to fight against sin, always trusting in the redemption that is from
Jesus Chnst. Nevertheless, acknowledging that God in his common grace maintains
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and develops the creation, Christians must strive to discern God's creation ordinances
and learn to live according to them

They find

themselves, through the power of

regeneration, restored to the proper relationship with the Creator and thereby enabled
to live as God intended humanity to serve him and develop creation. Christians, then,
must work within the sphere of common grace and labor to bring it to a higher level
of development."
Kuyper emphasizes that the development of a Christian culture is a crucial part
of the calling of the redeemed in this age. He continually challenges fellow believers
to live for the King in all areas of life

In his three volume work, Pro Reee. Abraham

Kuyper devotes several extensive sections of his study to the theoretical and practical
considerations of the implications of the kingship of Jesus Christ for various aspects of
life. In each of these dimensions of life Kuyper writes of norms that direct the
unfolding of life rather than specific rules that dictate every individual action in a
static situation

He specifically concentrates on what he regards to be decisive areas

of modem life, namely, the church, the family, society, the state, science, and art
Especially in these the church as organism must discern and fulfill its calling.
The fact that he begins with a thorough study of the significance of Christ's
kingship for the church indicates the great importance he places on the instituted
church and its mission in the world prior to the return of Christ. As noted above,
Kuyper teaches that if the church as institute is not faithful in fulfilling its task.
Christian action in other areas of life will also suffer and find

itself handicapped

This

does not mean, however, that Kuyper proposes that the church as institute should have
primary authority over Christian action in the other spheres nor that it should direct
and dominate the lives of individual Christians or organized, communal Christian
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activity in other areas of life. Instead, he vehemently argues for the emancipation of
culture a nd of societal institutions from any guardianship exercised by the instituted
church"
Christian influence in the family is also a high priority for Abraham Kuyper.
He stresses that the family is not a new creation, but arises out the existing order
established by God in creation

Kuyper explains that "Christ doesn't create a new kind

of f amily, but unites with that form of family prescribed in creation itself, calls it to its
original purity, and covers it with the hyssop of reconciliation

In a Christian family

the or iginal family again lives, as God had decreed."" When he speaks of a
"Christian" family, Abraham Kuyper warns that this does not mean that the regenerate
must a ttempt to restructure the home so that it resembles the church. Rather it is and
must a lways remain a family

Christians in their homes must gain insight into and

live according to God's creational law for the family, coming to comprehend these
ordinances through the "spectacles" of Scripture in the context of the community of
faith.
Kuyper begins his discussion of the Christian family by asserting that it must
be buil t o n a living relationship with God that radiates through every facet of family
life." He attempts to show the broad outlines of the various creation ordinances God
has established for the family, focusing on the divinely-established relationships
between husband and wife, between parents and children, and among the children. He
further discusses the nature and types of authority within the family, physical and

"Ibid, 278-279
"Kuyper, Pn> R ese. vol 3, 22
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emotional needs, the place of devotional life, needs specific to the family, and the
relationship between the family and the church.41
It is in connection with the family that Kuyper also discusses the importance of
the Christian school

He acknowledges that there are various kinds of education and

that different spheres of life can be appropriately involved in them

Kuyper is

unequivocal, however, in asserting that the basic education of children is primarily the
calling of the home. He writes: "The first responsibility belongs to the family, the
second to the domain of the Church, and only in the third place does it belong to the
sphere of society "4: Kuyper notes that parents may, and in a modern, complex society
probably should, delegate the education of their children to a formal school that
reflects their basic religious onentation, but the responsibility ultimately remains with
the home

Both Abraham Kuyper's extensive writing on this subject and his active

involvement in the school struggle in the Netherlands indicate how seriously he
regards this issue.
Under the heading of "Christ's Kingship and Society" in his Pro Reee. Kuyper
deals with a wide range of areas in which the church as organism should be actively
engaged. He addresses issues ranging from the relationship between the individual
and society to the use of money to the power of public opinion

Of special

significance is his discussion of the necessity of the development of distinctively
Christian organizations through which believers can live out their commitment to the
King, Jesus Christ. Kuyper argues that there is a solid basis for such a development in
Scripture and in the practices of the early church

His views regarding Christian

organizations will be explored in more detail later in this chapter in connection with

41Kuyper,
JTbid.,
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Kuyper's notions of the antithesis.
The relationship between the believing community and the state is one of
pressing significance for Kuyper

During much of his life he was actively engaged in

the political realm, serving as leader of the Anti-revolutionary Party and occupying
various g overnmental posts, including that of Prime Minister of the Netherlands. This
involvement forced Abraham Kuyper to work out a theoretical basis for a Christian
witness in politics in the context of the practical issues that confront all those
exercising political leadership
This present study can do little more than briefly mention a few significant
aspects of Kuyper's political theory and his program for a Christian political
movement.45 The first five (of twenty one) principles of the Anti-revolutionary
Program of April 3, 1879 provide considerable insight into the foundation and
character of Kuyper's political thought. These principles are:
1. The Anti-Revolutionary, Christian Historical movement represents the
essence of national Netherlands history: the Reformation tradition applied in
relevant ways in our day
2 The source of sovereign authority is found in God alone and not in the will
of the people nor in human law Popular sovereignty is rejected while the
sovereignty of the House of Orange is affirmed as under God's historical leading,
culminating in the re-establishment of Dutch independence in 1813 and in the
drafting of the national Constitution
3 Even in the realm of politics the Anti-Revolutionary movement confesses
the eternal principles of God's Word; state authority is bound to the ordinances of
God only in the conscience of public officials and not directly so bound, nor
through the pronouncements of any church
4 In a Christian (non-religionless) state, the government, as the servant of
God, is to glorify God's name by (1) removing all administrative and legislative
hindrances to the full expression of the Gospel in national life, (2) refraining
from any direct interference with the spiritual development of the nation, for that
is beyond the government's competence, (3) treating equally all churches,
religious organizations, and citizens regardless of their views on external matters;
and (4) recognizing in the conscience a limit to state power in so far as
conscience is presumed to be honorable.
5 The Anti-Revolutionary movement confesses that the government rules by

4'For a more detailed discussion of Kuyper's political agenda see Abraham Kuyper,
Social 0 man i saiicOniter liiscn Ranicr (The Hague J Bootsma, 1908)
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the grace of God from whom governing authority is derived The state has the
right, therefore, to require the use of oath (in court) and to keep the Lord's Day
free. It is also in the national interest to revise the existing Sunday legislation to
allow for rest on this day from all state functions.'1''
These pnnciples indicate that Kuyper attempts to take a political course distinct
from both the conservatives and the liberals of his day

He argues forcefully that the

ordinances of God which are revealed in Scripture and given in detail in creation must
be applied to the current political situation by means of the Christian conscience." It
is noteworthy that Kuyper calls the church as organism to an active involvement in the
political life of the nation, but consistently warns against any involvement in or
domination by the church as institute
Abraham Kuyper also considers the fields of science and art as crucial areas in
which the church as organism must take an active role. He argues that the biblical
faith provides a powerful stimulus for involvement in the scientific enterprise and for
artistic activity. He recognizes that both fields involve tremendous power that shapes
modem society and the lives of every individual, but that this formative influence can
be used either for or against Jesus Christ.46
Kuyper argues that science should not be pursued for its own sake, for
knowledge, in and of itself, cannot bring salvation

Rather, it must be seen as part of

an entire life devoted to serving God and should be pursued to bring glory to his
name. In fact, scientists should carry out their work in order to meet the living God
himself, for in encountering God in the process of the scientific enterprise, scientists
confront the One who not only has wisdom but who is wisdom

Kuyper describes the
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work of the scientist as that of thinking God's thoughts after him, and argues that
scientists can only truly achieve this and faithfully carry out their tasks by coming to
know God through Jesus Christ.

According to Kuyper, in this field also, Scripture is

the indispensable guide which enables people to come to a clear understanding of
God's creation ordinances '"
Kuyper also considers art to be of great significance for the Christian
community and for culture as a whole. In his study of Protestantism in the literature
of the Netherlands, Ph Lansberg acknowledges the profound influence that Kuyper has
exerted in raising public interest in and appreciation for art.'18 Kuyper's interest in the
relationship between Christianity and art is demonstrated by his considerable writing
and speaking on the subject, including one of his Stone Lectures, entire sections both
in Pro Rcsc and De Gemeene Graiie. and his lengthy 1888 speech, "Het Calvinisme
en de Knnsl
Kuyper describes art as a gift from God that enriches life and also exerts a
powerful, formative influence on culture50 Yet, as with science, under the influence
of s in art can be divorced from the Creator, losing its true meaning and purpose

Art

can even be used by men and women as a substitute for the proper worship of God
and thereby be transformed into idolatry
demonstrates this with great clarity

In fact, observes Kuyper, human history

He writes: "Such an idolatrous art can now

inspire, can create enthusiasm, can make possible the greatest offerings, but it cannot
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bring the peace of the soul to the enthusiast, because it does not bring him to God,
and he lives and dies outside the boundaries of the Kingdom of Heaven "S1
Kuyper asserts that the often hostile relationship between Christianity and art
throughout the centuries can largely be explained by the fact that art had taken such an
idolatrous form

In place of this God-denying view of art, Kuyper calls Christians to

recognize God as the supreme artist and in the various arts to imitate God's
handiwork."
Once again Kuyper warns that this area of life also must be set free from the
domineering rule of the church as institute

For him Christian art does not mean

church-sponsored art or merely that which depicts "religious" scenes

He rejects all

forms of Anabaptistic rejection of the arts, the Roman Catholic domination of art, and
an unhealthy spiritualism that often has affected the development of art and its place in
society

According to Kuyper artistic gifts are the result of God's common grace

which he shows to the regenerate and the unregenerate

Through these gifts art

reveals God's creation ordinances in a way that politics, science, the church as
institute, and other societal spheres cannot.

Abraham Kuyper challenges Christians,

with their vision made clear by the spectacles of Scripture, to develop and unfold this
aspect of God's creation to the glory of the King, Jesus Christ.
In calling for the church as organism to press the claims of Jesus Chnst in each
of these areas of life, Kuyper does not intend to limit Christian action to only those
specifically mentioned

Rather, he regards these areas as critical, dominant dimensions

of life and society in his time. As God's creation continues to unfold, undoubtedly
further areas will emerge which also must then will become the focus of a Christian

•'Ibid., 571
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witness.
The new humanity, according to Kuyper, in striving for the development of a
Christian c ulture, must aggressively involve itself in the entire realm of common grace,
bringing it into the service of the sphere of particular grace, all to the greater glory of
the King, Jesus Christ, who is mediator of creation and of redemption." This
cooperation of particular and common grace is not first of all for the sake of the
development of creation itself, but it primarily reveals the power of particular grace in
Jesus Christ in this present age

54

Kuyper emphatically and consistently urges Christians to serve the Lord in this
present, phy sical reality, yet he never loses his focus on the new heaven and new earth
that are to come

In the consummation, he asserts, there will be a fuller glory and a

more comp lete realization of particular grace. There is throughout Kuyper's writings
always a clear sense that redeemed men and women are pilgrims traveling toward their
true homeland. He calls Christians to be busy in this present world, the sphere of
common gr ace, for it is truly God's world
worldly e mphasis

Yet, Kuyper never falls into a mere, this-

For Kuyper, the striving for a Christian culture is never at odds

with the goal of particular grace, but believers always labor with their eyes directed
toward the age to come "

Pro Rese and the Antithesis
With an eschatological outlook that at the same time binds Christians to the
present cr eation order, Kuyper urges fellow-believers to aggressively explore the
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richness of creation and to structure life, individually and communally according to the
Word of God

Abraham Kuyper rejects a revolutionary approach to the transformation

of society, stating that only sin and Satan are reactionary

Christians, according to

Kuyper, must work in positive ways for the reformation of life in light of Scripture
and according to the ordinances of God. The regenerate, then, are empowered by the
Holy Spirit to be the instruments of the reigning King, Jesus Christ, who destroys the
work of sin and the devil and points humanity back to God's good creation ordinances
This is the positive side of Kuyper's teachings about the development of a truly
Christian culture

But one also finds in Kuyper the doctrine of the antithesis, which

can be considered "the other side of the coin." He maintains that as the redeemed
community in Jesus Christ lives Pro Rege, it will find itself confronting a powerful
opposition that emerges from the kingdom of this present, sinful world. Kuyper writes
of the inevitable conflict that must arise between the new humanity in Jesus Chnst and
unregenerate humanity that finds its head in Adam and continues to live under the
power of death, judgment, and in enmity against the Creator

He describes the

situation that prevails until the return of Jesus Christ in the following terms
There are two different principles at work the principle of sin against God, and
the principle of grace against sin There are two different kinds of lives: a life
out of sin and a life out of grace, or if you will, on the one hand out of the
natural and on the other out of the supernatural In the one the seed of
destruction works, in the other the seed of God.56
Diepenhorst notes that for Kuyper there is no intermediate position in which
one may stand

Either one is regenerated by the Holy Spirit with the result that life is

directed in love toward God, or else a person remains in a state of constant rebellion
against the sovereign rule of the Creator. Between the two is a clear and deep gulf.'7
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Regeneration, then, has the effect of breaking humanity into two communities
which are fundamentally different from one another

Using the analogy of a vine

Kuyper writes that "it follows that the consciousness of the grafted and the
consciousness of the non-grafted humanity must be as unlike as to kind, as the
blossom of the wild, and that of the true vine."58
Kuyper states that although everyone recognizes the difference between the
grafted plant and the wild, this difference between people is denied by all who are not
grafted into Christ through regeneration. To even suggest that such a fundamental
difference exists generally results in charges of fanaticism and narrow-mindedness that
wrongly divide the human community. Kuyper portrays the reaction in this way:
"And therefore, as one from the opposite side cries out to us: How can you, who call
yourselves Christians, and therefore must pursue peace, promote such an antithesis?"55
He responds by asserting that Jesus Christ, to whom the angels pointed as the one who
would bring peace to humanity, nevertheless stated that he had not come to bring
peace on earth, but the sword

Kuyper explains that the coming of the Savior brought

conflict not only in the human heart, but also in life itself, even to the point of setting
members of the same household against each other. The intrusion of the ledemptive,
restorative work of Jesus Christ into a world living under the curse of sin and death,
brings about a powerful resistance from that which is still dominated by sin.60
Because there are two communities that are oriented in completely different
religious directions, strife and conflict are inevitable

Kuyper emphasizes that the

antithesis is not a primary purpose of Christ's work, but a secondary result, issuing
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from the rebellion of the kingdom of this world which stands opposed to the rule of
God. In the fall the first Adam rebelled against the sovereign rule of the Creator and
his unregenerate descendants in this present age continue to strike out against God and
the rule of his Son, Jesus Christ. Those who have been grafted into Jesus Christ, who
by God's grace have been made into the body of Christ, will also experience this
enmity and opposition as they press the claims of their Lord and Savior.
In the face of the Christian profession of being grafted into Christ and the
world's reaction to such claims, Kuyper emphasizes that the regenerate must not think
too highly of themselves, but should strive to serve their God and their fellow humans
in humility

The elect are made part of the new humanity only through God's grace in

Jesus Christ and not through any merit of their own

The redeemed are not "better

people" or more deserving than the unbelievers. He states: "Both are human, but one
is inwardly different from the other, and consequently feels a different content rising
from his consciousness, thus they face the cosmos from different points of view, and
are impelled by different impulses."41 In spite of the fact that the non-Christian world
finds this thinking offensive and divisive, Kuyper maintains that such a distinction
within humanity is clearly revealed in Scripture and must shape a Christian view of
reality
As the new humanity lives faithfully Pro Rege, it will encounter increasing
resistance and opposition that makes use of the gifts of common grace in its attempt to
thwart the coming of the kingdom of heaven
which Kuyper writes

This is the common "dis-grace" of

As noted in chapter six, Kuyper distinguishes between the

technical and intellectual level of common grace, and the spiritual and ethical. In the
course of human history he observes significant progress in the technical and

'"'Kuyper, Principles of Sacred Thenlmry 154
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intellectual areas, but at the same time a marked decline in the spiritual and ethical
Since Christian culture upholds and promotes the spiritual and ethical, the decline of
these h igher values in unregenerate society brings about an ever-growing animosity
toward the new humanity

At its core this is a spiritual conflict in which the

unbelieving world uses the gifts of common grace to battle against the God who has
granted them and also against his people on earth."
This antithetical situation is not something that Christians actively strive to
bring a bout, but it is, nevertheless, the reality they encounter in this present age,
according to Kuyper. The spiritual warfare that is carried cn between God and his
angels on the one hand, and Satan and the fallen angels on the other, is also waged on
earth between the followers of Jesus Christ and the unregenerate children of Adam
In the context of this spiritual conflict that touches all areas of human life, the
redeemed continue to struggle to live Pro Rege

This means that the church as

institute, marriage and family, the business enterprise, education, the state, and all
aspects of societal life must be governed and organized by Christian principles rooted
in the creation ordinances

As the unbelieving world's opposition to God's rule grows,

Christians find it increasingly imperative to establish separate Christian institutions and
organizations within society

Kuyper emphasizes that this battle is not one to be

fought o nly by individual Christians, but in addition, the body of Christ must press his
claims and fight against evil in a communal, organized way
This conviction leads to a position that is often called the "organizational
antithesis.""3 Abraham Kuyper urges fellow-believers to join together in establishing
separate organizations through which, in the light of Scripture and empowered by the
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Holy Spirit, they could gain insight into God's creation structures and ordinances that
hold for each particular sphere of life, could bear witness to society as a whole, and
could fight against the powers of the antichrist that are increasingly manifesting
themselves in modem life. Deeply conscious of the threat of unbelief in modem
society, he writes: "Over against such a powerful life-system we can place with any
hope of success only the movement of an antithetical life."64 He finds a biblical basis
for this especially in the New Testament epistles

For example, Kuyper points to

Paul's directive to the Corinthian Christians that they not bring their legal conflicts
before an unbelieving judge and court system, but that they establish means for
adjudicating differences among themselves. According to Kuyper, Scripture allows for
and even directs Christians to establish separate Christian organizations.65
Abraham Kuyper, then, calls on fellow-Christians to establish a wide range of
separate Christian organizations alongside of the church as institute and the Christian
school

In this regard, his influence among contemporary Reformed Christians in the

Netherlands is noteworthy

In a relatively short period of time there emerged in that

nation a powerful political party, newspapers, hospitals, labor organizations, welfare
agencies, trade associations, and a university, all of which aimed at a distinctively
Christian witness in society

66

The "isolation" of separate Christian organizations that Kuyper proposes is
limited, however

He does not advocate a disengaged community of Christians that

attempts to quarantine itself from any contact with the unbelieving world and labors
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under the misconception that it can establish the kingdom of God on earth. He has no
sympathy for an Anabaptistic view of the Christian life as cut off from the rest of
humanity and divorced from the creation

To withdraw from life and from the non-

Christian world, to create a Christian ghetto, is never Kuyper's goal.
Kuyper emphasizes that the regenerate are in the world in order to bring the
gospel to all people and to press the claims of Christ in all areas of life. He
challenges them to live out of distinctively Christian principles in such a way that they
actively and aggressively engage the unbelieving world around them

One must never

forget, s tates Kuyper, that Christ is Lord not only over the soul of the elect or over the
church, but over all humanity and over the entire creation. Scripture clearly teaches
that a ll authority in heaven and on earth has been given to the ascended Christ.6'
Kuyper, moreover, argues that living Pro Rege not only bnngs blessing to the
Christian community and glory to God, but it also confronts the unbelieving world
with J esus Christ as Savior

Furthermore, it results in the preservation of the blessings

of c ommon grace that flow to all humanity

Believers, then, are not to live for

themselves, but for God and for others.6* This becomes clear, for example, when in
the political sphere Kuyper pleads the case of Christian principles

He asserts that

these not only promote the Christian church, but also bring strength and blessing to the
entire nation.'"'
Kuyper fervently called on Christians to consistently and aggressively live Pro
Rege in this present world, using all the gifts of common grace to that end

Yet, he

did not expect that these efforts would result in overcoming all the powers of evil nor
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would they usher in the kingdom of heaven in its full and final form. He found such
tnumphaiism to be in conflict with Scripture and the confessions of the church. Until
Jesus Christ returns, at which time he will bring the kingdom in its fullness, Christian
action will bring only "an initial breakthrough of the powers of particular grace in the
visible things already present ",0 Therefore Christians must struggle to live Pro Rege
with a deep sense of modesty and humility

They must thank God for the blessings

experienced in Christ during this present age, but they must never cling to the
"accomplishments" of a Christian culture as if these are identical with the final form of
the kingdom which is yet to come
That Jesus Christ, the King, would bring that full and final form of the
kingdom of heaven Kuyper never doubted

Christ, the mediator of redemption, whose

work makes possible the regeneration of the elect, is also the new root of all creation
and the new head of the human race." The miracle of regeneration worked in the
elect by the Holy Spirit changes the direction of the heart, and this change radiates out
into the whole of this present, natural life, the realm of common grace
Kuyper writes: "Yet gradually the change in the center is completed

Of this rebirth

In due course it

strengthens and begins to manifest itself in the "issues of life," and so finally the
change or renewal becomes discernible throughout the whole periphery."" Life in its
entirety is again restored to service rendered in love to the Creator
Throughout his life-long struggle to come to clarity concerning a biblical view
of the relationship between the Christian and culture, Kuyper was concerned to avoid
and to counter the culturally irrelevant Christianity that he found to be so widespread
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in hi s day

He wants to close the door to every world-flight vision of the Christian

faith which places it on the fringes of culture and history and relegates the faith to the
realm of the private and personal

He asserts that the believing community is called to

be a city set on a hill, pointing the way to Jesus Christ and the new life for humanity
and the whole creation that is in him." It is this toward which Kuyper strives
throughout his life and thought

A powerful view of the Christian hope and calling is

summed up in Kuyper's own words:
Although through regeneration our citizenship is already in heaven, we still
continue to live in a world, in a society, and in a circle of life which all lack the
glory of Christ.
Only after we have passed through death, have received that
[new] body, and dwell in that kingdom of righteousness, shall we be completely
renewed It will be completed only in the renewal of all things. In between lies
the contest of faith."

"Ibid., 275-277.
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CHAPTER 8
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE FOUNDING
OF THE FREE UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM

Kuvner and the School Struggle
The implications of Abraham Kuyper's emphasis on living Pro Rege and his
views of organizational antithesis are clearly seen in regard to the founding of the Free
University of Amsterdam

As noted in chapter two, Groen Van Prinsterer, Abraham

Kuyper, and their followers had engaged in a decades-long struggle for the
establishment, recognition, and government financing of confessional schools on the
primary and secondary levels. This became one of the major items on the agenda of
the Anti-revolutionary Party and soon attracted the support of the Roman Catholic
community and its politicians, and later gained the backing of the Socialists, as well.
Mutual concern and cooperation in the school struggle ultimately brought about a
coalition between the Anti-revolutionary and Roman Catholic political forces, resulting
in their attainment of a majority in Parliament in 1888

The passage of legislation in

1889 providing partial financial support for confessional schools and, later, the
achievement of equal treatment and funding for all schools which was provided by the
De Visser Act of 1920 created a situation in which each confessional community was
enabled to establish and maintain its own school system

Since 1920 parents in the

Netherlands have been given a choice of various public schools in which to enroll
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their children, each of which receive full government funding.1
This equal support for all schools, however, was initially limited to the primary
and s econdary levels.

During Kuyper's campaign to establish the Free University,

there was no provision for financial assistance to any institutions of higher education,
other than the three state-controlled universities, namely, those at Groningen, Leiden,
and Utrecht

All three of these institutions were owned and fully controlled by the

national government and were represented as "Christian" in the sense that the
Netherlands itself was regarded as a Christian nation
In spite of the claim that the existing institutions were Christian, the
universities publicly espoused a position of neutrality on religious issues and
proclaimed themselves completely non-sectarian. This claim, however, was
vehemently disputed by many, especially by those in the ranks of the more
conservative Protestants and in Roman Catholic circles

Many critics of the public

universities argued that the institutions were not religiously neutral, but that they, in
fact, represented a thoroughly humanistic perspective that zealously opposed any overt
Christian influence in the academic area, attempting to relegate and restrict biblical
Christianity to a person's private, devotional life

Although from the beginning of the

school struggle the attention of Van Prinsterer and Kuyper was focused on primary
and s econdary education, they and their followers also continually expressed deep
concern about the situation in higher education and worked to gain legal recognition
and g overnmental financial support for confessional universities in addition to the
existing state institutions.
Kuyper's struggle for the establishment of confessional universities did not
arise from a conviction that the existing Dutch universities were academically inferior
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nor from the idea that Christians should withdraw from involvement with society in
general

As a scholarly individual and a graduate of the University of Leiden, he

recognized that this institution and the other Dutch universities had many gifted and
sincere professors, he acknowledged their international reputation for excellence in
academics, and he took note of the many accomplishments they had achieved. What
Kuyper and those who supported his efforts opposed was the spirit that had come to
dominate Leiden and the other national institutions of higher education

According to

Kuyper the Dutch universities had come to reflect and to be shaped by the tenets of a
God-denying humanism and a liberal theology that also held the state church in its
grip

In light of his assessment of the situation that had come to prevail in higher

education in the Netherlands, Kuyper struggled for the establishment of a university
built upon and living out of a distinctively Calvinistic profession and worldview

Interconnections between State. Church, and University
in the Netherlands: A Brief Overview

The university system in the Netherlands had gone through a long evolution
that finally resulted in the particular situation of complex intertwinements between the
state, church, and university that existed as Kuyper began his campaign for a Christian
university

It is impossible to gain an understanding of the nature, authority, and

societal role of the Dutch state, the Reformed church, or the universities in the
Netherlands of Kuyper's day without some familiarity with the historical developments
that shaped these institutions and their relationships to one another

The establishment

of the University of Leiden provides valuable insight into these issues since it is the
oldest of the Dutch institutions of higher education and was established with a rather
well-defined sense of mission
The University of Leiden was born during the lengthy struggle for Dutch
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independence from Spanish control. Philip's policies of heavy taxation, the
confiscation of property, the abridgment of the freedoms the Dutch had previously
enjoyed, and his attempt to impose Catholicism on all his subjects brought increasing
resistance from the Dutch

The oppressive measures of Philip united the Catholics of

the South and the Protestants of the North under William the Silent, Prince of Orange
who led them in the fight against Spanish tyranny

Although the full independence of

the Netherlands was not recognized by the Spanish until 1648, the successes of the
Dutch under the leadership of the House of Orange gained significant concessions
from Spain and achieved relative independence much earlier. William of Orange, the
dominant figure in this fight for independence, was a sincere Calvinist, but he
denounced all religious oppression and was successful in gaining the support not only
of C alvinists, but also of Roman Catholics, Lutherans, and Anabaptists.2
During this long struggle against the Spanish, the citizens of Leiden actively
supported and directly fought for the cause of William of Orange. As a result, Leiden
became a focal point in the conflict between the two sides and suffered relentless
attacks from the Spanish forces

Yet they remained loyal to the House of Orange,

even in the face of the famine, plague, and decimation of the population that resulted
from a lengthy Spanish siege of the city. This dogged resistance at Leiden inspired
others in the Netherlands and was a significant factor in the failure of the Spanish to
crush the opposition from the Dutch. In 1574 forces under William of Orange finally
succeeded in liberating the city whose population by that time was on the verge of
extinction.'
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William recognized the heroism of the citizens of this city and their significant
contributions to the Dutch cause by arranging for the establishment of the University
of Leiden in 1575. The Prince noted that this new university would play a crucial role
in maintaining the freedoms of the Dutch by providing educated citizens and leaders
who would shape the future of this emerging, independent nation

The mission of the

university is expressed in the words of William of Orange in a letter to the states of
Holland:
It is necessary above all else that within the country in the counties of Holland or
Zeeland a good, suitable, and honorable school or university be established, in
which the young people of these states as well as those of Brabant, Flanders, and
other neighboring lands may be educated in the right knowledge of God and in
all kinds of good, honest, and liberal arts and sciences, in order to be of service
to the lawful government of these lands.4
It is apparent that this education "in the right knowledge of God" meant that
the Calvinistic faith would serve as the foundation and the directing force for the new
university

W F. Dankbaar, in his study of Dutch Calvinism in the sixteenth century,

documents the fact that the establishment and the early years of the existence of the
University of Leiden were, in fact, intentionally and explicitly governed by Calvinistic
principles.' The necessity of establishing the university was also clear, since a learned
citizenry, created by the new university, would be crucial for the welfare of the state
At the founding of the University of Leiden, it was, furthermore, clearly stated that
one of the cntical needs that would be met by its establishment was that it would
create learned and faithful shepherds" who could provide leadership in the
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congregations of the rapidly growing Reformed community6
The University of Leiden was soon joined by other Dutch Universities:
Franeker in 1585, Groningen in 1614, Utrecht in 1636, and Harderwyk in 1648

In

addition to these, an Athenaeum was established at Deventer and another at
Amsterdam during the seventeenth century.

At the time of the conquest of Napoleon I

in 1811, however, the Universities of Franeker and Harderwyk were suppressed and
soon disappeared from the Dutch scene.7
From its beginning significant challenges confronted the University of Leiden.
Since the northern provinces of the Netherlands were predominantly Calvinistic as was
their leader, William of Orange, the new university was established with this general
orientation

Yet, there were many Roman Catholics, Lutherans, and Anabaptists as

well as Reformed Christians living in Leiden and throughout the northern provinces.
Even among the Reformed there existed a wide range of perspectives and parties.
Although the various religious communities had been united in the fight against
Spanish rule, once a degree of freedom had been achieved their longstanding
differences reasserted themselves

The place of these confessional communities in and

their relationship to the University of Leiden became an unresolved matter which
plagued the university for generations '
Further complicating the situation was the fact that at this time the line
between church and state was not precisely drawn and the relationship between the
two was unclear

The Union of Utrecht of 1579 specified the freedom of conscience
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for all citizens of the land, but other provisions in the compact, in particular, that
mandating the state to "preserve the true Christian Reformed religion," very clearly
placed Calvinists in a favored position. This lack of clarity regarding the relationship
between church and state was not one to be easily resolved and it continued to plague
the Netherlands for several centuries.'
As noted above, one of the functions stated at the founding of the University of
Leiden was that it provide theological training for the preachers in the Reformed
Church, which was declared to be the official religion in 1581

This recognition of the

Reformed Church meant it held a favored position in the land and received a state
subsidy

Other churches were free to exist and their members were allowed to

worship without hindrance, but they were placed at a distinct disadvantage in most
aspects of societal life, especially in the political arena.
The university was placed under the control of state-appointed curators and the
four burgomasters of the city who were given full power over the institution and final
say in regard to faculty appointments and dismissals in every department of the
university, including the theology department. Although the curators and burgomasters
were at least nominally members of the Reformed Church, their views regarding the
nature and role of the university as well as their appointments of professors often did
not have the support of church leaders or the majority of church members

In the face

of the frequent friction between church leaders and the university, the curators and
burgomasters jealously guarded their freedom from ecclesiastical control10
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The difficulties created by this intertwinement of church, state, and university
surfaced in a dramatic way in the early seventeenth century in connection with the
appointment of Jacob Arminius to the theology faculty at Leiden. His appointment
was made o ver strong objections voiced by many Reformed pastors and congregations
as well as by Franciscus Gomarus, a member of the theology department. The
teachings of Arminius and his followers and the opposition of Gomarus and the
Contra-Remonstrants resulted in a period of intense controversy and upheaval in the
church, the state, and the university

The explosive situation finally forced the States-

General to convene the Synod of Don in 1618-1619."
Although the synod responded to the Arminian controversy by issuing the
Canons of Dort, established a uniform church order, officially confirmed the binding
confessions of the Dutch Reformed Church, and decided other significant ecclesiastical
matters, it was unable to address or to clarify the more basic issue of the relationship
between the church and state nor could it carefully reflect upon and clarify the place
of the u niversity in Dutch society. After 1619 the Reformed Church, the state, and the
universities r emained bound together in a number of complex and often confusing
ways."
Although at the Synod of Dort the orthodox Reformed party had reasserted its
position in the Reformed Church and had achieved at least a degree of power and
influence in the government and therefore also over the universities, this domination
was limited and short-lived

Johan Huizinga notes that in the seventeenth century
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Dutch life and culture were certainly not dominated by the victory of orthodox
Calvinism at Dort. He writes: "Despite all its touches of Protestant orthodoxy, Dutch
life followed the voice of Erasmus rather than that of the great Genevan ""
Hutztnga argues further that Leiden and the other the universities in the
Netherlands developed quite apart from Calvinistic influences

He writes that they had

escaped the brunt of the influence of medieval scholasticism and that they
enjoyed exceptional freedom and far better opportunities than most to develop
new branches of learning or to add to the old In the last analysis, it was not
theology, but classical and oriental studies, and the rising sciences of anatomy,
astronomy, botany, physics and chemistry that earned our universities lasting
fame Now, all these studies were completely beyond the reach of Calvinism or
of the Calvinistic spirit.
However greatly we may prize Calvinism as a factor
in our civilization, it remains an undeniable fact that Dutch intellectual life in the
seventeenth century, seen as a whole, was but partially rooted in the doctrines
promulgated at Dordrecht.14
This "voice of Erasmus" continued to shape and direct the University of Leiden
and the other state universities in the Netherlands. The remaining years of the
seventeenth century witnessed a growing independence from Spain and the
development of the Netherlands as a commercial and colonial empire
as one of Europe's cultural centers

It also emerged

During this period the reputation of the University

of Leiden grew, attracting considerable numbers of international students. The
Netherlands and its universities became widely known not only for their high academic
level and their significant scientific achievements, but also for their spirit of tolerance
and their openness to new ideas

15
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This spirit was further fostered by the impact of the Enlightenment (De
Au/klaning) which affected every area of Dutch life. During the course of the
eighteenth century the orthodox party that supported the position of Dort steadily lost
influence within the church and the government. Orthodoxy came to be the position
of a minority among the leaders of the state, church, and government." As a result,
legal restrictions that had been placed on non-Reformed churches and the
governmental and societal policies favoring members of the state church were seldom
enforced

Doctrinal and confessional differences within and between the various faith

communities were denigrated and most Protestant churches were being drawn closer
together under the banners of nationalism and moralism

Gradually the state gained

control of virtually every area of church life. Signing a statement indicating one's
agreement with confessional standards, an act required of all government, church, and
university officials, had become little more than an empty formality or else was
ignored entirely '7
The spirit of the age was also clearly evident at the Dutch universities.
Increasingly rationalism spread throughout the institutions of higher education and the
influence of such thinkers as Descartes, Bayle, and Spinoza came to dominate. This
affected every area of intellectual life in the universities, including the departments of
theology that served as training schools for the pastors in the Reformed church.
Lagerwey notes that "even in the department of theology the rationalistic, analytical,
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critical method of Descartes found supporters
This new direction at the universities evoked forceful reactions, especially in
regard to developments in the theology departments. The orthodox party within the
Reformed Church continued to argue for the binding authority of the Reformed
confessions, not only in the ecclesiastical setting, but also at the universities, often
defending the faith in dogmatic, scholastic terms

Although their protests could not be

silenced, they were usually simply ignored. The orthodox Calvinists obviously
represented a minority position and were unable to prevent the rationalistic spirit of the
Enlightenment from dominating the universities and the rest of societal life
Many controversies that originated in the universities evolved into divisive
ecclesiastical conflicts that further fragmented, weakened, and discredited the state
church

Because of the close relationship between church, state, and university,

government officials often came to the point of forbidding further debate or discussion
on controversial theological issues in order to maintain peace and public order"
During the course of the eighteenth century there emerged a distinct division
within Dutch society, a development that had long-term effects on societal life in
general as well as on the church, the state, and the universities. Many of the
uneducated and poor within the Reformed community believed that the church had left
the true faith and no longer provided for their spiritual needs

They reacted strongly

against the rationalistic and learned discourses of their university-educated pastors and
increasingly moved toward a more experiential, mystical, pietistic form of the
Christian faith, becoming increasingly anti-cultural in their perspective

The wealthy

and educated generally embraced the new, liberal theology and celebrated the "open,
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progressive spirit" taking root in the state church. They perceived themselves as
sophisticated, enlightened individuals and wanted to distance themselves from what
they sa w as the sectarianism, dogmatism, and narrowness of the past.™
Convinced that the Reformed Church was infected by the spirit of modernism
and unwilling to reform, a significant number of those who reflected the views of
orthodox Calvinism began meeting in conventicles (gezclschappen), relying on lay
leaders and meeting in each other's homes

Confronted by a society and a church that

they viewed as steadily moving away from the Reformed faith and life and in its place
embracing a godless modernism, they retreated to focus on the cardinal truths of
Reformed Christianity and attempted to live a life of simple, biblical piety

This

withdrawal from the church and the suspicious attitude toward culture had the effect of
diminishing the influence of orthodox Calvinism in the state, church, and universities
and moved these crucial institutions even more rapidly in the direction of theological
liberalism and the spirit of the Enlightenment.:l
Toward the end of the eighteenth century the French Revolution had a
profound impact in the Netherlands, as it did throughout Europe. Many of the
educated who were in leadership roles in the nation had already become enamored
with French culture and the ideas of the French Enlightenment prior to the Revolution
Lagerwey writes of the Dutch reaction to the Revolution and the ensuing invasion of
the Netherlands by the French
The outbreak of the French Revolution was hailed by Dutch liberals as ushering
in a new period of political enlightenment, tolerance, and democracy A large
segment of the Dutch populace became hostile to the House of Orange and
welcomed the invasion of the Netherlands by French forces in 1795 As a result
of this invasion the Dutch Stadtholder was compelled to go into exile. A new
state, the Batavian Republic, was established on the ideals of the French
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Revolution: fraternity, equality, liberty, and the sovereignty of the people."
The establishment of the Batavian Republic dramatically altered virtually every
facet of Dutch life

Its effect on the church was immediate. Since the favored

position of the Reformed Church did not fit well with the new perspective of the
Revolution, in 1796 the formal connections between the church and the Dutch state
were dissolved, a move that ended any direct church influence in the universities and
also resulted in an immediate financial crisis for the church

The financial plight of

the church was further intensified since under the current government it lost control
over large amounts of property

This new policy of the clear separation of church and

state was further solidified in the new constitution of 1798

In addition to its loss of

financial support and prestige, the Reformed Church, along with all other Christian
churches, were faced with regulations strictly forbidding the display of religious
symbols and the conducting of religious meetings outside of church buildings and even
prohibiting the ringing of church bells to call people to worship

The Reformed

Church, in a weakened and vulnerable state, continued to struggle for its reestablishment as the national church, a goal that was not accomplished until
Napoleon's defeat and the end of direct French control over the Netherlands/'
During the time of French rule the attitude concerning the role of the
universities also changed. Neither the state nor its universities were regarded as
having the responsibility and task of protecting or supporting a particular religious
stance

The universities, instead, were to encourage and cultivate morality among all

citizens, equipping them to be responsible citizens, to pursue individual happiness, and
to lead good and useful lives. Anything that could be construed as narrowness or
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sectarianism was immediately and completely rejected .
With the restoration of the House of Orange in the Netherlands in 1813, the
Reformed Church was once again established as the state church. However, this was
not s imply a return to the earlier structure, but a situation in which the state exercised
considerably more direct control than at any time in the past

King William I had

spent the previous eighteen years of exile in England and on returning to the
Netherlands was determined to restructure the Dutch church along the lines of the
Church of England. The new system abolished the presbyterian form of church
government and instituted a centralized administration with various levels of synods,
classes, and consistories, all of which were under the firm control of the state. Local
congregations no longer had any part in selecting their own pastors or in supervising
their preaching and teaching

As a result, there arose widespread tension as the

university-educated pastors and local churches found themselves at odds over the
interpretation of the Reformed faith.
In addressing the matter of creedal standards for the national Reformed Church,
the state-controlled central ruling body refused to recognize the Canons of Dort as an
authoritative doctrinal statement

Instead, it identified only the Heidelberg Catechism

and the Belgic Confession as the creedal standards of the church, and required merely
a qu alified subscription to these by pastors and church leaders. Those with
reservations about specific teachings in the creeds were, nevertheless, deemed qualified
to serve

The new church structure was obviously intended to serve as a unifying

force in the land, making room in the Reformed Church for a wide range of liberal
and conservative viewpoints and parties

Many, however, especially those of the

orthodox Calvinistic viewpoint, found the situation of the re-established Reformed
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Church less than satisfactory .35
As a result of these developments, by the end of the eighteenth and the early
part of the nineteenth centuries the Dutch Reformed Church had become a church
whose members held widely divergent views

The Reveil served to bring additional

fragmentation to the national church, not only further separating the liberals from the
conservatives, but also dividing the various factions of conservatives from one another
There were within the church those who eagerly embraced the modern spirit,
repudiating the church's historic confessions and questioning fundamental tenets of the
Reformed faith. But there were also significant numbers who opposed the new
directions in the church, holding fast to the old teachings and working to purify the
church. Finally, there were those who believed that the church was beyond reform
and who therefore separated themselves from the state church in order to find spiritual
support and growth in the conventicles.36
The Reformed Church in the Netherlands was able to maintain at least a
superficial unity until the Afscheiding (Secession of 1834), which was the first major
break of Reformed Christians from the state church

This led to the establishment of

numerous independent Reformed churches throughout the Netherlands, the members of
which were subjected to considerable persecution and virtual exclusion from
meaningful roles in government, the universities, and society

In spite of this, the

numbers of those separating themselves from the state church grew steadily throughout
the nineteenth century, climaxing in the departure of the Doleantie, in which more than
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a half million members joined Kuyper in the leaving the church in 1886 :7
These developments in church-state relationships and within the state church
itself, to gether with the impact of the Enlightenment spirit, deeply affected all levels of
education in the Netherlands

Chapter two provides a brief overview of their impact

on prim ary and secondary education

The three Dutch universities were also deeply

affected is they continued to evolve during this time

By the early nineteenth century

the Dutch institutions of higher education, like the church, were under the firm control
of a government that was struggling to forge national unity through state control of
virtually every aspect of society and through de-emphasizing doctrinal and
confessional differences. Whether in the university, the church, or society in general,
protests a gainst the direction of state rule or its heavy-handedness accomplished little.
Views in opposition to state policy were suppressed and only those who condoned it
achieved or retained leadership roles :s
In spite of the apparent futility of fighting the situation that had developed in
the chur ch, state, and universities, there were some intellectuals who aggressively
attempted to stem the tide of modernism

Especially at the University of Leiden, there

were ort hodox leaders such as Groen Van Prinsterer, Schotsman, Bilderdijk, Da Costa,
Molenaar, and Capadose, who called for the church, the universities, and the Dutch
nation to wholeheartedly embrace and live out of the principles of orthodox Calvinism
The co ncerns of these men are evident in the titles and topics of the protest documents
they wr ote: Schotsman's "Eerezuil Voor DorJl" ("A Pillar of Honor for Don") in 1819
presents a defense of the faith of the Synod of Dort; Da Costa's "Bezwaren Tegen Den
GeesI D er Eenw" ("Objections Against the Spirit of the Age") in 1823 warns against
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the profound and extensive intrusion of Enlightenment ideas in the church, politics,
education, and society as a whole, and D Molenaar's "Adres aan alle mijne
Hervomide Geloofsgenooien" ("An Address to All My Fellow Reformed Christians")
in 1827, which is call for a national synod to restore the authority of the Reformed
confessions as living statements which are binding for leaders of the church. These
individuals and their writings stirred up considerable controversy, but, as Lagerwey
states: "The great majority of the educated upper classes (the voters) was too
enlightened to take seriously the protests of the narrow, strict Calvinists, who were
accused, moreover, of disturbing the peace of church and state."29 Although such
orthodox Reformed spokespersons did not succeed in changing the direction of Dutch
society, their impact was considerable on many of their students, including Scholte,
Van Velzen, Brummelkamp, Meerburg, and Van Raalte as well as on others whom
they reached through their speaking and writing.30 The efforts of such orthodox
Calvinists paved the way for the Secession of 1834 and also for the significant waves
of emigration to the United States which occurred from 1845 to 1920 31
Nevertheless, apart from this vocal minority, there was within the government
and at the universities virtually no interest in an attempt to stem the tide of modernism
in church or society nor in the development or the pursuit of the sciences on a
Calvinistic foundation

Most viewed religion as a private, personal concern, having

little if any significance for academic work in general

The overwhelming majority of

those appointed to positions in the universities spoke out against what they regarded as
narrow sectarianism, arguing that the prevailing attitude must be one of openness and
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tolerance toward all views

However, since the theology departments in the

universities were still charged with the task of preparing pastors for the Reformed
Church, the relationship between this area of the university and the Reformed faith
became increasingly problematic

Understandably, as liberal theology came to

dominate the theology departments in the universities, these bore the brunt of the
criticism from the orthodox Calvinistic parties.

Kuvper's Assessment of Nineteenth Century Dutch Universities

The various currents of nineteenth-century European thought were undoubtedly
well re presented in Dutch academic circles and in the universities. In theological
studies as in the other disciplines the emphasis was on inclusiveness and breadth rather
than on stressing the Reformed perspective. Louis Praamsma notes Kuyper's
assessment of the wide range of viewpoints that existed in the theology department at
Leiden in the mid-nineteenth century, a situation paralleled in the other universities of
the N etherlands:
In one of his first publications Kuyper offers a survey, he speaks of "Groningers,
Evangelicals, followers of the Leiden school. Old Modems, Young Modems,
Empincals, Ethicals, Criticals, Irenicals, Confessionals, Friends of the Truth,
Kohlbruggians, Followers of De Liefde, of Irving, of Darby, Baptists, and more
of the same." Then he goes on to make the interesting observation that most of
these divisions are caused more by persons than by principles.5:
By commenting that the divisions are more the result of persons than
principles, Kuyper asserts that the differences and conflicts between these groups are
relatively insignificant in comparison to the greater struggle that is being waged within
the t heology departments, the universities, and society as a whole. He points to the
French Revolution as the crucial turning point. He writes: "Voltaire's mad cry, 'Down
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with the scoundrel,' was aimed at Christ himself, but this cry was merely the
expression of the most hidden thought from which the French Revolution sprang.""
According to Kuyper, the spirit of the French Revolution contends for the
emancipation of humanity from God's sovereign rule in all areas of life, and, therefore,
is anti-Christian at its heart. He points to its powerful influence in Europe and
throughout the world, as it continually undermines and destroys what had been firmly
established by centuries of Christian influence

Kuyper sums up his assessment in the

following terms:
There is no doubt then that Christianity is imperilled by great and serious
dangers Two life systems are wrestling with one another, in mortal combat
Modernism is bound to build a world of its own from the data of the natural
man, and to construct man himself from the data of nature, while, on the other
hand, all those who reverently bend the knee to Christ and worship Him as the
Son of the living God, and God himself, are bent upon saving the "Christian
Heritage" The is the struggle in Europe, this is the struggle in America, and this
also, is the struggle for principles in which my own country is engaged, and in
which I myself have been spending all my energy for nearly forty years "
Abraham Kuyper argues that the spirit of the French Revolution which
undergirds the modern movements that lead to revolution, liberalism, and socialism
cannot provide meaning in life nor can it solve the complex problems facing modem
civilization

Yet, Kuyper does not oppose change nor does he attempt to re-establish

stability on the foundations of the medieval past. He believes that God's plan for
humanity and the rest of his creation involves progress, i.e., the unfolding of the
potential of creation

He argues, however, that it is Calvinism rather than modem

humanism that gives valid insight into the nature of life and can lead humanity in the
proper unfolding of human culture. James Skillen notes that "Kuyper's stance against
these 'modernists' was one of opposition to their fundamental principles and faith-
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assumptions about the meaning of this life which all men hold in common, precisely
because he believed that this common life belongs to God."35
Kuyper reflects on the specific nature of the threat from the liberal theology of
his day, which he identifies as one of the significant outgrowths of the spirit of the
French Revolution, and attempts to present a proper Christian response to it in a
speech first delivered in Amsterdam in 1871, "Hel Modemisme een Fata Morgana op
Chrisielijk Gebied" ("Modernism, a Fata Morgana in the Christian Domain").36
Although his primary focus concerns liberalism and its impact on the church, Kuyper
argues that its influence extends far beyond ecclesiastical matters.
Liberal theology, according to Kuyper, is like the Fata Morgana since it has no
reality of its own in spite of its majestic appearance and attractiveness. He claims that
it b orrows its ideas from Christianity, but that it attempts to understand the Christian
faith in light of a humanistic paganism, in this way utterly distorting the true faith
Although liberal theology claims to be Protestant, Kuyper maintains that its roots
actually lie in a rationalism rejected and opposed by the Protestant Reformation

He

asserts that liberalism is empty, removed from reality, and loses itself in shadows and
forms

Although it uses the language of Christianity, it leaves its adherents with "no

real G od, no true prayer, no real providence, the reality of human life threatened, sin
unreal, no actual ideal, no true history, no sound criticism, no consistent dogma, and
as little a real Church "" Kuyper, then, stresses that liberalism offers no firm ground
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on which to stand and that it provides no foundation that can serve as the basis for
theoretical thought or the university
In spite of claiming an openness that they charge is lacking in traditional
Christianity, liberals, according to Kuyper, are, in fact, among the most intolerant and
dogmatic

Acknowledging that orthodox Christians hold to dogmas based on

Scripture. Kuyper points out that liberals also have their dogmas to which they
tenaciously hold, insisting that all others also acknowledge these as the truth

He

writes: "The Modernist likewise says: 'We confess, and v/hoever thinks otherwise
forfeits his claim to the title of being an enlightened, cultured person.'" Having
specified certain of the liberal dogmas, Kuyper continues: "Of course, he is welcome
to believe such things, but it is also our right to challenge their lack of reality""
Kuyper attempts to expose and to battle this liberal intolerance toward the positions of
orthodox Christians and others in the church, society, and politics

And, he states, this

same liberal spirit has firmly in its grip the life of the national universities in the
Netherlands, effectively precluding a consistent Christian approach in higher education
as well as preventing other confessional communities from building on their distinct
foundations
At the same time that they were busy fighting the battles over primary and
secondary education, Kuyper, Van Pnnsterer, and others holding similar views
explored options that might be available to provide a Christian perspective in higher
education. They recognized that changing the existing system of public support which
limited funding to the few state-controlled universities would be extremely difficult,
yet they felt they had no choice but to carry on the battle in this crucial area of life
Through the power of the press, the work of the Anti-revolutionary Party, and the

"Ibid., 32.
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organization and empowerment of the kleine luyden (the common people), Kuyper
began to lay the foundation for establishment of a Calvinistic university.

Politics and the Founding of a Christian University

The attempts by Kuyper and others to establish a Calvinistic university were
significantly affected by a number of constitutional and legislative changes that took
place during the course of the nineteenth century. The revolutions that swept Europe
in 18 48 did not leave the Netherlands untouched. As elsewhere, among the Dutch also
there was widespread dissatisfaction among the populace and the call for governmental
reform." Yet, the situation in the Netherlands was more controlled and moderate than
that f ound elsewhere in Europe

Through the press and electoral unions, the liberals

patiently worked for a thorough constitutional revision

Initially this effort was not

enthusiastically embraced by the King nor by the Second Chamber. In a short time,
however, the King had become so fearful of an impending revolution that he
determined to avert such a catastrophe in the Netherlands by allowing more moderate
proposals for constitutional revision. Working under the authority of the King and
within clearly defined parameters, a constitutional commission completed its work and
submitted its revisions to the Second Chamber in August of 1848. After a week of
debate, all of the proposals were accepted by a large majority. The First Chamber also
gave nearly unanimous approval in the following month and in November the King
confirmed the revised constitution

Although the reforms were more moderate than

those achieved through the revolutions elsewhere in Europe in 1848, in the
Netherlands the revised constitution was not quickly withdrawn as so many others

"Charles Breunig, The Age of Revolution and Reaction. 1789-1850. 2d ed., The
Norton History of Modem Europe Series, ed Felix Gilbert (New York W W Norton
& C ompany, 1977), 252-253.
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were, but continued in force for decades, providing the basis for new freedoms for the
Dutch people40
Among other provisions, the Constitution of 1848 mandated complete freedom
in higher education. Precisely what this entailed, however, was unclear and at the
time no specific legislation was passed to implement and further define the
constitutional guarantee." After the enactment of the new constitution, the three stateowned and state-controlled universities in the Netherlands, those at Groningen, Leiden,
and Utrecht, continued to function much like they had prior to the revisions

All three

continued to espouse a position of neutrality on religious issues, although they were
still viewed as "Christian" in the sense that the Netherlands regarded itself as a
Christian nation. The universities still included divinity schools, the primary function
of which was to prepare students for pastorates in the state church
Further developments occurred in 1876 when the Heemskerk higher education
law governing all institutions of higher learning in the Netherlands was passed
Abraham Kuyper had been involved in the early stages of the debate over this bill in
Parliament, but in February of 1876 he suffered a nervous collapse and left the
Netherlands for sixteen months in an effort to regain his strength

When he returned

in May of 1877 the law had already been passed and its provisions were in force."
The Heemskerk law provided that individuals, confessional communities, and
churches could legally establish universities provided that they met the specific
requirements established by the state

One of these requirements was that the

institution must have five colleges: liberal arts, law, medicine, theology, and natural
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science. The Hecmskerk higher education law, however, did not grant the diplomas
and de grees from such institutions the legal status effeclus civilis. This meant that
graduates of these schools would have to pass examinations at the national universities
in order to have their degrees validated or to enter any of the learned professions.
Furthermore, there was no provision for any public financial support for new
universities or for the students attending them.'"
Another of the law's provisions stipulated that the state universities should no
longer t each systematic or practical theology, since these tended to be sectarian in
nature a nd were, therefore, inappropriate at a neutral, state institution. Instead, the
universities were now to study the "science of religion" as a human phenomenon.
Nevertheless, the relationship between the government and the state church was still
extremely close, and since the universities supplied the church with its pastors, the law
allowed the state church's general synod to appoint two religion professors at each
university

Although most of the theological education that students received at the

universities would be from non-sectarian, state-appointed individuals, the two churchappointed professors had the specific task of equipping the students for service in the
Reformed Church

44

Such an approach to the issue of freedom in higher education was predictably
unacceptable to Kuyper and to those who shared his perspective. For several years
Kuyper had been writing in De SlanJaanJ and De Heroin about the need for a
distinctively Christian university and he had explored in some depth the principles that
should guide it. The approach of the Heemskerk higher education law alarmed not
only Kuyper, but many others as well

Dr Gunning, a Reformed leader who disagreed

•"Frank Vanden Berg, Abraham Kuyper (Grand Rapids Wm B Eerdmans
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with Kuyper on many issues, nevertheless proposed that the only hope for the church
was the establishment of a Christian university in the Netherlands

Kuyper, agreeing

to cooperate in this venture, joined Gunning and other leaders to form a broadly-based
association of Christians in order to lay the foundation for such a university
However, the wide-ranging views and often conflicting ideas of those involved
doomed it to failure, Kuyper quickly came to the conclusion that a fundamental
confessional unity would be required to succeed in the formidable task of establishing
a Christian university/5
Although discouraged by the failure to gain support for a Christian university
in the mid 1870's, resistance to Kappeyne's school law of 1877 galvanized support for
Christian education on all levels. In 1878 the "Society for Higher Education on the
Basis of Reformed Principles" was organized at Utrecht by Kuyper and other
Reformed leaders. In the following year it received legal status and, with the election
of four trustees and four directors, the groundwork for the establishment of a
Reformed university was in place.46
When Kuyper announced the formation of this society, the initial response was
one of considerable skepticism, opposition, and even ridicule

Many claimed there

was no need for such a separatists institution and that its existence would be divisive
in nature. It was noted, too, that Kuyper and his colleague F L Rutgers had been
offered appointments to the theology department at Amsterdam's municipal university,
but had refused them

Kuyper defended his actions, noting that the appointment of a

few orthodox Calvinists at a secular institution does not result in a Reformed
education

He asserted that the vision of a Reformed university was considerably
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broader than simply having orthodox Calvinists teaching in a theology department at a
secular institution

47

There was widespread opposition to the founding of a Calvinistic university on
the part of a significant number of Reformed Christians as well as by the nonReformed. Facing fierce opposition was nothing new to Kuyper, for since the early
1870's as the Anti-revolutionary Party had gradually gained in strength and influence,
he had been confronted with charges of being a dangerous influence and disturbing the
peace of the land

Kuyper repeatedly rejected such attacks, urging his followers to

remain faithful to the confession of Jesus Christ and to the Reformed cause.4"
Two significant critics were well-known leaders in the state church, J. J Van
Toorenenbergen and A W Bronsveld

Kuyper engaged both in public debate on the

pages of De He rat aas well as formulating well-documented, published responses to
their criticisms

Especially significant is Kuyper's "Slrikl Genomen" ("Strictly

Speaking") in which he answers Bronsveld's claims that historically only the state and
the church have the right to found universities,4' In this work Kuyper traces the
history of the university in Europe and, on the basis of statute law as well as on the
foundation of the demands of science as understood in the Reformed tradition, argues
for the right of confessional societies to found "free" universities

In the course of its

216 pages, in "Sinkl Genomen" Kuyper masterfully undermines the position espoused
by Bronsveld and argues the case for the legitimacy of and the need for the Free
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University of Amsterdam

50

In spite of such powerful opposition, Kuyper and those involved with him in
the Society for Higher Education on the Easis of Reformed Principles aggressively
moved forward with plans for the institution. A decision was made to establish the
university in Amsterdam, the nation's most significant city and the center of its
cultural, ecclesiastical, and political life

Kuyper wanted to convey the message that

the establishment of this Calvinistic institution was in no sense a retreat from society
and culture, but that the supporters of the Free University intended to engage the
crucial issues of the nation and the world."
Late in 1879 Abraham Kuyper and F L Rutgers, co-leader of the Doleantie,
were appointed as professors of theology at the new university

Since the Free

University was not scheduled to open until the following year, in the months following
their appointments both men worked promoting the cause of the institution throughout
the Netherlands and conferring with leaders in the Reformed community

A sense of

the great magnitude of this undertaking pervaded the meetings that were held, yet this
was accompanied by a profound belief that obedience to God demanded such a
pressing of the claims of Jesus the King in this crucial area of life. The commitment
to live Pro Rege would not allow the Calvinistic community to abandon the area of
higher education to those who refused to bow before the sovereignty of God

The

closing words of the speech Kuyper delivered a few months later at the ceremonies
marking the opening of the Free University embody the spirit that drove those
committed to its founding:
Surely if this enterprise did not depend on the Mighty One of Jacob, how would

''Abraham Kuyper, "Sinki Genomen" (Amsterdam J H. Kruyt, 1880) chaps 1-2
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stand7

it be able to
Because I do not exaggerate, it is against everything some
call great, it is against the world of learning, it is against the entire age, an age
of such tremendous charm that we begin the foundation of this school
Therefore, if you feel you must, you may freely look down upon our persons, our
power, and our intellectual significance. "To esteem God as everything and all
people as nothing," is the Calvinistic credo that is presented to you as our full
claim "
During the months immediately prior to the opening of the Free University, it
became increasingly obvious that it was rapidly gaining the favor of large numbers of
Reformed people and was also winning greater financial support. As the specifics of
the university's structure became public and the initial appointments to the faculty
were made, excitement continued to grow among its supporters and even its opponents
were forced to acknowledge that the university would, in fact, become a reality
The struggle to gain adequate financial support for the institution was a
difficult one that began with its conception and continued for decades. In the history
of the Netherlands no enterprise of this magnitude had ever been attempted without the
guarantee of public funding
demise of the Free University

As a result, many predicted a short struggle and the rapid
Yet, such was not the case. Financial support, which

began slowly at first, continued to grow steadily, enabling the university to expand
beyond its sparse beginnings

The initial funding of 100,000 guilders, an amount

required by law before a new university could open its doors, was provided by the
"Founders," a group of forty men and women committed to the cause."
From the beginning of the movement to establish a Reformed university,
however, most of the financial support for the university did not come from a small
group of wealthy individuals, but rather from those whom Kuyper called the "kleinc
luyJen," the "little people " Kuyper had a unique ability to share his vision and his
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enthusiasm for a Reformed university with the common people. In a letter requesting
financial support, the necessity for and the vision behind the Free University are
clearly indicated:
If no Christian university is established, then we must fear that the higher
academic education of our national life will be surrendered to unbelief, that
science will become an instrument used against the glory of Christ, and that the
whole body of statesmen, lawyers, medical doctors, and literary men, together
with the natural scientists, will become, with all their influence and power,
apostles of naturalism—which in the end will kill all spiritual life.54
It was this vision, coupled with the faith that God would certainly bless such a
work that was done in obedience, that gripped the "kleine lityden" and moved the
institution from mere concept to reality

The Free University began and continued to

develop as a university devoted to the glory of God and as a school faithfully
supported by the "kleine Inyden" With the basic structures and financing in place and
with a few of the faculty appointments made and accepted, the directors of the
university set October 20, 1880 as the opening day for the Vrije Universiieit le

AmstcnJant. the Free University of Amsterdam "
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CHAPTER 9
SPHERE SOVEREIGNTY AND THE FREE UNIVERSITY

Preparations for the Opening of the Free University

The tireless efforts of Abraham Kuyper, F. L Rutgers, and others associated
with th e "Society for Higher Education on the Basis of Reformed Principles"
succeeded in establishing enough popular support so that an opening date for the Free
University of Amsterdam was announced

There remained, however, considerable

questioning of this endeavor not only on the part of those outside the Reformed
community, but also on the part of those actively working for reform in the church and
the lif e of the nation

Particularly among those connected with the Afscheiding the

debate regarding Kuyper's efforts raged

In the years immediately preceding the

opening of the free the matter was discussed and debated frequently on the pages of
the A fscheiding publication, De Vrije Kcrk

At best only a limited support and

qualified approval came from such Afscheiding leaders as Henncus Beuker and D K.
Wielenga.1
In the period from April to June of 1880 Kuyper wrote a series of seven
articles in De Heroin under the title "Sons of the Same House," in which he focuses on
the "g reat purpose on which we embark," namely, the reuniting of all Reformed
Christians

It is clear that Kuyper believed that once it had been established and had

!James A De Jong, "Henricus Beuker and De Vrije Kerk on Abraham Kuyper and
the Free University," in Building the House Essays on Christian Education, ed James
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proven itself, the Free University would become a rallying point for Calvinists
throughout the Netherlands and that it would bring a new vitality and unity to the
troubled and divided Reformed community/
Kuyper effectively used De Heraut to keep the Reformed community in the
Netherlands fully informed about virtually every facet of the preparations for the new
university and delineated each step of the progress made in its establishment. He
shared with his readers the details of the pressing issues involved in founding a
distinctively Calvinistic university, reflecting on matters ranging from the difficult
search for acceptable faculty members to the ever-pressing financial concerns, such as
securing adequate funds and setting appropriate faculty salaries. As Stellingwerff
notes: "The founding of the Free University was therefore an entirely public matter,
although often the important decisions were made in a small committee
The months immediately preceding the opening of the university were times of
extreme pressure and constant activity

During this time the structure for governing

the Free University was still taking shape and the amount of work to be done was
extraordinary. Kuyper continued to face the task of gaining further moral and
financial support for the cause as well as responding to its critics

During this time in

a one-month period he wrote Slrikl Genomen. a book of over two hundred pages in
which he argues the legitimacy of the work he had undertaken

An even more

pressing concern than that of responding to the charges of various critics, however,
was that of determining who should fill the university's teaching positions

Prior to

the actual opening of the Free University, only five professors had been appointed and
had accepted: Abraham Kuyper, F L Rutgers, and Ph J Hoedemaker in theology: D
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P D Fabius in law; and F W J Dilloo in letters.4

Opening Ceremonies

The opening ceremonies for the Free University consisted of a series of
meetings in the course of three days
public

Of these assemblies, four were open to the

On the morning of Tuesday, October 19, Jonkheer P J Elout van

Soeterwoude read the names of the Founders during the opening session in the chancel
of the Nieirwe Kerk. Rutgers followed this by leading a general meeting of the
"Society for Higher Education on the Basis of Reformed Principles." That evening at
a p ublic meeting, Ph. J Hoedemaker delivered a dedicatory address stressing the
critical need for a Calvinistic university

He based his comments on 1 Sa muel 13:19

NIV, "Not a blacksmith could be found in the whole land of Israel, because the
Philistines had said, 'Otherwise the Hebrews will make swords or spears!'" On
Wednesday in the Nietiwe Kerk, Abraham Kuyper, as rector of the university,
delivered the inaugural address, "Sonvereiniteil in Eigen Kring" ("Sphere
Sovereignty"). This was followed by a reception hosted by Kuyper and W Hovy,
chairman of the Board of Directors. On Wednesday evening J. W Felix, president of
the Curators led a time of thanksgiving that was open to the public. Thursday's
activities included a conference on preaching conducted by Rutgers and a speech by
D P D Fabius, professor of law

5

Abraham Kuyper's inaugural address served as the centerpiece of the festivities
and provided an opportunity to publicly state the course charted by the new university
It w as in the context of this celebration that Kuyper laid before the leaders of the
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nation, the church, and Dutch society the mission of the Free University

To fully

comprehend Kuyper's address, it is helpful to take note of the constitution of the
audience to which Kuyper spoke on that day

It included the Dutch Minister of

Domestic Affairs; Amsterdam's Burgomaster, City Clerk, and four Aldermen, the
Rector and Secretary of the Municipal University in Amsterdam; seven Antirevolutionary Members of Parliament, and a great many delegates representing other
Christian organizations in the Netherlands, the rest of Europe, and the United States.
In addition to these dignitaries, there were three rows of chairs reserved for officials
and committee members of the "Society for Higher Education on the Basis of
Reformed Principles," fourteen rows for preachers, fourteen rows for members and
patrons of the Society, nine rows for ladies, and three for the general public. The
physical limitations of the meeting hall severely reduced the number of those who
could attend. The occasion obviously attracted considerable attention throughout the
Netherlands, as is evident from the fact that journalists representing at least twenty
three newspapers and magazines attended and reported on the ceremonies."
Kuyper's address was a lengthy one, lasting well over one hour

It draws

heavily on the spirit of Dutch nationalism and yet moves far beyond any patriotic
narrowness, holding forth the Reformed faith as the only valid foundation for true
knowledge and the proper basis for the university

Stellingwerff describes it as

romantic and Calvinistic, with much ostentation and still also easily understood by all
those present.' He comments further that it was not intended by Kuyper to be a
learned, highly academic discourse that one might expect in an inaugural or rectorial
address, but rather a clear and forceful defense of the daring venture of this unique
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university.'
Kuyper's address, like a good Dutch Reformed sermon, is divided into three
main p arts: the first focuses on the Free University's national significance, the second
on its academic aims, and the third on its Reformed character

In each section,

although Kuyper evokes numerous images and often employs colorful language, his
central arguments and his line of thought are easy to follow

Sphere Sovereignty and the State

In light of the severe and persistent opposition that Kuyper and the "Society for
Higher Education on the Basis of Reformed Principles" had encountered when they
made public their plans to found a distinctively Calvinistic university in the
Netherlands, the content and tone of the first section of his speech are understandable.
Those supporting the establishment of the Free University were being accused of
fostering an institution that was harmful to national unity, divisive for societal life in
general, and, therefore, patently unpatriotic.
Throughout the entirety of "Souvereinileit in Eigen Knng," and especially in
the opening section, Abraham Kuyper connects the heart and spirit of Calvinism to the
national struggle for the freedoms that the Dutch highly prized

He points out to his

listeners that it was the early Calvinists who led the Dutch resistance to the autocratic,
oppressive rule of Philip of Spain, finally and at great cost, achieving full
independence for the Netherlands

Later, in the face of the devastating and pervasive

impact of the French Revolution with its false gospel of liberty and Napoleon's
subsequent conquest of the Dutch, it was the Calvinists who consistently fought this
oppression, once again winning Dutch freedom from foreign rule

'Ibid
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Kuyper, a study of the history of the Netherlands' struggles against its foreign
oppressors substantiates his claim that Calvinism by its very nature strives for and
upholds the cause of freedom, laying to rest any questions concerning the patnotism of
the Dutch Calvinists
Kuyper is not, however, merely concerned to demonstrate that Calvinism has
been a powerful force fighting for Dutch freedom and national sovereignty

The brunt

of his argument, especially in the first section of his address, concerns Calvinism's
battle for a genuine freedom that can be experienced in the totality of life only when
God's sovereignty is properly acknowledged

According to Kuyper, without such

recognition and without a biblical insight into the nature of created reality, all notions
of freedom will be distorted and will ultimately result in bondage and oppression
In the early part of his address Kuyper focuses on the crisis confronting
European society in the latter part of the nineteenth century

He attempts to identify

the underlying issues of the contemporary situation and also evaluates the traditional
solutions being proposed. He writes:
What is that way of life presently under assault'' What is at stake in this crisis
also for our nation'' And who would dare to repeat the customary answers: that
the battle is between progress and tradition, or between the simple and the
complex, or between the ideal and the real, or between the poor and the rich0
The inadequacy, unreasonableness, and shallowness of each of these diagnoses
has been exposed to the clear light of day
The present crisis of the nations
does not center on inequality, self-interest, or justice, but on a living person, on
Him who once swore to being King, on Him who once sacrificed His life on the
cross of Golgotha for the sake of his claim to royal sovereignty '
Kuyper, therefore, argues that the real, underlying issue that confronts modem
society as it has confronted those of the past is whether it recognizes and submits to
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Jesus Christ as the sovereign Ruler over the totality of life or whether it vehemently
denies and opposes this claim. Ultimately only two positions present themselves to
people and to societal institutions. On this issue the whole of humanity and all of
human culture is antithetically divided.10
To further clarify his argument for the sovereignty of Jesus Christ, Kuyper
explains that by "sovereignty" he means "the authority that possesses the right and
duty, and wields the power to break and punish all resistance to its will." Certainly,
he argues, "absolute sovereignty cannot reside in any creature, but must coincide with
the majesty of God," Therefore, this God who is the Creator and director of all things
exists as the only absolute and supreme Sovereign."
Kuyper emphasizes that God as the sovereign Ruler, through Jesus Christ,
delegates his authority to persons who function through various offices in each of the
life spheres

But, he observes, this raises an important question, namely, whether God

delegates his sovereignty to a single person in an undivided fashion or whether an
earthly sovereign is granted power and authority only within a limited sphere, one that
is r estricted by other spheres in which other people are given sovereignty.1"
Both viewpoints, according to Kuyper, have had their supporters

Certainly

history and the contemporary situation offer many examples of those who advocate
total sovereignty for specific individuals or institutions. The medieval situation in
which the church ruled supreme has in modem times given way to "a running battle
between the emancipated cultural spheres of the state, of natural science, of industry
and c ommerce, and so forth," as each of these spheres has struggled "to acquire the
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supremacy one over the

other."13

By Kuyper's day the state had effectively asserted its

power, resulting in a situation in which the "state has unlimited powers to command,
disposing over persons, over their lives, over their rights, over their conscience, even
over their faith." It is the inclination of sinful humanity and society, in its rebellious
rejection of God's sovereignty and in contempt for his Word, to attempt to locate
absolute power in some part of the creation.14
Kuyper finds any approach that denies the sovereignty of God to be completely
unacceptable. He repeatedly singles out and refutes contemporary notions of popular
sovereignty which had climaxed in the French Revolution, but which, nevertheless,
continued to exert tremendous influence in the Netherlands and beyond. The
fundamental assertion underlying popular sovereignty, namely that ultimate sovereignty
resides not in God, but in the individuals that comprise society, Kuyper finds to be
diametrically opposed to the Christian confession

He writes of this approach

The sovereign God is dethroned and man with his free will is placed on the
vacant seat. It is the will of man which determines all things All power, all
authority proceeds from man. Thus one comes from the individual man to the
many men, and in those many men conceived as the people, there is thus hidden
the deepest fountain of all sovereignty."
As implied in the preceding quotation, another notion involved in the
perspective of popular sovereignty that Kuyper rejects as thoroughly unbiblical is the
idea that society could be regarded merely as an aggregate of individuals

He argues
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that the Bible reveals that humanity is an organic body."
In addition to his opposition to the tenets of popular sovereignty, Abraham
Kuyper also identifies the theory that advocates the sovereignty of the state as an
unbiblical viewpoint that wielded considerable influence in his day

The most

powerful form of this theory, according to Kuyper, is a view that arose from the roots
of G erman philosophical pantheism

In this view the state is perceived as the "highest,

the r ichest, the most perfect idea of the relation between man and man."1' According
to K uyper, this perspective is correct in rejecting a fundamental notion underlying
popular sovereignty, namely, that the state is simply the sum of all its individuals,
rather affirming that it is an organic whole. However, in asserting the absolute
sovereignty of the state over all of life, those advocating such a viewpoint attempt to
eclipse the sovereignty of the Creator and, therefore, come under the judgment of
God's Word. Kuyper points to the distortion of life that flows from such a view:
There is no other right, but the immanent right which is written down in the law
The law is right, not because its contents are in harmony with the eternal
pnnciples of right, but because it is /ate If on the morrow it fixes the very
opposite, this also must be right. And the fruit of this deadening theory is, as a
matter of course, that the consciousness of right is blunted, that all fixedness of
nght departs from our minds, and that all higher enthusiasm for right is
extinguished That which exists is good, because it exists, and it is no longer the
will of God, of Him Who created us and knows us, but it becomes the everchanging will of the State, which, having no one above itself, actually becomes
God, and has to decide how our life and our existence shall be "
Kuyper not only rejects these prevailing modem, secular theories regarding the
state, its sovereignty, and its sphere of influence, but he also criticizes the Roman
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Catholic theory of the nature, tasks, and interrelationships of two basic spheres of
authority, namely, the church and the state

In the first place, Kuyper rejects the idea

that there are only two basic areas of life, that which pertains to human, earthly
concerns and the other to divine affairs. Rather, he insists that all of life is a matter of
the divine-human, covenantal relationship and that God has structured his creation so
that, in the course of history, it differentiates into many separate societal spheres
Therefore the proper understanding of the spheres of influence of the church and the
state must be drawn along lines other than the pattern found in Roman Catholicism
Secondly, Abraham Kuyper rejects the Roman Catholic principle of
"subsidiarity," a position that holds that "one sphere, state or science, for example,
would be subsidiary to the church."19 James Skillen notes:
Kuyper's argument is different from that of "subsidiarity" which stresses a
natural, vertical hierarchy of responsibilities in social life along with the rightful
autonomy of the various parts within the societal "whole" which the state
governs In the subsidiarity argument the state is charged with the protection and
promotion of the common good of the whole society, whereas Kuyper is
suggesting a more horizontal concept of social spheres, among which the state
has a less encompassing responsibility.20
Skillen observes that Kuyper repudiated the notion that the state is a higher,
primary authority that stands above and takes within itself the other, secondary and
subordinate societal spheres. Such a view, according to Kuyper, ascribes far too much
authority to the sphere of the state21
Abraham Kuyper's theory of sphere sovereignty, therefore, opposes the notion
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of p opular sovereignty and the philosophical mystification of the state in modem
German thought, as well as the prevailing Roman Catholic pnnciple of subsidiarity
According to Kuyper, God's Word leads the regenerate to a different understanding.
With r enewed hearts they accept the biblical teaching that the triune God alone is
supremely sovereign

No human theories, philosophies, or courses of action may

attempt to limit the sovereignty of God, the kingship of Jesus Christ, or the renewing
power of the Holy Spirit
opposition to each other

In Kuyper's view these three are one and may not be set in
Scripture clearly reveals that God the Father has given the

risen an d ascended Son all power and authority and that the Son exercises his rule
through the power of the Holy Spirit

No mere person nor creational structure may

claim this ultimate sovereignty for its own, for any claim that sovereignty resides in
some part of the creation is a rejection of God and a form of flagrant idolatry." All
creatures exist in total dependence on the sovereign Creator

This acknowledgement

of G od's absolute sovereignty, rather than leading humanity into bondage, brings true
liberty. Kuyper states:
However-and here we encounter the glorious principle of liberty—this total
sovereignty of the sinless Messiah implies at the same time the forthright denial
and contradiction of all absolute sovereignty among sinful men on earth It does
so by dividing life into unique spheres, each with its own sovereignty.13
Kuyper attempts to further clarify his understanding of the delegation of
Christ's sovereignty in the various spheres of life

Noting the extreme complexity of

human life and rejecting all forms of individualism, he maintains that people exist and
can reach their full potential only in terms of an organic unity. This is a reality that
has b een determined by the way in which God created and upholds humanity as an
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organic whole

According to Kuyper people find themselves living in a reality in

which there are numerous spheres, each of which is delineated by a unique principle
which is its focal point. Each sphere has its own unique identity, its distinctive task,
and its divinely-established prerogatives. Concerning these spheres, Kuyper writes that
each "obeys its own laws, and each

stands under its own supreme authority

Herman Dooyeweerd, discussing the impact of Kuyper's thought on the history and
societal structure of the Netherlands, writes:
Sphere sovereignty guarantees each societal sphere an intrinsic nature and law of
life And with this guarantee it provides the basis for an original sphere of
authority and competence derived not from the authority of any other sphere but
directly from the sovereign authority of God :5
As the creation which is pregnant with potential unfolds, there is a societal
differentiation which results in an increase in the number of individual spheres

In

this regard Kuyper notes that the radical contrast between the undifferentiated life in
the time of Abraham and the complex societal structure of the modem world clearly
illustrates the historical process of differentiation
According to Abraham Kuyper, the theory of sphere sovereignty is not simply a
theoretical construct which is forced upon reality
itself "

Rather, it is rooted in the creation

Even people still in the grip of sin and those who deny the reality of special

revelation are forced by virtue of the divinely-established structure of creation that
impinges upon them to acknowledge, at least to some degree, the reality and the
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legitimacy of this differentiation of life into societal spheres. He states:
Just as we speak of a moral world, a world of science, a business world, a world
of art, so we can more properly speak of a sphere of morality, a family sphere, a
sphere of social life, each with its own realm, and because each comprises its
own realm, each has its own sovereign within the bounds of that realm.'*
Within each sphere God is and always remains the sovereign Ruler, yet he
delegates authority or limited sovereignty to each area of life. This sovereignty within
each so cietal sphere is always a dependent, delegated, derived, and limited sovereignty
It is limited first by divine sovereignty but also by the God-given, delegated
sovereignty of the other spheres of life. Those who exercise this limited sovereignty
through the specific offices within the various spheres are always to acknowledge the
ultimate sovereignty of God and to fulfill their tas1 s in a stewardly fashion. They
must a lways be conscious of the limits of their power and acknowledge the boundaries
of tha t specific life sphere
God's ordinances for a specific terrain in life always prevail within that
particular sphere

Kuyper asserts that these ordinances hold, enforcing God's will for

that sp ecific area of life and shaping the way in which it develops toward the goal
God has ordained for it

Each life sphere has its own constant and inherent character

which s ets it apart from all others and prevents it from being absorbed into any other.30
This creation structure prevails even if people sinfully refuse to acknowledge it. When
men an d women choose to ignore God's ordinances and disregard the divinelyestablished limits on power and terrains of the various spheres, the result is confusion,
the fragmentation of life, and the polarization of society. Submission to the divine
ordinances, however, brings blessing and wholeness to individuals and communities
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and enables the creation to unfold properly."
Although he makes a clear distinction between the various spheres of life and
argues that each has its own delegated sovereignty within its area, Kuyper maintains
that there is also a close inter-relationship and interaction among the spheres. Using
the imagery of a great machine, he writes: "All these spheres interlock like cogwheels,
and precisely in acting upon one another and in meshing with one another, they
produce the rich, multifaceted variety of human society ."s:
Kuyper, reflecting a similar emphasis in the thought of Groen Van Pnnsterer,
carefully explains that the teaching of sphere sovereignty opposes the notion that the
various unique life spheres are completely separated or isolated from one another"
Rather, they constitute one unified communal life

This emphasis in Kuyper, which is

the corollary to his teaching of sphere sovereignty, today is often called "sphere
universality."3'1 It clearly reflects his emphasis on the organic unity of the cosmos in
which the perfection and coherence of the original creation continues to manifest itself
even in the post-fall situation.'5 The point Kuyper makes is that although each of the
various societal spheres has its own distinct identity and a certain sovereignty in its
relationships toward the other spheres of life, they all stand under the supreme
sovereignty of God and individually, but also together are charged to respond
obediently to the cultural mandate given by the Creator

Ultimately life is of one
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piece and it is to serve and obey the sovereign Creator by working to unfold the
creation in accordance with the ordinances of God. Herman Bavinck, a contemporary
of Abrah am Kuyper and a leading Reformed theologian, reflects Kuyper's views as he
elaborates on this unity in diversity:
Everything was made with its own nature and is founded on ordinances
appointed for it by God . . There is a rich diversity But in this diversity there
is also an ultimate unity The basis for both lies in God. He created all things,
according to his superior wisdom, continually upholds them in their distinct
natures, guides and governs them according to the potentials and laws created in
them . . . Here is a unity that does not destroy, but maintains diversity A
diversity that does not depreciate unity, but unfolds it in its richness. By virtue
of t his unity the world can metaphorically be called an organism in which all
parts are related to the others and mutually influence one another
There are
all k inds of connections among them, an organic, or a moral bond holds them
together.3"
Although there is the undeniable differentiation of societal spheres in this
present age, in the concrete situations of life the various spheres cannot remain
isolated from and uninvolved with each other. Here again Kuyper's emphasis on the
organic unit y of creation comes to the fore

Furthermore, in the wholeness of life

people find themselves involved to some extent in all the life spheres. Commenting
on Kuyper's theory of society, Roy A Clouser writes that "businesses do not have sole
say in e conomic matters any more than it is only the state which is concerned with
justice or o nly schools that may educate. The social spheres are constantly
participated in by all people and all communities."3'
As Kuyper observes, the proper goal of God's good creation is a "rich,
multifaceted v ariety of human society." However, sin's distorting and corrupting
influence resu lts in a different situation in this present, sinful age

In the first place,
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within each sphere the ordinances of God stand as authoritative and binding norms for
the unfolding of life
violate these norms

It is certainly possible for humanity to attempt to ignore and to
But such disobedience to creational norms inevitably brings

judgment and cursing to life whereas obedience brings peace and blessing
Secondly, continuing his use of the image of a gigantic machine, Kuyper
explains that there is always the danger that just as one cogwheel might slip out of
place and thereby damage other cogwheels, with the result that the entire machine
malfunctions, so too, one sphere of life can leave its proper place within society, with
the result that it impinges on other spheres and usurps their authority and tasks. When
the divinely-established boundaries are ignored, human life suffers from distortion and
disharmony prevails. According to Abraham Kuyper, in the post-fall world that
refuses to acknowledge the sovereignty of God, disregards his ordinances, and ignores
the boundaries that God has established, such confusion and distortion are the rule
rather than the exception "
This ever-threatening danger in a fallen world constitutes the rationale for the
sphere of the state, according to Kuyper

It is the unique and crucial task of the state

to insure that each societal sphere stays within its God-given limits and does not
dominate and usurp the tasks and authority of any other

Kuyper refers to the state as

the "sphere of spheres which extensively encircles our human lives" and looks out for
the interests of all other societal spheres, using its God-given strength to prevent any
particular sphere from striving toward expansion beyond that which God has
determined."
Furthermore, it is the calling of the state to protect the personal life of
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individuals from being unjustly suppressed or tyrannized by the group to which they
belong. The task of the state, therefore, is to assure that public justice prevails and
that so ciety functions harmoniously according to the ordinances of God. Kuyper
states "As the power that protects the individual and defines the mutual relationships
among the visible spheres, the sovereignty of the state, therefore, rises high above all
the other spheres by enjoining justice and utilizing force justly.'""'
Unquestionably Kuyper believes that the state has significant authority and
plays a crucial role in the post-fall world, a context in which the ordinances of God
are spumed and the divinely-established boundaries ignored

However, as noted

above, he ardently opposes and consistently resists any attempt on the part of the state
to do minate life and to rule over every facet of human existence. God has given the
state a unique task in ensuring that justice prevails among all societal spheres. But
while the Creator has given the state the necessary authority to fulfill this task, He has
at th e same time placed limits on its sphere of influence and on the power it wields.
Although the state is legitimately concerned with the inter-relationships between the
various spheres of life, within those spheres the state has no proper authority

Within

each s phere resides a sovereignty that comes directly from God, apart from the state
In a sserting this Kuyper rejects any hierarchical scheme in which authority passes from
God through the state to the various spheres. In carrying out its task of maintaining
order by "defining laws for the mutual relationships among these spheres the state may
not ad opt its own will or choice as the standard, but is bound by the decision of a
higher will, as expressed in the nature and purpose of these spheres.'""
In affirming that God is the absolute Sovereign who delegates limited
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sovereignty to each of the various spheres of life, Abraham Kuyper maintains that the
state does not stand in authority over all other life-spheres, but it takes its place
alongside them. The state is not to repress the freedoms within each of the spheres,
but rather "is to make possible the free expression of life within them.'"11 By virtue of
its God-given task of ensuring justice in the relationships between the other spheres, it
has an overarching function that the others do not, but God has established clear limits
on the state's sphere and its authority. Kuyper summarizes his view of the task and
authority of the state
God the Lord unmistakably instituted the basic rule for the duty of government.
Government exists to administer his justice on earth, and to uphold that justice.
The tasks of family and society therefore lie outside government's jurisdiction
With those it is not to meddle But as soon as there is any clash among the
different spheres of life, where one sphere trespasses on or violates the domain
which by divine ordinance belongs to the other, then it is the God-given duty of
government to uphold justice before arbitrariness, and to withstand, by the justice
of God, the physical superiority of the stronger What it may not do is to grant
such assurance of justice to one sphere and withhold it from another/'
Such a recognition of the crucial but limited role of the state's task and
authority, however, has not characterized human history in general nor has it
manifested itself in the history of the Netherlands

Kuyper notes "that it is a tendency

of every state power to look with a suspicious eye toward all liberty."" He documents
the impact of this tendency on the nation of the Netherlands by briefly tracing some of
the numerous struggles of the nation against various foreign powers that threatened its
liberty

Emphasizing the sovereignty of Jesus Christ, Dutch Calvinists fought

persistently against all forms of imperialism that ascribe to the state powers and tasks
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that God has not granted it.
But the struggle was not only one against powerful foreign states that attempted
to engulf a small nation such as the Netherlands. The conflict also involved the
banles fought within the nation against those who would elevate the state to a position
of ultimate authority and control over every facet of life. Throughout the history of
the Netherlands, Kuyper states, liberty was repeatedly threatened by "the danger of a
secondary single sovereignty swallowing up all other sovereignties.'"15 Confronted by
this menace, he asserts, Calvinists "fought for the indivisibility of sovereign authority
and for a States-General, as a government standing beside and with, not above or
under.'"14
Kuyper explains that this threat of the tyranny of the state necessarily arises
from a view of life in which there is a denial of special revelation as well as from an
insistence on the complete separation between the issue of sovereignty and that of
faith. He states that many people argue that it is inconceivable that there should be
any sovereignty other than that of the state, and they "therefore busy themselves to
embody this high idea of sovereignty even more perfectly in the all-powerful state.""
All such views that ascribe absolute sovereignty to the state not only attack the
supreme sovereignty of God, but also necessanly deprive all other spheres of their
God-given tasks and authority

In such a situation, according to Kuyper, the powers

and tasks are allotted to each sphere according to the good pleasure of the state or else
due to its oversight or weakness

In such a society the progress of life is hindered, the
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blossoming of culture is impeded, and the freedoms of individuals and institutions are
suppressed48
In contrast to this sinful distortion that robs life of freedom, Kuyper points to
the liberty that results from the Calvinistic view of life.

Acknowledging the absolute

sovereignty of God which He bestows completely and undividedly on the Messiah is
the only guarantee of human freedom, according to Kuyper

On the basis of God's

revelation, the Calvinist asserts that Jesus Christ is the sovereign Ruler "over all things
visible and invisible, over both the spiritual and the material.'"" Christ, the King,
delegates authority to the state and to every other sphere of life, at the same time
limiting the extent of that authority and determining the boundaries within which the
sphere operates.'0
The contrast between these two views of life is not simply to be explained as
the result of differing systems of thought or ways of arranging ideas, according to
Kuyper. Rather, he states that they reflect fundamental differences at the level of
basic, religious convictions

In this issue as in all the issues of life, the antithesis

between those who have been regenerated by the power of the Holy Spirit and those
who continue under the domination of sin becomes evident

He explains

For us who live by revelation, the Messiah lives, the Christ works, and He more
certainly sits on the throne of God's power than you are sitting on your seats
On the other hand, those who do not join in this confession must oppose it as a
harmful illusion that poses an obstacle to the nation's development, a pernicious
dogma, a meaningless phantasm."
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Sphere Sovereignty and the Church

As forcefully as Abraham Kuyper opposes any attempt by the state to make
imperialistic claims over the other spheres of life, he equally resists similar attempts
by the chur ch. In light of the situation prevailing in the Netherlands in 1880, the most
pressing con cern confronting Kuyper and all those supporting the establishment of the
Free Un iversity of Amsterdam was the centralization of power in the state and the
resulting thr eat of state domination over ever facet of life.5" This is the concern most
fully and powerfully confronted by Kuyper in his inaugural address, "Souvereiniteit in
F.igen K ring"

Nevertheless, there was still considerable apprehension regarding

possible att empts by the church to exercise control over the university

In the months

preceding t he opening of the Free University, as Kuyper attempted to gain moral and
financial su pport for the nascent institution, he had many lengthy and often heated
discussions with fellow Reformed Christians regarding the difficult matter of the
relationship between the church and the university, and, in particular, the theological
faculty of the university

55

Fully conscious of the fact that there had been a long

history of church control over or direct influence in higher education, Kuyper,
nevertheless, stood firm on the principles of sphere sovereignty

At the Free

University theology, as well as the rest of the disciplines, was to be free from the
domination of the church.u

Kuyper insists that if it is to fulfill its God-given task, the

university must not only be free from state control, but also from church control
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Under the sovereignty of Jesus Christ, the Free University would find its freedom in
being bound neither to the state nor the church, but only to the Word of God."
Kuyper asserts that science and the university form a sphere that is entirely
different from the church, although he acknowledges that history and traditional
patterns present a very different picture

Because of the distortion resulting from sin,

the church, like the state, has often betrayed a tendency to "look with a suspicious eye
toward all liberty." Abraham Kuyper notes especially the imperialistic posture of the
Roman Catholic Church in the Middle Ages which illustrates how God's creational
structures for the various social spheres have been corrupted and misused by sinful
humanity

Concerning the unfortunate effects of the medieval relationship between the

church and the university, he writes:
Without regarding the Papal auspices over the University as such, the Church
exercised pressure upon Science by harassing, accusing and persecuting the
innovators on account of their expressed opinions and published writings. Rome
did oppose, not only in the Church, what was right, but also beyond its
boundaries, the freedom of the word.
The right of free inquiry was unknown
Firmly believing that everything knowable and worthy of being known was
known already, and known firmly and well, the Church in those days had no idea
of the immense task, reserved for science, just awakening from its medieval
slumber56
Kuyper explains that the church's virtual smothering of science during this time
is the result of a view of the church, its authority and task, and its relationship to the
rest of life that was not in accord with creational and special revelation

It is

Calvinism, he states, that abandoned this erroneous perspective and discovered the
biblical teachings regarding particular and common grace

Calvinism properly teaches

that the church is an institution of particular grace and that its specific task and the
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authority to carry it out are shaped by that special grace

On the other hand, science

and the u niversity are to concern themselves with the area of common grace "
In order to understand Kuyper's position on the relationship between the sphere
of the church and that of science and the university, it is once again crucial to recall
his distinction between the church as organism and the church as institute

According

to Kuyper, th e church as organism is the body of Christ confessing the Savior and
applying th e principles of the gospel in every area of life

The church as institute is

the visible and institutional manifestation of the people of God with its specific
offices, forms of worship, church order, discipline, sacraments, and official preaching
of the W ord."
When Kuyper refers to the sphere of the church with its specific domain and
limited au thority, he is referring to the church as institute

It is the church as institute

alone that has the crucial task of officially proclaiming the gospel of Jesus Christ to all
people so that God may be glorified through the salvation of the elect. Although the
church is an institution rooted in particular grace, it is, nevertheless, a clearly
identifiable st ructure that, like other creational structures, is affected by sin and shaped
by the dyna mics of this present age

Kuyper's theory of sphere sovereignty maintains

that the church has been delegated authority by Christ himself to carry out its task and
no other sph ere, whether that of the state, science and the university, business, or any
other terr ain of life, may infringe upon, restrict, or usurp the church's unique task and
authority

It is on this basis that Abraham Kuyper fought for a church entirely free
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from state

control.5'

At the same time, in a fallen world the church as institute may itself be
tempted to expand its domain, task, and authority beyond that which God has
prescribed. Whenever this occurs, the church moves beyond the bounds of its
legitimacy and competency, with the result that it and the other sphere's whose
domains and authorities it has usurped all suffer confusion and meaninglessness. No
person or sphere can violate God's ordinances and ignore divinely-established
boundaries with impunity

Just as the church must be protected from the violation of

its terrain by other spheres, so also other social spheres must be protected from
unwarranted interference by the church.60
Kuyper's views on sphere sovereignty lead him to embrace the process of
secularization as the proper unfolding of life. In the context of discussing the task of
the church and its relationship to civic life, he writes:
This secularization (secularisatie) of state and society is one of the deepest
root ideas of Calvinism And it is obvious that at the present this leading idea
has not been worked out with perfect clarity Making its appearance in a world
which had for generations held and put into practice a completely opposing idea
Calvinism could not gradually have developed its new view of life6
The horrible consequences resulting from the domination of life by the
institutional church are clearly depicted in Kuyper's lectures at Princeton in 1898

He

notes that Calvinism did not originate the notion that government had the duty to root
out all forms of false religion and idolatry, but rather that it was the result of many
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centuries of ecclesiastical thought and practice

Kuyper emphasizes that at the time of

the Pro testant Reformation this view was advocated and clearly articulated by the
Roman Catholic Church, but that also "it was a universal conviction that the system
was a true one." In this context, he focuses his attention on the execution of Servetus
and w rites:
Notwithstanding all this, I not only deplore that one stake, but I
unconditionally disapprove of it; yet not as if it were the expression of a special
characteristic of Calvinism, but on the contrary as the fatal after-effect of a
system, grey with age, which Calvinism found in existence, under which it had
grown up, and from which it had not yet been able entirely to liberate itself."
Abraham Kuyper fears and vigorously opposes all forms of the ecclesiastical
domination of life

He does so because he is convinced that God does not speak to

humanity exclusively or primarily through the church as institute, a structure which
like all others is affected by sin, but that the Creator speaks for himself through
Scripture and in the creational ordinances that hold for the various spheres of life

In

every sphere of life, therefore, those who by the grace of God hold office are obligated
to seek God's will for that sphere in a prayerful manner and in the light of the
teachings of Scripture.6'
Abraham Kuyper observes that this Calvinistic view of life differs
fundamentally from the view of Roman Catholicism, for
it posits no mediate communion between God and the creature, as does
Romanism, but proclaims the exalted thought that, although standing in high
majesty above the creature, God enters into immediate fellowship with the
creature, as God the Holy Spirit
The opposition against Rome aimed
therefore with the Calvinist first of all at the dismissal of a Church which placed
itself between the soul and God. The Church consisted not in an office, nor in
an independent institute, the believers themselves were the Church, inasmuch as
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by faith they stood in touch with the Almighty

64

Education, the family, labor, the state, and all other societal spheres, therefore,
do not require the church as institute to function as the mediator between themselves
and God, but are called to develop their particular areas of life in direct obedience to
God's ordinances for them. "Each sphere of life should be free of direct control by
any other so that each can learn obedience to God's special ordinances for its own
domain "6S
Although Kuyper is a firm proponent of the process of secularization as defined
above, he opposes all attempts to divorce any part of human life from the call to
obediently serve the sovereign Creator

He unequivocally resists the spirit of

liberalism and revolution and battles any notions that humans have the autonomous
freedom to develop life apart from God's ordinances

Abraham Kuyper labels these

views, such as those that came to clear expression in the spirit of the French
Revolution, as patently false and warns that they lead humanity into enslavement and
destruction

"Secularization" in this sense is adamantly rejected by Kuyper44

The commitment of the individual and of the Christian community to serve the
Creator can never be limited to the activities of the church as institute, according to
Kuyper

He emphasizes that the spiritual conflict that is often so clearly visible in the

domain of the church also rages with equal intensity in the broader areas of societal
life" Although recognizing the work of the institutional church as vital in promoting
the kingdom of Christ and arguing that it is absolutely necessary if Christians are to
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live in full obedience in the other spheres of life, Abraham Kuyper emphasizes that the
mission of the people of God extends far beyond the bounds of this church. The body
of Christ, i.e. , the church as organism, is called to discern God's ordinances for every
sphere of life and to work individually and communally to unfold the creation in an
obedient, God-glorifying way

From Kuyper's perspective it is necessary for the

church as institute to encourage Christians to press the claims of Christ in all lifespheres th rough the pure preaching of the gospel which clearly confronts believers
with their task. The church, however, must never view itself as the guardian of all
Christian a ction nor as the primary spiritual authority that controls and orchestrates the
work of God's Kingdom on earth

Once again it is clear that Kuyper rejects any

hierarchical s cheme in which authority passes from God through the church to the
various spheres. "

Further Implications of Sphere Sovereignty

Just as he affirms that the state and the church are separate spheres of life, each
with its unique domain, task, and authority, Kuyper argues that there are many other
such sph eres, including that of science (or knowledge or education). He states that
"science forms its own life-sphere in which truth is sovereign. Under no
circumstances may it suffer infringement or violation of its law for life
would not only dishonor education, but be sin before

To do that

God."69

Kuyper emphasizes the clear distinction between the sphere of education and
lhat of the church in his concluding words to the numerous Reformed pastors attending
the ceremonies marking the opening of the Free University. While thanking them for

"Kuyper, De Gem eerie Graiie. vol 2, 278-279.
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their presence and the moral support the university had received from the churches, an
attitude that is appropriate for the church as institute, Kuyper states boldly: "You know
we are of no church, neither for a church. Intellectual life forms us as a sphere with
our own sovereignty and an independent life."70 This is not a stand taken by Abraham
Kuyper because he holds a low view of the church as institute, but one that he
believes is imperative because it is grounded in the creation order.71
In similar fashion he impresses upon the national and civic leaders present at
the ceremonies that the state has been ordained by God to promote public justice, but
that it, like the church, must not extend its power and authority beyond the bounds set
by the Creator

Providing the context for and the encouragement within which the

sphere of education may flourish is an appropriate and necessary duty of the state
However, the state must never attempt to dominate or control the sphere of science nor
intrude upon its territory

Kuyper emphatically states that the ordinances of God

determine the domain, task, and power of the state, but this "also limits the power of
the state. Before it ever may penetrate that boundary to the inheritance of science, it
respectfully 'takes off the shoes from its feet' and lays aside a sovereignty that would
not be fitting for her in that area."77
Above all else, Kuyper wants to bow before the absolute sovereignty of God
and work obediently for the advancement of God's kingdom, not only in the church as
institute, but in all the spheres of life

If life is to flourish, then the delegated

sovereignty of the various spheres of life under the overarching sovereignty of God
must be acknowledged. For this reason, he insists that the Free University be
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completely free from church control, from state control, and from the control of
other sphere of life.

CHAPTER 10
THE NATURE, TASK, AND ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY

The Principle of Sphere Sovereientv: Science as a Distinct Sphere

Abraham Kuyper's understanding of the nature, task, and role of the university
was formed and articulated in the context of an orthodox, Reformed community that
was committed to honoring and obeying God's creation ordinances in every sphere of
life This confessional community, drawn largely from the lower social and economic
class, constituted a minority within Dutch society

Yet, under Kuyper's leadership

and as a result of careful organization, it came to exert considerable influence on the
shape of the social, political, ecclesiastical, and educational structures and patterns in
the Netherlands.
Kuyper and those who supported his efforts undertook every aspect of their
program with the conviction that all of life must be lived Pro Rege

They strenuously

resisted the principles of the Enlightenment that had come to a most powerful
expression in the French Revolution, identifying in this a sinful attitude toward life
and a way of living that stood completely opposed to the biblical pattern

According

to Kuyper, in his day a new atheism was sweeping Europe, one which was an
imminent threat that could be clearly seen in the gradual secularization of culture
This denial of the sovereignty of God and the rejection-the kingship of the Messiah
had come to dominate virtually every sphere of life beyond the domain of the
institutional church

Finally even the church itself was being threatened by the
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modern spi rit of an atheistic humanism.'
Kuyper asserts that all of humanity is involved in a spiritual conflict that is
being foug ht in every area of life and he maintains that the human race is divided, on
the basis of regeneration, into two fundamentally different communities. In the face of
this reality , he not only calls fellow-Christians to exhibit a biblical piety, but he also
urges them to strive for the development of a thoroughly Christian culture.
Specifically, he endorses a position often called "organizational antithesis," i.e., the
view that as the unbelieving world's opposition to the kingdom of Christ intensifies,
Christians find it necessary to establish separate Christian organizations. Through
these they can more effectively fight the powers of the antichrist, bear witness to the
Savior, a nd live according to the ordinances of God. Kuyper repeatedly emphasizes
that the e stablishment of these separate organizations must never lead Christians to
think t hat they are better that others, must not blind them to the fact that in this age
sin also a ffects the lives of Christians, nor must it be used as a means of withdrawing
from the world to the safety of an isolated. Reformed subculture

Rather, separate

Christian o rganizations were established to enable biblical Christians to stand united in
an incre asingly pagan world and to effectively and obediently live in service to the
King, Jesus Christ.'
In the latter half of the nineteenth century Kuyper and his followers adopted
this strategy of uniting the Reformed community in a number of separate Christian
organizations

The development of the Anti-revolutionary Party led the way, followed

by the e stablishment of Christian elementary and secondary education and, after a
lengthy st ruggle, state recognition of and funding for these schools

The establishment

'Bob Goudzwaard. "Christian Higher Education in the Netherlands," The Reformed
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of the Free University of Amsterdam in 1880 was a logical and strategic next step.1
As Kuyper and his supporters struggled to develop the structure of the Free
University and to define its relationship to the other spheres of life, especially to those
of the state and the church, the doctrine of sphere sovereignty functioned as the
guiding principle

The name chosen for the new institution, the "Free University,"

indicates not only that this institution of higher education is to be free from all
atheistic and humanistic presuppositions, but also that it must be free from control or
domination by the state, the church, or any other societal sphere. Kuyper also
emphasized that this university, by acknowledging and obeying God's ordinances for
the sphere of education, would be free to serve the Creator in the sphere of science,
and in doing this would bring honor to God's name and blessings to humanity '
According to Kuyper, the principle of sphere sovereignty is embedded in the
creation order and in the structure of human life.' As creation unfolds, there is a
differentiation of the various societal spheres

In the course of history, the sphere of

science has come to be recognized as a distinct sphere with its unique nature, task, and
authority, delegated to it from Jesus Christ who holds absolute sovereignty
The presence and the ongoing impact of sin in this fallen world, however, leads
people and societal institutions to ignore this creation structure with the result that the
principle of sphere sovereignty is completely denied or, at least, resisted. The
domination of life by the church or the state which has arisen throughout history is a
clear indication of how the power of sin distorts human life

Kuyper notes, however,
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that this distortion can only occur when the various spheres are "weakened from within
by the transgression of their own laws of being, that is, by sin
According to Abraham Kuyper, it is Jesus Christ himself who protects this
principle of sphere sovereignty

The Messiah is the one whose redemptive work

brings about the restoration of the fallen creation, the '"salvation of the cosmos,' a
liberation of the world, a world of liberties." Jesus Christ, then, reaffirms the good
creation structures and calls his followers to live according to the divine ordinances,
resisting all sinful distortion.7
Christians, therefore, are called to live in such a way that the sphere of science
can fun ction and unfold according to God's creational norms and can exist in a form
that is free from the domination of any other terrain of life. Any attempts by the
church o r the state to establish or control universities stand in direct opposition to the
divine ordinances and thereby hinder the proper development of human society.
Speaking of the task of the Christian community in light of the principle of sphere
sovereignty, Kuyper asserts the appropriateness and the necessity of establishing a
Christian university
But a principle, like a seed sown in the earth, cannot lie there without sprouting in
a precise, ordered coherence And it did sprout! A people's party arose for such
a principle and it may not cease before it raises from the root of faith also the
fruit of knowledge Such concentrated knowledge is not to be cultivated in any
place other than in a school within the structure of the university So, it must
inevitably come, for it comes with unyielding consistency through an inner life
impulse Today it has indeed become a reality That is to say, it is launched
from this small and unseaworthy ship, but one chartered under the sovereignty of
King Jesus Nevertheless, to every port of knowledge the flag will go with the
emphasis of "sphere sovereignty!""
In spite of acknowledging the humble beginnings of the Free University and

'Ibid.
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recognizing the many struggles and difficulties that lay ahead, in his speech of October
20, 1880, Kuyper speaks with a firm confidence. He does so because he is convinced
that the recognition of sphere sovereignty under the lordship of Jesus Christ provides
the only sure foundation for "education that would flourish."'

The Nature and Task of the Sphere of Science

Just as Abraham Kuyper worked to determine and articulate the nature of the
sphere of the state and that of the church as institute, he also attempts to identify the
unique nature of the sphere of science

Kuyper does not offer a formal, systematic

philosophy of science, although numerous references in many of his writings suggest
that a systematic, well-developed view of science underlies his thought10 By referring
to several of Kuyper's writings, it is possible, therefore, to trace some of the main lines
of his perspective on science
In emphasizing that science forms its own sphere of life, Kuyper states that in
this particular sphere truth is sovereign." He elaborates what he means by this in
some detail in his Principles of Sacred Theology
science is the cosmos, i.e., all existing reality

There he states that the object of

Kuyper explains, moreover, that this

"object, as such, could never constitute the material of science for man, if it existed
purely atomistically, or if it could only be atomistically known "" Creation, however,
as formed by God and sustained by his ordinances, confronts humanity not as a
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chaotic reality, but as a harmoniously ordered structure in which each aspect stands in
organic rel ationship to all others. Kuyper asserts that "we arrive at the knowledge that
there is order in the object, and it is by this entering into this order and into this
cosmical char acter of the object that science celebrates her triumphs."13
According to Kuyper there is a "thirst for knowledge" of this ordered creation
that is embedded in human nature from the time of God's creation of Adam and Eve.
In the beginning, in accordance with this nature, God commanded humanity to explore
the rest of cr eation, to subdue it, and to develop its potential according to the divine
ordinances

And this drive to discover and to know, this impetus to scientific activity,

has continued t o impel men and women throughout human history, even in the face of
the disruption brought by sin,14
Abraham Kuyper, however, emphasizes that the subject of scientific activity is
not the indivi dual person who explores the complexities and order of God's creation in
isolation, but rather it is humanity as a whole, or "the human consciousness""
Reaffirming that God created humanity as an organic unity, Kuyper states that the
"understanding of being and of life is not the result of the work of one single person,
but of all th e ages of human comprehension."16
There is not only an organic relationship between the various aspects of God's
creation as well as between the members of the human race, but there is also an
organic relatio nship between the subject and the object of science. In the first place,
some kind of relationship exists by virtue of the fact that both humans and non-human
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creation are parts of the one, unified creation of God

In addition, Kuyper asserts that

there is a correspondence or fitness between human thought and the structures and
relations of creation

It is this correspondence that makes scientific knowledge

possible. He writes that "there must be an organic relationship between that object
and our nature, between that object and our consciousness, between that object and our
world of thought " Kuyper further states that "before we become aware of these
relations outside of us, the setting for them is present in our own consciousness.""
The organic relationship between the subject and the object of science that
enables men and women to come to a true understanding of God's created order,
Kuyper explains, is accounted for by the fact that the Creator's thought is embedded in
the object. Kuyper asserts that "when we study these relations [between aspects of
creation], we merely think the thought over again, by which the Subject defined these
relations when he called them into being."" Elsewhere he writes of "the divine
Thoughts, written by God's Hand in the book of Nature."'9
Science, which is a distinctively human undertaking, is possible only because
men and women are created in the image of God

This singular relationship to God

and this pnvileged position of humanity within the created order uniquely qualifies
human beings to engage in scientific activity

Only humans are equipped by the

Creator and called to "think God's thoughts after him " Kuyper asks: "Isn't that what
science is all about? Thinking after God what he has thought before, and above, and
in

US'1""1

Del Ratzsch summarizes Abraham Kuyper's views, stating that Kuyper
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believes
that there is "thought embedded in" things and that things are ordered according
to log ic, and that the thoughts embedded in things and the structure of logic and
the capaci ty for thought that lies in us are all creations of God. We are created
after God's image as "microcosms" of the cosmos that He brought into being, and
in dev eloping science, in thinking out relations we "think the thought over again,
by whi ch the Subject defined these relations when He called them into being"
Thus, there is a chain of relationships between our senses, our perceptions,
our thou ght, God's creating, and the cosmos. The relationships and the truths
about tho se relationships, and the elements among which those relationships hold
are obje ctive features of reality but features and truths that our thought is capable
of discovering and incorporating.21
The s pecific way in which a person comes to valid scientific knowledge of the
creation also receives consideration by Kuyper

He states:

Our kno wledge is like a mirror in us, in which an image is reflected from out of
three worl ds: out of the world around us, out of the world of our own being, and
out of the invisible world of spirits Reason demands, first, that each of those
worlds b e allowed to reflect that image according to its own nature, that is, we
must en gage in observation and perception Second, it demands that one receives
a clear reflection or understanding, that is, that we observe those images until we
understand th em And third, it demands that one harmoniously sums up what
has been perceived, that is, that a person grasps this perception in its
connections, as being necessary and beautiful."
According to Abraham Kuyper, therefore, people must first stand in an organic
relationship to created reality, their senses must be fittingly related to their minds, and
their minds mus t be appropriately structured in order gain a knowledge of the nature
of a cre ated ob ject

But true knowledge must go beyond simple perception

In higher

knowledge the aspects of creation must be understood in relationship to each other, as
parts of the organic unity that is created reality .23
Kuyper's reference to higher knowledge that goes beyond mere perception is
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important for understanding how he ordinarily uses the term "science."" For Kuyper
science itself must be understood as an organism (organismc), a term he often employs
in his discussions of the topic.25 Science is the integrated whole of all learning that
attempts to understand the object that is perceived in its relationships to all other
things. Ratzsch points to Kuyper's emphasis that "science has to be comprehensiveits object is roughly all that there is (at least, all that we can discover of all there
is)."26
This calling for humanity to be scientifically busy working toward a
comprehensive understanding of the created order in its mutual interrelationships is a
complex, communal task that God gave to women and men immediately after he had
created them. It is a task for which they alone are uniquely qualified

However,

Kuyper emphasizes, the fall into sin brought about a radical change in this dimension
of life as it did in all others. Because of the intrusion of sin, human beings are no
longer able to fulfill in an obedient and God-glorifying way the scientific task to
which God has called them
Kuyper's most extensive treatment of the consequences of the fall for science is
found in the Principles of Sacred Theology, but wherever he discusses the task and
nature of science, this emphasis on sin's impact is prominent. The various
consequences of sin's effect on human knowing and knowledge are discussed in detail
in chapter four of this study

However, a brief summary of Kuyper's thought on this

maner is helpful at this point.
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Abraham Kuyper emphasizes that sin affects humanity at the very core of its
existence, at th e level of the heart, and therefore its effects reverberate throughout the
entirety of h uman existence, thought, and action. The fall has, furthermore, disrupted
the organic re lationships that existed by virtue of God's good creation, namely, those
between the human subject and the object of science, i.e., the created order; those
between the subjects, i.e., members of the human race; and those between the various
aspects of th e created order.
Because sin has drastically affected every aspect involved in the scientific
enterprise, acco rding to Kuyper, a person must not ignore its effects or develop a
theory o f k nowledge or engage in the activity of scientific thought as if the situation
were a normal o ne

The present state of affairs is certainly not normal, but abnormal,

due to the fall and its consequences. And it is incumbent on every man or woman of
science to r ecognize the abnormal state of humanity and of the created order

Only in

this way can they be open to the regenerating work of the Holy Spirit which, on the
basis of the redemption accomplished by the Messiah, can again lead men and women
to a certain kn owledge of God, of humanity and of the rest of the created order.38
There is, according to Kuyper, at the most fundamental level of human
existence, a cle ar line of demarcation that has profound and far-reaching consequences
for the field of science

It is in this connection that he points to the biblical teaching

regarding rege neration, emphasizing that
"regeneration" breaks humanity in two, and repeals the unity of the human
consciousness. If this fact of "being begotten anew," coming in from without,
establishes a radical change in the being of man, be it only potentially, and if this
change ex ercises at the same time an influence upon his consciousness, then as
far as it has or has not undergone this transformation, there is an abyss in the
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universal human consciousness across which no bridge can be laid.19
Kuyper argues that because there are two types of people, there are inevitably two
types of science which are fundamentally different from each other. He notes that
both kinds of people, of course, are human, but that "one is inwardly different from
the other, and consequently feels a different content rising from his consciousness;
thus they face the cosmos from different points of view, and are impelled by different
impulses " This fact, Kuyper explains, leads to the existence of "two kinds of human
life and consciousness of life, and of two kinds of science."

He asserts that the idea

of the unity of science in an absolute sense involves the denial of the fact of
regeneration, which, in turn, is nothing other than a rejection of the Christian
religion.50
In considering these two kinds of science, Abraham Kuyper emphasizes that the
conflict of which he speaks is not, as often erroneously claimed, one between faith a nd
science

He denies that such a conflict, in fact, exists.31 Rather, he asserts that "every

science in a certain degree starts from faith, and, on the contrary, faith, which does not
lead to science, is mistaken faith or superstition, but real, genuine faith it is n ot."!: in
this Kuyper opposes the notion that Christians operate on the basis of faith whereas
others do not

He writes:

It is not as if the knowledge of others rests on certainty of understanding while
ours merely rests on faith From a person's faith proceeds all knowledge You
lean on God, you go outside your ego, or else you hold fast to your ideal There
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are no people who believe in nothing."
Kuyper elaborates on this, explaining that every science must begin with faith
in self, in self-consciousness, in the reliable working of the senses, in the validity of
the laws of thought, and a wide range of other fundamental axioms. All these, K uyper
maintains, are not established by a process of proof, but are based on an inner
conception or faith.3'1
It is, therefore, on the level of fundamental, religious assumptions that the two
kinds of people stand separated by an unbridgeable gulf. Kuyper describes the
difference as one "between the assertion that the cosmos, as it exists today, is either in
a normal or abnormal condition " He concludes, "If it is normal, then it moves by
means of an eternal evolution from its potencies to its ideal

But if the cosmos in its

present condition is abnormal, then a disturbance has taken place in the past, and only
a regenerating power can warrant it the final attainment of its goal." This antithesis of
fundamental starting points, according to Kuyper, separates those involved in science
into "t wo opposite battle-arrays ""
It is this conviction of Kuyper that all science is rooted in faith, a view that
Herman Dooyeweerd refers to as Kuyper's "great Scriptural conception," that stands at
the heart of his view of science and the university.36 In Kuyper's perspective, the
entire range of Christian sciences stands in sharp contrast to those of the non-Christian
approach

A L. Conradie comments that while "formally faith functions in both cases,

so that we may say that 'Christianity and paganism stand to each other as the plus and
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minus form of the same series,' they are at the same time absolutely antithetical to
each other, because both proceed from a central religious attitude of the heart, the one
Christian, the other apostate.""
In his I.ectures on Calvinism Abraham Kuyper goes into considerable detail
illustrating the contrasting foundational principles undergirding and shaping the
sciences of the "normalists" and the "abnormalists "!8 He emphasizes that these
differences are not matters of detail, but of contradictory worldviews. He writes:
These two scientific systems of the Normalists and the Abnormalists are not
relative opponents, walking together half way, and, further on, peaceably
suffering one another to choose different paths, but they are both in earnest,
disputing with one another the whole domain oj life, and they cannot desist from
the constant endeavor to pull down to the ground the entire edifice of their
respective controverted assertions, all the supports included, upon which their
assertions rest. If they did not try this, they would thereby show on both sides
that they did not honestly believe in their point of departure, that they were no
serious combatants, and that they did not understand the primordial demand of
science, which of course claims unity of conception 59
Although Kuyper emphasizes the conflict between these two kinds of science,
he, nevertheless, acknowledges that non-Christian science, on the basis of common
grace, has produced valid insights and has made significant contributions that
Christians must not despise

In fact, he marvels at their intellectual acumen and

acknowledges that the scientific achievements of non-Christians often put believers lo
shame.'" Without God's common grace in its constant and progressive aspects, science
would be utterly impossible and all non-regenerate thought would be nothing but a
system of lies leading to complete confusion

God, however, in his wisdom and
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mercy, h as not allowed this to

happen.41

In this connection, Kuyper notes that Christians and non-Christians hold in
common the "lower levels of knowledge," i. e., those involving observation and the
logical summation of the consequences of this observation. He asserts that
regeneration works no change in the senses nor in the basic conception of visible
things. Kuyper argues that stn has not affected the human capacity to think logically,
"for a s far as the impulse of its law of life is concerned, the logica has not been
impaired by sin." Therefore, he concludes, "the entire empiric investigation of the
things that are perceptive to our senses (simple or reinforced) has nothing to do with
the r adical difference which separates the two groups."41
Kuyper refers to this common area as that of the "exact sciences," and
emphasizes that "they do not stand very high, neither does this subordinate detail-study
of the spiritual sciences bear an ideal scientific character." He notes that these "exact
sciences" are often erroneously regarded as the only strictly scientific studies, because
of their universal validity.4' This activity is not, however, science in its ideal or full
sense

Kuyper states:
I grant that if our natural science faculty intentionally restricted itself merely to
measure and to weigh, the wedge of principle at any rate would not affect them.
But who does that'' What natural scientist operates without an hypothesis'' ^Who
is there who does not study science as a person and not as a mere measurer'
Abraham Kuyper is certainly, then, not suggesting that the natural sciences are

unaffected by sin and regeneration

Rather, he clarifies his position, emphasizing that
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"the difference which separates the two groups exerts no influence on the beginnings
of the investigation

However, when scientists come to the higher levels of

scientific activity, namely, the forming of theories based on their observations and the
interpretation and explanation of the facts they have discovered, at this point
fundamental differences of worldview become extremely significant.'18
What is true in the natural sciences also holds for each of the other areas of
science, according to Kuyper

At the level of discovering the empirical order of the

creation and applying logic to summarize one's findings, there is a common ground for
Christian and non-Christian sciences

At this level there can be a mutual working

together of the two and Christians may and ought to listen to and learn from their no nChristian fellow scientists. However, in the higher levels of scientific activity in
which a comprehensive and organic understanding of the particular field becomes the
matter of concern, the two radically opposed perspectives on life inevitably lead to tw o
distinct kinds of science "
The Conflict Between the Two Kinds of Science

Kuyper maintains that with the rise and domination of Christian influence in
European culture the general position of the abnormalists came to hold sway

Among

the crucial elements of the Christian worldview that undergirded the science of the
time, Kuyper includes the creation of all things by God, the creation of man and
woman with original righteousness and uniquely formed in the image of God, the
destruction of the original harmony by the fall into sin, and the intervention of Go d
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ihrough abnormal means to bring redemption through Jesus Christ as revealed in the
inspired Scriptures
Abraham Kuyper acknowledges that throughout the ages of Christian
domination there were always significant numbers of individuals who rejected or took
no interest in these fundamental beliefs. However, he states, there were very few in
the f ield of science who aggressively and openly opposed them until the Renaissance,
which, at least in an initial form, "favored the rise of an infidel tendency." It was,
however, the eighteenth-century Enlightenment that brought a frontal attack, declaring
the e lements of the Christian worldview completely untenable. Kuyper comments that
"every possible position, available in this reaction against the hitherto prevalent
conviction, has been since that time by turn developed into a special philosophical
system. These systems, divergent, if compared with each other, were however in
perfect agreement in their denial of the abnormal.'""
In a very short time the normalist perspective, coming in the form of welldeveloped philosophical systems, had "conquered in a literal sense the world in its
leading center." Kuyper notes that those who stood firm

in the Christian faith rejected

the advances of "modem thought," but often resorted to attacking all science and
retreated to a mystical, personalistic faith

Even those theologians who desired to

uphold and defend Christianity frequently did so by attempting to employ one of the
modem philosophical systems in their effort

Kuyper summarizes the results of such

attempts, stating:
The first result of this compound of philosophy and theology was the so-called
mediating theology, which gradually became poorer and poorer in its theological,
richer and richer in its philosophical part, until at last modem theology lifted up
its head and found its glory in the attempt to cleanse theology of its abnormal
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character in such a thorough manner that Christ was transformed into a man
bom as we are bom, who was not even entirely free of sin, and the Holy
Scriptures into a collection of writings, for the most part pseudepigraphic and i n
every possible manner interpolated and filled with myths, legends, and fables"
Kuyper acknowledges the consistency and the sincerity of many of the systems
and individuals representing the normalist perspective

If one accepts the underlying

assumptions upon which these views are based, then the conclusions to which they
come are inevitable

However, such individuals, according to Kuyper, ought to be

honest and courageous enough to openly declare that these views stand outside of
Christianity instead of claiming that they represent a Christianity that has come of age
Kuyper saw the battle faced by the Christians in his day as a life-and-death conflict of
basic religious principles

In this battle, the lines were drawn clearly between the

position of the normalists and that of the abnormalists. Furthermore, although the
conflict certainly raged in the churches and theological schools, it was no less
forcefully or significantly encountered in every area of life and in every field of
science "

The University in Modem Society

In light of the conflict of principles that he saw raging in modem society,
Abraham Kuyper called fellow-Christians to support and to be engaged in an inner
reformation of science

He and those supporting his basic perspective had alread y

been actively involved in the establishment and advance of the Anti-revolutionary
Party, in attempts at reforming the Reformed church, and also in the fight for state
recognition of and full support for Christian schools

They recognized that much w ork

remained, however, especially in an area of life that was profoundly shaping virtually

'"Ibid., 135-136
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every aspect of life in the modern world, namely, the field of science. Embracing the
principle of sphere sovereignty, Kuyper and like-minded people pushed for the
development of a science that distinctively grew from the root of the Reformed,
Christian faith

Kuyper emphasizes that "such concentrated knowledge is not to be

cultivated in any place other than in a school within the structure of the university.""
Kuyper's insistence that a distinctively Reformed university be established in
the Netherlands met with forceful opposition and bitter accusations. Even some fellow
Reformed Christians labeled this undertaking as divisive and entirely unnecessary

But

Kuyper and others involved in the establishment of the Free University consistently
argued that recognition of the principle of sphere sovereignty was embedded in the
Reformed faith and it was the only way in which science could flourish and true
freedom be enjoyed by all the citizens of the nation.
Recognition of the goodness of God's creation, of the devastating effects of the
fall into sin, and of the gracious gift of regeneration worked by the Holy Spirit on the
basis of election in Jesus Christ, were, according to Kuyper, foundational not only for
the private, personal faith of individuals, but also functioned as the basis for every
facet of life, including science

In this aspect of reality, too, the division of life into

two kinds of people, each with its own distinctive worldview, had profound and farreaching consequences

Such differences could not be overlooked or mitigated in the

vain hope of attaining a unity of humanity that could, in fact, only be superficial
Fundamental differences that divide humanity into two camps are unavoidable in the
present age, and ought to be honestly and openly acknowledged

Kuyper states his

position very forcefully "Concerning a compact of neutrality with learning that lives
out of another principle, let me state that we may not sit together at the table with any

Kuyper, Soiivervinitcit in Fivcn Krine. 26-27, 18
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such university
Immediately following this assertion, Abraham Kuyper emphasizes that
Christians are, nevertheless, to honor secular universities and those involved with
them, since they are not completely anri-Chnstian and to some extent a fear of the
majesty of God and of his righteousness exists in them

However, using the image of

a great building, he argues that even though "there is such a pious base, still there is
nothing more than a foundation with at most a partial wall on it, but without a roof or
windows"5'1
According to Kuyper, any attempt to establish a single university that provides
the necessary facilities so that all scientists can work together, in spite of the
differences in their foundational principles, is to be rejected as contrary to the principle
of sphere sovereignty

He asserts that history demonstrates that "each sphere of life

takes an entirely different shape according to each separate principle" Even the
various schools of thought that develop from different intellectual principles are so
different that it is impossible to "weave these together into an integrated garment
because of the different intellectual principles undergirding them.""
The incompatibility is even more pronounced in the case of sciences arising out
of radically different religious principles, according to Kuyper

The central issue that

divides the whole of humanity and, more specifically, that separates science into two
camps is the stand taken in regard to Jesus Christ. Those who through the gift of
regeneration accept the living Messiah as their Savior, as the Redeemer of the fallen
creation, and as the one whose coming marks the midpoint of world history, find
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themselves com pletely at odds with the world of learning that disregards the Christ as
irrelevant to intellectual matters.50
In li ght of the profoundly different worldviews which direct Christians and

non-Christians, it is impossible for them to work productively side-by-side in the
academy. Honesty requires that each community expose its religious starting point
and attempt to work consistently from it

Kuyper argues

Shall we then indeed pretend to be able to grow together from the very same
root, with something, according to the explicit proclamation of Jesus' divine selfknowledge, that is established on an entirely different root9 We shall not want to
risk do ing this!5'
It is from this perspective that Kuyper and his followers argue the necessity of
establishing th e Free University of Amsterdam as an institution founded on and
consistently w orking from Reformed, Christian principles.

Kuyper, however, does not

claim that C hnstians alone have the right to establish universities and work freely from
their unique principles.

He states that

we will maintain for our principle and also for that of our opponents a particular
sovereignty in the entirety of the sphere of thought That is to say, as they out
of their principle, according to a method appropriate to that principle, raise up a
house of knowledge that shines, although it doesn't entice us, so we also, out of
our p nnciple, will add a method which corresponds to our principle, letting a
unique stem shoot up, whose branch and leaf and blossom have grown out of its
own sap.58
What Kuyper is advocating is a pluralistic system in which the various
confessional communities, those overtly "religious" and those not, all are allowed and
encouraged to establish universities in which their foundational principles freely shape
the institutio n as a whole and the individual sciences.

As Kuyper observes, "once the

starting point and creed is fixed, then, provided you draw your line straight, the design
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of your drawing is determined." Each community, therefore, is allowed to live out of
its unique principle and produce an organic, comprehensive system of science
According to Abraham Kuyper, only this approach brings true freedom to all
individuals and to every confessional community. Genuine freedom, he states, does
not come from being free from principles, for this is like "the freedom of the fish on
dry land." Rather, liberty is found in recognizing one's basic principle, living out of
its strength, and developing one's thought along the lines drawn by it. This is
certainly necessary for Christians, but it is also important for others

Kuyper asserts

"At the same time another can freely build on the foundation of his principle, in the
style of his own method with the outcome being his crowning glory.""

The Free University as a Reformed Institution

Although Abraham Kuyper argues for the freedom of all confessional
communities to establish universities, his primary concern is the Reformed, Christian
community and the establishment of the Free University of Amsterdam

He

emphasizes that the Free University is to be a distinctively Reformed institution

For

Kuyper this is crucial since he and the others supporting this new university regard the
Reformed faith as nothing other than "authentic, pure Christianity " Kuyper finds it
necessary to distinguish the Reformed principles that undergird the Free University
from those of liberal Christianity, of Roman Catholicism, and those of Lutheranism
The Free University and its supporters openly claim to stand in a particular tradition
and intend to work consistently from this foundation.60
In keeping with the Reformed emphasis on God as the Creator of all things, the
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God who sustains his creatures by his ordinances and on Jesus Christ who has
redeemed the fa llen creation and now rules as the sovereign King over the entire
created order, the Free University was committed to working

Pro Rege in every field

of science. Unlike other Christian universities, the Free University did not begin on
the b asis of a pre-existing theological seminary that was expanded because of needs
that arose within its supporting community

From its earliest conception it was

established to be a full-fledged university that would be involved in a wide range of
scholarship, all a pproached from a Reformed perspective.61
In his a ddress during the ceremonies marking the opening of the Free
University, Abraham Kuyper raises the question whether it is the intention of those
establishing the institution that not only theology, but that all the sciences be
approached from a Reformed perspective

In response he leads his listeners in a brief

survey o f the fields of medicine, law, the natural sciences, literature, philosophy, and
history in order to illustrate how the fundamental religious antithesis ultimately places
the scholar in on e of two possible camps in regard to crucial issues in each field.

He

emphasizes that it is the intention of the Free University, led by Scripture, to pursue
its scholarly activit y on the basis of a Reformed, Christian foundation

For Kuyper

and h is supporters there can be no other way, for they hold firmly to the confession
that "there is not an inch of the entire domain of our human life over which Christ,
who is Sovereign over all, does not proclaim 'Mine!'""
The assertion that the Free University is a distinctively Reformed institution,
Kuyper argues, is intended to honestly identify the community that gives birth to this
new un iversity a nd to distinguish the approach taken from those of other institutions of
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higher education

He stresses that in no way does this identification of one's position

and the establishment of a separate university intend to degrade or belittle the beliefs
and efforts of others. He states:
We do not thereby reject our Lutheran brothers Meanly looking down on other
Christians would be to our guilt. Only this much we ask, that one not coerce us
to exchange something that is better in our view for something not as excellent
And permit us to build again on the fallen rubble a Reformed temple according
to a pure Reformed style."'
Kuyper also underscores that the establishment of a separate Reformed
university and advocating the founding of other institutions by the various confessional
communities is not intended to create a situation in which each community and
approach to science remains isolated from all others

He states clearly that "this

principle does not lead us to a withdrawn, nor does it result in scholarly barrenness,
but it produces firmness of principle, depth of insight, and clarity of judgment
According to Kuyper it is crucial that the Free University and all other
institutions of higher education dedicate themselves to significant scholarship on the
basis of their particular foundations while at the same time engaging one another in
spirited and substantial discussion and debate. He compares the Free University to a
building that takes its place alongside many other structures, all of which share a
common path to the door as well as the view through the windows

According to

Kuyper, this analogy is employed to assert that all universities have in common the
creation order as well as the human drive to come to an understanding of every aspect
of that world "
Abraham Kuyper asserts that the very nature of science demands that ideas be
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communicated to others, tested by one's colleagues, and examined by the broader
community of science, including those operating from a different fundamental
principle. He vigorously opposes all narrowness and Anabaptistic tendencies toward
isolation

As a result, the Free University opened its doors to students of many

different backgrounds, including those who were not Christians. These were to be
accepted at the university after being informed of the institution's Reformed, Christian
principles and advised that all scholarship at the Free University would be undertaken
from that basis.66
Kuyper was convinced that Reformed Christianity provides the only basis for
"a science that makes one wise, that comes out of life and is for life, ending in the
worship of the all-wise God." He reflects on the entrance of the Free University into
the world of higher education fully aware of its small and unpretentious beginnings,
but also confident that since it depends entirely on the "Mighty One of Jacob," it
would, therefore, stand the test67

The Role and Authority of the University

Although Abraham Kuyper's tireless efforts accomplished numerous significant
changes in the Reformed community and also in the nation of the Netherlands, the
establishment of the Free University of Amsterdam was regarded by Kuyper as the
crowning achievement of his life6" To a great extent this is because he regarded
science and the university as a tremendous power that forms public opinion and
thereby shapes virtually every facet of societal life

He states that "the power of
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wisdom and of knowledge is so profound that the course of things is determined not
so much by reality as by the people themselves who conceptually structure reality.""
Convinced that the Christian community had for centuries disobediently
retreated from fulfilling its calling and task in the sphere of science, leaving it to the
domination of those who denied the authority of God's ordinances and the sovereign
rule of Jesus Christ, Abraham Kuyper works to lay the challenge before fellow
Christians and to provide leadership to the Reformed community

He is convinced

that the development of a Christian culture is impossible unless the claims of Christ
are effectively and consistently pressed in the sphere of science and the university.
Through the establishment of the Free University, "once again the essence of Scripture
will stand within Christendom as a conquering standpoint."'0 Kuyper often refers to
the university as "an act of faith," a step which must be taken in spite of the derision
of opponents and the nearly overwhelming nature of the task "
When the university is allowed to carry out its task in the sphere of science,
unfettered by interference from other societal spheres, the result, according to Kuyper,
is the development of genuine insight into God's creation and the place of humanity
within that order

This insight promotes the proper unfolding of creation according to

the ordinances of God. In addition, the God-ordained functioning of the university
serves as a g uarantee of human liberty

Kuyper notes that "science, in particular, is

among the means of defense which God gave to nobler peoples in order to maintain
their liberty " He describes science, when it functions in its legitimate role, as "an
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angel of light" that God has sent to humanity as a great blessing.'1
Kuyper emphasizes, however, that science brings blessings to the human race
only when the principle of sphere sovereignty is observed, and "provided that science
remains 'sovereign in its own sphere' and does not degenerate from its nature either
under the guardianship of the state or under ecclesiastical guardianship." When the
sphere of science is allowed its proper standing in society, tremendous benefits flow
not only to the Christian community, but to the nation as a whole. This situation, in
which science is allowed its place and task, has seldom been seen in the course of
world history

73

Although Kuyper's emphasis throughout his writing and speaking focuses on
guaranteeing the sphere of science its divinely-assigned domain, role, and authority by
protecting it from the domination of church or state, he also recognizes that science
also may be tempted to extend beyond its boundaries and the authority God has given
it. The domination of life by science that has gone astray leads to consequences fully
as detrimental as that which occurs when the church or state exceeds its bounds,
Kuyper especially points to the danger of pride that always threatens to derail science
from its appointed task of serving society. He writes:
For it [science] is certainly threatened with a Satanic danger, namely, that there
are within science those who degenerate into devils of pnde. And science is not
to be led to arrogance by such as these. But, as we all know, a high spire is
never to be climbed in one day without the ever-present danger of a great fall.
And there are other costs that are incurred with the tyranny of science which are
made clear to us by the tyranny of the state experienced such a short time ago
As in the rest of life, in the sphere of science and the university, men and
women are called to humbly serve the sovereign God who rules through his Son, Jesus
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Christ, in the power of the Holy Spirit. Kuyper asserts that in science, as elsewhere, a
spiritual battle rages, pitting principle against principle in a life-and-death conflict.
The regenerated view the universe within the illuminating framework of the biblical
teachings, whereas the unregenerated are confronted by the same creation order, but
interpret it only in the light of their own experience as the ultimate point of
reference
Building on the foundation laid by Groen Van Prinsterer, Abraham Kuyper led
the Reformed community in establishing many separate Christian organizations and
institutions

He never promoted or accepted these as hiding places in which Christians

could escape the challenges and battles of the day

Rather, he saw them as "the last

line of defense, from which the battle for the heart of the nation would be launched
By means of their own organizations Christians must play an active role within a
secular society under God's common grace."'6
Specifically, for the Christian in the sphere of science, the fact that Jesus Chnst
is King means that science and education at all levels must "be self-consciously,
confessionally Christian

True knowledge of reality cannot be obtained apart from the

revealing and regenerating work of God's Spirit" And, furthermore, the "goal of
Christian education is not simply the affirmation of human culture as a gift from God,
nor merely the interpretation of Christian faith with the human cultural enterprise, but
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rather the transformation of cultural society."

Kuvper's Legacy
Impact on Society and Culture in the Netherlands
More than any other citizen of the Netherlands who lived in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, Abraham Kuyper left an indelible mark on virtually
every area of that nation's life. Bob Goudzwaard notes that the Netherlands today
would undoubtedly "be a markedly different nation had Abraham Kuyper not lived."
Any resident of the Netherlands today or anyone familiar with contemporary Dutch
culture who visits that nation is reminded daily of the tremendous impact this one
person has exerted

Goudzwaard's experiences, although undoubtedly not typical,

illustrate the breadth of Kuyper's influence:
Since my birth, I have been a member of one of the Reformed churches; in the
sixties I was a Member of Parliament for "his" Anti-Revolutionary Party, and
from 1971 to the present, I have been a professor at "his" university. I am
advisor to the 300,000-member Dutch Christian labour movement^ if I publish in
newspapers, I usually do so in Trotov—the direct successor of'his Stanaaanl
It is evident that the many and various organizations and institutions that arose
because of Kuyper's vision, leadership, and efforts did not quickly fade from the scene
after the man's death, but have continued into the present as significant factors in
Dutch life

This is not to say that they have remained in the same form they took

during Kuyper's lifetime

Abraham Kuyper never presented his specific programs as

"the one and only" Christian response demanded in all times and places. Rather, he
attempted to work from clearly-articulated Christian principles, always acknowledging
that any human activity or enterprise was only a partial and inadequate response to the
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demands of God's Word

Kuyper repeatedly cautioned himself and his followers that

they must not ultimately commit themselves to individuals, organizations, or
institutions, but only to the sovereign Lord, Jesus Christ. His concluding prayer at the
ceremonies marking the opening of the Free University reflects this attitude that
pervades his wntings and speeches:
Adorable, eternal Majesty .then look down also on this institution with favor
May her gold be from You, her power, all her wisdom. May she never swear by
one less, never by another, than by Your Holy Word And You Who try our
hearts, 0 Judge also of our nation and Judge also of the schools of knowledge,
demolish the very walls of this institution and extinguish it from before Your
face, if she ever intends anything other, ever shall will anything different, than to
boast in that sovereign, that powerful free grace, that there is in the cross of the
Son of Your tender love1"'
Kuyper's followers also understood that his work and theirs should never be
regarded as a final, static system, but must always be a vibrant, relevant response to
the claims of the gospel of Jesus Christ, a contemporary manifestation of living Fro

Rege

James W Skillen summarizes the Kuypenan attitude clearly and concisely:

"But the question is not whether we must become disciples of Kuyper and his
followers

The question Is, will we take up the historical struggle of our day in the

spirit of biblical revival?" Skillen urges his readers not to try to replicate what Kuyper
did in the Netherlands more than seventy years ago, but to try to shape history and
culture in obedience to divine ordinances.*0
After Kuyper's death in 1920, those who continued to work in the line of his
thought struggled to understand the proper shape of an obedient response to God in the
various areas of life

The "Kuypenan" element never constituted more than a minority

element in Dutch society, yet even after Kuyper's death it continued to exert influence
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beyond i ts numbers. It was never, however, a completely homogeneous group that
uniformly and unquestioningly followed every element of Kuyper's thought. Among
the fol lowers of Abraham Kuyper there were always differences of opinion, sometimes
quite s ignificant, as well as debates regarding specific programs and courses of action
Particularly in the 1920's, after their charismatic leader had passed from the scene, a
reassessment of the Kuyperian program occurred.
World War II brought about even more dramatic changes that shook every
element of Dutch culture and the "old order" to its core. German occupation and the
devastation of the war had exacted a tremendous toll from every institution and
organization in the nation and had strained the fabric of Dutch society. In the
aftermath of that war, a powerful movement, the Dutch National Movement, emerged
in th e Netherlands, announcing that it was time to "break through" (doorbraak) the
confessional divisions in society in order to avoid dissention and disunity in the face
of the massive task of rebuilding the ravaged nation

Although the principle of

"pluriform democracy" for which Kuyper and his followers had so vigorously fought
prevailed in the elections of 1946, the community supporting this perspective had
changed considerably since the time of Kuyper."
Writing of the new situation in the Netherlands, Bob Goudzwaard notes that
many Christians joined the Doorbraak movement and became members of nonChristian organizations

This "crisis in Dutch neo-Calvinism" raised serious questions

about the place and role of Christian polmcal parties, newspapers, trade unions,
broadcasting corporations, and employer's organizations, as well as Christian education
on all levels. Goudzwaard asserts that this critical reassessment continues at the
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present time, with no clear consensus among Reformed Christians in the Netherlands
yet evident."1
What is clear is that in the aftermath of the war a spirit of ecumenicity took
root in Dutch culture, calling for a self-critical assessment of the ways of the past and
presenting new challenges to the Kuypenan movement in the Netherlands. A few of
the consequences of this new attitude are worth noting: the Nederlandsch Hervormde
Kerk (the original state church) and the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland (the
outgrowth of the A/scheiding of 1834 and Kuyper's Doleanne) are officially moving
toward eventual reunion, in 1980 Kuyper's Anti-revolutionary Party joined with the
leading Roman Catholic political party in the Netherlands to form a new Christian
Democratic Party, and Kuyper's De SiandaanJ, which was driven underground during
the war, has been replaced by the more ecumenical publication, Trouif " Although
still a significant factor in Dutch life, even Kuyper's supporters acknowledge that his
influence is no longer as powerful as it once had been ."
Influence on Higher Education in the Netherlands
The Free University of Amsterdam still stands as a unique institution of higher
education. The year 1980, which marked one hundred years of existence for "Kuyper's
school," was a time of celebration commemorating what the university had become
and its significant role in the life of the nation and beyond, but it was also a time of
reflection and reassessment.
As Goudzwaard observes, "within a century, however, much has changed in the
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Netherlands

The supporting community is socially and religiously no longer the

same, and neither is the Free University."15
Everyone familiar with the Dutch scene and the Free University of Amsterdam
agrees on such an assessment. However, the assertions that the changes are to be
celebrated or else lamented, that they are positive and inevitable or negative and the
result of fundamentally disobedient decisions and actions on the pan of the Reformed
community over the years, vary according to the background and stance of those
offering the assessment.
Certainly the Free University has grown and even prospered in terms of its
size, academic offerings, and prestige. The institution had humble beginnings, having
only three departments, namely those of theology, jurisprudence, and letters; five
professors; and five students, meeting in the rooms of the Scotch Mission Church of
Amsterdam.16 It grew steadily in the early decades, persevered during the hard
economic times and the war, and continued its growth in the post-war period. Today
the university has faculties of theology, jurisprudence, medicine, mathematics, the
natural sciences, letters, economics, sociology, philosophy, geography, and education
It has an enrollment of nearly fifteen thousand students."
Kuvper's Influence Bevond the Netherlands
Kuyper's influence has in no way been confined to the small nation of the
Netherlands

Certainly his most profound and far-reaching impact on the international

scene has been on those of Dutch Reformed origin who emigrated to various parts of
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the world, in particular to South Africa, the United States, Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand.

Kuyper's influence on these communities, in turn, affected other Presbytenan

and Reformed Christians of non-Dutch background

But Kuyper and his views have

come to be known even beyond these segments of the international community

Paul

Schrotenboer asserts that Abraham Kuyper is undoubtedly one of the most well-known
Dutchmen since Spinoza88
As indicated in chapters one and two, Kuyper's interests and influence involved
wide-ranging aspects of culture and society

It is impossible within the scope of this

study to adequately trace his international influence in every one of these areas. In
addition to his legacy in the sphere of education, which will be discussed in more
detail below, a brief consideration of his impact on political thought today will serve
to illustrate Kuyper's influence abroad
Until the last few decades, those North Americans who knew of Abraham
Kuyper thought of him primarily as a church leader, theologian, and writer of
Christian devotional material

This was due, in part, to the fact that the few wntings

of Kuyper that had been translated into the English language concerned these areas
Kuyper's works in fields such as journalism, literature, and political theory and pra ctice
remained untranslated and therefore virtually inaccessible to all but the few who could
read the Dutch language
This situation has begun to change.

Recent English translations of a numb er of

Kuyper's writings and speeches, together with books and articles that examine and
summarize Kuyper's thought in areas other than theology, have increased interest in
the man and his views

A good example is McKendree R. Langley's The Practice of
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Reformed Ecumenical Svnod Theolouical Forum 16, no 2 (June 1988) 1
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Political Spirituality, which surveys significant events in the political life of Kuyper
from 1879 to 1918 in a way that attempts to connect these to his underlying principles
The author indicates that it is not his purpose to provide the reader with a biography
of Kuyper or an historical study of a brief period in Dutch history. Rather, he is
interested in the "Kuyperian perspective" that emerges from such a study, confident
that this provides guidance for the Western democracies as they struggle with their
problems today.89
Langley is not alone in this sentiment. The writings of James W. Skillen,
Rockne McCarthy, William Harper, and others also assert that the Kuyperian
perspective offers significant insight into current political issues and problems in
pluralistic societies. Skillen relates how, as an undergraduate student in the early
1960's, his reading of Kuyper's Lectures on Calvinism helped to resolve his own
personal struggle to be genuinely Christian and at the same time politically informed
and active. He states that
Kuyper is of immense importance for our understanding of both religion and
contemporary society at the end of the twentieth century. What Kuyper began to
do and to say from the 1870's through the first decades of this century holds
significance for more than Dutch culture and society He began to understand in
a profound way the meaning of the differentiation of modem society—a creational
dynamic which is now global both in scope and complexity beyond our
fathoming Kuyper was "on time" because he led European Calvinists in his day
to grasp the significance of what was happening economically, politically, and
intellectually in Europe. He was "ahead of his time" because the culturally
formative action he urged Christians to take in politics, education, scholarship,
and economic life anticipated the kind of action that is now essential beyond the
boundaries of Holland and Europe and the entire Western world 9,1
This assessment is also reflected in the position taken by the Association for
Public Justice, a Christian organization based in Washington, D C

It works from the

'"McKendree R. Langley, The Practice of Political Spirituality Episodes from the
Public Career of Abraham Kuvoer (Jordan Station, Ontario Paideia Press, 1984), 3-4
"'James W Skillen, "Kuyper Was On Time and Ahead of His Time," Ihe
Reformed Ecumenical Svnod Theological Forum 16, no 2 (June 1988): 15
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basis of the Kuyperian perspective as it attempts to educate Christians concerning
political responsibilities and to provide leadership in the promotion of pub lic justice
The organization has experienced steady growth in numbers, drawing its members
from a wide range of confessional backgrounds and communities, and has also gained
increased recognition and prestige
In all of these individuals and organizations, one consistently finds clear
reflections of Kuyper's principle of sphere sovereignty and his promotion of structural
and confessional pluralism

They argue the relevance of Abraham Kuyper's

fundamental position not only for the Netherlands of the late nineteenth and earl y
twentieth centuries, but also for the complex and potentially explosive political scene
of today.
Kuyper's International Influence in the Sphere of Education
Kuyper's success in achieving recognition and equal funding for all prim ary and
secondary schools in the Netherlands, as well as his notable efforts in the founding of
the Free University of Amsterdam, have already been discussed in preceding chapters.
Unquestionably, Abraham Kuyper's name must figure prominently in any discussion of
education in the Netherlands during the last one hundred years. The pluralistic
educational system for which Kuyper and his followers worked so long and hard is
still firmly in place today
Kuyper's influence in education, however, extends beyond the borders of the
Netherlands

Once again, as with Kuyper's political views, the Kuyperian vision for

education first and most forcefully spread to other lands through the Dutch em igrants
who established themselves in other nations and cultures around the globe. This
influence is especially strong in the United States and Canada
When Dutch Reformed Christians of the Afscheiding of 1834 fled the
persecution they were experiencing in their homeland, many came to the United Stats
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in hopes of finding the freedom not only to establish their own churches, but also their
own Christian schools

Under the leadership of the Reverend Albertus C. Van Raalte

they established a colony at Holland in western Michigan, and soon after in Pella,
Iowa. Later, groups moved out from these centers to various other locations in the
United States. After a brief and unhappy period of membership in the Reformed
Church of America, the Afscheiding group separated from this body in 1857 and
established the Christian Reformed Church."
Members of the Christian Reformed communities were committed to the
establishment of Christian schools for the education of their children, but initially these
schools were placed under the control of the church. This pattern continued until the
I880's when followers of Kuyper immigrated to the United States and joined with their
Afscheiding brothers and sisters. Almost immediately the impact of Kuyper's principle
of sphere sovereignty brought about a shift from church ownership and control of the
schools to that of a society comprised of parents and other Reformed Christians. This
became the general pattern as the Christian Reformed Church grew and its members
spread to numerous communities across the United States and Canada, nearly always
establishing Christian schools on the primary and secondary levels '"
In spite of the shift in Christian Reformed circles from church- owned and
controlled to society-owned and controlled schools and the increasing influence of
Kuyperianism, the pietistic and somewhat isolationistic tendencies of those whose
roots were in the Afscheiding of 1834 remained significant forces in the denomination
Tensions between the two perspectives surfaced in a variety of ways and also resulted

"Henry Zwaanstra, Catholicity and Secession: A S tudy of Ecumenicity in the
Christian Reformed Church (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1991), 1-2.
9:John H Kromminga, In the Mirror (Hamilton, Ontario Guardian Publishing Co,
Ltd, 1957), 120-121
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in a rather ambiguous relationship between the church and the schools."
Initially, as a small and struggling immigrant body, the Christian Reformed
Church did not have the resources necessary to undertake the establishment of an
institution of Reformed, higher education. The need for well-educated preachers,
however, led to the establishment of the Theological School of the Christian Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan in 1876.
narrowly focused on theological education

It was church-owned and controlled and
It was not until 1900 that the institution

was expanded to an academy that was open to other than prospective preachers and i n
1904 it became Calvin College

The theological education of future pastors became

the task of Calvin Theological Seminary.

Like the church that established and owned

them, Calvin College and Calvin Theological Seminary reflected a variety of
Reformed perspectives on the nature of Christian education, Kuyperianism always
being a significant influence94
The post-war years brought an new influx of Dutch immigrants into the Un ited
States and even larger numbers to Canada

This served to revitalize and bolster th e

Kuypenan element tn Christian Reformed circles and resulted in a new impetus toward
the creation of Christian labor associations. Christian business associations, Christian
political action groups, and Christian newspapers and magazines. These efforts were
not always appreciated or supported, however, by the long-established Christian
Reformed communities that reflected more of an A/scheiJing mentality

In ad dition,

in North America, as in the Netherlands, there existed various Kuyperian groups and

"'Donald Oppewal, The Roots of the Caivinistic Day School Movement (Grand
Rapids Calvin College Department of Education, 1963), 15
"Henry Zwaanstra, Reformed Thought and Experience in the New World
(Kampen: J. H. Kok, 1973), 156-158
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perspectives that were not always in agreement with each other."
Nevertheless, the resurgence of Kuyperianism in North America was a
significant factor in the establishment of several Reformed Colleges

In addition to

Calvin College and Calvin Theological Seminary, Trinity Christian College was
established in the Chicago area, Dordt College in northwest Iowa, The Institute for
Christian Studies in Toronto, The King's College in Alberta, and Redeemer College in
Ontario. These institutions of higher education vary in regard to the extent of
Kuyperian influence, but all have unquestionably felt its impact.
These Reformed colleges and educational institutions have continued to
receive the solid support of the Reformed community in North America. Even during
difficult economic times they have remained financially secure and have continued a
pattern of steady growth. As was the case with Kuyper's Free University, support for
these institutions has come largely from the "kleine luyden," the common people who
are commited to the vision and sacrifice for these "kingdom causes."
Although in the past the Reformed community in North America never
attempted to establish a Christian university similar to the Free University of
Amsterdam, at the present time the colleges and institutes mentioned above, together
with other Reformed and Presbyterian colleges and seminaries, are exploring the
feasibility and desirability of such an institution

In this, too, the influence of

Abraham Kuyper is still powerfully experienced.
In a brief survey of the continuing influence and further development of
Kuyper's thought in the Netherlands and on the international scene, one finds such a
breadth and diversity of matters that properly should be considered that the task
quickly becomes unmanageable

This, in part, is a reflection of the breadth and

"Richard J Mouw, "Dutch Calvinist Philosophical Influences in North America,"
Calvin Theoloeical Journal 24 (April 1989) 101-113
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diversity of interests, activities, and accomplishments of the man himself. Even when
the focus of the survey is restricted to Kuyper's influence in the sphere of education,
the range of aspects to be covered remains formidable
In addition to the specific influences noted above, it is important to point out
that there has been a renewed interest in and, for many, a discovery of the principle of
sphere sovereignty and its implications for the sphere of education as articulated and
applied by Abraham Kuyper. In the context of the current perception that there is a
cnsis in education, and in the face of the challenges that especially Western
democracies are encountering in attempting to deal justly with the numerous religious,
ethnic, and cultural communities within society, many are finding Kuyper's perspective
significant in helping to clarify the central issues involved and in offering new
possibilities for the future.96

*'Cf., for example, Martin Marty's assessment of the relevance of the Kuyperiait
approach found in Rockne M McCarthy, James W Skillen, and William A Harper,
Disestablishment a Second Time Genuine Pluralism for American Schools (Grand
Rapids: Christian University Press, 1982), ix-xv.
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APPENDIX 2
"SPHERE SOVEREIGNTY," A TRANSLATION1

How does the school I am introducing [The Free University of Amsterdam] fit
into the garden of Dutch society? Why does it brandish on the point of its lance the
cap of liberty'' And why does it study the book of the Reformed faith so intently? I
can answer all three questions by pointing you to the notion of sphere sovereignty as
that which characterizes our institution 1) in its national significance, 2) in its
academic aims, and 3) in its Reformed character
Its National Significance
The first part of my discourse aims to present the national significance of our
institution. In this awesome century our nation, too, is struggling its way through a
crisis, a crisis which it shares with all kindred nations, a crisis that pervades the whole
world of thinking humanity
Every crisis centers on a threatened way of life, whose deterioration prompts
either prophecies of rejuvenation or predictions of decline unto death. What is that
way of life presently under assault'' What is at stake in this crisis also for our nation''
And who would dare to repeat the customary answers: that the battle is between
progress and tradition, or between the simple and the complex, or between the ideal
and the real, or between the poor and the rich9 The inadequacy, unreasonableness,
and shallowness of each of these diagnoses has been exposed to the clear light of day
Some made the slogans "clericalism" and "liberalism" the watchword, as though what
mattered was the abuse or purification of ecclesiastical influence. At last, however,
this pretense, too, was contemptuously torn away, until finally the awareness grew that
the present crisis of the nations does not center on inequality, self-interest, or justice,
but on a living person, on Him who once swore to being King, on Him who once
sacrificed His life on the cross of Golgotha for the sake of his claim to royal
sovereignty-this awareness, first grasped by the leading visionaries of our time,
gradually spread from this nucleus to ever widening circles
"The Nazarene: our holy inspiration, our animating ideal, our paragon of
piety!" For a long time this is what people cried enthusiastically But history passed
judgment upon such praise as contradictory to the Nazarene's own claims. In His
calm, divinely human consciousness, as lucid as glass. He claimed to be nothing less
than the Messiah, the Anointed, and thus the King of kings, possessing "all authority
in heaven and on earth." The scandalous sign tacked to the cross announcing the
criminal arrogance for which He was sentenced to die was not that He was a hero of

'An English translation of the first section of Abraham Kuyper's "Souvcreinileil in
Eigcn Knng," 2d ed (Amsterdam J H Kruyt, 1880), translated by Harry der
Nederlander and Gordon Spykman Used with permission
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the faith or a "martyr to honor," but that He was the King of the Jews, that is, the
Bearer of Sovereignty It is this sovereignty, the existence or non-existence of the
power of the One born of the virgin Mary, around which the thinking minds, the
ruling powers, and the kindred nations are as greatly agitated today as in the first three
centuries This precisely is the question of sovereignty the King of the Jews is either
the saving truth to which all nations must say Amen or the principle lie which all
nations must oppose This issue, once encountered in the blood of the Nazarene, has
now once again torn a rift through the entire world of our spiritual, human, and
national existence.
What is sovereignty? Do you not agree with me in defining it as the authority
that possesses the right and duty, and wields the power to break and punish all
resistance to its will9 And does not an ineradicable conscience also speak within you,
telling you that original, absolute sovereignty cannot reside in any creature, but must
coincide with the majesty of God? If you believe in Him as the Conceiver and
Creator, the Founder and Director of all things, your soul must also proclaim the triune
God as the only absolute Sovereign. But then—and I stress this-then at the same time
we must acknowledge that this supreme Sovereign has delegated and still delegates
His authority to human persons, so that on earth one actually never encounters God
Himself directly in visible form, but one always sees His sovereign authority
administered in human offices.
This embodiment of God's sovereignty in human office raises the very
important question: how does this delegation occur? Is this all-encompassing
sovereignty of God delegated to a single person undivided? Or does an earthly
sovereign possess the power to compel obedience only in a limited sphere, a sphere
limited by other spheres in which someone else is sovereign, and not he?
The answer to this question differs depending on whether one stands within the
orbit of Revelation or outside it. The traditional answer given by those who excluded
special revelation from their minds was, "As far as practical it must be undivided, but
it must also permeate all spheres." They stipulated, "as far as is practical," because
God's sovereignty over what is above falls beyond man's reach, and over nature
beyond man's power, and over fate beyond man's control But for the rest, they argue,
we can do without sphere sovereignty. The state has unlimited power to command,
disposing over persons, over their lives, over their rights, over their conscience, even
over their faith. In ancient times there were many gods, as a result, in the slogan
"united power makes for greater strength," the single, unlimited state was regarded as
even more imposing and more majestic than the divided power of the gods.
Eventually, therefore, the state itself, embodied in Caesar, became God-the divine
state which could tolerate no other states beside itself Thus the passion for world
domination was bom—Divas A ugustus\~with Caesar worship as its religion What a
profoundly sinful notion, which eighteen centuries later for the first time was self
consciously elaborated into a theory of the state in Hegel's idea of "the immanent
God"
In contrast, Jehovah causes the mouthpieces of Messianic prophecy to cry out
in Israel, "This sovereignty must be delegated not 'as far as is practical' but wholly
undivided and unbroken." And this human Messiah did appear, having power in
heaven, power over nature, claiming power over all nations, and in all nations over
conscience and faith Even the bond between mother and child had to yield in the
face of his call to obedience This, then, is total sovereignty, extending over all things
visible and invisible, over both the spiritual and the material, placed in the hands of a
Man This is not one kingdom among others, but the absolute kingdom "To this end
I was bom, and for this cause I came into the world-to be king." "All power is mine
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in heaven and on the whole earth." "One day all enemies will be subdued and every
knee will bow before me " This is the Messianic sovereignty once foretold by the
prophet, to which the Nazarene laid claim, and whose beginnings He demonstrated in
His miracles. It was, moreover, described by the apostles, and, on their authority,
confessed by the church of Christ to be undivided, and yet he delegated, or rather,
assumed by Christ in order to be returned. For only if this sovereignty is returned
from the Messiah to God himself, who will then be "all and in all," will that total
harmony one day break through
However-and here we encounter the glorious principle of liberty—this total
sovereignty of the sinless Messiah implies at the same time the forthright denial and
contradiction of all absolute sovereignty among sinful men on earth It does so by
dividing life into unique spheres, each with its own sovereignty
Human life, with its material foreground which is visible and its spintual
background which is invisible, turns out to be neither simple nor uniform but
constitutes an infinitely composite organism. Its composition is such that the
individual exists only in terms of a group, and only in such groups can wholeness
become manifest. Call the parts of this one gigantic machine cogwheels, each
revolving on its own axle under its own power, or spheres, each infused with its own
animating spirit. The imagery is indifferent. As long as we recognize that there exist
in life as many spheres as there are constellations in the sky, and that the scope of
each sphere has been unerringly delineated by a unique principle, as its focal-point,
namely, the apostolic injunction, "each in its own order" [I Cor 15:23] Just as we
speak of a moral world, a world of science, a business world, a world of art, so we
can more properly speak of a sphere of morality, a family sphere, a sphere of social
life, each with its own realm, and because each comprises its own realm, each has its
own sovereign within the bounds of that realm
There is accordingly a realm of nature in which its sovereign works formatively
on matter according to fixed laws. Similarly, there is also a realm of the personal, of
the family, of science, of social and ecclesiastical life-each of which obeys its own
laws, and each of which stands under its own supreme authority. There is a realm of
thought where only the laws of logic may rule There is a realm of conscience where
no one may issue commands sovereignly but the Holy One Himself And finally there
is a realm of faith where only the person himself is sovereign who through faith
dedicates himself in the depth of his being.
All these spheres interlock like cogwheels, and precisely in acting upon one
another and in meshing with one another, they produce the rich, multifaceted variety
of human society But this also brings with it the danger that one sphere in life may
break in upon another like a jerky cogwheel that shears off one cog after another until
the operation of the entire machine is disrupted This danger constitutes the rational
for still another sphere of authority, that of the state The state must make it possible
for the various spheres, insofar as they manifest themselves externally, to interact
appropriately, and to keep each sphere within its proper limits And since personal life
may be suppressed by the group in which one lives, the state must protect the
individual from the tyranny of his own group Such a state is a sovereign power
which, as Scripture succinctly puts it, "gives stability to the land by justice" [Prov
29:4], since without justice it destroys itself and collapses. As the power that protects
the individual and defines the mutual relationships among the visible spheres, the
sovereignty of the state, therefore, rises high above all the other spheres by enjoining
justice and utilizing force justly It has no authority, however, within each of these
spheres Internally each sphere is ruled by another authority that descends directly
from God, apart from the state. This authority is not conferred, but merely recognized
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by the state And even in defining laws for the mutual relationships among these
spheres the state may not adopt its own will or choice as the standard, but is bound by
the decision of a higher will, as expressed in the nature and purpose of these spheres
The state must see to it that the cogwheels operate as they are meant to. Is it not so,
that the ideal which beckons every nobler head of state is not to suppress life nor to
shackle freedom, but to make possible the free movement of life in and for each of
these spheres''
These two credos, thus, stand in sharp contrast. He who lives from the reality
of revelation (and who lives consistently within that perspective) confesses that all
sovereignty rests in God and that it can therefore only issue from Him; that this divine
sovereignty has been bestowed totally and undividedly upon the man—Messiah; and
that therefore human freedom is safe under this Son of Man as Sovereign. For the
state as well as every other sphere of life is marked by an authority derived from Him,
that is, it possesses sovereignty in its own sphere.
Those, on the contrary, who do not sense the reality of such a special
revelation, and therefore deny it, insist on an absolute separation between the question
of sovereignty and the question of faith. They assert, accordingly, that there is no
other authority conceivable than that of the state, and therefore busy themselves to
embody this high idea of sovereignty ever more perfectly in the all-powerful state.
Hence, they can grant to the other spheres a freedom no more generous than the
measure of rights the state allows them out of its weakness or confers upon them out
of its absolute power.
I call these positions "sovereignty credos," for they are fundamental
convictions, not systems of thought. This is so because the gulf that separates them
lies not in a different arrangement of ideas, but in a recognition or denial of the facts
of life For us who live by revelation, the Messiah lives, the Christ works, and He
more certainly sits on the throne of God's power than you are sitting here in your
seats On the other hand, those who do not join in this confession must oppose it as a
harmful illusion that poses an obstacle to the nation's development, a pernicious
dogma, a meaningless phantasm.
These therefore stand as diametrically opposing confessions, which in cowardly
fashion have been pushed aside repeatedly behind a long row of hybrid theories,
mixed from more of one and less of the other, or from an equal portion of each
During critical periods, however, the principal credos from which these pale entities
derive their basic hue repeatedly break through this unprincipled charade with a
vengeance. Then in open array they once again challenge one another to combat, as
the only two really great antagonists, which split life asunder at its roots. It is
therefore worth risking one's life for this cause, even if it means disturbing the lives of
other people
Defending sphere sovereignty against state sovereignty—see, in summary form
this is the history of the world, going back to even before the Messianic sovereignty
was proclaimed. For the royal child of Bethlehem does indeed protect this principle of
sphere sovereignty with His shield; but He did not create it It existed from antiquity
It was embedded in the creation order, in the structure of human life It existed before
state sovereignty arose But once state sovereignty arose, it recognized sphere
sovereignty as its enduring enemy. Moreover, the power of the spheres to resist was
weakened from within by the transgression of their own laws of being, that is, by sin
Thus the ancient history of all people confronts us with the ignominious drama of
how, despite stubborn and sometimes heroic resistance, freedom within the various
spheres dies out and the power of the state triumphs, turning eventually into
Caesarism Socrates drinking the cup of hemlock, Brutus driving his dagger into
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APPENDIX 3
"SPHERE SOVEREIGNTY," A TRANSLATION (CONTINUED)

1

A Speech at the Inauguration of the Free University
Delivered by Dr A Kuyper on October 20, 1880
in the Chancel of the Nieuwe Kerk in Amsterdam
This development was stronger in the Netherlands than anywhere else. It
seemed that when the land was divided into separate polder districts, each sphere was
able to defend itself against the sovereignty of the state more forcefully than when the
nation was united (p. 16): That is what Philip5 experienced when the singers of the
Souterlied and the people listening to the itinerant preachers, in spite of themselves,
clashed with the sovereignty of the state In the following century the Stuarts and the
Bourbons also experienced this when the immortal sea hero, on whose mausoleum we
here gaze-our glorious De Ruyter4--withstood the resurgent royalism of the various
Charles' and Louis'. "Next to God, I am master of my ship!" was the sense of liberty
that inspired the whole phalanx of our sea heroes along with him. In nautical terms,
on all the waters of kingly pretension he bore something of what in legal terms is
called "sphere sovereignty."
But, unfortunately, before the century passed, even our land deserted this and
Holland also sank in sin's way And with our republic, the last solid bulwark sank, so
that as far as freedom was concerned, Europe became a wasteland. As so the stream
of royalism arose, capturing and treading upon the lands, abusing the peoples, and
tormenting the nation, until finally with a brilliant light, the fire of vengeance flared up
within that nation As passions flared the revolutionary principle rejected the crowned
sovereign head in order to crown the people sovereign It was a dreadful occurrence
that was certainly born out of a thirst for freedom, but it was also shaped by of a
hatred for the Messiah This freedom merely brought even more severe oppression!
For the sovereign who was put into power through one election, by the next day had

'An English translation of the remainder of Kuyper's 1880 speech at the opening
of the Free University This continues from the end of the first section of the speech
which is found in English translation in Appendix 2 The translation is that of Wayne
A Kobes
"Numbers in parentheses are references to the beginning of new pages in the
original Dutch version, Souvereiniicil in Eieen Krinz. Amsterdam: J H Kruyt, 1880
'Philip 11 o f Spain, against whom the Dutch struggled for independence
'Admiral Michiel Adriaenszoon De Ruyter (1607-1676) successfully commanded
the Dutch navy against the English and French fleets.
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been completely deprived of the control of his own affairs First it was the Jacobins,
then the Napoleonic Caesar, and soon after this, the most specious state ideal. In
France it was quickly and frantically put in place and soon it was also advocated as
the exemplary and proper view of life by a leading German philosophical school
And so once again liberty lay reviled and for a second time there was the
danger of a single sovereignty swallowing up all other sovereignties (p 17) What
then can save us from this? No, not the restoration spint of the Vienna Congress.
Not Haller's5 or De Maistre's6 deification of the sovereign. Not the historical school
which with its psychological conception, that smothers every higher principle. Not
even the pseudo-constitutional system with its mi faineant and its tyrannical parties.
But truly the Messiah, the Sovereign sitting at God's right hand He, in the midst of
the people, through the pure revival which ever awakens them, again sends out a spint
of grace, of prayer, of belief His work restores the situation in which a sovereign
other than an earthly power is worshipped, a situation in which people are elevated,
practice mercy, and, not as lovers of the state but as Gospel confessors, enliven the
state.
And the Messiah accomplishes this not through political manipulation, but
through moral power This hope of the nation thus was born from within, out of the
spirit, not in order to rule, but to continue serving. Thus there arose in our nation, in
spite of the opposition of the national party, a Christian element, a people's party that
believed in the Messiah. It was not simply a faction that arose as an artificial group,
nor was it was a political group in the sense that it was merely a splinter group
Rather, it was a people's party that was truly a national in character After a penod of
tremendous disintegration, there emerged out of the scattered parts a majestic unity of
the people, inspiring them to a higher ideal
But this was not entirely new Bilderdijk7 already drew an outline for this
sphere when he slew popular sovereignty with the "hatchet" of his song Da Costa*
caught the tone of life with his hymn for the sovereign Messiah. And Groen van
Pnnsterer at last wrote the credo of state's rights in his eloquent formula, "sphere
sovereignty "
By virtue of the fact that the principle came from God himself, it has in these
thirty years conquered the divided followings which he evangelized with the passion of
love On the basis of that principle (p. 18) one institution after another has arisen,
bnnging healing to our society Even though that principle has suffered revilement, it
tirelessly pushes onward, bringing great benefits to humanity There is zeal among the
people for it, and on its basis and on its behalf they entreat the throne and they plead
in the council hall "Sphere sovereignty under Jesus' sovereign highness!" What
divided others held together this circle of brothers That explains the persistent effort

"Berchtold Haller (1492-1536), an associate of Zwingli, active in the Swiss
Reformation
"Joseph de Maistre (1754-1821), a French writer who was a staunch opponent of
the French Revolution
'Willem Bilderdijk (1756-1831) was a prominent Dutch historian, poet, and
literary figure
'Isaac da Costa (1798-1860) was a pupil of Bilderdijk and a gifted leader of the
Revcii in the Netherlands
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in ihe face of our meager power, our tireless rowing against the stream All of this
opposition only served to heighten our courage and functioned as a fruitful pressure,
enabling us undauntedly to spring back from adversity. And finally this vision spread
gradually and spontaneously over our fellow countrymen, recruiting a majority from a
such a wide territory that we stand before its success in awe and humility.
So we fought for the indivisibility of sovereign authority We fought for the
States-General as government standing beside and with, not above nor under (the other
spheres) Thus we did not maintain a forbidding monarchical theory that challenged
God's sovereignty and thirsted to shed man's blood For this reason our protest went
out against the coercion that was exerted by the sword on the lives of our children.
And on this basis we prophesied of the emancipation of the church. And at last we
focused our struggle on the conflict of the public elementary school.
At that time, in the school, the sovereignty of conscience, and the sovereignty
of the family, and the sovereignty of pedagogy, and the sovereignty of the spiritual
sphere were all equally threatened. But a principle, like a seed sown in the earth,
cannot lie there without sprouting in a precise, ordered coherence. And it did sprout!
A people's party arose for such a principle and it may not cease before it raises from
the root of faith also the fruit of knowledge. Such concentrated knowledge is not to
be cultivated in any place other than in a school within the structure of the university.
So, it must inevitably come, for it comes with unyielding consistency through an inner
life impulse, (p. 19) Today it has indeed become a reality That is to say, it is
launched from this small and unseaworthy ship, but one chartered under the
sovereignty of King Jesus. Nevertheless, to every port of knowledge the flag will go
with the emphasis of "sphere sovereignty!"
II
Undoubtedly you expected "sphere sovereignty" to be the signature of our
theoretical work. But I also understand sphere sovereignty in a very practical way
This principle does not lead us to a withdrawn position nor does it result in scholarly
barrenness, but it produces firmness of principle, depth of insight, and clarity of
judgment That is, it produces sanctified penetrating thought that stands powerfully
opposed to whatever, through superior forces, would limit freedom in and of our
human lives.
Don't forget that it is a tendency of every state power to look with a suspicious
eye toward all liberty. The different spheres of life cannot do without the sphere of
the state, for just as one space is able to impose limits on other spaces, one particular
sphere can limit all others, unless the state fixes their boundary by law. The state is,
therefore, the sphere of spheres, which extensively encircles our human lives
Therefore, in a nobler sense, the state is to function not for itself, but in the interests
of the other spheres and always be mindful of its strength It must use its power to
resist and must attempt to break any particular sphere's striving toward expansion and
toward the domination of a wider domain
4
Simply observe the patterns of the times. Or hasn't even Mommsen himself,
beneath the bold image of Caesar that he crushed, returned again to (p 20) the
imperialistic line just torn from that Caesar, indicating the political trend of our day
Is the chancellor of Germany, then, a freedom-loving figure? What about the person

Theodore Mommsen (1817-1903), a German classical historian
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who was so profoundly humbled by that chancellor near Sedan?10 Were these
freedom-loving or tyrannical? What is your opinion of the tribune of the people who
at this time in the French capital has taken the place of the man of Sedan in popularity
among the people7
And that must be the case, as the discipline or the remedy for a cowardly
nation which through the atrophy of its moral resilience makes this corruption of its
freedom possible. The state has in our day, therefore, become the supreme power on
earth There is no earthly power above the state, whose sovereign can force the right
to be done. And either from an ignoble ambition for power or from a noble concern
for the common interest, each state will arrive at this position by its very nature
For the iron band is clamped just as tightly around the staves of a barrel as the
crimp of those staves allows And so, ultimately, it depends on the spheres of life
themselves whether they will flourish in freedom or whether they will sigh under the
coercion of the state. They certainly possess a moral strength so that they can resist
being pushed in, and, without question, they ought not let themselves be crushed
inward While they are enslaved, and they certainly have writhed in the chains of
slavery, they don't actually have a right to complain For freedom is threatened just as
strongly from within each sphere through sin as at the boundary of that sphere by the
power of the state If one wants to tighten the band around the staves of a barrel, he
first lights a fire inside the barrel. Much more effectively than the blows of a
hammer, that fire causes the staves to shrivel from within And so also it is with our
freedoms There smolders, there smokes in the kernel of each sphere of life a glow of
passion where the sparks of sin fly up And that unholy blaze, that evil fire,
undermines the moral power of life, weakens the power in each sphere, (p 21) and
finally bends even the strongest stave In each successful attack on freedom the state
can never be but an accomplice. The chief culprit remains the undutiful citizen
himself, who, in sin and sensual pleasure and in sleep wastes away his muscular
strength He loses power through his own initiative
When a nation is healthy at its core and its people still live robustly in the
various spheres of life, the state cannot subvert the principles of justice if the people,
with God's help, resist through moral opposition But the process is clear: as
discipline weakened and affluence slipped in and sin became brazen, and the theory of
absolute state sovereignty was able to bend what was weakened, just like Napoleon
kicking in what had already crumbled to dust. And in the face of that pressure, had
not God incorporated a resilience in that listless sphere of life, the last remaining
sphere would already long ago have been broken through and nothing would remain of
our freedom except the statement "this, too, has passed" on its grave
Science, in particular, is among the means of defense which God gave to
nobler peoples in order to maintain their liberty Science certainly stands in the
forefront The man of Tarsus was among the spokesmen made learned by the Holy
Spirit. And wasn't John from among the mystics and Jacob from among the practical
ones7 But it was from the spiritual treasures of Paul that Luther grasped the freedom
of Reformation I am certainly aware that science can also betray freedom, and mote
than once has done so But the maintenance of liberty was, notwithstanding, the force
of its sacred mission. Taken in its legitimate form, God sent it to us as an angel of
light
For what of the demented, what of the idiot, what of the drunkard plundering

"'A reference to Napoleon III who was defeated and captured near the French town
of Sedan in 1870
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regard9

human
Is that not precisely the result of the absence of clear knowledge9
And we must now come to more lucid knowledge not only of ourselves, but also of
that which exists outside ourselves Isn't that what science is all about9 Thinking
after God what he has thought before, and above, and in us? (p 22) The
understanding of existence and of life is not the result of the work of one single
person, but of all the ages of human comprehension! That which enables us to think,
and in this way leads us to knowledge, is mirrored in and can be summed up in our
reason This is an honor bestowed by God on our human existence, for the possession
of wisdom is the result of a divine inclination in us as God's creatures.
Yes, the power of wisdom and of knowledge is so profound that the course of
things is determined not as much by reality as by the people who conceptually
structure reality How can anyone suggest that ideas are indifferent9 Ideas form
public opinion and that opinion forms the sense of justice And the sense of justice
shapes the course of spiritual life. That's why the person who understands the
influence of his principles cannot simply float about on the level of sentiment A
person accomplishes nothing with mere feeling. Even with a confession one comes
only half way. Before a person can gain a hold on the public, he must gain power in
the world of thought. Prompted by an impulse within him, the "God in us," he is
aware of the maturing of something he sensed toward that which he knew.
This occurs, provided that, and I want to emphasize this very strongly,
provided that science remains "sovereign in its own sphere" and does not degenerate
from its nature either under the guardianship of the state nor under ecclesiastical
guardianship Science forms its own life sphere in which truth is sovereign. Under no
circumstances may it suffer infringement or violation of its law for life. To do that
would not only dishonor science, but be sin before God Our knowledge is like a
mirror in us, in which an image is reflected from out of three worlds: out of the world
around us, out of the world of our own being, and out of the invisible world of spirits.
Reason demands, first, that each of those worlds be allowed to reflect that image
according to its own nature, that is, we must engage in observation and perception
Second, it demands that one receives a clear reflection or understanding, that is, that
we observe those images until we understand them. (p. 23) And third, it demands that
one harmoniously sums up what has been perceived, that is, that a person grasps this
perception in its connections, as being necessary and beautiful This is not
contemplation, but a reflection in us This is a science that makes one wise, that
comes out of life and is for life, ending in worship of the all-wise God!
Spinoza has understood the sovereignty of science in its own sphere
Therefore, we greatly admire and honor Spinoza's character, certainly as much as that
of the insipid Erasmus, who has long been placed alongside him in moral standing. It
is true that Spinoza's basic approach and his perception were false, and therefore his
conclusions must certainly be false. But, nevertheless, he saw something and, as he
expressed it, he steadfastly refused to lend himself to the violation of the sovereignty
of science in its own sphere A good Reformed person does not condemn him, but
places him far above the unstable and the hesitating, to whom more than one person,
who does not have the insight that Spinoza has, has been tempted to make an
unprincipled comparison
Likewise, by all possible means this principle must be held fast so that the
church of Christ may never force her lofty position upon science In spite of the real
risk that she may suffer harm from science, the church must insist that science,
without ever becoming a slave, must maintain its future sovereignty on its own
grounds and live by the grace of God. For it is certainly threatened with a satanic
danger, namely, that there are within science those who degenerate into devils of
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pride And science is not to be led to arrogance by such as these But, as we all
know, a high spire is never to be climbed in one day without the ever-present danger
of a great fall And there are other costs that are incurred with the tyranny of science
which are made clear to us by the tyranny of the state experienced such a short time
ago This, however, cannot occur unless the church first declines spiritually And
also, when it spiritually wakes up again, the church itself also encourages science. In
God's name it comes chastising her to return to her proper place.fp. 24)
Not exactly, but nearly the same things are to be said of the state. Not exactly,
because as soon as the sphere of science organizes itself into a school as a visible
organization, the state still remains as a master power. It received this power in order
to assert its sphere of justice But the power of the state is also limited Before it
ever may penetrate that boundary to the inheritance of science, it respectfully "takes
off the shoes from its feet" and lays aside a sovereignty that would not be fitting for
her in that area.
Making science the servant of the state, such as the Ghibellines, who played it
off against the Guelfs, the French bureaucracy who took advantage of their control of
the people, and the Germans who sought to create a revolution in Gottingen, is
demeaning prostitution which forfeits every valid claim to moral influence
But there should be a nobler character that inspires the state, as it does in our
circles of authority And also, in our circles, there has already arisen a science too
proud to know anything of bowing Still, it will be a blessing upon our descendants
and it will be to our credit, if also in the life of the university, there again rises up
from a separate root chairs which grow into a separate life In this way science
outgrows the guardianship of the state.
In this fashion, one day there stood, free in the midst of the people, the school
of the prophets in Israel and the school of wisdom in Jerusalem The schools of
ancient philosophy in Greece and of their imitators in Rome once stood free like thai
In this same freedom the schools of the first Christian teachers once paraded
themselves And equally free were the ancient universities of Bologna and Paris. Not
as forms of a division of the state, in order that there science might just be
manipulated, but science which had entered into life and created for itself a form
within that life It was in that free form that the university was able to work for the
liberty of the Reformation And it was not before the last part of the preceding
century that this free, permanent institution was absorbed and made into a "branch of
state service" when the new, modem university let itself be chained tightly to the stale.
(P 25)

It came to that point not through personal arbitrariness, but through the
pressure of events and through the enervating of the people. And science withdrew
from the absurdity of each limit that by this time, one upon another, the state placed
upon the university. By our present time there is very little feeling for science among
the masses, insufficient liberality by the kingdoms of the earth, and inadequate will
power in the graduate sphere because of the risks involved. For the time being, the
state must maintain its support, provided that, and here is where we stand, provided
that it involves itself only to promote freedom and is gripped again by the ideal of
sphere sovereignty also for science
Is it then foolish that at the present time a first, timid step has been ventured
by our school in a better direction'' At the state university so many objections weigh
upon the scales of justice I cannot say it often enough, money creates a power for
whoever gives it and a power over whomever receives it That is why art can never
permanently raise the liberty of the people, for it requires gold Who has measured
the influence exercised by government money on the nation's destiny and on the
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shaping of the progress of the sciences, for example, as through a single appointment
such as that of Thorbecke" or of Scholtenl: or of Opzoomer'®? Where is the spiritual
measuring rod, where is the competence which can lead the state in so influential a
choice for the highest, most decisive sciences9
In addition to this, in our present system the Jews and Roman Catholics are
coerced to pay for a theological faculty which actually must be Protestant Is a sense
of justice satisfied by this approach? And when the law of the land recognizes our
right to our own foundations and the Sovereign of this land, as was recently
acknowledged, recognizes our freedom, then, no longer oppressed by such difficulties,
the institution is finally accorded justice Isn't there found, therefore, in the conduct of
the people themselves a foundation for the university and for science, and in the life of
the people a fulfilled prophecy? (p. 26)
Here now is then a group from that "night school"14 reviled for not quite thirty
years, and which at present has exhausted its strength for an educational goal! Here
you see the least respected from the "non-intellectual" element of the nation, who run
from the plow to the feed trough in order to get together pennies for the establishment
of a university Elsewhere people expect higher authorities to provide education for
the masses, and it is imposed on the people from above. But here isn't there
something better in a group of people who, in order that learning flourish, willingly
make great sacrifices for education? Isn't this a practical solution to the problem of
binding education to the organism of life? Must there not develop in people of
learning, who are supported by the money of the people, a flourishing together with
the people and an aversion to whatever is barren and abstract9 And besides that,
hasn't this already given these educators an independent power? Doesn't giving up
money form a moral power? And who can assess, then, the moral wealth that benefits
our people precisely through this costly institution9 One always laments any of
smailness of character, but what will form character more significantly than such free
initiative on the part of diligent citizens?
Elsewhere universities are established and grow quickly and effortlessly
through the tyrannical power of tax collectors and the eagerness of paymasters But
we are not envious of that, because for us the establishment of this university is "the
struggle for life " And it is precisely in that struggle that the power of glorious
devotion forms itself. There is in the money entrusted to us still another, still a higher
value than the basic worth of the metal: there is prayer, there is love, there is the
sweat of the brow on the gold that comes to us.
Ill
So, it is evident to us, then, how "sphere sovereignty" is the striving out of

"Jan Rudolf Thorbecke (1798-1872), influential leader of the Dutch Liberals.
"Joannes Henncus Scholten (1811-1885), a professor at the University of Leiden,
a vocal proponent of theological liberalism
"Cornells Willem Opzoomer (1821-1892) was a Dutch philosopher and law
professor at Utrecht.
"Kuyper had established a "night school" which offered no state-recognized
degrees, but taught students from a Reformed perspective
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which our institution was born (p 27) We boldly and clearly state that "sphere
sovereignty" also stands for us as the royal stipulation for all education that would
flourish And in saying this I have merely pleaded our disputed case, that one grant us
"sphere sovereignty" as a principle I mean as a Reformed principle to us With the
use of that term, "Reformed," I immediately hope to avoid an extremely common
misunderstanding. At the same time, I hope to put to rest any suspicion whether we
would ever be able to mean by "Reformed" something less than authentic, pure
Christianity. Just as the merchant speaks of "net weight," the one minting fine gold
and the silversmith of a "great hallmark," Scripture speaks of unadulterated nard and a
certain newspaper is printed under the masthead, "the upright," so we would also want
to be able to speak of "net Christianity," of a "fine Christianity," of "unadulterated
Christianity," of "authentic Christianity," and not inappropriately, of a Christianity with
a "great hallmark." But wanting to avoid such unconventional terms, we prefer to
speak, according to proper linguistic usage and according to the demands of history, of
"Reformed" By this the counterfeit, and the adulterated, and the inferior are to be
sharply distinguished from the Christianity that is according to God's Word
Using the term "Christian," however, says too little, for that can also mean
Roman Catholic or Arminian The term "Christian" does not even exclude
Modernism Isn't it evident that people whose denial of God's existence shines as their
one honor in the full States-General display the false colors of the term "Christian" on
the facade of their school? There must, then, be something more than simply the term
"Christian " It is no small matter to escape the confusion of tongues And since
sphere sovereignty also holds for the spiritual area, therefore, it is not up to the
individual to invent names for principles and for those principles to provide
definitions. But this rather is the proper task of the authoritative institution which in
that sphere is the bearer of the historical life (p 28) So, it is not up to us to choose
another name, nor was it our right to profess our principle capriciously But we had
simply to make use of the "Reformed name" which we, as sons of the Dutch
Reformation, carried historically
And this name is not something that arbitrarily came to us, but it was the legal
judgment of the church. Again, courageously and without qualifications, we turn to
the teachings of Dort. We do not thereby reject our Lutheran brothers Meanly
looking down on other Christians would be to our guilt. Only this much we ask, that
one not coerce us to exchange something that is better in our view for something not
as excellent And permit us to build again on the fallen rubble a Reformed temple
according to a pure Reformed style
And this is precisely what I am attempting to articulate in this speech
Consequently, I pushed to the foreground the sovereignty of God according to the
demands of Scripture and of Calvin who went before us Because only this stimulates
life to the root and overcomes all fear of man and even the fear of Satan himself
Someone may also ask whether "sphere sovereignty" is derived from the heart
of Scnpture and from the treasure of the Reformed life I have attempted, first of all,
to sound the organic faith principle of Scnpture in its depth, and then to take account
of the Hebronic tribal edict for David's coronation, to observe Elijah's resistance to
Ahab's tyranny, to note the disciple's refusal to yield to the political order of
Jerusalem, and, not least, to listen to the teachings of the Lord concerning that which
is God's and that which is Caesar's. And turning to Reformed thought, don't you
encounter Calvin's concept of the "minor magistrates'"1 And isn't sphere sovereignly
also the entire foundation for the Presbyterian church order1 And didn't nearly all
Reformed countries incline toward a confederation form of government? (p. 29) And
aren't the freedoms of the citizens within Reformed nations the most fully developed1
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And in all this the contrary view is refuted. For hasn't the domestic peace,
decentralization, and the autonomy also of the civil municipality, even now, still best
Deen guaranteed on the basis of the teachings of Calvin?
It is, therefore, entirely in line with the Reformed spirit that we now also ask
for our own principle of sovereignty in a separate sphere of education. Concerning a
compact of neutrality with learning that lives out of another principle, let me state that
we may not sit together at the table with any such university For I do not deny that
there also exists in the non-Christian authorities a fear of the majesty of God and of
his righteousness, so that Calvin even held in honor the heathen tyrants. In spite of
the fact that there is such a pious base, still there is nothing more than a foundation
with at most a partial wall on it, but without a roof or windows.
Or would you prefer a more precise image9 So I ask, then, that you picture a
colossal tower that is built, but on which the peak and thus the chimes and clock and
weathervane are missing. In short, everything for which it was built! Even this
absurd notion is more plausible than that other proposal which advocates a great
academy of the realm for which the authorities would provide nothing but auditoriums
with chairs and also museums and laboratories, with the right for each scholar to labor
there and for each discipline to place scholars there A scientific "central station"
where all lines would converge, but each with its own creed and its own
administration.
But in this the royal right of each principle to sovereignty in its own sphere
would still be violated Or doesn't history also teach that learning in each sphere of
life takes an entirely different shape according to each separate principle? For there is
a Greek, there is an Arabian, there is a scholastic science, which certainly doesn't
speak to us But in its own sphere, nevertheless, it developed and was thought out by
great thinkers, in whose shadow none of us can stand, (p 30) Likewise, after the
Middle Ages science displayed a slightly different face to Roman Catholicism and to
the non-Catholic universities The progression of philosophers who appeared with and
after Kant, in keeping with their subject or object, formed schools of philosophy which
mutually excluded each other How can you bring together the monists and the
atomists? Yes, so compelling and dominating is the power of a pnnciple, that Hegel's
powerful thought, acknowledged by all, brought forth an entirely unique system in the
theological, the juridical, in physics, and in every area. As a result, learning criminal
law in Hegel's school and civil law in Herbart's school necessanly confuses all notions
of justice
And it seems an impossibility to weave these together into an integrated
garment because of the different intellectual principles undergirding them How much
stronger does a life principle demonstrate the necessity of its own sovereignty! As
Fichte's example shows, so long as an intellectual theory is being playfully considered,
recovering and re-examining what was initially rejected is still always possible. But
with a life principle this is not possible. For life pnnciples are rooted in facts
Or, to express the matter even more strongly, consider Christian principles
embodied in a living person—in a person whose appearance evoked a crisis in the
midst of the world, in the midpoint of world history, also in the center of the thought
of the world Examine now that living person, that Christ. Examine his authoritative
interpreters and what do you learn? Does that Rabbi of Nazareth declare that his
science shows itself wedded to that of the earth? Does he say that you are his
apostles who continue your studies at Jerusalem or at Athens and that by degrees and
of yourself you will rise to a higher knowledge9 But isn't that which the Rabbi
imprints upon you turned completely upside down9 For he teaches that the treasure of
wisdom is hidden from the wise and learned by and sooner revealed to the child-like
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And the learned, informed Paul (p 31) placed between his earlier, learned wisdom and
the life principle now planted in him a chasm so broad, so deep, so impassable, that he
opposed again and again as folly the "wisdom" of the intellect of anyone with a
pattern of life based on another principle.
Shall we then indeed pretend to be able to grow together from the very same
root, with something, according to the explicit proclamation of Jesus' divine selfknowledge, that is established on an entirely different root? We shall not want to risk
doing this!* Instead, considering that something begins with a principle, and therefore
takes its particular beginning out of its own principle, we will maintain for our
principle and also for that of our opponents a particular sovereignty in the entirety of
the sphere of thought. That is to say, as they out of their principle, according to a
method appropriate to that principle, raise up a house of knowledge that shines,
although it doesn't entice us, so we also, out of our principle, will add a method which
corresponds to our principle, letting a unique stem shoot up, whose branch and leaf
and blossom have grown out of its own sap In this we are now simply asserting
something once valued, something taken as true, but something that our opponents
interpret as self-deception Yet, this should not surprise us, for to be regarded as fools
is even necessary We cannot fail to repeat the words of the poet, "that the godless
also in our days possess no knowledge" Not as though the unbeliever would be
inferior to us in knowledge, for he is easily our superior But because he says nothing
is a fact, while for us facts stand fast in Christ. And so he also declares not to have
found in his soul what the consciousness in our soul has grasped—belief in the Word
of God objectively infallible in Scripture and subjectively offered to us through the
Holy Spirit There then is what draws the line of demarcation
It is not as if the knowledge of others rests on certainty of understanding while
ours merely rests on faith From a person's faith proceeds all knowledge. You lean
on God, you go outside you ego, or else you hold fast to your ideal, (p 32) There are
no people who believe in nothing At least, whoever has nothing that immediately
stood firm for him can find no beginning even for his thinking And how would the
person whose thinking lacks any beginning point ever be able to investigate anything
scientifically'1
What is actually intended is, therefore, a building which is built next to some
other structure without anything else in common other than the path to the door and
the view through the windows It has a printing press, which, like a postman, provides
for communication of thoughts For we also certainly acknowledge that the conflict of
ideas again and again is possible and necessary, but never more so than over a starting
point and a creed Once the starting point and creed is fixed, then, provided you draw
your line straight, the design of your drawing is determined And you find, as you
stand to the left or to the right, that everything else comes into focus for you and that
you have a persuasive position that dispenses with each argument that one raises
against you
Rightly, each organic thinker scoffs at the atomistic view, as if each mature
person considers fully every system and must examine all confessions in order to
choose the best for himself In that case no one is able to accomplish anything and, in
fact, no one does anything Such an approach leaves no time for penetrating thought
And whether a person undertakes the examination of each system himself or whether
someone else does it, only a very foolish individual will follow those who possess no
learning. That thus-named monster of all systems fosters only superficiality, destroys
thought, spoils character, and makes the brain unfit for more substantial work My
belief is not to spy out everything step-by-step in the passages of all the houses, but
by a single, solidly built premise to spy out the roof lines and acquire solid
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knowledge
Thus our knowledge will not be "free" in the sense of "loose from its
principle " That is the freedom of the fish on dry land, of a growing flower pulled out
of its pot of soil, or, if you prefer, of a (p 33) day-laborer from Drent who is taken
from his close-knit community and suddenly placed in Fleetstreet or on "the Strand"
In our own house, with vigorous strength and inexorably, we bind ourselves to a fixed
regimen, convinced that the best in each aspect of domestic life thrives under a fixed
order For the fullest freedom and the greatest advance in the intellectual domain is
founded only on this, that no other serves as the master in your house. At the same
time another can freely build on the foundation of his principle, in the style of his own
method with the outcome being his crowning glory.
And finally you ask whether we desire that separate scientific development then
not only for theology, but for all the faculties. Yes, perhaps you find it difficult to
restrain the smile on your lips! In case one scoffs at "Christian medicine" and
"Christian logic"—listen to our answer regarding this.
Do you think, then, that we confessed God's revelation as the starting point of
our endeavors as they did after the deformation was again reformed, as though only
theologians would draw from this, but that this beginning point was again to be
despised by artists, jurists, and philosophers? But are you thinking then of science as
a lofty enterprise that is distinguished from professional knowledge11 This is
something one might say of the medical faculty? Yet, it is not a sick mammal, to be
sure, but a person created in the image of God, which medical science heals. And
judge yourself, then, whether in that person, even if he is not a moral person, you see
him to be, according to soul and body, destined for higher things and bound to Gods
Word. Shall you conceal or reveal his approaching death? The use of anesthesia for
the woman in labor-shall you recommend it or advise against it? Shall you force a
vaccination or give people a free choice? Advocate self-control or license for the
passionate young man1 (p. 34) With Malthus, shall you curse the fertility of the
mother or with Scripture shall you bless it? Should you shall counsel those with
psychological problems or drug them? Or, to mention still more, do you advocate
cremation1 Do you unconditionally permit vivisection1 Do you arrest the syphilis
virus seen in society at the cost of dishonoring the authorities and offending the
dignity of people through the most distasteful examinations of all1
And what shall I say concerning the law school? According to you, is a
human being a polished product of nature or a condemned sinner1 Is the law itself
developed through the functioning of a natural organ or has it descended from God
himself, being bound to His Word, and is it a gift of God1 Indeed, criminal law
doesn't have some purpose or course of action other than pursuing justice for the
people When outside of science, the Christian conscience often finds itself resisting
the ruling political system, the business practices in vogue, and the predatory nature of
social relationships When in the area civil justice, all our Christian people press on to
return to decentralization through the principle of sphere sovereignty And under our
constitutional law, even though by a ratio of three to one separate "Christian" schools
have appeared, can you name even one chair in the law faculty that was not concerned
about the antithesis of principles1
1 grant that if our natural science faculty intentionally restricted itself merely to
measure and to weigh, the wedge of principle at any rate would not affect them. But
who does that? What natural scientist operates without an hypothesis? Who is there
who does not study science as a person and not as a mere measurer? What he sees, is
it not viewed through subjective glasses1 And what can he see of a particular field
without being drawn to a subjective opinion1 Who points out to you the price of the
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printed paper and the number of drops of ink that were impressed by the printing
press things which you sometimes notice in a book you publish, your own pamphlet,
in order to assess your book in a higher sense? (p. 35) Do some strands of floss silk
and a fine canvas sometimes make up the value of the finest embroidery work? Or
rather still doesn't the whole of the creation lie before all physical eyes as one
delightful painting? And the gold of the frame, is it valued more for the canvas which
is under it and for the sterling paints applied to it than for the actual magnificence of
the painting^
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reading" of words and "manipulating" words has nothing to do with being for or
a«ainst the Messiah But as I move along and open for you the Greek palace of art or
enter the world power of Rome, then doesn't it matter whether 1 call back the spirit of
those people in order to exclude the spirit of Christ again, or certainly place it under
the spirit of Christ, thereby giving tribute to the human and to the divine? Does the
study of Semitic languages become nothing other, in what I regard in Israel as the
people of absolute revelation, than the highest among people with^a genius for piety'
Does philosophy remain one when it still pursues the "ideal being" yonder, or with us
confesses in Christ the "one become flesh"0
Will world history sometimes come to
the very same conclusion, regardless of whether it identifies the cross with Socrates'
cup of poison or views it as the center point of all history0 And in order not to
belabor the point, will the history of our nation ignite the youthful heart with the same
fire equally with Fruin'5 or with Nuyens" as much as with Groen van Prinsterer, as
they are unfolded in their heroic beauty0
And how about the other faculties? The person, in each faculty, in each
science, and in each area of research, returns to this antithesis between fallen sinner or
evolving natural being itself, between the "subject that thinks" or "the object that
compels one to thought." 0, no single part of our thought world is to be hermetically
f se aled from the other parts There is not an inch of the entire domain of our human
life over which Christ, who is Sovereign over all, does not proclaim: "Mine!" (p. 36)
That voice we have heard, and only to that voice do we listen. This is a work
far too magnificent for our strength to have created We have lamented to hear of the
tragic powerlessness of fellow-believers, who, because their knowledge did not fit with
their principles, stood defenseless in spite of all their learning Their principle could
not contend with a power commensurate with the honor of that principle We have
listened to the lamentations of our Christian community which in the shame of its selfabasement, again learned to pray through the leaders who stepped forward, through the
pastors who tended them, through the prophets who inspired them
Through all of this,we came to realize that the honor of the Christ must not
remain lying trampled under taunts and revilement So truly, we, with the love of our
souls, must build again in his name And when it seems of no avail, or when we are
all reminded of our meager power, or of the strength of those against us, or of the
absurdity of undertaking something so bold, nevertheless, the fire remains in us,
glowing in our bones. There is one mightier than we, who impels us and pushes us
forward We cannot remain inactive. In spite of ourselves, we must go forward. That
even some of our own brothers who at the present time each advise against our own
endeavor preferred to continue to dwell with the humanists is certainly a very painful

"Robert Jacobus Fruin (1810-1865) was a famous liberal, Dutch historian
"Willem Jan Nuyens (1823-1894), a prominent Roman Catholic historian
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source of quiet shame to us. But it only serves to bring out to an even stronger drive
that urgency that is deep within For now, however, the wavering of such men makes
the future of our life principle appear to face an even more serious threat
And so, without blushing or shyness, our small school begins its life with the
name "university " Poor in money, very frugally endowed with intellectual power and
content with the favor of a people without honor. And what then will now be its
course9 How long will it live? O, the dozens of questions that arise regarding the
future! They cannot more strongly battle in your doubting thoughts than they have
stormed this heart! Only by again and again focusing on our holy (p. 37) principle,
after each crash of waves which beats over us, did our weary head raise itself
courageously again from the water Surely if this enterprise did not depend on the of
the Mighty One of Jacob, how would it be able to stand9 Because 1 do not
exaggerate, it is against everything some call great, it is against the world of learning,
it is against the entire age, an age of such tremendous charm, that we lay the
foundation of this school
Therefore, if you feel you must, you may freely look down upon our persons,
our power, and our intellectual significance. "To esteem God as everything and all
people as nothing," is the Calvinistic credo that is presented to you as our full claim.
Only this one thing I ask of you, even if you are our fiercest opponent, do not
withhold the support which inspires us nor the tribute of your acknowledgment
Because that confession, from which we again swept away the dust, wasn't it once the
sincere cry of a downtrodden nation? That Scripture, before whose authority we bow,
hasn't it as an infallible testimony of God once comforted the sorrowful in your own
generation? And the Christ, whose name we honor in this institution, is he not the
One Who inspires, the Elect, the Adored One manifest to your own fathers9
Therefore, put all that earlier had been written in the study halls and was sung in the
blast furnaces, put that in your own creed Then once again the essence of Scripture
will stand within Christendom as a conquering standpoint.
And so I now ask: "Is that Christendom still central for you9 Is it historically
not too imposing, too majestic, too holy a phenomenon, to now sink scornfully and
fall without honor? Isn't it the case that there is no more noble obligation than this9
And should a banner, such as we carried from Golgotha, ever be permitted to fall into
the hands of the enemy so long as we have not exerted ourselves in the extreme, so
long as one unspent arrow remains, and so long as even a small bodyguard remains
alive in this inheritance from Golgotha?
To that question, and with this I conclude, to that question sounds in our soul a
"With God that can never be!" (p 38) Out of that "Never" this institution has been
bom And upon that "Never," as an oath of loyalty to a higher principle, I ask an
echo May there be an "Amen" in each patriotic heart!

Still it remains for me, before this ceremony is concluded with thanks to God,
to speak a separate word to each of the various spheres represented in this auditorium
So it has been bestowed upon me, in the first place, to turn to you. Excellency,
Minister of the King, with sincere thanks for the honor of your esteemed presence and
with modest commendation from the institution which was opened in the good graces
of the government of the land In 1876 our revered King wrote in his law what was
already recognized in 1848, the right of his people to freedom, also for higher
education May his Majesty, and may your Excellency gain satisfaction that a mere
four years later that law has not remained superfluous and that the people are making
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use of that freedom. And on March 11,1876, the Minister of the King, who at that
time defended the law, certified "If Amsterdam acquires for its municipal university
the right to grant doctoral degrees cum effectu civih, then the matter will most
certainly be raised, that other similarly just claims will arise also, and one will have to
reasonably allow the same right to them." So it has been bestowed upon me to pay
my homage to you, concluding with the request that, if we once should earn our place,
may no less fairness than uttered in those words themselves prevail with His Majesty's
government!
Your Honor, the Lord Burgomaster, Aldermen and Secretaries of this city.
Also to you I offer my respectful homage In particular to you, Head of this city! As
an appointed professor I salute you, Burgomaster. Yet, this is still a unique privilege
for one inaugurating a school of higher education, for which even the most audacious
dares not to hope. Next to the priceless ancient purchase, which Pallas Athene gave to
your predecessor"(p. 39) at this present time a younger daughter of Minerva is to
acquire such without price and without money Can the heart of the father of the city,
as we eagerly call you, then not welcome it on behalf of your beloved Amsterdam
Our historic Amsterdam, we think, was the obvious city for such an historic
institution. May the day-to-day government of Amsterdam not withhold from us the
affection which it has manifested so surprisingly thus far already, also through your
presence here!
Honored Lord, Rector Magnificus and Secretary of the University of this city!
Of old, conflict over rank in the liberal education of the republic, I'm not saying within
the faculties, but rather between the schools, was rarely known Otherwise, how
would 1, a s Rector of this small, young school, look up to you as illustrious regent of
an older school! You know that also in your Senate there resounded for years already
the call for a "Free University." Would our Moll18 ever have guessed that one day
near the municipal university, in that very same Amsterdam, it would rise up based on
our chosen foundation'' And to arise without experiencing jealousy? O, for this we
are too small! Certainly your purpose is more local, ours extends more to the entire
nation. Ours maintains the honor of classical Reformed thought, continually among us
the desired understanding. May you preserve among us the honor of classical forms
and the traditional understandings then continually May you share also, by a life
from a different principle, our love for a sense of truth, the love for common
knowledge!

Concerning government and the public in general, I know myself, in the second
place, to be the spokesman of societal life in the Chamber, in society and press.
Honorable Lords, leaders of the States-General, a fruit also of your unwearying work
is the school that has now been established Boldly standing up for the freedom of
our people, you have (p. 40) never faltered, especially on the part of education.

"Kuyper is referring to the establishment of the Amsterdam Athenaeum lllustre i n
the seventeenth century Before the founding of the Free University of Amsterdam,
this institution was converted into the Municipal University of Amsterdam
'"Willem Moll (1812-1879), an important Dutch church historian who in 1877
spoke at ceremonies in connection with the transition of the Athenaeum in Amsterdam
to the status of a full university
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Continually your courageous word for the freedom of the academy has also sounded
restlessly Leaning on the judgment of the Son of God, your tribunes of the people
brought a time now already perceptible in our politics and in our social life. For this
our institution thanks you! For this our people write your names on their hearts As
you sit here in the midst of your people, with thankfulness and devotion seen in the
eyes of all, you must certainly experience a profound sense of accomplishment!
Gentlemen, Members of the Board of the Christian Society, Esteemed Brothers!
As we are one with you in the purpose of opposing the secularization of the nation,
our institution needs you at the celebration of its birth. The courtesy, even more the
demonstration of love shown by your presence, is greatly appreciated by us Not each
of us has the very same perception of the conflict, but with the same banner of the
cross, each has sworn to the Messiah the very same oath of war. To serve our
beloved nation, our people, and in that people the compassionate Christ, each in its
own way, in humility and in love, may this be our honorable battle for his name!
Esteemed Lords, Representatives of the Press! A power rests in your hands,
not known by our old academy, but certainly the younger university will have to
reckon with it from the beginning. I, then, do not abandon my tradition. As Groen
van Prinsterer's disciple, I also honor the press as a power in the nation. Groen was
the first to open the door by routinely take his place in your ranks. I should, then,
count it as an honor, as one of yours, to have walked with you in the ranks Thus, as
Rector of this school, but also as an old brother-in-arms, I ask for the newly-bom
institution the salute of honor from your word! (p 41)
And 1 come, then, pulling back in a narrower circle, finally to you, who are
bound more personally to this institution. Allow me, then, to offer you first of all the
thanks from the heart of a brother, esteemed gentlemen and brothers. Directors of this
school! To live, to be zealous, to sacrifice for learning-for learning that honors
Christ, was from of old the honorable position of the merchants of Amsterdam. That
position, now in association with brothers from the entire land as regional directors
and regional secretaries, is seen in the regiment of such a school. Does this not
comfort and inspire? May God's favor and the favor of the people make lighter the
heavy task which you take upon your shoulders And as to you, may it be given to
me, as teacher and as rector, to serve, that your trust might never be put to shame, that
you might never regret your choice!
With that same prayer 1 come to you, Lord Curators, esteemed brothers. I feel
deeply what you have invested heavily, as people of learning, to assume the
intellectual leadership for one school, whose charter of foundation came from Dort
But that you thirst for this and that you let that revilement come, is then also more
significant than a doctoral diploma, it is a sign of nobility, of courage, and of moral
devotion, for which 1 thank you, this school honors you, and our people love you.
You find before you a worthy people They, through higher grace, are for you the
fruit of prayer!
The fruit of prayer, may that also describe all our learning, esteemed
colleagues, much beloved brothers, with whom I am allowed to lay the first stone for
this building Most of our work is still to come. Yet, because of the fruit of that
work already put forth this field was plowed. 0, are you not sometimes frightened
with me, by the realization of the enormously difficult task which we have
undertaken? And yet you will not pull back, is that not true? Because you also know
the urgency, the impulse of a higher necessity Moreover, in one thing we may boast,
may we not'' The peril of a struggle over rank, (p. 42) which is a plague of faculties,
has been cut off for good among us For even the most subjective intention has
surrendered itself in the majesty of the objective, the historical, that invested with
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power, the official spoken word!
You, esteemed lords and brothers, who came here from foreign countries, I
offer thanks in the name of our entire institution for such intense, brotherly fidelity.
To receive tokens of support from Scotland, from Germany, and even from America,
makes us think of Dort where once the entire Reformed community was present! No
more than is science, is the Reformed confession acquainted with national boundaries.
You are welcome, then, in our midst to speak out and you take home to your brothers,
with congratulations, the salutation of peace, the prayer of this circle!
Reverend, very learned lords, ministers of the Word, esteemed brothers! You
also may be seen sitting down in such wide rows This raises in not a small measure
the joy of the festive day You know we are of no church, neither for a church
Intellectual life forms us as a sphere with our own sovereignty and independent life.
Not to us, but to the King of the church belongs the decision of what will be cleansed
by Him and whether the churches in this land will be purified. We see the
commandment, but we are blind to the outcome But even as we honor your high
position, your bold confession refreshes us. We place a very high value on your
public affection. For you are also theologians, also song leaders of the multitude, also
priests who pray for the people. Then, also serve us as theologians with your support,
as leaders of the people with your recommendation, as priestly intercessors with the
prayer also for this institution in the house of our God1 (p 43)
And I look up to you then, finally, who as Founders, as Members, as Patrons,
as District Leaders or Municipal District Heads, would sacrifice your gold, your time,
your energy for our institution Beloved brothers in our Lord Jesus Christ, speaking
according to human ways, our existence lies in your hands—the provisions that we will
find on the way, more still, the possibility of our growth For this you know, that we
are not nearly there yet. The number of professors must still be at least tripled Thus
the strength of your love and devotion must also itself be tripled or what this school
must be, according to its statement of purpose, it would never become And yet, that
it will be fully built, yes, that we dare to hope How boldly you also demonstrate that
hope. Because of what we have already seen! Because of the glorious faithfulness,
with which already so many brothers surprised us. Not the least, because of the
enthusiasm for this holy task that I sometimes see glittering in the women's eyes.
And then
because of something else! Also because you as co-founders
have in your midst the person for whom is my last word, Groen's bosom friend I
mean you, noble Elout,9 venerable old man, with your penetrating but always fnendly
eye What a part of history is not the span of your life! What a succession of kings
have you not served! How many storms have passed over your now weary head!
And that you then still wanted to be here with us! Your gift still carries us and speaks
a word of fatherly blessing on our youth How should you have stolen the heart of
this people, if not already, before there were ever thoughts regarding this institution
they had thanked God for your contribution But let me, at least, be able to say to you
openly, how our Reformed people esteem this brotherly condescension of the great of
the earth to the simple citizen You demonstrate how our people feel themselves
attached to those historic people like you, who for two generations past have rallied
us (p 44) By a person of your status, of your life's wisdom, of your years, you show,
above all, how our people, who became great by the Bible and who will die by the
Bible, in that humble loyalty to the profession of the Holy Word of Scripture, enjoy
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the praise of their covenant God. And the very things you had already begun in
prayer and the very things you had started in thanksgiving, then your spirit also bears
in my prayer, as the still utterance of my word also now goes in an exaltation of
praise for the Almighty
In order to thank You, 0 Our Father, who is in Heaven, Fountainhead of all
truth, Fountain of all true knowledge, and Source of all wisdom! Swerving off from
You, Your creature finds nothing other than darkness, nothing other than weariness,
nothing other than a tying down of the spirit. But close to you, our life immersed in
Yours, then the light streams around us, the power thrills our veins and the freedom of
faith unfurls itself in heavenly delight. Adorable, eternal Majesty,then look down also
on this institution with favor May her gold be from You, her power, all her wisdom
May she never swear by one less, never by another, than by Your Holy Word. And
You Who try our hearts, O Judge also of our nation and Judge also of the schools of
knowledge, demolish the very walls of this institution and extinguish it from before
Your face, if she ever intends anything other, ever shall will anything different, than to
boast in that sovereign, that powerful free grace, that there is in the cross of the Son of
Your tender love!
Lord, Lord God! Let in Your Name only, in Your Name all our help stand!
Amen.
And herewith I declare this ceremony concluded and the Free University to be
opened!
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Jovanovich, Inc., 1972.
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Netherlands.
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Kerk. 2d ed., vol 8, ed. G P Van Itterzon and D Nauta, 5-82. Kampen: J H
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Civilisation in the Seventeenth Century and Other Essays, selected by Pieter
Geyl and F W N Hugenholtz, trans. Arnold J Pomerans, 9-104. New York:
Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1968
Examines the various factors shaping Dutch culture in the seventeenth
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Jellema, Dirk "Abraham Kuyper's Attack on Liberalism." The Review of Politics 19
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Discusses the anti-Liberal character of Kuyper's social and political
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Kasteel, P Abraham Kuvper. Kampen: J H Kok, 1938
A thorough biography of Abraham Kuyper concentrating on Kuyper's
influence in the church and politics. Kasteel was a Roman Catholic critical of
some of Kuyper's thought
Kennedy, Jon R. The Reformation of Journalism: A Christian Approach to Mass
Communication. Nutley, New Jersey: Craig Press, 1972.
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Kennedy draws on the thought and work of Abraham Kuyper
Kistemaker, Simon Calvinism: Its History. Principles and Perspectives Grand Rapids
Baker Book House, 1966
A brief overview of the history, thought, and influence of Calvinism
Klapwijk, J "Abraham Kuyper over Welenschap en Universileil " In Abraham Kuyper
Ziin Volksdecl. Ziin Invloed. eds C Augustijn, J H Prins, H. E. S Woldring,
61-94. Delft: W D Meinema, 1987
"Abraham Kuyper on Science and the University," in Abraham Kuvper: His
People's Party. His Influence An essay dealing with Kuyper's thought on
science and the role of the university.
Knudsen, Robert D. The Encounter of Christianity with Secular Science: Sociology.
Memphis: Christian Studies Center, 1981
The author analyzes approaches to sociology from the philosophical
perspective of Herman Dooyeweerd
Kraay, John Translator's Preface to Roots of Western Culture, by Herman
Dooyeweerd Translated by John Kraay, eds. Mark Vander Vennen and Bernard
Zylstra. Toronto Wedge Publishing Foundation, 1979
Kraay explains the historical background to the writing of Roots of Western
Culture.
Kromminga, D H. The Christian Reformed Tradition From the Reformation to the
Present Grand Rapids William B Eerdmans Publishing Company,1943.
Traces the development of the Dutch Reformed tradition from its beginnings
in the Protestant Reformation to the 1940's.
Kromminga, John H "Abraham Kuyper" In A History of Religious Educators, ed
Elmer L Towns, 288-296 Grand Rapids Baker Book House, 1975
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In the Mirror. Hamilton, Ontario: Guardian Publishing Co., Ltd., 1957.
A brief history and appraisal of the Christian Reformed Church
Kuiper, Dirk Th "Theory and Practice in Dutch Calvinism on the Racial Issue in the
Nineteenth Century " Calvin Theological Journal 21 (April 1986): 51-78.
A study to determine if the Calvinism of Van Prinsterer and Kuyper is read
differently in Europe, South Africa, and North America.
Kuiper, Herman "Calvin on Common Grace." Th D diss., De Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam, 1928.
Kuiper documents that Calvin at least implies the doctrine of common grace
and that it was an essential part of his thought.
Kuiper, J Geschiedenis van het Christeliik l.aier Ondenviis in Nederland. 2d ed.
Amsterdam H. A. Van Bottenburg, 1904.
"A History of Christian Primary Education in the Netherlands." Presents the
struggle for the establishment and recognition of Christian schools in the
Netherlands.
Kuitert, H M "Het Vrije Veld van de Theologie" In In Ravvort met de Tiid: 100 Jaar
Theoloeie aan de Vriie Universiteit. ed C. Augustijn, 236-278. Kampen: J H
Kok, 1980
"The Free Field of Theology" in In Rapport with the Time: 100 Years of
Theology at the Free University A essay dealing with the role of theology at
the university and its relationship to the church.
Kuyper, Abraham A nli-revolntionaire Staatknnde Amsterdam. J H. Kok, 1916
Quoted in G. C Berkouwer, Divine Election. 9 Grand Rapids: Wm. B
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1960.
"Anti-revolutionarv Politics." Kuyper's comments regarding Van Prinsterer
"The Antirevolutionary Program." In Political Order and the Plural
Structure of Society, ed. James W Skillen and Rockne M. McCarthy, 235-264.
Publication of the Emory University Studies in Law and Religion, ed. John
Witte, Jr . no 2 Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991.
A brief introduction focusing on Kuyper's political contributions and a
translation of several articles written by Kuyper in De Standaard shortly after
becoming editor Also includes an English translation of selections from his
Sonvereiniteil in Eieen Krine (Sphere Sovereignty)
. Asleep in Jesus Translated by John Hendrik De Vries. Grand Rapids: Wm
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B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1929.
A book of meditations on the biblical teachings concerning the death of
Christians
_ Band acm heI Woord. Antwoord on de Vraai;; Hoe is eene Universiteit aim
he! Woord van God le Binden? Voorecdraeen on de Meeting Crehonden le
Middelburv on 28 Juni 1899 Amsterdam J A Wormser, 1899.
"Bound to the Word. Answer to the Question: 'In What Way is a University
Bound to the Word of God?' Presented at a Meeting Held in Middleburg on
June 28. 1899." Focuses on the authority of Scripture at the university.
. Het Calvinisme en de Kunst Amsterdam: J A. Wormser, 1888
"Calvinism and Art." A speech delivered by Kuyper in 1888 on the
occasion of the transfer of the rectorate of the Free University
. Christianity and the Class Struggle Translated by Dirk Jellema. Grand
Rapids: Piet Hein Publishers, 1950.
Jellema's 1950 English translation of Kuyper's 1891 address opening the
First Christian Social Congress. The address lays down broad lines for
Christian social action.
. Confidentie Amsterdam Hoveker & Zoon, 1873
"Confidentially." An autobiographical writing in which Kuyper discusses
his spiritual struggle with the modem spirit of unbelief, his conversion to the
historic Reformed faith, and the development of a Reformed worldview
. Diclalen Doemaliek 2d ed., 5 vols Kampen: J H Kok, 1910
"Notes in Dogmatics " A collection of student notes of Kuyper's lectures in
dogmatic theology The approach used is that of the loci approach and a
question and answer format
. De One Form uliercn van b'cnieheid. Geliik Die Voordc Gercfomieerde
Kerb en Oezer Landcn Ziin Vasteesteld op de Nalionale Svnade van Dordrecht.
Kampen: J H Kok, 1916
"The Three Forms of Unity" A brief discussion of the importance of
confessions in the life of the Christian and the Church The Belgic Confession,
the Heidelberg Catechism, the Canons of Dort and the Ecumenical creeds are
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Encyclopaedic der Heiline Godeelccn/hcid 2d rev ed Kampen J H Kok,
1908
"Encvlopedia of Sacred Theology " One of Kuyper's principal works, its
three volumes explore the nature of theology as a science with its own
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principles and its unique place within the organism of science
reflects on the nature of science in general.

Also, Kuyper

De Engelen Gods. 2d ed Kampen: J. H. Kok, 1923
"The Angels of God." A theological study of the biblical teachings
regarding angels and demons.
. "Evolulie," A speech delivered at the transfer of the rectorate of the Free
University, October 20, 1899.
"Evolution." Kuyper's critique of the theory of evolution and a Christian
response to it.
. E Voto Dordraceno Toelichline OP den Heidelbersschen Catechismus
Amsterdam: Hoveker & Wormser, 1905.
"From the Vow of Port: An Explanation of the Heidelberg Catechism." A
four-volume commentary on the Heidelberg Catechism
. Een Geloofsstuk. Kampen: J. H, Kok, 1912
"An Act of Faith " The text of a speech Kuyper delivered to a meeting of
the "Society for Higher Education on Reformed Principles" in Haarlem in 1912
De Gemeene Grade 2d ed., Vols. 1-3 Kampen: J H Kok, 1931-32
"Common Grace." One of Kuyper's most significant works. The first
volume gives an historical, biblical perspective on common grace, the second
takes a systematic, theological approach, and the third explores the implications
of this biblical teaching,
especially in the areas of the state, society, and
church-state relations
"Handelingen der Slalen-Generaal, Zilling van 14 Juli, 1902, Eersle
Kamer" Translated and quoted by J. N Van Der Kroef in "Abraham Kuyper
and the Rise of Neo-Calvimsm in the Netherlands," Church History 18 (1948),
317.
"Acts of the States-General session of July 14, 1902" Van Der Kroefs essay
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movement in the Netherlands.
. The Implications of Public Confession. 2d ed Translated by Henry Zylstra.
Grand Rapids Zondervan Publishing House, 1934
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of public confession of the faith
In the Shadow of Death Translated by John Hendnk De Vnes. Grand
Rapids Wm B Eerdmans Publishing Co , 1929
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Meditations for the sick and dying
. her en Leem. Amsterdam: J A Wormser, 1885
"Iron and Clav." A series of discourses on the Christian life by Kuyper.
. De Kerkeliike Goederen Amsterdam: H Hoveker, 1869.
"Church Property " Kuyper discusses the issue of church ownership of
various properties, tracing the issue from the Medieval period to the
contemporary debate in the Netherlands.
Lectures on Calvinism Grand Rapids: Wm B Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1931.
Lectures first delivered by Kuyper in 1898 at Princeton University under the
auspices of the L P Stone Foundation These lectures deal with Calvinism as
a life-system, Calvinism and religion, Calvinism and politics, Calvinism and
science, Calvinism and art, and Calvinism and the future.
. "Manmaiha" Amsterdam: J A Wormser, 1891
A published speech Kuyper delivered on May 12, 189! to the Assembly of
Deputies meeting in Utrecht. Deals with the impact of eschatology on views of
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. Modernism. A Fata Morgana in the Christian World Translated and
abridged by Gerrit Hendrik Hospers In The Reformed Principle of Authority
ed. Gerrit Hendrik Hospers, 15-35. Grand Rapids: The Reformed Press, 1924
Kuyper's analysis of the impact of Modernism in the church and in culture
Hei Modemisme een Fata Monana on Chrisleliik Gchied Amsterdam H
De Hoogh & Co , 1871
The original Dutch of the preceding entry
. De "Nuts"-Beweeine. Amsterdam: H Hoveker, 1868
"The 'Nm' Movement" Kuyper attacks the notion of religious neutrality
espoused by the Maaischappij lot Nut van'i A Igemcen (Society for the General
Welfare).
"Ons Program " 5th ed., rev Hilversum Hoveker & Wormser, 1907
"Our Program " Kuyper's explanation of the foundations, principles, and
program of the Anti-revolutionary political party.
. " The Ordinances of God." In Political Order and the Plural Structure of
Society, ed James W Skillen and Rockne M McCarthy, 235-257 Atlanta
Scholars Press, 1991
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A translation of a brief section of Kuyper's Ons Program
the foundational perspective of the Anti-Revolutionary Party
comments by the editors precede the selection.

This deals with
Introductory

. "Pantheism's Destruction of Boundaries." Methodist Review 53 (July and
September 1893): 520-535, 762-778
Kuyper's critique of the influence of pantheism in nineteenth century
European thought.
.. The Practice of Godliness. Translated by Marian M Schoolland. Grand
Rapids Wm. B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956
A series of meditations in which Kuyper explores the many aspects of godly
living.
. Predicalien. in de iaren 1867 loi 1873. tiidens ziin Predikaiitschap in hel
Nederlandsch Hervomide Kerkeenootschao. eehouden le Beesd. le Utrecht en
le Amsterdam Kampen: J. H Kok, 1913
"Sermons Preached in the years 1867-1873 during Pastorates in the
Netherlands Reformed Church at Beesd. Utrecht and Amsterdam " As the title
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. Principles of Sacred Theology. Translated by J[ohn] Hendrik De Vries
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1968
An English translation of selected sections of Kuyper's Encyclopaedic der
Heilise Godaeleerdheid.
The Problem of Poverty Edited and with an introduction by James W
Skillen Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1991
A recent English translation of Abraham Kuyper's "The Social Problem and
the Christian Religion," a speech that opened the first Christian Social
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Pro Reee of Hel Konineschan van Chrisms Kampen: J H Kok, 19111912.
"For the Kina or The Kingship of Christ" In three volumes Kuyper
considers the challenges to the kingship of Christ resulting from the impact of
sin in the world Then he traces the biblical teachings regarding Christ's
kingship
HeI Protestantisme in de Nederlandsche Letterkunde
"Protestantism in Dutch Literature." Explores the influences of
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The Revelation of St. John Translated by John Hendrik De Vries Grand
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Rapids: William B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1963
An English translation of Kuyper's commentary on the Book of Revelation.
. Social Oreanisatie Onder Eieen Bonier The Hague J Bootsma, 1908.
"Social Omanization Under Our Banner" An overview of the Antirevolutionary political agenda and its foundational principles
Soiivereinileil in Eiven Krins. Amsterdam: J H Kruyt, 1880.
"Sphere Sovereignty." Kuyper's speech at the inauguration of the Free
University of Amsterdam on October 20, 1880 In this speech he presents the
fundamental elements of his views regarding the nature of the university and its
relationships to other societal spheres, especially the state.
_. "Sphere Sovereignty," trans. Harry der Nederlander and Gordon Spykman.
In Political Order and the Plural Structure of Society, ed James W Skillen and
Rockne M. McCarthy, 257-264. Atlanta Scholars Press, 1991.
A translation of a section of Kuyper's Souvereinileii in Eieen Krinv
. Sink! Genomen HeI Rechl tot Universiteilsslichtin. Amsterdam: J H.
Kruyt, 1880.
"Taken Strictly." The Right to Found a University Tested by Public Law and
History Kuyper builds a case for the establishment of the Free University of
Amsterdam
To Be Near Unto God Translated and introduced by John Hendrik De
Vnes. Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing
Company, 1979.
A devotional book of over one hundred meditations. These give insight into
the personal piety of Kuyper
Traclaal van de Refomialie der Kerken Amsterdam Hoveker & Zoon,
1884
"Tract on the Reformation of the Church " Kuyper's study focusing on the
establishment of the church in the New Testament period, the deformation in
the Middle Ages, and the Reformation of the church.
Uil Hei Woord 2d ed Vols 1-6 Amsterdam: J A Wormser, 1896.
"Out of the Word " A devotional series in which Kuyper deals with many
aspects of biblical thought and his own theological interpretation
Van de VoleinJing. 2d ed. Vols. 1-4 Kampen J H Kok, 1929
"Concerning the Consummation " A major work of Kuyper on eschatology.
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. De Verflamvine der Grenzen Amsterdam: J A Wormser,

1892.

"The Blurring of Boundaries " Focuses on the spiritual conflict that
permeates al! of life.
. De Vteeschwordine des Woords Amsterdam: J A Wormser, 1887.
"The Incarnation of the Word." A monograph in which Kuyper considers
the incarnation of the Son of God and its significance for the Christian.
Wat Moeten Wii Doert, Het Stemrecht aan Ons Zelven Houden of Den
Kerkcraaii Machtieen? Culemborg, the Netherlands: A J. Blom, 1887
"What Must We Do. Hold to Ourselves the Right to Vote or Empower the
Church Council?" A discussion of the nature and structure of church authority
in light of contemporary debates regarding the application of article 23 of the
church order
Het_ Werk van den Heilieen Geest. Amsterdam: J A. Wormser, 1888 and
1889.
"The Work of the Holv Spirit." Kuyper's major work on the Holy Spirit.
. When Thou Sittest in Thine House Translated by John Hendrik De Vries.
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1929
A series of meditations on home life and the family.
"Wii. Calvinisten

.". Kampen J H. Kok, 1909

"We. Calvinists .
The opening speech delivered before the Assembly of
Deputies on April 22, 1909.
. The Work of the Holv Spirit Translated by Henri De Vries. New York:
Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1900
A translation of Kuyper's major theological effort dealing with the doctrine
of the Holy Spirit
De Zesen des Heeren over onze Kerken Amsterdam J A Wormser, 1896
"The Savings of the Lord Concerning Our Churches." The text of a speech
given by Kuyper on August 10, 1896 in Middleburg on the occasion of the
meeting of the General Synod of the Gereformeerde Kerken
Kuyper-Gedenkboek 1897 Amsterdam W Ten Have, 1807 Translated and quoted by
Louis Praamsma in Let Christ Be King. 54 Jordan Station, Ontario: Paideia
Press, 1985.
"Kuyper Commemorative Book. 1897 " A collection of Kuyper's speeches
and comments as well as the reflections of others on Kuyper, his life and his
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Development of Calvinism, ed John H Bratt, 63-102. Grand Rapids: Wm B
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1964
A brief overview of the development and influence of Calvinism in the
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Langedijk, Dirk De Schoolstriid in de Eersle Jaren Na de Wei van 1857 (1857-1866)
Kampen: J H Kok, 1937.
"The School Conflict in the First Years After the Law of 1857." A history
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Langley, McKendree R Foreword to Christianity as a Life-Svstem: The Witness of a
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"Creation and Sphere Sovereignty in Historical Perspective." Pro Reae 9, no
4 (June 1981): 12-22.
Langley focuses on the thought of Kuyper, Dooyeweerd, and Goudzwaard
as it relates to a view of society
. The Practice of Political Spirituality: Episodes in the Public Career of
Abraham Kuvoer, 1879-1918. Jordan Station, Ontario: Paideia Press, 1984
A study of Kuyper's application of Christian political ideas to Dutch life
. "A Sketch of Abraham Kuyper's Life " The Reformed Theological Svnod
Theological Forum 16, no 2 (June 1988): 4-8
As the title suggests, an overview of Kuyper's life and contributions.
Lansberg, Ph A. Hel Protestantismc in de Nederlandsche l.enerkunde Wageningen:
Gebr Zomer en Keuning, 1927
"Protestantism in Dutch Literature " A study of Protestant views of and
contributions to the art, emphasizing Abraham Kuyper's views
Leith, John H. An Introduction to the Reformed Tradition: A Way of Being the
Christian Community Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1977.
An overview of the history and main ideas of the Reformed community
Maffet, Gregory John. "The Educational Thought of Cornelius Van Til: An Analysis of
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diss., The University of Akron, 1984
Considers the impact of Kuyper's thought on Van Til's philosophy of
education.
McCarthy, Rockne, Donald Oppewal; Walfred Peterson; and Gordon Spykman
Society. State. & Schools: A Case for Structural and Confessional Pluralism.
Grand Rapids: William B Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1981.
An historical and legal study advocating the tolerance of pluralistic
worldviews in society and education
McCarthy, Rockne M., James W Skillen, and William A Harper Disestablishment a
Second Time: Genuine Pluralism for American Schools. Grand Rapids:
Christian University Press and William B Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1982.
Important for its discussion of historical instances of confessional pluralism
in education including the Netherlands under Kuyper's influence.
Meyer, Steven E. "Calvinism and the Rise of the Protestant Political Movement in the
Netherlands." Ph D. diss., Georgetown University, 1976.
Discusses Kuyper's significance for political developments in the
Netherlands.
Motley, John Lothrop History of the United Netherlands Vols. 1-4 New York
Harper & Brothers, 1866.
A detailed history of the Netherlands from the death of William the Silent.
. The Rise of the Dutch Republic Vols. 1-3 New York: Harper & Brothers,
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A history of the rise and development of the Dutch republic beginning with
the Union of Utrecht in 1581
Mouw, Richard J "Dutch Calvinist Philosophical Influences in North America."
Calvin Theological Journal 24 (April 1989): 93-120
Mouw traces the influence of Dutch Reformed thought in North America.
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Oppewal, Donald The Roots of the Calvinistic Day School Movement Grand Rapids:
Calvin College Department of Education, 1963.
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Praamsma L[ouis], Abraham Kuvner als Kerkhistoricns Kampen: J H Kok, 1945.
"Abraham Kuvoer as Church Historian." Praamsma deals with Kuyper's
historical perspective and his early interest in church history
Let Christ Be King: Reflections on the Life and Times of Abraham Kuvper
Jordan Station, Ontario: Paideia Press, 1985
A biography of Abraham Kuyper approaching Kuyper's work and influence
in light of the turmoil of nineteenth century Europe
Puchinger, George Abraham Kuvner De Jonee Kuvner (1837-1867). Franeker T
Wever, 1987.
"Abraham Kuvper: The Young Kuvper." Puchinger focuses on the young
Kuyper and the influences that helped to shape the leader he later became
Puchinger, George and N Scheps. Gesnrek over de Onbekende Kuvper Kampen J
H Kok, 1971
"A Conversation Regarding the Unknown Kuvper " Scheps' interview with
Puchinger, a leading Kuyper scholar He explores the personal life and
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Ratzsch, Del "Abraham Kuyper's Philosophy of Science " Calvin Theological Journal
27 (November 1992): 277-303.
Ratzsch focues on Kuyper's views on the relationship between Christian
belief and science.
Ridderbos, Simon Jan De Thealoeische Ciiltunrbeschomvinz van Abraham Kuvner
Kampen J H Kok, 1947.
"The Theological Concent of Culture of Abraham Kuyper" An analysis of
Kuyper's view of culture and the impact of his emphasis on common grace
Rullmann, J C Abraham Kuvner. F.en I.cvcnsschels 2d ed Kampen J H Kok,
1928
"Abraham Kuvper. A Sketch of His Life " A general biography of Kuyper
Runner, H Evan The Relation of the Bible to Learning Rexdale, Ontario The
Association for Reformed Scientific Studies, 1967
A s eries of essays concerning the Reformed understanding of the
relationship between Scripture and scholarship
Sandys, John Edwin A History of Classical Scholarship Vols. 1-3 New York Hafner
Publishing Co., 1958
A survey of the history of classical scholarship from the Athenian age to the
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Schilder, Klaas. Jezns Chrislns en hel Menschenleven Culemborg, the Netherlands' A
J Blom, 1932
"Jesus Christ and the Life of Humanity." Schilder's views regarding
Christianity and culture.
Schrotenboer, Paul G "Abraham Kuyper, His International Influence." The Reformed
Ecumenical Synod Theological Forum 16, no 2 (June 1988): 1-2.
A brief commentary on the widespread and long-lasting influence Abraham
Kuyper exerted in the Netherlands and beyond.
Schutte, G J Mr G Groen Van Prinsterer 2d ed. Goes, the Netherlands: Oosterbaan
& Le Cointre, 1977
A biography of Guillaume Groen Van Prinsterer written in Dutch
Seerveld, Calvin A Christian Critique of Art and Literature. Toronto: The Association
for Reformed Scientific Studies, 1968.
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Skillen, James William "The Development of Calvinistic Political Theory in the
Netherlands, with Special Reference to the Thought of Herman Dooyeweerd."
PhD diss, Duke University, 1973.
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. " God's Ordinances: Calvinism in Revival " Pro Rege 8, no 4 (June 1980):
24-33.
Skillen explores the need for and nature of biblical revival in our day
. "History and the Unfolding of Society." Pro Rege 9, no 4 (June 1981) 2I1
A study of the historical dimension of the process of societal differentiation
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Ecumenical Svnod Theological Forum 16, no. 2 (June 1988): 15-19.
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Essays in Honor of H Evan Runner, ed Henry Vander Goot, 195-206 St
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1987
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